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REVIEW OF USDA'S PROPOSED RULE, "NUTRI-
TION OBJECTIVES FOR SCHOOL MEALS"

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Department

Operations and Nutrition,
Committee on Agriculture,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:05 p.m., in room

1300, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Charles W. Stenholm

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Glickman, Gunderson, and Ewing.
Also present: Representative Pat Roberts, ranking minority

member of the committee.
Staff present: Julia M. Paradis, assistant counsel; Gary R. Mitch-

ell, minority staff director; William E. O'Conner, Jr., minority pol-

icy coordinator; John E. Hogan, minority counsel; Glenda L. Tem-

ple, clerk; Anita R. Brown, James A. Davis, Pete Thomson, and

Lynn Gallagher.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES W. STENHOLM, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. Stenholm. The subcommittee will come to order.

Welcome to this subcommittee hearing on an issue of great inter-

est to many people around the country, USDA's proposed rule, "Nu-
trition Objectives for School Meals."
As you all know, this proposed rule would require meals served

under the national school lunch program to be consistent with the

dietary guidelines for Americans. This issue has captured the at-

tention of children, parents, health scientists, food groups, produc-
tion agriculture, the restaurant industry, and food manufacturers.

We look forward to hearing from representatives of most of these

groups today.
I have been asked why this subcommittee is interested in the

issue of good nutrition and why we are conducting this hearing.
The question is a good one because traditionally our nutrition focus

has been on the food stamp program and the commodity donation

program. That is changing.
Tlie short answer is that Assistant Secretary Haas and I have

talked many times about this proposal, and when I suggested sev-

eral months ago that we conduct a hearing on it, she agreed that

it would be an excellent forum to continue discussions with the

many groups interested in the school lunch program.
(1)



The Committee on Agriculture has jurisdiction over issues of

human nutrition and that is as it should be, because production ag-
riculture is, and should be, vitsdly interested in good nutrition. The
agricultural community does not simply serve the 2 percent of our

population that produces food, it serves also the 100 percent of the

population that consumes food. Working hand in hand with health
scientists and food scientists, the agricultural industry continues to

improve the nutritional value of the food it produces.
It is because of this vital link between agriculture and nutrition

that this subcommittee has been following the debate over the
USDA proposal to improve the nutritional quality of the meals
served to our children under the school lunch program. No one can

dispute the goal of the proposal. Too many of us do not have

healthy diets. If we can teach our children to enjoy healthy food,

the benefits to them throughout their lives, and to the country in

terms of reduced medical costs, will be immeasurable. Secretary

Espy and Assistant Secretary Haas are to be congratulated on their

efforts to improve the diets of children.

But, let us not lose sight of the serious concerns that have been
raised by this proposal. While we applaud the worthy goal of im-

proved nutrition, there are many questions about the best way to

meet that goal and many suggestions to be considered. We have for

months attempted to facilitate resolution of some of these concerns

through meetings and discussions with USDA personnel and var-

ious concerned groups. Commodities organizations, school food

service providers and those representing low-income children have
all voiced concerns about various aspects of this proposal.
USDA has made a genuine good faith effort to address these con-

cerns. I am sure that they will thoughtfully consider the thousands
of comments that they have received on this proposal. And we will

submit to USDA as comments on the proposed rule all of the writ-

ten testimony from this afternoon's hearing.
As with so many issues that initially appear simple and straight-

forward, the devil is in the details. And again, in this proposal,
that is true. We will hear a lot about that this afternoon and we
will be asking some tough questions.
We must make sure that this proposal results in meals that taste

good so that the kids will eat them. And we must make sure that

the burdens placed on school food service departments are not so

great that schools opt out of the school lunch program.
I am once again urging USDA to make every effort to work with

all interested parties as they review the comments and develop the

final rule. I am also urging everyone else involved in this issue to

keep their focus on the ultimate goal
—to improve the diet and

health of children.

Change is never easy. We all understand that. But, I have every
confidence that significant improvements can be made in our school

meals program if we continue to work together and maintain a vi-

sion of happy, healthy, and well-nourished children.

Mr. Roberts.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAT ROBERTS, A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS

Mr. Roberts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



A special welcome to Secretary Haas, who has been an outstand-

ing leader in this whole effort.

I am pleased that the subcommittee is holding this hearing on
the various regulations that are being proposed by the USDA con-

cerning the objectives of nutrition for school meals. This is a timely

hearing, Mr. Chairman.

Slightly more than half of the children that are going back to

school this month will participate in the national school lunch pro-

gram. Local school employees involved in the planning and the

preparation of school meads work very hard—extremely hard—to

make sure that the meals are nutritious and good tasting. A meal
not eaten, if it is simply thrown out, really provides no benefit for

anybody. The challenge for school food services is to balance nutri-

tion with, as the chairman has indicated, what children will eat.

USDA's proposed regulations incorporate the Departments of Ag-
riculture and Health and Human Services dietary guidelines, and

they do change the way the nutritious value of the meal is meas-
ured—a food-based system to one based on analysis of certain nu-
trients.

We are going to have the opportunity to hear from several wit-

nesses, all either involved with the school meals program or vitally
interested in their success. Representatives from the USDA, the
President's Council on Physical Fitness, the PTA, the American
Cancer Society and various commodity groups will present testi-

mony. Most important, this subcommittee will hear from the Amer-
ican School Food Service Association, which represents those front-

line people who will implement these regulations and have the re-

sponsibility to plan and actually prepare the lunches.
I am extremely interested in their comments. In fact, when I was

home, Mr. Chairman, in Dodge City over the break—and I will be

going back tomorrow, hopefully—I heard from some of these front-

line people concerning the proposed regs. They are worried about
the cost. They are worried about the complexity of the proposed
regulations, and I am talking in particular about small rural school

districts.

It seems to me that the proposed regs make it somewhat of a

complicated chore to plan meals and may deliver the wrong mes-

sage on healthy eating. I think the Department should be teaching
children and all of us that we can have a healthy diet from a wide

variety of foods—not that we should be measuring and weighing
and using a computer every time we want to eat.

Additionally, I am concerned that this proposal falls under the

category of an unfunded mandate through which the Department
will require schools to meet certain requirements and yet does not

provide any additional money to meet those requirements. Now,
the regs haven't been out in the field long enough, but I know in

talking to school lunch officials in Kansas, we are talking about ad-

ditional personnel. We are talking about additional computer soft-

ware. We are talking about additional paperwork. And when you
are on a very tight budget, it seems to me we have to be very care-

ful, as the chairman has indicated, to make sure this is imple-
mented correctly.
One last thing. I have an editorial here from the fountain of all

knowledge in Washington, the Washington Post, Maybe the Wash-



ington Times, depending on your point of view, or maybe the Wall
Street Journal. I don't know. Maybe the Dodge City Globe.

But at any rate, the Washington Post said this over 10 years ago.
This was back when the Reagan administration's, experiment with

ketchup, Mr. Chairman, as to whether or not ketchup was per-
mitted as a vegetable substitute—and the Post said this.

[The information follows:]
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bet that the average child will get a lot more nutri-

tion from an offering of, say, a peanut butter sand-

wich on whole-grain bread, a glass of milk, a piece of

fruit and a cookie than from what he or she can be

persuaded to eat from that plateful or even half

plateful of mushy vegetables, soggy potatoes and

grayish meat



Mr. Roberts. There is a practical case to be made for letting
local school administrators decide how best to use the dwindling
Federal aid to meet the needs of their particular school population.
A balanced and adequate diet is without question one of the most
important contributors to healthy child development.

Secretary Haas has been a pioneer in expressing this point of
view. Remember, however, that even the old Federal regulations
didn't guarantee that a nutritious meal would be served, let alone
consumed by every school child. All they required was that a cer-

tain minimum quantity of each broad food group should be served.

Whether the resulting meal built strong bodies, which we all hope
for, or filled garbage cans, depended primarily on the ingenuity and
common sense of the local school meal planners. In the case of

something as tangible as school lunches, local school boards and
parents are surely more effective watchdogs than Federal monitors

sifting through stacks of meal reports that are costing local commu-
nities a whole bunch in terms of unfunded mandates. And so while
I applaud the Secretary for this proposal, let's make sure it is going
to work.
And I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON, A
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF
WISCONSIN
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is always hard to do an encore to Mr. Roberts, but I will do

my best by suggesting, first of all, that I interrupted a campaign
for a primary election next Tuesday to come back here this morn-

ing because of my concern over the importance of this hearing, and

frankly, the severity of the matter in front of us.

Just last night I had a public meeting in my district. And at that

meeting, I had the chance to visit with a school superintendent and
a doctor. The school superintendent told me that these regulations
will literally end the school lunch program as we know it today.
The doctor went on to suggest that we are in effect imposing on

children in America what is known as a No. 2 adult diet. This is

neither good public policy nor good health policy for children.

The net effect of these regulations as I look at them, Mr. Chair-

man, is they are first and foremost bad for children. They are sec-

ond, bad for school lunch programs in America. Third, they are bad
for the American agricultural community. And that suggests to me
we have a real problem on our hands.

I have pleaded with Secretary Haas in the past that the No. 1

concern of our school lunch programs in America ought to be what
I think is the glaring scam of reality in that 43 percent of the chil-

dren attending schools in America today do not participate in

school lunch. Unfortunately, these regulations will not increase

that participation. They wiU, rather, cause many schools, especially
rural schools, to move into the a la carte business or to move out
of school lunch altogether. And that ought to concern each and

every one of us.

I am concerned, as well, about the magnitude of the cost of seek-

ing to implementing these kinds of changes especially at a time



when our Federal allocation for school lunches proposed in 1995 is

going to be less than it is in fiscal year 1994. The Wisconsin De-

partment of Public Instruction suggests that we are looking at a

|4.5 million cost in Wisconsin alone simply to meet the computer

requirements of the nutrient menu design required by this particu-

lar proposal. So we are dealing with a magnitude of change unlike

anything we have seen since the inception of the school lunch pro-

gram.
We are doing it in a way that will create, as I have said earlier,

school lunch by computers, which I don't think is a worthy goal in

and of itself. It is a program where the pilot projects have not been

carried out. It is untested and we are about ready to mandate it

on a nationwide basis.

As I have said earlier, the impact of this on rural schools is sim-

ply unbelievable. We in Wisconsin are facing a major property tax

crisis as we try to move schools off the property tax. We already
have cost controls in those schools and we are now to mandate at

a minimum a $2,500 cost just for the software of a computer to

comply with this program.
^yone who looks at those regulations in the menu selection will

recognize that if you happen to be a small rural school and you
have kindergarten through the sixth grade in one school building

and, therefore, one school lunch under these regulations, you will

be required to design three different school lunches to meet the cat-

egory by age nutrient requirements established in these regula-
tions. I suspect there isn't a rural school lunch program in America

that is going to agree with that.

Now, this is all just focusing on the school side of this. I would

point out that I think the impact on American agriculture, and ob-

viously coming from Wisconsin with its impact on dairy, is some-

thing this committee also has to be aware of, because in the past,

we have been partners in dealing with production agriculture and

good nutrition and diets for our students. It looks to me like, rath-

er, we are trying to declare civil war here today.
The Department of Agriculture suggests that through their rule-

making under these regulations, we will assume that all schools

will eliminate any use of butter. They will only participate in skim
and 1 percent milk and that they will significantly reduce the cost

and the utilization of cheese. They suggest the impact of that is

$200 million annually on America's dairy farmers.

I will tell you that the National Milk Producers Federation which

is going to testify this afternoon, suggests that a more honest as-

sessment is something in the area of $450 to $600 million annually
on American dairy farmer income.
So we have a problem in these regulations, Mr. Chairman, which

leads me to suggest that you have done the right thing in calling

for these hearings. It leads me to hope that the result of these

hearings will be a voluntary decision by the Department of Agri-
culture to extend the public comment period beyond the summer
recess, when, frankly, none of our school lunch personnel were em-

ployed and were not able to review the regulations and make com-

ments about them. And hopefully they will respond also in a way
that would allow us to withdraw these regulations and start over

on a pilot project basis.
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I think that, frankly, is the message of the Education and Labor
Committee, when we included in the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act a requirement for negotiated rulemaking in this par-
ticular area. I would hope the Department would recognize sincer-

ity and the seriousness with which the Congress looks at these reg-
ulations and response accordingly.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gunderson follows:!
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September 2, 1994

Mr. Robert M. Eadie

Policy and Development Branch

Child Nutrition Division

Food and Nutrition Service

USDA
3101 Park Center Drive

Alexandria, Virginia 22302

Dear Mr. Eadie:

I appreciate the opporninity to comment on the proposed rule for Nutrition

Objectives for School Meals in the National School Lunch and Breakfast Programs.
As a member of both House committees with jurisdiction over our nation's child

nutrition programs, I can readily appreciate the successes of the National School

Lunch Program and at the same time the need for practical, cautious change in what

is probably one of the most effective education and health initiatives we have

undertaken at the federal level. I agree with you in that the Dietary Guidelines do

have a place and necessary purpose in determining federal nutrition goals.

However, I'm afraid the proposed rule does not represent practical or cautious

change. While no one disagrees with the goal of healthier meals, a dramatic shift

from an emphasis on food items to one of nutrient content could jeopardize the health

and growth of school children, cause a decline in both student and school

participation, saddle local schools and state agencies with unfunded mandates

requiring expensive computer hardware and software purchases, and significantly alter

the balance between the needs of both children and our nation's domestic agriculture

industry. Instead, I urge that we build on tried and tested program structure.

Time Period for Comment

The time period allowed for comment on the proposed rule comes at the heart

of the summer recess, when the input of local school food service personnel,

educators, and parents is limited. I was disappointed that, despite urging otherwise,

the comment period was not extended until at least October.
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Participation

My overall concern is the effect the proposed rule will have on student and
institution participation in the National School Lunch Program. New meal standards
with an overwhelming emphasis on limiting fat content may have the reverse effect of

encouraging children and adolescents to eat elsewhere, or not eat at all. At a time
when participation in the School Lunch Program is very low, I believe more
emphasis should be placed on participation and options. Important considerations
which must be recognized are the regional, cultural, educational, and socioeconomic
differences among students and food service persormel which determine eating habits
and food preparation knowledge.

Likewise, complicated new regulations and burdensome menu planning could
force many schools, already under very severe budget constraints, to drop the School
Lunch Program entirely. I've seen this is Wisconsin. As you know, fast-food chains
and other competitive food sales have made significant inroads in the school food
service industry, and may indeed be an attractive alternative to nutrient standard meal

planning.

Fat Content

With regard to the fat content of school meals, I believe the strict enforcement
of no more than 30% calories from fat and 10% of calories from saturated fat may
be detrimental to the needs of growing children. A joint report issued by Health

Canada and the Canadian Pediatric Society evaluated the necessity of low-fat diets for

children. The report concluded that limiting food choices for children during

preschool and childhood years should not be restricted on the basis of fat content, and

no evidence existed that restricting a child's diet to the fat levels recommended in the

proposed rule would reduce the risk of heart disease. Furthermore, the Bogalusa
Heart Study found that those children who consumed less than 30% percent of

calories from fat had significantly lower intakes of energy and nutrient deficiencies. I

do not believe that clear evidence suggests childhood diets can be linked to

occurrence of obesity, disease, or severe health risk later in life.

It is especially important that children have satisfying meals that meet their

growth and energy needs and tastes. It would be a terrible mistake to test a

"yuppie" diet on 25 million American students without clear consensus from the

medical community on this matter.

The proposed rule states that "the DeparUnent is currently sponsoring a

demonstration project to evaluate the optimum use of nutrient standard menu planning
as a way for school meals to meet the Dietary Guidelines". It is my understanding
that these pilots have been delayed. If this is the case, a delay certainly demonstrates

the possibility of difficulties on a national scale and the need for extreme caution. I

urge you to measure results from the pilot project first.
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Fortification

The use of the nutrient values in fortified foods which are not natural sources
of nutrients should be excluded from meeting prescribed nutrient levels. I authored
committee report language in House Report 103-535, Part 1 (to accompany H.R. 8)
on page 30, which states "the Committee urges that foods which are naturally good
sources of vitamins and minerals should be emphasized over foods which have been
enriched with vitamins and minerals". The Committee's intent should be recognized
when final regulations are promulgated.

School Food Service Software Systems

The requirement for schools to purchase new software or seek assisted menu

planning is shortsighted and would make compliance difficult, if not impossible, for

rural schools and schools in areas of high poverty. Many schools in western

Wisconsin would have to purchase computers and train staff or seek help from an

already overburdened state agency. I know that adequate funds do not exist to pay
for new computers and software. Instead of encouraging a cash bonanza to software

firms, the Department should develop its own software and make it available, free of

charge, to schools required to participate. The education level of some food service

personnel in rural areas may be an obstacle in a foreign menu planning system based

on nutrients alone.

I urge the Department develop an alternative food-based menu planning system
for schools who choose to do so. This would provide needed flexibility.

Paperwork Reduction

We are all acutely aware of the tremendous amount of paperwork associated

with the administration of not only school lunch/breakfast, but other nutrition

programs. The proposed rule, as far as I can tell, confines paperwork reduction

efforts to three areas: (4) extension of the Coordinated Review Effort (CRE) for one

year; (2) elimination the "non-profit" status paperwork requirement; and (3)

elimination of requirements for specific edit checks if a school's most recent CRE did

not identify problems with meal counts.

Inconsistent with the Administration's effort to streamline and "Reinvent

Government," the paperwork reduction provisions are weak and symbolic attempts at

paperwork reduction. I was pleased that paperwork reduction waivers are included in

the House-passed version of H.R. 8, the Healthy Meals for Healthy Americans Act.

However, the Department must do much more. I would suggest that waivers would
not have to be requested in the first place if the paperwork burden is lessened. Aside
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from the requirements that the Congress has imposed to reduce fraud and ensure

integrity and accuracy, the School Lunch and Breakfast program is probably the most
notorious example of bureaucracy at its best. I am enclosing concrete examples from
constituents in Wisconsin for your consideration.

Milk and Butter in the School Lunch Program

The regulatory cost/benefit assessment that accompanies the regulations
assumes the elimination of all butter and significant reductions of cheese that USDA
can provide to the school lunch and breakfast programs. In this regard, these

proposed regulations are inconsistent with the recommendations of a committee of
nutrition experts recently convened by the National Institutes of Health.

Based on recent nutrition surveys, that NIH committee concluded that the

average diet of Americans has a calcium intake considerably below the recommended

daily allowance. They further indicated that, without proper levels of calcium,
children enter adulthood with a weakened skeleton, increasing their risk for

osteoporosis (which currently afflicts 25 million Americans and is responsible for 1 .5

million bone fractures and $10 billion in medical costs annually). The findings of the

NIH panel confirms prior research that indicated that only 10 percent of girls between

the ages of 12 and 17 receive their minimum daily requirement of calcium.

Since dairy products are the source of 75 percent of the calciimi and 35

percent of the riboflavin consumed by school children, discouraging the consumption
of dairy products in the school lunch and breakfast only serves to increase the

calcium-deficient diets of many of our school-aged children. The assumption of the

elimination of butter, in favor of substitutes such as margarine, poses some problems.

First, based on recent studies, margarine could have health risks related to its

consumption. Second, margarine does not contain calcium or other nutrients.

The active promotion and encouragement low fat favorites among school-aged

children, such as yogurt and chocolate nulk, can decrease the risk of calcium

deficiencies.

Whole Milk and Weighted Averages

The Department should exempt the statutorily-mandated offering of whole milk

from the fat content guidelines. In schools where whole milk is consumed by a

larger percentage of students, food service personnel will have to restrict offerings of

other food items to achieve a weighted average. I am deeply concerned that

including whole milk in the weighted average will limit the choices of popular,

nutritious foods and reduce portion sizes. In effect, the proposed rule will exert

pressure on school food service personnel, administrators, parents and lawmakers to

change or circumvent the current federal policy on whole milk.
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Economic Impact

I take strong exception to the Department's assessment of the impact the

proposed rule will have on the cost of the Federal dairy price support program, CCC
purchases of manufactured dairy products, and prices dairy producers receive for

their milk.

To say the least, the price of cheese is volatile. Just this year we saw a six-

week free fall in the price of cheese at the National Cheese Exchange in Green Bay
when a couple of processors had a few extra boxcars of cheese to sell. When all was
said and done, the price producers received for manufacturing milk had dropped 15

percent
-- over $1.50/hundredweight of milk.

As with a similar situation in 1992, it took advanced purchases of almost 20
million pounds of cheese for the school lunch program simply to stabilize the price of

cheese and the corresponding price of manufacturing milk. But the price remains a

full $1.50/hundredweight lower than it was just four months ago.

Given the impact of these two recent events on the price dairy producers
receive for their milk, I find it absolutely incredible that USDA analysts would

predict that a decline of 80 - 90 million pounds in the commercial disappearance of

cheese would only decrease producer prices by 7 to 8 cents/hundredweight annually.

If past history is any indicator, this is a gross underestimate of the potential impact of

these new regulations on producer income.

Earlier this year, USDA had the opportunity to take some of the volatility out

of the cheese market when it considered changes in the Minnesota-Wisconsin (M-W)

price. Instead, it chose to make cosmetic ch^ges which will actually increase the

volatility of cheese prices. Now, by dropping an extra 80 - 90 million pounds of

cheese onto the commercial market annually, USDA takes a second regulatory swipe
at dairy farmer income in the same year aixl makes a bad situation worse.

I must, therefore, insist in the strongest possible terms that you drop any
intention to modity the quantities of cheese and butter in your school lunch and

breakfast menus.

Conclusion

Major changes, such as the nutrient standard menu plaiming, are not only

unnecessary, but undermine joint efforts underway by food service personnel,

educators, parents, the agriculture conmiunity, conmiodity distributors, and

lawmakers to improve the nutritional content of school meals.
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It is because of the massive changes advocated by the FNS that I support

negotiated rulemaking included in the House version of the reauthorization of the

School Lunch and Breakfast Programs. I welcome your thoughtful, cautious

modifications to the proposed rule so that a consensus among all parties can be easily

reached. I know that reasonable policy is reached by not going to extremes, but

seeking out middle ground. An untested theory
- even with the best of intentions ~

will negatively impact the health of our children, the livelihood of domestic

agriculture, and efforts of food service personnel to administer a program which has

become increasingly complex, bureaucratic, and restrictive.

I look forward to our continued cooperation, and hope you will seriously

consider my views.

St regards.

Steve Guriderson

Member of Congress

SG:jpl

Attachments
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August 19, 1994

Mr. Robert M. Eadie, Chief

Policy and Program Development Branch

Child Nutrition Division

Food and Nutrition Service, USDA
3101 Park Center Drive

Alexandria, VA 22302

Dear Mr Eadie:

The following comments are in response to the proposed rule on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals

published June 10, 1994, The Wisconsin Dq)artment of Public Instruction strongly supports continued

implementation of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans (DGAs). However, we do not beUeve that the

proposed nutrient analysis method will expeditiously move us toward that objective. In &ct. Nutrient

Standard Menu Planning (NSMP) may inhibit the ability ofschools to incorporate the DGAs.

Our position is that the current meal pattern be modified as necessary to reflect the recommendations of the

DGAs and the Food Guide Pyramid. Tbe NSMP concept should be significantly altered and be optional

for those schools having the capacity to implement Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning should be

eliminated.

Concerns About the Nutrient Standard Concqit

1 . The cost to school food authorities (SFAs) is significant USDA staffhas estimated that the software

may cost $2,500. Projecting this estimate with no periodic updates and only one copy per SFA,
Wisconsin schools would have to spend S2.2S millioa. The purchase of a computer based on USDA

specifications to support the system could easily double that figure. Ignoring any staff cost, Wisconsin

will conservatively expend $4.5 minion to inclement the proposed rule. IfWisconsin were

representative of all states in our nation, start-up costs minimally would be S225 million. Considering

the need for multiple copies ofthe software and several computers in medium to large size districts and

allowing for staff costs, the natJonal cost could approach SI billioa. In a letter to USDA fiom a

Wisconsin school regarding the proposed Filiations, the district administrator wrote 'Again, please

hear us loud and clear, the local school districts cannot afEbrd anymore unfunded federal mandates.*

2. The nutrient standard approach is the most significant changr to the National School Lunch Program

(NSLP) since its inception in 1946. Accondit^ to Food Research and Action Center statistics, 25

million children nationwide in over 90,000 schools participate in the program serving at least three-

fourths ofthe low-income children in this country. The proposal has too many unknowns that may

negatively impact on the health and teaming preparedness ofaD diildren, especially low-income

children that depend on the meals served at school. USDA must test and evaluate the new r^ulatico

before it is required in schools natiaawide.
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3. NSMP is not consistent with estabUshed nutrition education efforts. People do not plan meals using

computers and nutrient goals. USDA's significant investment in the Food Guide Pyramid has advanced

the nutrition education efforts as exhibited by its widespread use. It seems premature and will be

confusing to children and parents to abandon the pyramid.

4. The lack of a fortification policy may result in fewer fiuits and vegetables being served and increasing

the use of products high in sugar. This violates the DGAs.

5. USDA must seriously consider paperwork reduction to allow states and schools to direct their nutrition

resources to improving school meals. USDA has offered to reduce paperwork by (1) extending the

Coordinated Review Effort review cycle fivm four to five years, (2) eliminating the edit check in

schools not experiencing counting and claiming problems (although some other method of internal

control would have to be approved and used), and (3) eliminating the need to document nonprofit status

\^ule still requiring schools to maintain a nonprofit operation. It is our judgment that this tails short of

a sincere effort to reduce the burdoisome paperwork requirements.

6. For the purposes of a reimbursable lunch, a minimum of three menu items must be offered, one of

which must be an entree and one must be fluid milk. Similar provisions guide the break&st program.
The concern is that requiring three menu items versus five under the current lunch pattern will result in

less fiuits and vegetables being selected.

7. Section 210.8 of the prq>osed regulations requires school food authorities to submit any internal

controls developed that ensure accurate meal counts to our department for approval. This procedure

replaces the edit check requirement. State agencies should not be in the business of pre-approving
school food authorities internal controls as they relate to child nutrition programs.

8. Weighted averaging should be eliminated. It is complicated and paperwork intense. It focuses oo

students' food choices which will lead to schools limiting choices offered in order to meet the nutrient

criteria. This is counter to the DGAs.

9. The analysis of break&st and lunch must be combined so schools may average nutrients over a period
oftime.

10. The proposed regulations apply NSMP to the National School Lunch and Break&st Programs. By not

applying the standards to the Summer Food Service Program and the Child and Adult Care Food

Program, schools are &ced with two sets ofcomplex regulations. This magnifies paperwork and
'

discourages schools fi'om offering programs.
^
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1 1 . The proposed regulations recognize thai schools may not have the capacity to independently conduct

nutrient analysis. To ensure consistency with the nutrient analysis ofa provided menu, schools must

follow standardized recipes, food product specifications, prq>aration techniques, and be wilUng to work

extensively with computer generated analysis, re-analysis, and substitutions of multiple food items.

Therefore, training would be critical.

Our department sent two registered dietitians who are computer literate to USDA's training session for

the Nutrient Standard Demonstration Project to prepare for the pilot project to be conducted in Viroqua

Area School District. Assuming that our o£Bce would conduct the same level oftraining for Wisconsin

schools, we would have to spend 1,593 days of training. This does not include preparation time,

scheduling or travel. Given the current stafBng and responsibilities related to USDA regulations, our

ofiQce could not provide this level of training.

12. The regulations pose a serious threat to the image ofour programs. Individuals are already

constructing various lunch combinations that would meet the prescribed nutrient standard. One

example is an eight ounce serving ofwhole milk, two slices ofbacon and two cups ofketchup. This

type of example will provide the press sufBcient anununition to ridicule our programs and parents

would rightfully question our nutritional credibility.

13. If schools limit choices under the National School Lunch Program in order to cope with the complexity

of nutrient analysis, students will purchase desired foods from a la carte. Unfortunately, the migration

to a la carte will mostly be by those most able to pay, leaving the needy students as the primary

participants. This will increase the stigma already associated with our programs.

14. The regulations' movement to standardization ignores site based management which provides schools

flexibility to adjust menus to meet local needs. Student and parental involvement would be greatly

reduced because of the technical computer approach and reduced even further if Assisted NSMP were

used.

Recommendation

The eating behavior of our society will not be significantly changed through l^slation and excessive

r^ulations. Our citizenry deserves sound nutrition education upon which to base healthy, lifelong food

choices. We must dedicate ourselves to nutrition and nutrition education while diligently reducing the

paperwork burden faced by scbo(^. Our food sovice professionals have continually demonstrated that

they will exceed the standards established by USDA. L^ that standard be nutrition as guided by Ox

Dietary Guidelines for Americans and tau^ by the Food Guide Pyramid.

As stated previously, the current meal pattern (which is food based) should be modified to reflect the

recommendations of the DGAs and Food Guide Pyramid. Nutrient standards could be maintained as goals

not quantitative requirements. Nutrient analysis could be an evaluation tool upon which to base technical

assistance and may be an excellent supplement to current mitritioa education training.
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We are very appreciative ofUSDA's efforts to incorporate the Dietary Guidelines. As the American

School Food Service Association has done, we pledge our full support for fiirther implementation of the

DGAs. lliank you for the opportunity to comment

Sincerely,

RidiarcTAjMwtenseii, Director

Bureau for Food ana Nutrition Services

RAM:jcm
g:\Dsmpltr.doc
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School Nutrition Program
School District of La Crosse

807 East Avenue South, La Crosse, Wl 54601

(608) 789-7625

"owsmoN"^ Marilyn Hurt

Supervisor

May 4, 1994

Representative Steve Gunderson
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Gunderson:

I am writing to express my concern over the paperwork required in

administering the school nutrition programs.

This letter specifically addresses the paperwork required for Summer
Food Service programs.

Enclosed are the forms and papers that had to be filled out by the

School District of LaCrosse and sent in duplicate to Madison in order

to participate in the 1994 Summer Food Service Program. As you can

see, a 4 page form must be filled out for every site!

We will serve meals for 5 weeks at 9 sites within the city. This is a

small program compared with programs in major cities where there are
hundreds of sites.

I must also note that this is just the paperwork required on the front

end of the program. By the time the program ends, we have almost one-
half of a file drawer filled with paper for this simple 5 week

program. This is ridiculous!

It is my suggestion that schools which are already part of the
National School Lunch Program should be able to by pass some of these

requirements. These rules are designed for providers who are not

normally part of the federally funded child nutrition programs and who
lack experience and skills in feeding children and following federal

guidelines.

More specifically, schools which are part of the NSLP should be able
to:

1. Fill out a simplified one page application,

2. Include all sites on one form - just as we do for the National
School Lunch and Breakfast Programs.
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3. Forego mandatory training for administrative personnel. Each
year, we must attend a one day inservice for Summer Food Service in
Madison. It is a waste of time and money. We learn nothing new.
There is nothing more frustrating than sitting through a class which
gives you no new knowledge and information.

4. Delete requirement to submit menus, plans for corrective action,
and schedules for preoperational and site visits (one preoperational
visit and two follow-up site visits are required) .

5. Simplify the reimbursement claim so that it resembles the one
used for school lunch. We should be able to turn in one total for
lunches and breakfasts - rather than turn in a number for each
individual site.

6. Combine the "Operating Costs and Administrative Costs"
reimbursement rates into one combined rate to simplify the calculation
of the claim.

7. Delete requirement to turn in expenditures by the month. We only
serve for 5 weeks - two and one-half weeks in June - two and one-half
weeks in July. We are not permitted to turn in one claim or report
the expenditures at one time. We must divide it up by the month.
This is another time waster.

8. Delete the "Budget Approval" requirement. Our budget is
submitted and approved by our school boards through a lengthy budget
approval process.

9. Report all expenditures as we do for the school lunch and
breakfast report. We do not pull out administrative labor from the
other labor during the school year. This requirement creates busy
work. In fact, this program is so laden with paperwork that we are
unable to charge all of the administrative time because the rules
don't allow it.

These rules discourage schools from offering the Summer Food Service
Program. Many major city school districts leave this responsibility
to other organizations which do not have the expertise, the skilled
workers and the facilities to provide these meals to children.

On the other hand, who is better prepared than schools to provide this
service? Why do we have rules which discourages the communities'
nutrition and food service experts from offering these meals? The
federal government would be wise to offer schools an incentive for
providing these meals. There would be less waste and less risk. We
are trained in sanitation and safety, in purchasing, in menu planning
for children, etc.

Making these changes would be a wise investment for our children.

Thank you for considering these issues. I have purposefully omitted
items which carry an additional cost.

Sincerely,
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Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Glickman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAN GLICKMAN, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS
Mr. Glickman. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Haas, it is a pleasure to welcome you. I just have three

things that I hope your testimony can reflect and some of it has

already been addressed. One is I think we do need to know what
the cost of the proposed rule is, not only on the Federal Govern-

ment, but on State and local governments and school districts.

As a former school board member, I know all too well how little

flexibility there are in school district budgets. And I think we need
to have an honest approach as to what this is going to cost at each
level of the governmental structure.

Two, I think we need to know what new commodities will be of-

fered under the proposed rule and what commodities will be re-

duced. While I hope that we don't get into an intermeshing war-

fare, as Mr. Gunderson just mentioned, I think we need to have
some idea of what will be the relative effect on commodities as a
result of this proposed rule.

So saying that, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the testimony
of the witnesses.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
First witness then is Ms. Ellen Haas, Assistant Secretary for

Food and Consumer Services, USDA.
Ellen, welcome.

STATEMENT OF ELLEN HAAS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, FOOD
AND CONSUMER SERVICES, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE, ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE BRALEY, ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE; AMANDA
MANNING, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, FOOD AND NUTRI-
TION SERVICE; AND EILEEN KENNEDY, SENIOR NUTRITION
SCIENTIST, FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES
Ms. Haas. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members of

the subcommittee.
Let me first say that we welcome the opportunity to be before

you today. This is our second visit. We were here on June 9, 1994,
the day after Secretary Espy and I announced our school meals ini-

tiative for healthy children.

Let me also say, Mr. Chairman, I was very taken with your re-

marks regarding the committee's, as well as the Department's re-

sponsibility in this area. I share with you the belief that nutrition
is really a bridge between agriculture and health. And agriculture
plays a very important role in the health of children and America's
schoolchildren. And these propjosals do in fact reflect the coming to-

gether of the agricultural interests, as well as the health interests.

All for the primary mission of supporting and promoting the health
of our Nation's schoolchildren.

Since our testimony on June 9, there has been a great deal of in-

terest in this rule. Newspapers around the country have run stories

and editorials. In fact, to this day, there have been more than 70
editorials across the country, many or most of whom have been
supportive, and more than 700 news stories have appeared across
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the country. Such support as the Portland Oregonian, the New
York Times, the Houston Chronicle have really been indicative of

the kind of interest that local people have regarding this rule. It

is a response to a new USDA, which under Secretary Espy^s leader-

ship has accepted its health responsibility for ensuring that our

programs play an important role in promoting the health of chil-

dren.
I know that the members of this committee are aware of recent

USDA studies that have shown that our school meals programs are

too high in fat, saturated fat and sodium. The changes the USDA
is proposing will ensure that our Nation's children will have more
healthful menus in school.

I think that is really very important. It is a way of underscoring
our goal, which is a very simple one. It is healthy children. And
it is to that end that we are committed to finding a program and

proposing a program that works, that is cost effective, but most im-

portantly, it assures the health of our Nation's children.

There is a scientific consensus today that an inadequate diet is

related to chronic disease. Since lifelong eating habits are estab-

lished by the age of 12, it is essential that we help children estab-

lish good eating habits early.
The food that we offer in schools must set an example of what

healthy eating habits are. We have a Federal policy today that is

very clear, it is on what makes a healthful diet. The Department
of Agriculture and the Department of Health and Human Services

in 1980 established the dietary guidelines for Americans, which are

based on the soundest of science and they are updated every 5

years. The guidelines are based on absolutely the best available sci-

entific information in this country and the best medical knowledge
and have been widely endorsed by the private sector and the gen-
eral public.
The last time I appeared before this subcommittee, I outlined the

USDA's school meals initiative for healthy children. And I think it

is very important to recognize that in that initiative, and today as

well, it is organized around an integrated, comprehensive frame-

work for action. The first part is eating for health, meeting the die-

tary guidelines. Those are our regulatory proposals.
The second part is making food choices, the nutrition education,

training and technical assistance. This component of making food

choices is a critical component. And I think, as you hear my testi-

mony and in my response to the questions, there has been some

misunderstanding on the part of some of the introductory com-
ments today, both by Congressman Gunderson and Congressman
Roberts, about what this program is all about and about how we
will be providing nutrition training and technical assistance to

small rural schools.

Maximizing resources and enhancing purchasing power is the

third, which is our program to keep the viability of the commodity
program but improve the nutrition profile and improve the pur-

chasing power of local school districts.

And the fourth, again, is a regulatory proposal to streamline the

administration to reduce the paperwork so that the program works
better and costs less. And I think it is very important to realize
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that our principles stress flexibility, our principles stress healthy
children.

Today, I would like to give you a more detailed description of the

major provisions of the proposed regulations. To begin with, school

meal standards will be updated to meet the dietary guidelines for

Americans over a week's time. The dietary guidelines advise that
no more than 30 percent of calories come from fat and no more
than 10 percent from saturated fat by the 1998 school year.
USDA's own studies show that less than 1 percent of the schools

today are meeting the dietary guidelines. They are 25 percent over
the guidelines for fat, 50 percent over the guidelines for saturated
fat and 100 percent over the guidelines for sodium.
We are encouraging schools to make the changes earlier, but we

understand that change takes times and we want to give the
schools the time they need. Complisince will be achieved through
technical assistance and corrective action, rather than through a

punitive sanction program. Except in instances where schools
refuse to comply.
Again, the misunderstanding of how this compliance system

works is very important to how this program is viewed. To help
schools meet the new requirements, we are establishing a new
flexible, easy-to-use system of meal planning called numenus. This

system of nutrient analysis will ensure that school meal providers
can plan menus which meet the RDA's for calories, vitamins and
minerals, as well as being able to limit the fat and sodium and
other nutrients. This is our accountability measurement tool.

Numenus will use updated computer software and a national nu-
trient data base that was developed by USDA to help food service

personnel plan and address school ^enus. Numenus is a planning
tool which will remove the distinction about which foods are served
and focus instead on total nutrients provided over the course of a
week.

I know each of the members are concerned about the good food/

bad food approach, and this instead is an approach that looks at
the total menus over a period of time.
We already know that this system works. It has been tested. It

has been proven successful. I think, again, there is misunderstand-

ing that this is a new system that we have just come up with this

year. In fact, since 1989, many California schools have used nutri-

ent-based menu planning with excellent results. And under this

system, program costs have stayed the same or actually decreased.
Numenus builds upon this success. It is a proven method upon

which hundreds of schools around the country have already im-

proved the nutrition of the meals they serve. Nonetheless, USDA's
proposal acknowledges that there are 92,000 schools across the

country participating in the school meals program. And we know,
just as Congressman Gunderson earlier mentioned, that there are
small rural schools that have less resources and less ability to meet
some of the programs. And for that reason, to help these schools,

many of whom are small and rural, who have limited access to

technology, USDA has proposed what we are calling the assisted
numenus system. The assisted numenus system is a system of

choices, options and resources designed just for those small schools.

It will provide them with menus which meet the dietary guidelines.
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It provides them with free—and I underline free assistance, which
will be made available from USDA and it will include standardized

recipes, menu cycles and food product specifications.
We also will offer preparation methods and techniques for meet-

ing the dietary guidelines. We recognize that there are many school

districts, food service personnel who are very dedicated, who want
to offer their children in their schools meals that meet the dietary
guidelines, but they don't have the schools and resources to do it

and to do the planning. So therefore, we have an assisted numenus
system.
USDA has also had a long history in providing technical assist-

ance. But the money that is in the President's budget, the money
that is in the appropriation bills as they have passed each of the

Houses, will ensure that those small rural schools that you have
concern about will have the kind of assistance to ensure that their
children in their schools have meals that meet the dietary guide-
lines.

With the tools and technical assistance provided under USDA's
assisted numenus, every single school in the country will be able
to comply with the new regulations and serve meals which improve
the health of our Nation's children, all 92,000 schools.

Beyond numenus and assisted numenus, there is a wide variety
of free technical assistance which would be available to schools
under our proposal. I would like to mention just a few.
We intend to offer access to computer support, which would in-

clude a USDA data base system that is special and that offers an
analysis of the foods that are used—again, we want a system that

promotes a wide variety of foods, rather than being exclusive in the
kinds of foods, we want it to be inclusive. Toda/s meal pattern is

so rigid that foods like yogurt, ethnic foods, cannot be included in

that meal pattern. This new system promotes a wide flexibility of
all foods that will be counted—USDA's screening and approval of

all commercial computer software for operating numenus systems
and free training, free numenus computer training for State agency
staff.

Also, we will provide State agency grants to fund numenus train-

ing and technical assistance for local food service staffs. New stand-
ardized low-fat school lunch recipes and accompanying training and
promotion packages will be available to States and schools.

We have already begun to collaborate with chefs across the coun-

try. Just this summer alone, I have been a keynoter at three dif-

fSent chefs' conferences. Th^se chefs from aro-md the country are

donating their services in local communities to provide recipes so

that food tastes good, looks good, and is good for kids at the same
time.

Just this summer, I attended the American Culinary Federal
School Lunch Challenge where the organization of 20,000 chefs

across the country engaged in a challenge that prepared recipes
that met the dietary guidelines that cost the same price as school

lunches, which are very little, about 72 cents, and that they pro-
vided meals that tasted delicious. We are going to provide those

recipes to all the schools across the country. We will be distributing
the winning recipes.
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These are just a few of the examples of the kind of assistance
that we are providing, because we have a concern, Hke you do, Con-

gressman Gunderson, about small rural schools, about schools ev-

erywhere across this country.
We also have a concern about paperwork, about complexity, and

for that reason, one component, a major component of our regu-
latory change is to streamline the administration and to reduce the

paperwork burden. We provide that proposal so that the staffs can
concentrate less on bureaucratic redtape and more on designing
healthful menus. We propose reducing paperwork by allowing State

agencies and school food authorities flexibility through the exten-
sion of the coordinated review effort from 4 years to 5 years, by de-

leting a requirement for specific types of edit checks on daily meal
counts and by eliminating the Federal requirements that schools
document that they are operating on a nonprofit basis.

We are analyzing ways to regularly measure improvement in the

quality of school meals on a national basis, and that what we are

really doing is we are changing the emphasis in this program from
redtape, where it was for many decades, to nutrition. And we are

doing that not only in school meals, but across the Department.
As I testified 3 months ago, through our school meals initiative,

we are making the most dramatic changes in this program since
President Harry Truman established the program in 1946. There
is no question about it. This is the first time in 50 years we have
updated the nutrition standards, and we know since 1946, the
world, medical knowledge, sound science, has changed dramati-

cally, and we know the relationship of diet and heart disease, and
diet and cancers and diet and chronic diseases.

Also, let me say that USDA's commodity programs that you
spoke about. Congressman Glickman and Chairman Stenholm, are

very important and we need to continue to provide vital support in

helping our school meal programs meet the dietary guidelines by
utilizing our commodity programs. Commodity groups across the
Nation are committed to working with USDA, and rather than
being left out of the process or being angry about the process, the

commodity groups have been a vital part of the process and are

working with USDA to provide schools with recipes and technical
assistance in using these new products. Because actually, the com-
modities themselves are undergoing major changes. There are
lower fat dairy products. There are lower fat beef and pork prod-
ucts. There are lower fat products across the board. And I think
that that is very important to recognize, that the commercial mar-
ket has seen dramatic changes, just like we are changing the mar-
ketplace for school meals, USDA also will provide nutrition labels
on commodity products donated to schools.

Right now when I have gone back to the pantries and school
lunch cafeterias, I have seen name brands sitting next to our com-
modity products with no nutrition labels, no information on how to

use and find out about what is in our commodities. But we are

going to bring those commodities into the new era so that they can
sit side-by-side with other products that have nutrition labels.

Also, let me say that Secretary Espy recently established the

Commodity Improvement Council to promote the health of school-

children, while at the same time, supporting domestic agriculture.
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I am happy to say we have had our first meeting. It was a highly
successful meeting. Under Secretary Eugene Moos and Acting As-
sistant Pat Jackson, as well as the Administrator of ASCS and the
Administrator of AMS attended that meeting, and we have now
taken the first step by beginning a systematic, comprehensive re-
view of current commodity specification products as a way to im-
proving the nutrition profile.
We also want to form new links with local farmers to help

schools purchase regional commodities in a more economic way. We
share your concern Congressman Glickman, about cost. And every-
thing that we are doing is ensuring that the cost will be less to de-
liver healthy meals, rather than more.
We want to also increase the variety of fresh fruits and vegeta-

bles available to schools through a pilot program, through the De-
partment of Defense, which will act as a procurement agent for
USDA. Schools will then have access at a lower cost to the same
wide variety of produce that is currently available in military com-
missaries and mess halls around the country.
USDA's school meals initiative for healthy children was devel-

oped as the result of one of the most extensive consultative proc-
esses in the history of the Department of Agriculture, probably in
the history of the Federal Grovemment. We held four national hear-

ings. We analyzed 2,400 written comments, and we held all day
long, focused-issue roundtables.
Our commitment to this public process extends to the comment

period. Once again, we want to hear from the public. And I am very
encouraged to say that now that we are ending the completion of
our 90-day comment period, which is one of the longest comment
periods ever in the history of the FNS, and in the Department as

well, that as of today, we have gotten more than 6,000 public com-
ments—and. Congressman Gunderson, the concern you have, we
have gotten a great many comments, a great, great many from food
service directors, food service personnel, even though there is vaca-
tion time, as well as a great many from heart association volun-

teers, from medical organizations, from parents who are concerned,
from children who wrote about it, from consumer groups, from
health organizations. That 6,000 represents a very wide spectrum
that includes commodity groups and food industry groups. The
largest spectrum of public participation that I think has ever been
seen in the Department of Agriculture.

I am pleased to say that this testimony that this hearing will

produce will be part of the public record, and so I appreciate Con-
gressman Stenholm's forethought to have this hearing, because it

will be an invaluable part of our record. And I will assure you and
members of the committee that all of these parts of the public
record will be carefully considered.
Let me say that we believe the school meals initiative for healthy

children is a model for reinvention of our Federal programs, as well
as a model for promotion of national health and nutrition, and we
want to continue to serve the public in new ways. Just last week,
we held a press conference with the National PTA to announce our
"Parents' Guide for Healthy School Meals." It is a checklist of 10
actions that concerned parents can take to make sure their chil-

dren have access to hesilthy meals in school.
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USDA and the National PTA are distributing this guide through
the 27,000 units of the National PTA. The guide marks the begin-
ning of a national initiative between the USDA and the PTA. It is

a very positive step and a very important step.

Also, let me say that a recent USDA national poll shows over-

whelming public support for USDA's initiative. More than 94 per-
cent of those surveyed are supportive of USDA's initiative to en-
sure that the Nation's school children have access to healthy school

meals at school. More than 89 percent of those surveyed and more
than 94 percent of those households with children agreed that chil-

dren should have more healthful school lunch meals and school

breakfasts.
I think that that survey is very indicative of where public sup-

port is and has been since we began this initiative 1 year ago with
our public hearings around the country. We cannot undertake this

massive change without the full cooperation of all of our partners,
and as I said, and as I said last time as well, we have a commit-
ment to this partnership, a partnership with Congress, a partner-
ship with food service directors, with commodity organizations,
health organizations, parents, and most importantly, with the chil-

dren who are part of this program. We plan to hold a roundtable
later this month on our national partnership program. We look for-

ward to working with these many organizations.
We also plan to hold a national teleconference, video conference

that will be up on satellite all across the country at the end of Oc-
tober. That will deal with nutrition and healthy kids and how this

fundamental revision is a beginning of an era of continuous im-

provement in a healthy future for America's children. Only through
partnership can we make the most dramatic changes, the most dra-
matic positive changes for the health of our Nation's children since
President Harry Truman began this program in 1946.

I am delighted to be here and to answer any questions you have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Haas appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much for that very encompass-

ing testimony. I especially appreciate the emphasis on cooperation
and partnerships, because that truly is the only way to achieve the

goal of 92 percent of households with children agreed, and that is

that USDA should take action to improve school meals. We all

agree to that.

But there is, as you have recognized with the thousands of com-
ments that you have received, there is a healthy skepticism out in

the country as to whether or not Washington can come up with the

right solution or suggestions, and that is a skepticism that we have
to work on. And in so doing, I want to ask a couple of questions.
Many school food service directors have asked that you develop

food-based menu systems as an alternative or a complementary
program, along with the one that you are now talking about.
Wouldn't that alternative be an easier way for some schools to

meet the goal of the regulation to serve children healthier meals?
Ms. Haas. Congressman Stenholm, let me provide you with an

answer to several parts of your question. One is cooperation is es-

sential and change doesn't come easy. And I think it is very impor-
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tant that we cooperate to see that we get to the goal that everybody
shares.

Let me say, too, that I agree with you that Washington doesn't
have all the answers. That is why we have conducted an extensive
consultative process and why we held our hearings all across the

country. And what we heard from those hearings and what we
heard from individuals all were reflected in the proposals we made.
And because the public comment period is open until tomorrow, I

can't engage in hypothesis about what might or might not be. But
I can give you our rationale of what we proposed.
Let me say that the easiest way to meet the dietary guidelines

and the assurance, the accountability that we get to our goal is

through the new numenus system. The numenus system takes

food, so it really is food-based to begin with. But it provides a sys-
tem that is a planning system and, more importantly, an account-

ability system. It allows food service personnel in La Crosse, Wis-
consin to look at their menus over a week's time, not to look at it

food-by-food and is this a good food or is this a bad food, but to

measure and to seek an accountability with the standard.
I think we would place a very cruel hoax on American children

if we had a standard but we didn't ensure that it was getting there
at the local level. And so the numenus system is our measurement
tool, along with the standard and along with the compliance sys-
tem, of accountability that we are delivering meals that meet the

dietary guideline. And it is easy to use. But for those people who
have trouble, we are providing an assistant system to give them
the training and technical assistance to get there.

Mr. Stenholm. How do you respond to the criticism that your
proposal focuses only on the reduction of fat and saturated fat and
does not emphasize the need to increase the consumption of fruits

and vegetables and whole grains?
Ms. Haas. Well, that criticism is a misunderstanding. Let me say

that we are building on what currently exists, which are the RDA's
that every school will still have to meet one-third of the RDA's for

calories, vitamins, and minerals. It is not a fat rule. What it is, is

it incorporates thefMietary guidelines for Americans into existing
standards.

In 1946, all we knew about were problems that related to inad-

equacy. And so we had this rule that was established because

many young men who tried to get into the armed forces in 1946
couldn't get in because of malnutrition at that time. They didn't get

enough vitamins. They didn't get enough minerals and they didn't

get enough calories. We are keeping that because that is still im-

portant.
But today we know that diets that are high in fat contribute to

heart disease and cancer, and we know that our diets in the United
States are high in fat, and diets in the school meals program are

particularly high in fat. But also, the dietary guidelines. Congress-
man Stenholm, relate to sodium, relate to reducing sodium, relate

to increasing fiber, increasing fruits and vegetables and grains. So
the dietary guidelines also say eat a wide variety of foods. All of

that will be included in updating the standard.
Mr. Stenholm. But doesn't focusing on nutrients ignore fiber?

Fiber requirements of the body?
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Ms. Haas. The focus is on the dietary guidelines for Americans.
Let's think of this rule as having three components. The first part
is the standard. And what we are doing is incorporating the dietary

guidelines for Americans, which focuses on a wide variety of foods

but limits the nutrients or limits the amount of fat to 30 percent
to fat and 10 percent to saturated fat.

The second part where you are talking about, the focus on nutri-

ents, is again the measurement part or how do you get to know
that the lunches you are serving to the children actually and in

fact meet that standard? And the only way you can find out is by
looking at the nutrients.

Let me give you an example: If you had potatoes as part of a
meal pattern or as part of the foods, those potatoes could contribute

one set of nutrients, if it was a baked potato. But if you had French
fries and they were fried, it is going to be a very different nutrient

profile. Would it be fair to have a rule that only looked at the food

potatoes, without taking into consideration whether they were

fried, baked, or mashed?
So again, how the school food service person will know what kind

of job they are doing is by doing this kind of nutrient analysis. And
the standard that we are setting is for dietary guidelines, which in

effect really is a food-based system.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you.
Mr. Roberts.
Mr. Roberts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some of my questions will be somewhat repetitive of the chair-

man's questions. Here in Washington, as we all know, repetitivity
is a hobgoblin of small minds. The changes that you are proposing
represent some significant shift in the methods that local school

districts will use.

I guess we get back to the question that Mr. Gunderson raised,
and that is the equal or the corresponding shift in the eating habits

of children. Mr. Gunderson did point out that we have 44 percent
of schoolchildren who do not participate in the school meals pro-

gram.
What I am concerned about, as a matter of fact, is that we have

a prognostication or a prediction by the State of Wisconsin and the

department of public instruction—and we are hopeful of getting the

same thing from Kansas—the chief of that division says the regula-
tions pose a serious threat to the image of our programs, individ-

uals who are already constructing various lunch combinations that

would need to prescribe nutrient standards. One example is an 8-

ounce serving of whole milk, two slices of bacon, and two cups of

ketchup. Now, that is probably an extreme example. But what I am
worried about is what is going to happen in reference to eating
habits of children.

I will tell you what is happening in Dodge City. Six blocks south
of the school, if this continues in terms of nutrients-only to reach
our primary goal, we may end up with more people going down to

Wyatt Earp Boulevard to Wendy's, McDonald's, and the Sonic.

They go a block further, turn left and go to Kate's. Actually, they
better not go to Kate's. They serve liquor there and there is a pool

table, so I don't think they should probably go there. But they have

84-177 0-95-2
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great tacos. Or the country store on down another block. They are

going there now. That is my concern.

Have we done any studies to indicate whether the 44 percent
participation rate will go up? I am talking about eating habits. I

am not talking about the cost in regards to the local school district.

I am talking about the eating habits. Where are we on that?
Ms. Haas. Well, let me tell you something, I am concerned, very

concerned, about the fact that only 44, 43 percent of children par-
ticipate. In fact, Congressman Roberts, it has been dropping at 1

percent a year for the past 7 years. What is happening is that

many of those children who are not eating in school are not eating
in school because their parents feel it has not been healthy for

them. Also, there has not been a nutrition marketing program and
health promotion. Also, what we heard from kids is that there is

a problem with taste. That is why we have not proposed a program
that is one dimensional.
We have our regulatory changes and then we are going to engage

in the best children's nutrition campaign you have ever seen. Let
me tell you, we have plans that are going to make healthy eating
as fun and important to children's lives as the campaigns to wear
a seatbelts, the campaigns to recycle, where kids have been the
leaders in their family and have led their family in changing be-

haviors. The same can be done with nutrition. Because kids are

changing.
Also, let me say. Congressman Roberts, that the truth of the

matter is that the food marketplace has changed. That the food

companies have done a tremendously good job and the commodity
groups have done a tremendously good job in marketing nutrition

to consumers and the consumers are buying it.

Why shouldn't our school lunch program that serves 25 million

children and our school systems that serve 50 million children have
the same kind of nutrition promotion in their schools and the same
healthy products available? Again, that is why we at USDA under

Secretary Espy's leadership took our health responsibility seri-

ously.
Mr. Roberts. Ms. Haas, I do not believe the children are going

to leave this school lunch program because it is healthy.
Chairman Stenholm has a plane to catch at 5 o'clock. And I think

the answer is yes; that you think it will go up over the 40 percent.
Ms. Haas. It is not only yes, but the evidence is there in the mar-

ketplace.
Mr. Roberts. I have another observation, and the thing that con-

cerns me is under all three scenarios, why butter is eliminated, and

others, cheese is significantly reduced—I am giving the Gunderson

speech here—turkey, beef, and chicken use drops, fruits and vege-
tables go up, we all agree wheat goes up, for sure on that, these

regs state it is possible to achieve the dietary requirements with
no change in commodity markets other than in butter.

But there is a possibility we will hear from the commodity
groups there could be a detrimental impact. You are certainly free

to respond, but I would urge you not to fall in the trap of

classifying foods as good foods or bad foods. And I know you are

not trying to do that, so that is just an observation.
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Now, very quickly, you are changing the way schools measure
the nutrient content of the meals. Right now they must meet a
USDA designed meal pattern that specifies minimum amounts by
age groups of five food items that must be offered to children. The
proposed change involves the use of a nutrient standard menu
planning in which every food item must be analyzed for its nutri-

ent content. Schools must use a USDA software system or one ap-
proved by the Department.
Let us get back to the question by Mr. Glickman. Your own

USDA study of school meals show that school lunches already ex-

ceed the recommended dietary allowances for nutrients such as

proteins, vitamins A, B, B6, and calcium. Do you believe school
meals will be improved sufficiently to offset the additional cost per
meal? I know you have a program to assess them, but Mr. Gunder-
son can point out to you in the ag appropriations bill where Con-

gress cut your funding. I know of no assistance that is going to

help the Dodge cities or the Wisconsins or the Texases or the Wich-
itas that will offset that cost.

What I am asking is, is there a cost/benefit process here that will

make this work?
Ms. Haas. To begin with. Congressman Roberts, the agricultural

appropriations were not cut for the training and technical assist-

ance.
Mr. Roberts. I have—food program administration is cut $1.68

million.

Ms. Haas. That has nothing to do with this. That is not it. There
is $20 million for nutrition education, training, and technical as-

sistance that is in both the Senate and House appropriations bills.

Mr. Roberts. Dick Durbin did you a favor. He didn't do many
favors but he did you a favor.

Ms. Haas. The Appropriations Committee did the favor to Ameri-
ca's children.

Mr. Roberts. OK, he did. God bless Dick Durbin. And tell him
I said that, OK?
Ms. Haas. You tell him.
Mr. Roberts. I have been telling him. California has been test-

ing the nutrient standard menu planning process since 1991. Cur-

rently, it has taken an average of 6 months before the program
could produce a menu for one school, 2 years for one school district

to implement the program for its schools. Employees with computer
skills are essential.

Who pays for the additional responsibility? That is my basic

question.
Ms. Haas. Well, let me say the nutrient standard menu system

in California has been working and what they have demonstrated.
Congressman Roberts, is that it has been cheaper. They have been
able to actually, in fact, deliver meals at less cost, and I would ask
Amanda Manning, who is our Associate Administrator of Nutrition,
who headed the projects there in California to comment on that.

Mr. Roberts. Let me personally welcome Amanda to the sub-
committee hearing.
Ms. Manning. Thank you very much. Congressman.
Having come from California, I am somewhat familiar with their

projects and we did not spend any additional funds. What we did
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was reallocate what we had in existing moneys and shift our prior-
ities and use existing resources to chsinnel into using nutrient
standard menu planning. So we in actuality did not spend any ad-
ditional funds. We just shifted so that we could use it

Mr. Roberts. What were the funds shifted from?
Ms. Manning. The existing child nutrition funds—child nutrition

program money, State administrative expense nutrition education
and training program dollars.

Mr. Roberts. So it went from one program to another, and you
thought the benefit from this program exceeded the benefit from
another?
Ms. Manning. Yes, I would say that.

Mr. Roberts. I don't know about any savings in that regard.
What happens when a new product comes on to the market and
schools want to use them? You are basing this on a computer soft-

ware program that is essential to classify all that. How quick is the
national nutrient data bank updated if you want to put on a new
one?
Ms. Haas. Very quickly. Again, this is a system that has great

flexibility and I think you are going to be continually inputting and
improving this program. There should be no problem. Also, the
manufacturers who will be providing those foods will be able to
also provide that information.

I think that there is a great similarity between food labeling,
that manufacturers have been doing a great deal of the analysis to

put it on the food label so that information is readily available, and
I think you are going to see it being available to the schools in the
same rapid way.
Mr. Roberts. What happens if a school wants to substitute, if

they are not able to acquire one or more of the specific foods in-

cluded in the meals? Now, if they want to substitute regular bread,
say, with fortified bread, and the nutrient content of the meals
changes; what would be your response to that?
Ms. ELaas. Well, first of all, you had a concern before about good

food/bad food. I think it is very important to know that the stand-
ard we have is over a week's period of time. We are not looking at

just one food, we are not looking at just one meal, but we are look-

ing at a menu over a period of time. And that is why it is very im-

portant to get that bottom-line nutrient analysis so that you can
see what it adds up to over that week's time.
So what I think you have here is a very fair reflection and a very

fair measurement tool to actually what the children are being
served.
Mr. Roberts. Last question. I apologize to my colleagues for

going over time.

This gets back to the chairman's question. On the way to make
the process less complex by using food as the measuring base rath-
er than nutrients—I know you don't want to do that; I know this

is the brave and exciting world we are into now—^but I have been
informed your own report found that school meals meet the rec-

ommended dietary allowances, the RDA's—everything has to be an
acronym—for most nutrients.

If the fat and sodium content of the school meal is a problem,
why don't we propose a way to improve that rather than change
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the whole system? And page 17 of your very good booklet says to

use fats and oils sparingly in cooking, use small amounts of salad

dressings, choose liquid vegetable oils, check labels on foods, meat,

poultry, fish, dry beans, and eggs—and a lean piece of beef from

Dodge City
—and trim fat from the meat, take the skin off the poul-

try, et cetera, et cetera. We can do these things.
I know you said we are going to make it exciting and positive

and fun, just like seatbelts and recycling, all from the Federal Gov-

ernment. But let me tell you—and again I apologize to my col-

leagues. I am out in St. Francis over the break. That is way out.

Not the end of the Earth, but you can see it from there. Six hun-

dred fifty citizens sign a petition on a recycling business. We are

into landfill regulations. The Federal Government is sa3dng close

down your landfill. There is no safety problem. And we are going
to have it shipped in trucks that do not exist, to a regional landfill

that does not exist, by last October. And this is part of the un-

funded mandate problem we are getting into.

When I was a youngster, my dear mother, Ruth, would sit with

a lazy Susan and feed me spinach and carrots and things of this

nature, and meat. I didn't have any desserts until I was probably

16, and so, consequently, I don't know how you are going to come

up with this. It is sort of a forced-fed nutrient computerized Fed-

eral-—did Benjamin Franklin ever envision this would be the pri-

mary duty of our Federal Government?
Wliat is wrong with letting the local school people do this and

lower the fat and sodium intake rather than all these regulations
and paperwork that I know is going to come out of it?

Ms. Haas. You forgot to mention, first of all, starting backwards,
we are reducing paperwork. We are not increasing paperwork.

Second, I think things have changed. The world has changed
since you were growing up. I hate to say it.

Mr. Roberts. Yes, and I have been against every one of them.

Ms. Haas. I know that. I know you have, Mr. Roberts, and I hesi-

tated to say it, but the world has changed since I was growing up,
too.

Let me say since the 1940's, the food marketplace has changed
significantly. Just since 1969. There was an average in the super-
market of about 8,000 products, today there is

Mr. Roberts. I know why the industry has done that and that

is to the good. And I know, as the chairman has indicated, we are

making great progress. It is the level that I worry about. WTiy can't

you just get lower fat and lower sodium and forget the paperwork?
Ms. HiCvs. I wish it was that simple. When we had a permissive

nutritional neglect policy at the Department of Agriculture
Mr. Roberts. A what?
Ms. Haas. Nutritional
Mr. Roberts. Now we have to be nutritionally correct.

Ms. Haas. Nutritional neglect. Then less than 1 percent of the

schools met the dietary guidelines. Are you suggesting we continue

a policy knowing that we are delivering meals that do not meet the

dietary guidelines so that they are 25 percent over fat and 50 per-
cent over the guidelines for saturated fat?

The time has come. Congressman Roberts, to look at the Amer-
ican diet and its contribution to lifelong health and to do something
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about it. And Secretary Espy has provided the leadership for us to

come up with a program that is doing something about it, but is

flexible.

I agree with you that local schools need flexibility. And the
numenu system gives them flexibility, not with good food/bad food,
but a system to use a wide variety of foods, but to ensure that they
meet a standard of dietary guidelines.
Mr. Roberts. Amen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Glickman.
Mr. Glickman. Thank you.
Let me just ask you a couple of things. The last Congress, with

the help of Mr. Stenholm and others, I was able to change the rules

that allow fresh pizza to be served as part of a school lunch pro-

gram. I understand that there are tens of thousands of schools now
that allow fresh pizza to be served, and I am told by those schools

the level of participation is up considerably in the lunch program
because of that.

I am just wondering what your guidelines or the change in the

guidelines would affect the sale of fresh pizza in the school lunch

program.
Ms. Haas. Let me say that—and pizza is a great example. I used

potatoes before.

Pizza, if it meets the dietary guidelines for a menu over a week,
can be a great contributor to the health of children. You could have

skim, low-fat mozzarella for the cheese. You could have a whole
wheat crust. And you can put vegetables on the top. In other

words, pizza in and of itself, can be made in a wide variety of ways.
So there is a great opportunity there to have pizza that is a con-

tributing factor to menus over a week's time that meets the dietary

guidelines.
Mr. Glickman. But before and after. Before these changes in the

guidelines, after the change in the guidelines, would there be any
impact on a school district's ability to, let's say, have fresh pizza
delivered every day into the school lunch program.
Ms. Haas. The issue you dealt with. Congressman Glickman and

Congressman Stenholm, last year, and the whole committee was
dealing with the inspection issues.

Mr. Glickman. I understand that, but let's say now we have it

in the school lunch program. So let's say that every day, whatever

pizza company is delivering pepperoni pizzas into school x, and
kids are going through the lunch counter and buying that now.
What would this do to that?

Ms. Haas. It is the overall choices that are available. It can be

part of it.

Mr. Gunderson. Would the gentleman yield?
I will read from the regulations. The cost analysis impact—cost-

benefit assessment of economic and other effects of your regula-

tions, page 4, it says one of the effects will be serving more meal
mixtures such as chili and fewer grain mixtures such as pizza.
Mr. Glickman. But what I want to figure up, it will have some-

thing to do with the total served every day. You are not forcing
what the kids put in their mouths; are you?
Ms. Haas. It is a long way from that.
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Mr. Glickman. I hope so.

Ms. Haas. We are trying to promote choices, to promote a variety
of foods, but it is very important that the schools update their

standards. Why should we have 1940's standards when it is 1994?

And so we are incorporating the dietary guidelines for Americans
into existing standards.
Mr. Glickman. But I am worried about how it is going to happen

practically. What does this mean to school x?

Let's say this week it decides it wants to serve overall, offer the

options to meet your guidelines, but a kid wants to come through
every week and take the pepperoni pizza every single day. It is the

only thing he likes and he wants to make sure it is offered every

single day; is there a problem with that?
Ms. Haas. Well, the kids you are talking about are very different

from all the hundreds and thousands of kids I have talked to

around the country who look for variety. They may like pizza, but
it is doubtful they will have pepperoni pizza every single day.

I think what our standards are going to do, again, is going to

promote variety, promote flexibility, and promote choice. It is not

going to pigeonhole children in any single way.
Mr. Glickman. I have had, and I am sure everybody out there

has had kids, and you know what kids go through, some months

my kids will eat pepperoni pizza every day for 3 months and then

they are off of that and they go to something else for 3 months.
Kids have very unusual dietary patterns and it is hard to pigeon-
hole your kids into what they eat. You just hope to God after they
are all done, they have some common sense and know how to bal-

ance their diet.

Ms. Haas. Congressman Glickman, I, too, have children, and I

also have taught school, and I can tell you that it is very important
today to have nutrition education as a complement to this whole

undertaking. That is why we are very pleased that the money for

nutrition education was included in the appropriations bills. It is

included in the President's budget. So you have two tracks going
on.

Mr. Glickman. Let me stop you for a minute. I don't disagree
with you and I have been an advocate of nutritional labeling, I

have tried to get the saturated fats out of the kind of oils that are

offered, we have been through the battle of the coconut oil versus—
the tropical oils versus the nontropical oils, but it is a little like

health care, the devil is in the details.

I want to, if I can, find out how this will actually be implemented
in a local school district, in a local cafeteria, so as to make it sen-

sible, that is the whole thing sensible, and so that you do not turn

the kids off so that they decide they do not want to stay in school

any longer to eat lunch.
Ms. Haas. Well, that is what is going on, unfortunately, and

what we are trying to do is reverse the pattern of declining partici-

pation. The choice is at the local level. The choice is in that school

district for the food service managers to plan a menu over 1 month,
to see to it over 1 week's time that it meets the dietary guidelines.
Mr. Glickman. Is it a week; is that the period of time?
Ms. Haas. The standard needs to be met over 1 week's time, yes.

And we are not trying to pigeonhole, and we are giving local
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choices in planning those menus. And we are giving assistance in

how to do recipes. We are providing recipes that are lower in fat

and they taste good.
I can't tell you how important it is to put an emphasis on taste.

That has been neglected too along with nutrition and what we are

doing is putting that emphasis on taste so that we can build a pro-

gram that emphasizes healthy children and has healthy and tasty
eating as its central core.

Mr. Glickman. My time has expired.
I want to say I agree with the goal. What happens is that it does

not end up that way. Either the local school district feels their

hands are tied or else there may be several ways to skin this cat.

I want to make sure the local school district has gone down each
of several different roads to skin this cat in order to try to provide
the guidelines that you think are important and that I think are

important.
Ms. Haas. And that is why flexibility is one of the central prin-

ciples, and in my testimony last June, I stressed how flexibility in

our system is a flexible one and that we have alternative ap-

proaches, assisted numenus and numenus.
Mr. Glickman. Thank you.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me try to clarify a point that went out earlier. The food pro-

gram administration at the Federal level is down $1.3 million, the
new education and training program is down from $10.3 million to

$10.27 million for fiscal year 1995, and everything tells me that is

the program. And it just says here nutrition education and training

program provides grants to States to help teach good food habits

and the fundamentals of nutrition to children, parents, and school

food service personnel.
So I don't know how you are going to get the training if you are

not going to have the money. That is part of the problem you are

facing in this particular area.

Let me ask you a question and that is that if these regulations
are scheduled to go in effect in July of 1998 and it is currently Sep-
tember of 1994, why would you not extend the comment period?
Ms. ELaas. I will do two things. First, your first comment is you

are omitting the fact there is a line item in the appropriations bill

for implementing dietary guidelines, so there is targeted money
available for the training and technical assistance in nutrition edu-

cation. That is in the President's budget.
Mr. Gunderson. Is it in the appropriations bill? I am not asking

about the request at what level.

Mr. Braley. $20.5 million.

Mr. Gunderson. For fiscal year 1995, both the House and Sen-

ate appropriations?
Mr. Braley. That is correct. It is in both bills.

Mr. Gunderson. I hope it is there.

Ms. Haas. We have kept a watchful eye on that number, I can
tell you.
Your second point about 1998, let me say this. Once this com-

ment period is concluded, and we have analyzed all the comments,
and we come out with the final rule, any school in this country,
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and I would imagine many schools in this country can immediately
apply to their State agency, can begin implementing the dietary

guidelines.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I am not asking that, and I will not let you fili-

buster this question.
Ms. Haas. I am not filibustering, I am happy to answer this.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Is the answer no to the question, will you agree
to a negotiated rulemaking?
Ms. Haas. I will answer your first question.
Mr. GUNDERSON. If your answer is no, I want to get on to my

next question.
Ms. Haas. Congressman Gunderson, you know that there is an

answer that you may not want to hear.

Mr. Gunderson. No, I want to hear. Will you be willing to ex-

tend it? You told me no because they have 3V2 years to implement
it. So I want to go to question two.

Ms. Haas. Congressman Gunderson, you are good at distorting
what I am saying.
Mr. Gunderson. Are you willing to extend it?

Ms. Haas. We have had—the comment period is not concluded.
Mr. Gunderson. It is tomorrow.
Ms. Haas. We have had 6,000 comments, the most ever in the

history of this child nutrition program. We have met with more
than 8,000 people.
Mr. Gunderson. Now, you are very good at repeating what is in

your testimony. Will you answer my question?
Ms. Haas. This is not the same as my testimony.
Mr. Gunderson. Let us go on to question three.

Ms. Haas. If you have a new reason for government to spend ad-
ditional time and money to have time for comments that will re-

peat themselves, then I would like to hear them. I have not heard

you say those before.

Mr. Gunderson. Will you look at my submitted written testi-

mony and the testimony of the Wisconsin Department of Public In-

struction, and share with me within a week why that is not jus-
tification for extending the comment period?
Ms. Haas. I am happy to look at anything you provide us, and

I will submit the response to your office, sir.

Mr. Gunderson. Is that a yes or no?
Ms. Haas. I am glad to look.

Mr. Gunderson. Within 1 week.
Ms. Haas. We can comment, sure.

Mr. Gunderson. The Department, according to page 2 of the

preface to the regulations, you say the Department is currently

sponsoring a demonstration project to evaluate the optimum use of

nutrient standard menus. I understand that demonstration project
is not in operation.
Ms. Haas. No, that is incorrect. We have had pilots and we now

have 34 projects around the country to gain additionaJ information
that will help us in the implementation of this rule. So, again, that
is the correct answer.
Mr. Gunderson. You say on page 5 of your regulations that the

continuing survey of food intake by individuals conducted by USDA
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showed that fat composed, on average, 35 percent of calories for

children ages 6 to 19 rather than 30 percent.
Do you have any medical evidence that suggests that that 5 per-

cent fluctuation is detrimental to children at young ages?
Ms. Haas. I would like to call now on our senior scientist of the

Department of Agriculture for nutrition who is our Nutrition Policy

Coordinator, Dr. Eileen Kennedy.
Ms. Kennedy. Thank you, Congressman.
Yes, we do. When we looked at the evidence from the medical lit-

erature, diets that are high in fat, and that is defined as greater
than 30 percent, starts a process of atherogenesis early in life.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I am sorry, can you repeat the last sentence, I

didn't hear that?
Ms. Kennedy. You were asking is there evidence that that 5 per-

cent makes a difference, and based on the scientific literature, the

higher the fat intake in a population the more that contributes to

an atherogenic process.
Mr. Gunderson. You are talking about the whole population.

You are not talking about children now; are you?
What I am trying to find out, and I am not waging a war on fat

here, but I am suggesting that we are trying to totally destroy ev-

erything that exists in a hot lunch because there is a 5 percent dif-

ferential in calories by fat between your USDA studies and your

goal of 30 percent, which I think everyone concurs is a rec-

ommended goal for adults.

What I am trying to find out, because, frankly, all of the Cana-
dian studies, as you are aware, and other independent studies in

this country suggest that this 5 percent diffierential is insignificant,

and the fact that you are going to make up that energy either from

sugar or something like that with less calcium and other nutrients

is probably, frankly, a negative.
Ms. Kennedy. I will try to be succinct, because I know you do

not want a long-winded answer on this.

Mr. Gunderson. Thank you.
Ms. Kennedy. The health profile of American children that is

emerging I find very disturbing. Let me use something not out of

the Department of Agriculture, the recent Ed Haines III data from

1988 to 1991. When we look at American children, let me take a

specific age group, girls, African-Americans, age 6 to 11, in the

Haines I data, which came out of the early 1970's, the prevalence
of obesity was 4.6 percent in that age group. The recent Ed Haines

III data, which Assistant Secretary Lee presented at a recent meet-

ing, shows the same age group, 6 to 11, measured in the early

1990's, the problem of obesity is now 16.2 percent. It has more than

tripled.
It is a combination of factors. I would be remiss to say dietary

is the only reason precipitating these enormous rates of obesity. I

know you have somebody speaking later from the Council on Phys-
ical Fitness, but what we are seeing in American children is a

movement toward diets which are precipitating certain chronic dis-

eases, including obesity. That is exacerbated by changes in life-

style, including decreased physical fitness, physical activity, in chil-

dren.
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We are trying to look at a holistic approach and how in the con-

text of the food assistance and nutrition programs the Department
of Agriculture tries to reverse this pattern. A part of the answer
is the school meals, a part of the answer is what Assistant Sec-

retary Haas talked about, which is a very aggressive nutrition aid

campaign. That is No. 1.

Your specific question on the fat levels. My concern is, yes, there

is evidence that the fat intake in American children does have

physiological effects, and I can quote some specific autopsies of chil-

dren who have been killed in accidents. What we are finding is that

at earlier and earlier ages you are getting streaking in the aorta,
and that streaking can, if left untreated, lead to fibrous plaques
which then lead to coronary artery disease.

Mr. GUNDERSON, I want to go back and ask you to submit for the

record any medical or scientific evidence that suggests that the
fluctuation between a 30 percent calories from fat and a 35 percent
calories from fat is significantly and sufficiently detrimental to just
the kind of wholesale charges that you are making here.

[The material was not submitted at time of printing.]
Mr. GUNDERSON. Now, if the chairman will grant me 1 or 2 more

minutes, quickly, is there any computer software program that has
been approved by USDA?
Ms. Haas. I don't think at this time—^the data base has been

completed and we are now at the stage of working on the program
for the computer software.

On your medical issues, let me say one thing, which goes back
to my comments earlier, we have a scientific consensus today that

30 percent of calories from fat for children over 2 is appropriate.
We have a program that is delivering school lunches at 38 percent
of calories from fat. And it is that gap between 38 percent and the
recommended health policy of our Nation that we are trying to

close.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me talk training quickly. The Wisconsin

Department of Public Instruction indicates that they sent two reg-
istered dieticians, who are computer literate, to USDA's training
session for the nutrient standard demonstration project to prepare
for the pilot project to be conducted in the Brokaw area school dis-

trict in my congressional district.

Assuming that our office, Wisconsin Public Instruction, would
conduct the same level of training for Wisconsin schools, we would
have to spend 1,593 days of training. This does not include prepa-
ration time, scheduling or travel, and it is operating under the as-

sumption that all school food service personnel in each school dis-

trict are computer literate.

The average wage of the school food service personnel in my con-

gressional district is roughly $11,000. I can tell you most of them
are not computer literate. My question to you is: How do you ever

hope to achieve the kind of adequate training within the schedule

you have established with the lack of resources that exist in order
to implement this program?
Ms. Haas. The people who you are referring to at the lowest level

of literacy and the lowest level of pay are not the people who are

planning the menus and carrying on the budgets for these pro-

grams, which are not small. I don't know in your district, but I
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know they range from everjrwhere to hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars that they are managing, to millions of dollars.

So the people who are responsible for implementing this rule and
doing the planning and the nutrient analysis are not the people
who are either neither computer literate nor nutrition literate. I

think it is important to understand that there is a wide spectrum
of people who work in food service, from the people who are the

managers and the directors who will be responsible to the people
who are serving who are less educated.
Mr. GUNDERSON. In most rural schools that is the same person.
Ms. Haas. But then you do not understand, sir, we have an as-

sisted system which will provide those loczd schools menus, recipes,

analysis and consultants. What we are doing is setting up a system
that provides the technical assistance. We have also called in, and
worked with, the food service directors in the planning of this tech-

nical assistance, and either Amanda Manning, who has led that
team's effort, or we can provide you in writing what we have
worked with others to develop, and we would be happy to work
with you in developing a system of technical assistance and train-

ing that is cost effective but helps people get there and helps peo-

ple change.
Mr. GuNDERSON. I have another round of questions, obviously,

but I have a time problem as well, so I have to run and do an inter-

view.
Mr. Roberts. Would you 5deld quickly?
Mr. GuNDERSON. Gro ahead.
Mr. Roberts. I asked my Dodge City folks to give me an esti-

mate based on the new regulatory format and that has just now
come in, and I apologize, and it is not to be written in stone. But
we are talking $25,000 per school year. And unlike California, and
I am not trying to pick on California, I don't know where we are

going to substitute the funding. I don't know what we are going to

take from to give to the extra cost that is for the computer pur-
chases and training and any additional cost. And so it is that tech-

nical assistance—I know you are going to provide the technical as-

sistance, but who makes up the $25,000? Again, you get from the
38 percent to the 30 percent, in terms of fat content.

But now, Ellen, you just talked about a week's diet here, and we
are not picking out any one meal, but if the student has a low-fat

breakfast, hopefully, they have three meals—some do not; that is

most unfortunate—^but it seems to me that is apples and oranges
in terms of the total intake.

And like Mr. Gunderson says, if we are going to cost my home-
town in this one particular area of $25,000, and I am not too sure

that covers all the school system, to go from the 38 to 30 percent,
when in fact the total intake should be measured, I don't know how
we are going to do this.

Ms. Haas. Two things. I don't know what their estimates are

based on because the Economic Research Service and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture's impact statement found that there would not

be a cost in the school, and OMB's figures as well. And what I have
heard—and some of these estimates are based on a misunderstand-

ing of what the rule is doing.
Mr. Roberts. Well, that might be.
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Ms. Haas. So I would just say, sir, that we have to look at that.

Second, what we are talking about here, and going back to Chair-

man Stenholm's early comment, that agriculture on one hand and
health on the other, nutrition is the bridge. And we know today
that diets that are higher in fat, and lunches that are 38 percent
of calories from fat, 50 percent over the saturated fat level from the

dietary guidelines, that the health of children is going to save cost

in health care.

Mr. Roberts. I know that. That is why I said before, when you
get at the sodium and fat content in a different way, that would
not charge $25,000 here, that that might be the possibility.

The gentleman from Wisconsin yielded, and I am treading on the

time of the gentleman from Illinois, so I yield back.

Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Ewing.
Mr. EwiNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ms. Haas, thank you for

being here. This program now is administered through the State

departments of education, from your agency through the State. Is

that the way it will be administered, the same way?
Ms. Haas. There will be no change.
Mr. Ewing. Is there any differentials made for regional foods? A

lot of different parts of the country eat different kinds of food. All

over the country it is not the same.
Ms. Haas. It is going to be easy to use numenu system. It is

flexible. It will encourage a wide variety of foods, ethnic foods today
have not been able to fit into our current meal pattern. Many of

the diets of Latino populations, the children were not eating at

school because they were not getting the food they often had at

home. So we are going to be encouraging regionally and ethnically
diverse foods and that is a major change from what currently ex-

ists.

Mr. EwiNG. I think that is probably wise. I can tell you, though,
that I, for one, believe that we should eat American food. It can

have ethnic backgrounds, we are all ethnic, I don't think we need
to divide ourselves any more, but let us Americanize it all and feed

it to all of our children.

Ms. Haas. Well, today's American diet is really ethnically di-

verse.

Mr. Ewing. That is correct and we want to make it an American
diet with a great ethnic diversification.

What happens if food is put into the plan, say, an enriched

bread, and it is not available? Now, that is probably not the case

with that example, can they substitute plain old white bread that

I prefer?
Ms. Haas. Again, Congressman, we are moving from a very rigid

system where it was very hard to substitute, to a very flexible sys-

tem where what counts is the bottom line; that you meet the die-

tary guidelines, the RDA's for calories, vitamins and minerals, and
then the local school can choose what foods it wants to have as part
of their menu.
Mr. EwiNG. Let us go back to that question. If you cannot get en-

riched bread, and you have to serve white bread, do you have to

make another change in your menu?
Ms. Haas. Well, first of all, all bread is enriched today. You are

talking about having some added fortification.
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Mr. EwiNG. Let us take the assumption that you have some-

thing
Ms. Haas. Substitutions is your basic question. Since substi-

tutions is going to be the name of the game, in the sense that a

great variety of foods will be available on menus, because what you
are looking at is the total compliance with the dietary guidelines
rather than having a very rigid meal pattern that tells us you can

only have so much of certain foods. We are moving to a flexible sys-
tem that gives a great deal of choice at the local level.

Mr. EwiNG. Are you saying that your new standards will be more
flexible than the current standards?
Ms. Haas. I am. That is right.
Mr. EwiNG. I want to just give you a little example. I visited in

Edgar County, Paris, Illinois—some of your stEiff will be well aware
of that area because they come from that part of the country—a

fifth grade class the other day, and before I went to the class I was
treated to lunch in the cafeteria. I did ask the head cook who pro-
vided the lunch, and I think we got the same lunch that everyone
else did, what she thought about the new nutrition guidelines. I

want to tell you, I was surprised. She said, I am for them.
Ms. Haas. Gk)od.

Mr. EwiNG. So you have gotten to her.

Ms. Haas. She is part of the 94 percent.
Mr. EwiNG. And that did make a very favorable impression on

me. But she went on to say, I am going to have to have a computer
to keep the menu.
And I think that is what Congressman Roberts is saying, and

maybe Congressman Gunderson and others, that this is not going
to be that easily implemented in smalltown schools where the cook

maybe is the dietician and is going to have that responsibility. Are
we going to do anything about helping them with that?

Ms. Haas. Yes, we are. Again, assisted numenus—let me say I

have been to many schools over this last year, and it was going into

small schools that I really saw what was happening in education.

Many schools, almost most schools, and the trend is going up in

huge jumps, have computers. So it is really what we are talking
about is access to computers.

It need not be necessarily in the cafeteria. Maybe some food serv-

ice directors do have computers. Most probably do because they are

business managers. They are managing large amounts of money to

run this program. So they need it for their production records and
their business information and they are doing it. But the school

has computers. More and more schools have them for other pur-

poses.
We are talking about menu planning that takes place not very

frequently throughout the year because once you get your set of

menus for a month, you have your set of menus. You sit down, do

it at the beginning of the year, you might do it several times after

that, but then if the school does not have the ability, we will pro-
vide grants to States to help those schools. We will do it for those

schools. We will provide training to those schools.

Schools can pool together. If you come from a small town maybe
the small towns can pool together like they do in the WIC program
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for purchasing. To pool their resources to do that kind of analysis.
Again, if there is a will, there is a way.
We want to be supportive of those schools who are working very

hard, those personnel who are very dedicated. We want to work
with them to help them get to the new standard that this person
supports.
Mr. EwiNG. Just in closing, my period is up, but let me say that

usually the Federal Grovemment has the greatest and best goals for

these new and changing programs that we are always implement-
ing on the locals. I think it is important for your agency and your
Department to see that they are made simple and it is not new
mandates on schools that do not have money, and that there is a

way to do it without excessive bureaucracy. And that should be

your goal and your charge if you are going to pursue this, or we
will all be back here in this room probably at a less genteel hearing
than we are having today.
Ms. Haas. I appreciate your comments. Congressman, and let me

say that is why I have traveled this country and I have gone into
schools in the inner city, I have gone into rural counties, I have
gone into big and little, and that is why we want a program that
is cost effective, that works better, ensures the health of children
and costs less.

And we are committed to working with all of the stakeholders to

get there and we, too, want to have a genteel hearing that every-
body is marching together to make this happen for our Nation's
kids.

Mr. EwiNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you, Ellen.

Thank you and your associates for some excellent testimony
today. We appreciate your forthrightness in answering the ques-
tions.

I think the hearing today is indicative perhaps of yours and my
shared wisdom of holding this hearing today, because I believe that
there is a lot of misinformation, apprehension, both misplaced and
well placed, because as you yourself have acknowledged, this is not
a simple task. You are not suggesting that it is a simple task. The
word flexibility you have used time and time again, and I hope ev-

eryone focuses in on that, the additional witnesses that we will

hear from, and perhaps a review for all of us.

We are in a rulemaking procedure, and you kindly ducked my
question a moment ago for a very good reason, until you make your
decisions based on the 6,000 comments, it is going to be very dif-

ficult to answer those kinds of questions until you have reviewed
not only the testimony today but also the 6,000 other commenters.
And as you do so, you are going to find a theme that is going

to be expressed over and over, and that is where you have concern
about change, and you have legitimate concerns about cost and you
have legitimate concerns about unfunded Federal mandates, per-
haps a more reasoned approach is called for—choosing my word—
not a slower approach, but one in which we try things.
One of the things I have found in my work in the area of rural

health has been a suggestion that we not mandate a new national

program before we have tried some of the ideas at the local level

and see if they work. You are going to hear this time and time
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again, particularly from those who are directly involved in our
school lunchroom programs. Before we are mandated to do some-

thing, perhaps we ought to be allowed to try it.

I think I have already heard you say that in your testimony. I

hope that when you come to the eventual rulemaking, that that

thought process will be a very prevailing one, because that is some-

thing that you are going to hear over and over, a concern of not

moving too fast.

When you mentioned computers, that kind of ran a little bit of

a chill up and down my spine, because this committee has also

been involved in the reinventing of USDA, the reorganizing of

USDA, and one of the things we found when we went out to the

country, we had a major problem with our computers because they
would not talk to each other. And so this brings up a little bit of

a problem perhaps, too, that we not put too much faith in tech-

nology short term. Long term, I could not agree more. And I think,
in my limited capacity to understand a lot of the nutritional guide-

lines, et cetera, I understand that technology can be a big help and
should not be a frightening thing to our schools, including our rural

schools. But unless we move slowly and methodically, unless we
have programs that work and unless we have the financial where-
withal to deliver them, we will run into some predictable problems
that will cause us not to be able to achieved the goals that you
have found that all of our school lunchroom personnel and parents
and children would like to see us do.

So we appreciate very much your being here today. We look for-

ward to working with you as you develop the regulations. I sin-

cerely meant it when I started my comments today by saying there

is a direct tie between production agriculture and nutrition, and
there is a misunderstanding by so many people that producers real-

ly do not care about the end result of consumers. Furthest from the

truth.

I think as we get further into the educational aspects of this and
more and more is known about what production agriculture is

doing in order to meet up front the changes in nutritional guide-
lines that need to be accomplished, if we can have that spirit of co-

operation all the way through, you will accomplish the goals you
have set out in a way that is going to astound perhaps even you
and perhaps myself.
That is our goal. We look forward to working with you. And

again thank you for being here.

Ms. Haas. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you
for your leadership and the committee's interest in this issue.

Let me say that I agree with you wholeheartedly on the goals,

<^.nd that our proposal that we issued on June 8, was based, in fact,

on what has been tried, what is the history, what is the effect, the

best comments we could get, the most extensive input we could get,

and we listened to what we heard.

Now, as we draw near the close of this comment period and the

6,000 comments, you can be assured we will study them very care-

fully and base our final decisions on the record and what is hap-

pening out there, but most importantly and most simply said, that

our goal is to have healthy children.

Thank you.
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Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. I call panels 2 and 3. We would like

to combine panels 2 and 3 together. So please, if you will, find a
seat at the table.

Our next witness is Ms. Nancy Berger, chairman of the board,
Connecticut division, American Cancer Society.
Ms. Berger.

STATEMENT OF NANCY BERGER, DIRECTOR, CHILD AND ADO-
LESCENT HEALTH, CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH SERVICES, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY

Ms. Berger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. I am Nancy Berger, director of child and adolescent
health in the Connecticut Department of Health Services.

I am past president of the Association of State and Territorial

Public Health Nutrition Directors, and I currently serve as chair-

man of the board of the Connecticut Division of the American Can-
cer Society.

Perhaps most importantly, I am here representing a very special
future school lunch participant, my 11-month-old daughter Savan-
nah Elizabeth, who along with her grandmother is here with me
today.

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the American Cancer So-

ciety's comments on USDA's proposed school meals initiative for

healthy children.

The American Cancer Society is pleased to have had the oppor-
tunity to the participate in two of the four regional hearings held

by USDA last year, and we applaud the USDA's leadership in im-

proving the health of America's children by providing for more nu-
tritious meals and better nutrition education in schools throughout
the country with the school meals initiative for healthy children.

The American Society is the nationwide community-based vol-

untary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a

major health problem by preventing cancer, saving lives from can-

cer, and diminishing svOfering from cancer through research, edu-

cation, and community service.

Among the Societ5r's priorities for the year 2000 is cancer preven-
tion, including promotion of better nutrition in order to reduce can-
cer risk. Diet is one cancer risk factor over which we have substan-
tial control. As we learn more about the relationship between nu-
trition and cancer, we improve our ability to prevent up to one-
third of cancers which we estimate to be diet-related.

The most effective way to prevent cancer and other chronic dis-

eases is to start by teaching children at a young age how to avoid

risky behaviors that will lead to disease and poor health in later

years. Behaviors such as tobacco use and poor eating habits are re-

sponsible for the majority of preventable cancers, but the best way
to reduce these behaviors is to teach children to avoid them before
the behaviors become habit. Such childhood education can be ac-

complished in two ways: Through instruction and through example.
The American Cancer Society has worked to integrate these two
approaches through promotion of comprehensive school health edu-
cation as a core priority for our organization.
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In the area of child nutrition, the American Cancer Society, in

conjunction with the National Cancer Institute, developed our
changing the course program for nutrition. This program includes
both a nutrition education curriculum for schools to use as part of
a comprehensive school health education program, and a manual
for school food service providers.
A recent evaluation of changing the course found that by using

the program school food service providers were able to lower the fat
content of school meals without adversely affecting the overall nu-
tritional quality of meals, food acceptability, student participation
in the school lunch program, or overall meal costs. This example
shows that modification of the Federal school meal programs to im-
prove their quality is achievable, and that resources are available
in the community to assist in achieving this goal.
The American Cancer Society supports the goal of the USDA to

bring nutrition standards for school meals into compliance with the
1990 dietary guidelines for Americans. The purpose of the national
school lunch program and the school brealdast program is to im-

prove the health of children by ensuring that they have food at
school. But this purpose cahnot be fully met if meals contain a poor
nutritional balance that could lead to poor health and diet-related
diseases. By providing meals that meet the dietary guidelines for

Americans, the U.S. Government will safeguard the nutritional in-

tegrity of these meals and remain consistent with its own objective.
Evidence from numerous experimental and human population

studies suggest that up to one-third of deaths from cancer in the
United States, including the most common sites such as breast,
colon and prostate, may be attributed to dietary practices. For this

reason, the American Cancer Society has developed dietary guide-
lines for cancer risk reduction. These guidelines include: Maintain-
ing a desirable body weight; eating a varied diet, including a vari-

ety of both vegetables and fruits in the daily diet; eating more high
fiber foods, such as whole grain cereals, legumes, vegetables, and
fruits; cutting down on total fat intake; limiting consumption of al-

coholic beverages; and limiting consumption of salt-cured, smoked,
and nitrite-preserved foods.

As more is learned about the relationship between diet and
health, it is reasonable to expect that Federal nutrition guidelines
will be updated. The American Cancer Society hopes that the
USDA school meals initiative will be flexible enough so that the

program can be updated to remain consistent with revised dietary
guidelines as they are updated.
The American Cancer Society believes strongly that children

need a comprehensive health education program in school which
provides instruction on how to lead healthier lives and reduce dis-

ease risk. But this instruction must also be reinforced by example
to make the most impact on children's behavior. This educational

message of nutrition taught in the classroom should be consistent
with healthy meals served at school and at home. The cafeteria can
be a relatively low cost^low tech laboratory of learning.
The American Cancer Society strongly supports the implementa-

tion of comprehensive school health programs in schools through-
out the country. We urge coordination between the Departments of

Agriculture, Education, and Health and Human Services as well as
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the U.S. Congress, to ensure that American children are educated,
by instruction and by example, to provide them with the ability to

maintain healthy lifestyles including making good dietary choices.

School is a place for learning, whether the education takes place
in the classroom, on the playground, or in the cafeteria. In order
for a school health program to be comprehensive, all aspects of the
school experience must be consistent if the children are to benefit

fully. Therefore, nutrition instruction in the classroom should be
linked with the food served in the cafeteria. The American Cancer
Society is pleased to have had the opportunity to demonstrate this

in a national program.
The American Cancer Society strongly supports USDA's plan to

launch a nutrition education initiative as part of the school meals
initiative for healthy children. Recognizing the value of partnership
and collaboration, we hope the resources of our volunteers across
the country can assist schools in implementing this coordinated
and comprehensive nutrition program for school children.

The American Cancer Society strongly urges implementation as
soon as possible. Some schools may be able to achieve compliance
with the USDA's rules earlier than the 1998 implementation date.

They should be encouraged to do so. Other schools that need the
time to implement should be supported.
Moving on to my conclusion, we feel this initiative is very timely,

coming during the course of national debates on education reform
and health care reform. By pushing for changes for good health

practices, schools can become the springboard for lifelong behavior

patterns which will improve the lot of children and ultimately soci-

ety as a whole.
The American Cancer Society applauds the USDA's efforts in

preparing the school meals initiative for healthy children. The ini-

tiative provides a thorough proposal for improving the health and
well-being of schoolchildren by not only improving the quality of

the meals they receive but also coordinating these meals with nu-
trition education provided to children in the context of comprehen-
sive school health programs. But USDA cannot do this alone. The
American Cancer Society strongly supports this effort and pledges
its assistance in helping schools to implement the initiative.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Berger appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you, and I appreciate your attempt to stay

within the 5-minute rule. In spite of the fact that I did not an-
nounce it earlier, I appreciate each of you doing that, and I want
to come back to a question on the Roman numeral VIII fortification

you were talking about, to ask you a question in a moment.
Next witness. Dr. Frances Cronin, Society for Nutrition Edu-

cation,

Dr. Cronin.

STATEMENT OF FRANCES CRONIN ON BEHALF OF THE
SOCIETY FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION

Ms. Cronin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee and guests. I am Dr. Frances Cronin and I am here represent-
ing the Society for Nutrition Education.
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SNE is the leading national professional association linking nu-

trition, food, and education. We appreciate the opportunity to com-
ment on USDA's proposed regulations on nutrition objectives for

school meals. I am going to be very brief. We have submitted exten-
sive written testimony to the committee already.
Mr. Stenholm. Without objection, each of your written testi-

monies will be made a part of the entire record and will be for-

warded to USDA for purposes of consideration under the rule-

making procedure.
Ms. Cronin. Thank you.
SNE supports USDA's efforts to revise the school meal regula-

tions. We support the program's emphasis on nutrition and on nu-
trition education. We support the Department's attempt to incor-

porate the 1990 dietary guidelines in the school meals program. We
support the flexibility it gives schools to adapt to regional and cul-

tural food habits, and we support the Department's launching of a
nutrition education initiative. These are strengths and represent a
foundation on which to build. However, SNE is concerned about
some details in the proposed regulation.
SNE believes that an effective school meals program should not

only provide healthy meals but also compliment the nutrition edu-
cation programs in the classroom. A stated purpose of the program
is to incorporate the dietary guidelines. However, only the reduc-
tion of fat and saturated fat is explicitly incorporated into the pro-
posed school meals regulation. SNE believes that school meals
should be examples that incorporate all of the dietary guidelines.

In theory, the proposed criteria for nutrient standard menu plan-
ning provides a basis for healthy meals that include a variety of
foods. However, it would be possible to meet the proposed new cri-

teria with few or no servings of fruits and vegetables and no whole

grains. This is of great concern to SNE.
The changes needed to carry out the nutrient standard menu

planning will require well-conceived and adequately funded train-

ing programs in every State. SNE doubts the proposed funding is

adequate to meet the training needs.
SNE is also very concerned that current nutrition education and

training, or NET, funds may be diverted for this purpose.
Finally, SNE is concerned about the possible overuse of fortified

foods. The program regulations mandate only a few of the many
nutrients children need. If fortified foods are the major sources of

mandated nutrients, these foods may not provide all the other es-

sential nutrients required for health and growth.
Because of our concerns, SNE offers the following recommenda-

tions: First, SNE does not believe that the program is ready for na-
tionwide use. USDA has begun a nutrient standard menu planning
demonstration project in 34 school food authorities throughout the

country. We recommend that the mandated nationwide implemen-
tation be delayed until the results of the demonstration projects
have been evaluated.

Second, to encourage schools to begin incorporating the dietary

guidelines into school meals, SNE urges USDA to develop a modi-
fied menu pattern. The pattern should encourage the inclusion of

fruits, vegetables, and more whole grains in school meals.
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Third, SNE urges USDA to actively pursue partnerships with

public and private sectors to develop nutrition strategies. We also

urge the development of closer linkages between nutrition edu-
cation in the classroom and the meals in the school cafeteria.

Finally, we would like to reemphasize our support for the objec-
tives of the program. SNE would welcome the opportunity to work
with USDA to develop and carry out nutrition education strategies
and assist in canying out the healthy meals initiative.

We appreciate the opportunity to address you today and I would
welcome any questions you may have about our testimony. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cronin appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, Dr. Stanley Zlotkin, chairman

of the nutrition committee, the Canadian Paediatric Society of To-

ronto, Canada. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY H. ZLOTKIN, M.D., CHAIRMAN,
NUTRITION COMMITTEE, CANADIAN PAEDIATRIC SOCIETY

Dr. Zlotkin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Roberts. Just to

give you background, I am a paediatrician and a Ph.D. nutritionist,
and as you just said, chairman of the nutrition committee of the
Canadian Paediatric Society. Before commenting specifically on the
USDA proposed rule for the national school lunch and school
breakfast program, I would like to briefly provide a background
and summary of the recent deliberations of the joint working group
of the Canadian Paediatric Society and Health Canada on Dietary
Fat and Children.
The committee reiterated the link between elevated blood lipids,

especially LDL and VLDL, and low HDL levels, and cardiovascular
disease in adulthood. From a public health perspective, it acknowl-

edged that it is reasonable to attempt to modify these risk factors

in adults. In children, however, the picture was not as clear. There
were a number of unanswered questions, like: Is fat intake a risk
factor in childhood for the development of elevated blood lipids
later in life? Do elevated lipid levels track from childhood to adult-

hood? Assuming that fat intake is a risk factor and that it tracks
over time, can it be safely modified?
The Canadian Joint Working Group examined issues surround-

ing dietary fat recommendations for children from the perspective
of both efficacy and safety. We questioned whether intervention in

childhood was likely to be effective in changing adult cardio-

vascular disease morbidity and mortality, and we attempted to de-

termine the balance or trade off between safety and efficacy.
With regard to efficacy, we acknowledged the relationship be-

tween dietary saturated fat intake and blood cholesterol levels and
the relationship between raised serum cholesterol and cardio-

vascular disease. Evidence comes largely from studies carried out
in adult males with hyperlipidemia. Although atherosclerosis ap-
pears to start in childhood or adolescence, extrapolation to children
and adolescents of conclusions based on studies in adults is cer-

tainly controversial. But the few studies of dietary interventions to

lower serum cholesterol levels in children were of short duration
and yielded reductions in serum cholesterol of 5 percent or less.
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There were no data to demonstrate that these reductions persisted
into adulthood. And more importantly, there were no controlled
studies demonstrating the ejRicacy of a low fat diet in childhood in

reducing adult cardiovascular disease, and it is unlikely such a
study will ever take place.

It has been argued that the general principle of early initiation
of a reduced fat and saturated fat diet is appropriate for children.

Implicit in initiating these specific dietary guidelines during child-

hood is the overall goal of establishing nutritional patterns in child-
hood that, when maintained to adulthood, will lower blood choles-
terol levels of the adult population as a whole. There is, once again,
however, no evidence that changing children's current intakes to

diets providing 30 percent of energy from fat and 10 percent from
saturated fat would indeed achieve this goal.

Although it is a natural assumption that good food habits started
in childhood will promote good food habits during adulthood, the
means by which children acquire their food preferences is complex
and there is little evidence that children's food preferences remain
stable over time.

The committee examined safety from a number of perspectives.
One of our concerns was misapplication of a dietary message to re-

strict fat intake in children. We were concerned that some individ-

uals may be overzealous in their belief that if some reduction in fat

is good, then a larger reduction is even better. Delayed growth and
delayed puberty have been reported as consequences of

misapplication of dietary advice.

The committee noted the alarmingly high rates of anorexia
nervosa among North American adolescents. Preoccupation with

body image and societal preference for thinness, again, especially
in females, can result in restrictive eating patterns and inadequate
energy and nutrient intakes. The committee concluded that further

emphasis on restricting a specific nutrient intake during childhood,
i.e., restricting fat intake, may subtly reinforce this predilection for

restricted intake, making the problem of anorexia even worse.

Finally, there is a real potential for habitual low fat intakes to

result in inappropriate food patterns that compromise nutritional
food adequacy. The committee recognized the high needs for energy
and nutrients and the wide variability of these needs in individual

children to support the normal rapid growth of children and adoles-

cents. Particular attention must be paid to the diets of children
who are consuming reduced fat diets to assure adequate intakes of

energy and essential nutrients.

When children are put on lower fat diets, it is recommended that
the deficit in energy resulting from the lower fat diet intake be
made up by an increased intake of cereal products, breads, fruits,
and vegetables. However, the children will often find this high in-

creased demand for high carbohydrate containing foods impossible
to achieve. The results may be decreased energy intake, resulting
in delayed growth, or children not meeting their genetic potential
for growth, and inadequate nutrient intake, specifically iron, cal-

cium, other minerals, riboflavin, and vitamin A. Dietary inadequa-
cies have been reported in the literature even when dietary
changes were supervised and even when subjects had above aver-

age nutritional knowledge. The committee felt that the provision of
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adequate energy and nutrients to ensure growth and development
was the most important consideration in nutrition of children.

The two criteria considered essential in making our recommenda-
tions were efficacy and safety. The estimated benefits of a re-

stricted fat intake were weighed against the anticipated risks. In

view of the following considerations, that: There is no evidence that

implementation pf a diet providing 30 percent of energy as fat and
10 percent of energy as saturated fat in children would reduce ill-

ness in later life or provide benefit for children as children; that

there is the potential for inadequate energy and specific nutrient

intake on the lower fat diet; and that there is potential for empha-
sizing an already significant preoccupation with food restriction in

adolescent females.

We concluded, in part that: One, providing adequate energy and
nutrients to ensure adequate growth and development is the most

important consideration in nutrition of children and, two, during
the preschool and childhood years, nutritious food choices should
not be eliminated or restricted because of fat content. During early

adolescence, an energy intake adequate to sustain growth should
be emphasized, with a gradual lowering of fat intake. Once linear

growth has stopped, fat intake as currently recommended is appro-
priate.

I would like to make a very brief comment on the USDA pro-

posed rule for the national school lunch and school breakfast pro-

gram. From the perspective of efficacy, I feel that there is no sup-
port from the current medical literature of studies on the topic that

changes in total or saturated fat intake that may result from the
breaWast or lunch programs will either improve the health of chil-

dren in the program or improve the health of those individuals

when they become adults. There is also a lack of documentation
that changes in total or saturated fat from a single meal, whether
it be breakfast or lunch, will influence total daily or, in fact, weekly
total or saturated fat intake.

Finally, there is no documentation that changing the fat content
of children's meals will influence their current or later food habits.

Thus, from the perspective of efficacy, the proposed changes to the

breakfast/lunch program may not achieve the stated goals of "dis-

ease prevention or long-term health promotion."
From the perspective of safety, it is unlikely that a change in the

fat content of a single meal will adversely affect total energy or nu-
trient intake. Changes in habitual intake, however, will increase

risk. For adolescent females who may already be at risk of anorexia
nervosa and inappropriate food restriction, a further emphasis on
restriction may increase the prevalence of this serious disorder.

I apologize for going over my time. Thank you for your attention.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Zloktin appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next we will hear from Deborah

Larkin, from the President's Council on Physical Fitness and

Sports. Miss Larkin.
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STATEMENT OF DEBORAH SLANER LARKIN, COUNCIL MEM-
BER, PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON PHYSICAL FITNESS AND
SPORTS
Ms. Larkin, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am

Deborah Slaner Larkin, a member of the President's Council on

Physical Fitness and Sports. I previously served for 6 years as ex-

ecutive director of the Women's Sports Foundation, a nonprofit
educational organization that provides educational information
about the importance of sports for girls and promotes participatory
opportunities for all females.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. It is an honor
to appear before the subcommittee to discuss the relationship be-
tween physical fitness and nutrition for children.

The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports serves as
a catalyst to promote, encourage, and motivate the development of

physical fitness and sports participation for all Americans of all

ages. It was established in 1956 by Executive order and is made
up of 20 members appointed by the President.

It is a program office of the Department of Health and Human
Services. It reports to the Office of the Surgeon Greneral, and is as-

sisted by elements of the U.S. Public Health Service. The Presi-

dent's Council provides guidance to the President and Secretary of
Health and Human Services on ways to encourage more Americains
to become physically active and, as a result, healthier.

As the only Federal agency solely devoted to sports and physical
fitness, the President's Council is acutely interested in these hear-

ings regarding proposed nutrition regulations. A child cannot de-

velop a healthy, physically fit body through physical activity and
exercise alone. Without the daily foundation of a balanced nutri-

tious and healthy diet, the physically active body has nothing to

build upon.
The importance of physical activity: Healthy People 2000—^Na-

tional Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Objectives states

that evidence of the multiple health benefits of regular physical ac-

tivity continues to mount. Regular physical activity can help to pre-
vent and manage coronary heart disease, hypertension, noninsulin-

dependent diabetes, mellitus, osteoporosis, obesity, and mental
health problems. Regular physical activity has also been associated
with lower rates of colon cancer and stroke and may be linked to

reduced back injury. On average, physically active people outlive

those who are inactive.

Physical activity produces hormones in the body, called

endorphins, which lower stress and reduce the incidence of heart
attacks. Because coronary heart disease is the leading cause of

death and disability in the United States, the potential role of

physical activity in preventing coronary heart disease is of particu-
lar importance. Physically inactive people are twice as likely to de-

velop coronary heart disease as people who engage in regular phys-
ical activity.
As little as 2 hours of exercise a week may lower a teenage girl's

life-long risk of breast cancer, a disease that will afflict one out of

eight American women.
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Children who play sports and participate in regular exercise have
higher levels of self-esteem and lower levels of depression. Girls
and young women who have lower levels of self-confidence and self-

esteem are more likely to get pregnant.
Teenagers who play sports have lower dropout rates in school,

try to commit suicide less often, get pregnant less often, and gen-
erally exhibit less delinquent behavior. In high school, Caucasian,
African-American, and Hispanic athletes score as well or better on
achievement tests than nonathletes.
The quantity and quality of school physical education programs

have significant positive effects on the health-related fitness of chil-

dren and youth. In addition, recent reports suggest that physical
education programs in early childhood not only promote health and
well-being but also contribute to academic achievement.

Sports is where we have traditionally learned about teamwork,
goal setting, the pursuit of excellence in performance, and other
achievement-oriented behaviors—critical skills necessary for suc-
cess in the workplace. If a child does not participate in sports by
the age of 10, there is only a 10 percent chance that he or she will

participate when he/she is 25.

Eighty-seven percent of parents accept the idea that sports par-
ticipltion is important for their children. The primary reason why
children participate in sports is because it is fun.

The current role of physical activity in the lives of our children:
While most people know, and many of us espouse the benefits of
exercise and physical activity, too many Americans of all ages still

find reasons not to be physically active. Forty-three percent of
Americans fall under the term "couch potato." Children in the
United States are fatter, slower, and weaker than children in de-

veloped nations. Levels of obesity among children and adolescents
have risen an average of about 45 percent between 1960 and the

early 1980's. A general decline in physical activity was cited as one
of the primary reasons.
Half of all children from kindergarten through 12th grade show

at least one factor for health disease. This is important, because it

is putting them at risk of developing diseases associated with a

sedentary lifestyle.
And with regard to the relationship of nutrition, I am not a nu-

tritionist by profession. My knowledge is based on research relating
to female athletes and how the combination of nutrition and phys-
ical activity is beneficial. However, I was taught from a very young
age how important good nutrition and physical activity are in de-

veloping and maintaining sound minds and bodies. Yet, what I was
taught and the messages people receive are not always consistent.

The message that the ideal woman should be thin is contrary to

common sense and good health. Being as thin as one thinks he or
she could be can severely damage one's physical and mental health.
The female athlete triad: "Disordered eating, amenorrhea and

osteoporosis" is a term to describe three interrelated problems that
can cause life-long health problems in female athletes. Treatment
often requires a team of health-care providers, including a physi-
cian, psychologist, and a nutritionist.

Sixty-two percent of female athletes participating in certain

sports may suffer some kind of disorder in eating which can range
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from the use of laxatives and diuretics to life-threatening anorexia
nervosa or bulimia. A female athlete is more likely to seek medical

help if risks from inadequate calcium, poor nutrition, and amenor-
rhea are explained in a nonjudgmental manner. Binging or purging
is not the problem. What causes the problem is if the young person
is dissatisfied with her body image. Sixty percent of those afflicted

with eating disorders will recover from the disease, and the young-
er the child with the problem, the better the recovery.
Amenorrhea or irregular menstrual cycles are associated with

low reproduction hormone levels and, if left alone, combined with

poor nutrition, can lead to inadequate bone structure. Scientists

have seen amenorrheic 20 year olds with osteoporotic bones similar
to those found in their 70-year-old grandmothers. The bones may
predispose women to spine, wrist, and hip fractures later in life.

High school principals place physical fitness last on their 10

goals for education, yet their second goal is developing good self-

image. Athletes, especially female athletes, have a more positive

body image than do female nonathletes.

Healthy People 2000 Objectives want to increase to at least 50

percent the proportion of overweight people aged 12 and older who
have adopted sound dietary practices combined with regular phys-
ical activity to attain an appropriate body weight. The results of

weight loss programs focused on dietary restrictions alone have not
been encouraging. Physical activity bums calories, increases the

proportion of lean to body fat body mass, and raises the metabolic
rate. Therefore, a combination of both caloric control and increased

physical activity is important for attaining a healthy body. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Larkin appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, Judi Adams, president of the

Wheat Foods Council.

STATEMENT OF JUDI ADAMS, PRESmENT, WHEAT FOODS
COUNCIL

Ms. Adams. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to testify on the U.S. Department of

Agriculture's proposed rule to modernize nutrition objectives for

school meals.
I am Judi Adams, a registered dietician and president of the

Wheat Foods Council. The Wheat Foods Council is a nonprofit nu-
trition education organization supported by farmer-funded wheat
checkoff commissions, milling and baking companies, as well as a
number of pasta, cereal, and cracker manufacturers.
The council's charter is to teach Americans improved nutrition

through increased consumption of grains. Our efforts focus on en-

couraging people to follow the U.S. dietary guidelines and the food

guide pyramid.
Like you, we are committed to healthier Americans. We applaud

USDA's work to improve the nutritional quality of the breakfast
and lunches served in the national school meal program. With the

right ingredients, by offering tasty, affordable, and nutritionally
balanced meals at school, it can serve as a model to help improve
the eating habits and, ultimately, the health of all Americans.
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We are pleased by the proposed rule's emphasis on the scientif-

ically based U.S. dietary guidelines published nearly 4 years ago.
By implementing the dietary guidelines, we can assure that school
meals provide our children with a variety of foods lower in choles-
terol and fat and with plenty of fruits, vegetables and grains.

Clearly, it is time for the school meal program to be updated. We
are not yet convinced, however, that a drastic change to the
untested nutrient standards approach is necessary. In our view,
the approach warrants further study before widespread implemen-
tation.

While nutrient standards calculated by a computer may provide
meals with exacting nutrition, they risk achieving menu variety
and balance. By focusing on nutrients instead of foods, the proposal
will not teach children how to plan their own meals using the vari-

ety of foods approach of the food guide pyramid. While we feast on
statistics, people may be left starving for practical nutrition infor-

mation.
To address this concern, we believe it would be better for USDA

to immediately update the existing school meal patterns in accord-
ance with the U.S. dietary guidelines of 1990 and incorporate these

changes into the proposed rule. While meal patterns have long
been the practical template for balancing school meals, the pro-
gram is still operating with meal patterns that reflect old nutrition
information.

Updating meal patterns will do two things. First, they will pro-
vide immediate guidance and direction to the thousands of food
service officials who want to make changes now. Second, updated
meal patterns would provide time to complete and evaluate the

pilot studies contained in the proposal to see if the nutrient stand-
ards menu plan approach is a practical and effective means of im-

proving the nutritional quality of school meals.
In short, we don't know if the nutrient standard approach will

work: Will it provide sufficient guidance and flexibility to school
food service directors, and will it produce meals that kids want to
eat? The pilot studies should answer those questions. In the mean-
time, we think it would be wise to improve the program imme-
diately through updated meal patterns.

If a nutrient standards menu plan is deemed the best way to op-
timize the nutritional content of school meals, we need to pay very
careful attention to the specific nutrient goals established in such
an approach. We are concemec^ that USDA's proposed standards

provide quantifiable targets for only five select nutrients: Protein,
calcium, iron, vitamin A, and vitamin C. The proposal ignores criti-

cally important nutrients, like complex carbohydrates, fiber, and B
vitamins. Goals for these nutrients are necessary to help assure
that future school meals follow U.S. dietary guidelines. USDA's
own study of the impact of nutrient standards included a require-
ment that not less than 50 percent of calories come from carbo-

hydrates, yet there is no such standard in the proposed rule.

Absent such a carbohydrate requirement in the proposed rule,
there are risks in replacing the traditional meal pattern approach
with an exclusive nutrient standards approach. Because of the total
caloric emphasis on protein and fat, there is no guarantee that
school children will receive meals that contain adequate levels of
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carbohydrates and fiber. A super-fortified high protein food bar, for

example, could replace traditional foods in achieving nutrient goals.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, let's first update the meal patterns.

If that doesn't optimize school meals, then let's introduce nutrient

standards, including targets for fiber, carbohydrates, and B vita-

mins.

Again, we commend the USDA and Assistant Secretary Ellen
Haas for proposing changes in the national school lunch and school

breakfast programs. We believe this is an important effort to im-

prove the nutritional quality and health of America's children. We
look forward to working with the Department on our concerns.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Adams appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, we will hear from Mr. Tom

Stenzel, president of the United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Associa-
tion.

STATEMENT OF TOM STENZEL, PRESmENT, UNITED FRESH
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Stenzel. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the interest of time,
let me be brief at this hour.

Certainly all of us in the room share the goals. We are part of

that 94 percent that Assistant Secretary Haas said do share the

goals for improving our school lunch programs. At the same time,
we share many of the concerns that you have already heard ad-
dressed in terms of the specifics; the devil is in the details. While
we do support very strongly the concept philosophically, the nutri-

ent standard menu planning approach as a measurement tool, we
think, is helpful. But it can't be the entire measurement tool in

judging the standard of school lunches. In fact, it probably is not

terribly helpful as a menu planning tool, either.

We appreciate the flexibility that would be offered by the nutri-

ent standard approach, but as Ms Adams just mentioned, the high-

protein power bar would qualify for a nutrient standard approach
and leave out many of the traditional foods that are guaranteed in

the school lunch program through the current menu-based plan-

ning system. If it is possible, I would like to endorse the comments
of the Society for Nutrition Education, Dr. Cronin's comments, as

an independent health and nutrition organization. I have had a
chance to read their comments here. I think they have said every-

thing possible that any of us in the commodities world could say
and perhaps from a less self-serving standpoint, so I appreciate
that.

A couple key issues. First, on the topic of fortified foods. We be-

lieve the Department must prepare a detailed policy to prevent
schools from overrel3dng on these food products. The proposal does
not distinguish between naturally occurring nutrients and those

that are added through fortification. The Department does indicate

a commitment to the principle that a variety of conventional foods

should constitute the primary vehicle for nutrients. However, in

the absence of a clear policy on fortification, the hope that schools

will rely upon conventional foods for the delivery of essential nutri-

ents is not at all assured. Simply stated, the extent of fortified
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foods in the school lunch program is left unregulated by the current

proposal.
I think as most of us know, scientifically, there are many studies

that raise questions as to the benefits of fortification in terms of

providing adequate nutrients in the food supply as compared with

consuming whole fruits and vegetables or other foods to reduce the
risk of long-term disease. Scientific efforts to isolate the health ben-
efits of specific nutrients is wrought with conflicting results, mak-
ing it apparent that no single ingredient of nutrients in foods, such
as vitamins or antioxidants, can by themselves be the cure-all for

prevention of cancer or other long-term diseases.

Reliance upon fortified foods to deliver good health would be a
serious mistake. I might point out that this discriminatory treat-

ment of fortified foods would still represent sound policy for the De-

partment. A similar policy was incorporated by the FDA into our
Nation's food labeling regulations. Under FDA regulations, a for-

tified food is prohibited from bearing any health claims unless it

provides at least 10 percent the referenced daily intake or the daily
reference value for vitamin A, vitamin C, iron, calcium, or protein
prior to its fortification.

Another point I would like to stress is certainly our goal here is

to increase the use of the dietary guidelines as a standard for the
school lunch program. However, it does seem as though the Depart-
ment has missed several of the guidelines.

I note that Congressman Roberts had the brochure with all of
the guidelines, and we call our attention to the one, be sure to eat

plenty of fruits, vegetables, and grains. Somehow we missed that
one in developing the nutrient standard process for evaluating
school meals. We have defined a way—and I encourage the depart-
ment as they sift through the 6,000 comments to find a way to en-
sure accountability for meeting that very essential dietary guide-
line—eating plenty of fruits, vegetables, and grain products.

I would like to conclude with one comment on something that As-
sistant Secretary Haas mentioned; the baked potato versus french

fry example. I think she is absolutely right. We have to find a way
in evaluating our school lunch program to make a difference, to un-
derstand nutritionally how that potato is prepared and what im-

pact it has. But at the same time, Mr. Chairman, we have to make
sure that we ensure that potato is part of the School Lunch Pro-

gram. The same way that we have to ensure that other fruits and
vegetables are part and we are not simply consuming fortified

foods.

In conclusion, we support the goals of the Department, but I

think very clearly, there are some improvements that need to be
made in the regulatory process, and thank you for your support
and holding this hearing.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stenzel appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next, Mrs. Sheri Spader, chair-

person, food policy committee. National Cattlemen's Association.
Mrs. Spader.
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STATEMENT OF SHERI SPADER, CHAIRPERSON, FOOD POLICY
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mrs. Spader. Grood afternoon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and
members of the subcommittee, for the opportunity to speak to you
today. My name is Sheri Spader, as you said, and I am from the
northwest comer of Missouri where we raise cattle and kids. I am
a mother of three, a former teacher, and a volunteer for the Na-
tional Cattlemen's Association.

Cattle producers have long been committed to providing good nu-
trition for the Nation's children who are our children. Since the
onset of the national school lunch program, beef has provided much
of the needed protein, iron, zinc, and B vitamins for children, many
of whom were not getting adequate nutrients otherwise. Defi-
ciencies in these nutrients may result in impaired work and intel-

lectual performance, behavioral disorders, and decreased resistance
to disease.
When health officials recommended decreasing fat in the diet,

the cattle industry responded. Cattle producers have worked, and
are continuing to work, to lower fat in today's beef. In the last dec-

ade, beef producers, in conjunction with packers and retailers, have
reduced the overall fat in the retail case by 27 percent. Through
the industry checkoff program, the beef industry has funded re-

search to develop and test market a ground beef patty with only
10 percent fat. Low fat beef patties now make up a large portion
of beef patties purchased by the national school lunch program.
With such progress being made, Mr. Chairman, we are greatly

concerned that there remains the idea that if red meat is reduced
or eliminated in the school lunch program, the fat content will be

sufficiently reduced to meet the dietary guidelines. Beef or red
meat is not the No. 1 contributor of fat to the diet. USDA's 1987-
1988 nationwide food consumption survey, data shows that beef
contributes only about 9 percent of total fat in children's diets age
1 through 10 and about 12 percent of the total fat in the diets of
11 to 18 year olds. Therefore, approximately 90 percent of the fat

in the diets of the Nation's children is coming from sources other
than beef or red meat.
Note that while fat from beef intake has gone down over the

years, total fat intake has gone up. To overcome this myth, NCA
supports educational programs for school service personnel, par-
ents, and children providing this information. We believe that pro-
ducer groups and USDA can work together to educate these parties
that giving up or reducing an entire food group does not equal a

sufficiently low-fat, healthy, well-balanced diet. USDA's food guide
pyramid teaches that lean beef fits well into a healthy well-bal-

anced diet. NCA supports such nutrition education that is based on
sound science.

The beef industry has been a leader in developing a program
that meets the dietary guidelines and educates all involved toward
healthier eating. As one of the most promising and effective pro-

grams to reduce fat and sodium in school lunch programs, the

lunchpower program was developed by the University of Minnesota
in conjunction with the Beef Industry Council. Lunchpower was im-

plemented in 34 elementary schools in Minnesota and is now being
used in that many States.
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In addition to menu planning and good purchasing to reduce the
fat and sodium content, famiHar recipes were modified to produce
lower fat and sodium items that were highly acceptable to stu-

dents. For example, the cooks drain and rinse ground beef used in

tacos, resulting in a popular entre item that is nine grams lower
in fat, on average, than the unmodified product.
Evaluation results of the program have shown that there is sig-

nificant decreases in both total grams of fat and the percentage of

energy from fat. When comparing baseline and follow-up data, the

percentage of energy from fat in the diet decreased from 40 percent
to 28 percent. Furthermore, these lower sodium and lower fat

meals were convenient for the schools and student participation in

the lunch programs was maintained.

Lunchpower is a food-based program, rather than nutrient-based.

Criteria have been set for purchasing and preparation to meet the

dietary guidelines and the RDA's. NCA supports such a food-based

system. This program has been shown to work and been proven ef-

fective. There are virtually no added costs. Food service personnel
like it. Children like the food, and it allows for a variety of foods,
as is recommended by the dietary guidelines.

In summary, the National Cattlemen's Association supports nu-
trition recommendations based on sound scientific principles with
accurate interpretation and communication with the public. To
focus narrowly on fat in the diets of children rather than an overall

healthy diet can lead to less than desirable outcomes, such as the
increased incidence of eating disorders and osteoporosis, lethargy,
and developmental disorders.

Careful monitoring systems with scientific, valid measurement
tools must be put into place to track and measure the effects of

such changes on the diets of children. We cannot lose sight of the

original goal of the national school lunch program, which is to pre-
vent nutritional deficiencies in America's children. Nutritious
meals are vital to a child's learning, intellectual performance, and
overall growth.
The National Cattlemen's Association looks forward to working

with the committee and the Department as recommendations for

changing the national school lunch program are finalized. I wel-

come any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Spader appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next Mr. Jim Barr, chief executive officer. Na-

tional Milk Producers Federation.

STATEMENT OF JAMES C. BARR, CfflEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION

Mr. Barr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Roberts, and Mr. Gun-
derson. I am Jim Barr, chief executive officer of the National Milk
Producers Federation, which is the national farm commodity orga-
nization representing this Nation's dairy farmers and their co-

operatives that they own and operate.
The National Milk Producers Federation, too, supports the goals

of the Department of A^culture to provide nutrition objectives for

school meals, but we too have some concerns.
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The National Milk Producers Federation supports the current
food-based menu system and opposes changing the current menu
planning as currently proposed. Second, the federation is concerned
about the impact of imposing the adult dietary guidelines to chil-

dren v-'ithout modification. The federation's third concern is the sig-
nificant financial burden the regulations will place on the public
school systems, the taxpayer, and the agricultural community.
The proposed nutrient standard menu planning is a costly, Grov-

emment-controlled program. The proposed regulation seeks sweep-
ing changes to the national school lunch program without support
from the general public or private industry. The federation, along
with other groups, strongly support the use of negotiated rule-

making in amending the national school lunch program to foster

open dialog between the Department and all affected parties in im-

proving rather than eliminating a program that has successfully
fed millions of children for over 50 years.
The dietary guidelines, while laudable, are based on a study of

adult males. The USDA proposes to apply them to children without
taking age and development into consideration. For example, the

dietary guidelines recommend that alcoholic beverages be served in

moderation. No one would think of applying this guideline to the
school lunch program. Common sense and prudence must be used
in adopting adult guidelines for children until dietary guidelines for

children are developed.
The federation advocates a restriction on the use of fortified

foods. The federation urges the Department to adopt the California

statutory language to restrict the use of fortified foods which do not

supply the essential micronutrients found in conventional foods.

The proposed regulations omit designation of serving sizes for food,
a practice that has been effective in guaranteeing that children re-

ceive an adequate amount of food.

The federation proposes a change in the concept of "offer versus
serve" to include foods from all food groups, especially fruits and
vegetables in a reimbursable meal to solve the problem of inad-

equate consumption of fruits, vegetables, and milk. A reimbursable
meal should include five of the five offerings, not three out of the
five or two out of three of the offerings. Students cannot consume
a balanced meal unless they are exposed to different foods on their

plate.
The federation proposes that milk, especially flavored milk, be a

component of every reimbursable meal. The federation estimates
that the proposed changes in the school lunch program could re-

duce milk prices to dairy farmers by as much as 30 to 40 cents per
hundredweight and decrease farm revenue by $450 to $600 million

annually, which would drive thousands of dairy family farmers out
of business.
Mr. Chairman, the sweeping changes of nutrient stsmdard menu

planning are impractical and unnecessary. The broad goals of the

dietary guidelines can be met using the current program. One of
the federation's members, the Associated Milk Producers, has de-

veloped two programs to help school food service menu planners re-

duce the fat content of meals while maintaining adequate calories

for growing children. Trimming the fat is available nationally from
the American School Food Service Association and was awarded
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the President's Circle Nutrition Education Award by the American
Dietetic Association. The award is given in recognition of the devel-

opment and dissemination of scientifically sound nutrition informa-
tion which is unique and creative.

The newest program developed by AMPI is target your market,
a comprehensive program for teaching food service staff how to

market their program to attract students to the cafeteria and to

balsinced, nutritionally sound meals. And I have a copy of that I

would like to submit to the subcommittee for information. Trim-

ming the fat and target your market were field tested extensively
with school food service personnel. The results are materials that

are based on sound education principles and materials that are
well received by the school food service.

Mr. Chairman, practical, effective, simple approaches to improv-
ing the Nation's school lunch program, such as target your market
and trimming the fat, are examples of the programs the Depart-
ment should be supporting, not cumbersome, costly, untested pro-

grams, such as the nutrient standard menu planning and assisted

nutrient standard menu planning.
We thank you for this opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Barr appears at the conclusion
of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. Next witness, Ms. Duggan, senior

vice president. National Food Processors Association.

STATEMENT OF JUANITA DUGGAN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, NATIONAL FOOD PROCESSORS AS-
SOCIATION

Ms. DuGGAN. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Roberts. I

am Juanita Duggan, for the National Food Processors Association.
We are grateful to have the opportunity to testify at this hearing
today on school lunch and breakfast programs.
And NFPA supports the efforts of USDA to incorporate the prin-

ciples of the dietary guidelines into American meal planning and
other food programs. We support the proposed evaluation of menus
in school lunch and school breakfast on a weekly basis. This ap-
proach applies the principles of the dietary guidelines for Ameri-
cans in an appropriate manner.
Most nutrition education programs emphasize that dietary status

is best evaluated over a period of time. A weekly evaluation of
school lunch or breakfast menus will allow school food service oper-
ators to offer a variety of menu items, exercise creativity in meal
planning, and offer meals that students are more likely to select

and, more importantly, consume. It applies USDA's unstated yet
clear philosophy for school lunch and school breakfast menu devel-

opment that virtually ail foods can have a place in the school feed-

ing programs.
We applaud FNS for recognizing that almost all foods are appro-

priate for inclusion in these feeding programs. We urge USDA to

continue to avoid creating any kind of good food/bad food dichotomy
in the school lunch or school breakfast programs.
NFPA members produce an enormous variety of processed foods

that can continue to play a fundamental role in the programs. The
diversity of products make it easy to include foods that are enjoyed

84-177 0-95-3
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by most students. These products are nutritious, convenient to

store and use, available throughout the year, and low in cost. Most
of our manufacturers have spent many years reformulating prod-
ucts into low-fat versions, low sodium versions, and they will be
available only to help meet the 30 percent of calories from fat in

the nutrient standards that are being adopted.
There are several technical issues in the proposed rule that I

would like to address. NFPA supports in concept, the provision that
nutrients in the school breakfast and school lunch program should
be provided by the dietary guidelines. We also urge FNS to con-

sider appropriately fortified foods do have a place in the feeding

programs. We would recommend that any food that contributes

over the course of a week, whether fortified or not, should be eligi-

ble for inclusion on a school feeding program menu. This would
mean that fortified foods, such as enriched breads, vitamin A and
D milk products, some juice beverages which may not contain 100

percent juice but are nonetheless equ£dly good sources of vitamins
and minerals through enrichment, and breakfast cereals would not
be eliminated from school feeding programs.
We appreciate the FNS' concern about the over fortification of

foods and we suggest that FNS can control potential over-

fortification by not extending credit for food guidelines that are cur-

rently established by the Food and Drug Administration's fortifica-

tion policy. They could incorporate by reference the FDA's current
fortification policy and take care of many of the concerns of

overfortiflcation without excluding some of the appropriately for-

tified foods from the program.
In addition, we have some concerns about the national nutrient

data base for child nutrition. FNS has proposed support for the

school lunch and breakfast program be provided through the na-

tional data base and by proposals which range from ansdytical and

quality control requirements for data to the exclusion of nutrient

data bases developed by third parties that would impose a signifi-

cant barrier to full participation in the school feeding programs by
many food processing companies.
Unless the current criteria are used, very few food companies are

likely to undertake the expense in providing data to the data base.

The food service operators would be limited in selection and menus.
The students could face a situation that some of their favorite

healthy foods would not be offered and the processed food industry,

especially small businesses, would be effectively excluded from the

program.
And NFPA recognizes the problems with this data base is outside

the scope of the proposed rulemaking and we are participating in

discussions with both FNS and ARS to attempt to resolve these dif-

ficulties. But we bring it to your attention because we do think it

is an important aspect of your regulatory oversight of the Depart-
ment's programs.
NFPA supports full implementations to the school lunch and

school breakfast programs not later than July 1 of 1998. We believe

it will take a significant period of time for this new approach to be
tested by schools of all resource levels and for existing problems to

be resolved, and for food service operators to feel comfortable with
the planning system. They will need to be trained in the software.
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Some will have to become familiar with the computerized menus
for the first time in their careers. Too, slowly, it should be meas-
ured against the assurance that each year during the transition pe-
riod, more and more schools are likely to complete the process of

converting to the nutrient standard program. We will be happy to

work with the Department to achieve these goals both in the

present and the future.

We appreciate the efforts of this committee and would welcome
any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Duggan appears at the conclu-
sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you very much. Thank each of the panel

members today for some excellent, very in-depth testimony. Mr.
Roberts.
Mr. Roberts. I echo the chairman's comments. I think at the

very least we should have provided you a high fortified, high cal-

orie, high sugar supplement here to at least keep you through the

hearing.
Dr. Zlotkin, let me sort of refresh my memory; 1990, the Cana-

dian Minister of National Health and Welfare published the nutri-
tion recommendation for Canadians. Very similar to the U.S., De-
partment of Agriculture, the HHS publication dietary guidelines for

healthy Americans. Both reports conclude that healthy people over
2 years should have a diet comprised of no more than 30 percent
of calories from fat.

Now, last year you went back, according to your testimony, and
you reexamined the issues related to dietary fat in children and
concluded that during childhood the emphasis should be placed on
diets that provide adequate energy or calories and eating patterns
which emphasize a variety and include lower fat foods. The report
found that meeting children's energy requirement is a priority.
More flexibility needed for children in regard to their fat intake. I

may be making an assumption here that is not accurate out of prej-
udice, but is it correct to conclude that a growing child's diet should
not be restricted by a specific fat content requirement?

Dr. Zlotkin. That is the intent of the 1992, the document pub-
lished in 1993 which revisited the issue of whether or not children
should be treated as small adults, yes.
Mr. Roberts. Would you agree there should be a transition, I

emphasize the word "transition," from the age of 2 until the end
of a child's growing period to a diet consisting of no more than 30
percent of calories from fat?

Dr. Zlotkin. In general principle, yes.
Mr. Roberts. Have you visited with Secretary Haas about this?

Have you had a Haas-Zlotkin debate that you perhaps could have
had if you had been on the same panel?

Dr. Zlotkin. I have not. I realized when I was listening to Sec-

retary Haas that what I had to say was perhaps appropriate but
the timing may be inappropriate.
Mr. Roberts. I thought the timing was very appropriate. I have

here your conclusions. Other than the fact that the proposal as rec-

ommended by Secretary Haas, you stated there is no evidence that

implementing—or the implementation of a diet providing 30 per-
cent of energy as fat, 10 percent of energy as saturated would re-
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duce illness. So it wouldn't accomplish the goals. That is not all the

goals. I am being a little harsh here and it might be counter-

productive and it might cost more.

Why, is it a very supportive conclusion? Where do you think we
are headed in this? I mean, we have raised the cost issue and we
have a situation here where you are talking about the importance
for children of acquiring a good habit, recognized as the need to es-

tablish the eating pattern for the whole family. They didn't make
that point very well. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or supper, as we
say in Kansas and that is the total intake, not to mention what Ms.
Larkin is all about in terms of exercising in effect what grand-
mother told us back in the 1940's, those dreadful old days as we
have heard referred to by Secretary Haas in terms of common
sense, et cetera, et cetera. Where are we with this? Do you think
it is going to work or not?

Dr. Zlotkin. Well, with all due respect to Secretary Haas, I don't

think it is going to work, and I think the question that Congress-
man Gunderson asked was in fact a key question. Is there any doc-

umentation that if you can change the current fat intake, which in

Canada is about 35, 36 percent, and I think it is about the same
in the United States, down to what they achieved in California,

which I think on one of their test programs was maybe 32, 33 per-

cent, whether that is going to make any difference.

I can say as far as I know, there is absolutely no documentation
that a change in total fat intake of 2 or 3 percent in children is

either going to affect the child when they are a child; there is abso-

lutely no documentation that I know of that it is going to have any
effect on the risk of that child once they become an adult of devel-

oping cardiovascular heart disease. The data is simply not there.

Mr. Roberts. Ms. Dugan, how often do new processed foods come
on the U.S. market? You know where I am headed, because I am
concerned about the complexity of the rule and the lack of the flexi-

bility in selecting new food products. How often do new processed
foods come on the U.S. market? You were referring to that.

Ms. DuGGAN. Newly reformulated products?
Mr. Roberts. Yes.

Ms. DuGGAN. Every day. I mean, companies are reformulating

products all the time to achieve new nutritional profiles. Some of

this has been largely driven by consumer desire to lower the fat in-

take over time and has been very much driven by the Nutrition La-

beling and Education Act, which was established by FDA or estab-

Ushed by Congress and implemented by FDA and just became ef-

fective in August of this year.
So our companies were scrambling to reformulate products to be

able to take advantage of the descriptor definitions that were es-

tablished there, strict definitions for reduced fat, low fat, and low

sodium. And many other descriptors. All of them are defined by
FDA now and our companies spent 4 years reformulating products
to be able to bear those descriptors and they are on the market-

place and they are coming out every day. It would be impossible
for me to tell you. There are 250 billion labels out there that were

just overhauled under the NLEA.
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Mr. Roberts. Well, if local school districts are going to be re-

quired to assess the nutrient value of al\ foods used in schools and
the new products, how are they going to do this?

Ms. DUGGAN. National Food Processors Association products will

be labeled. That will assist them in that effort. It could be quite
complicated, it seems.
Mr. Roberts. Mrs. Spader, I want to thank you for your testi-

mony. In the beef industry over the last 10 years, we have made
a lot of progress in reducing the fat content. I understand prior to

the current administration that we were "nutritionally neglectful,"
whatever that term is, and that now have started off a new era in

America where we have a right to life and liberty and the pursuit
of a fat-free diet. But I want to thank you for making the comment
and really stressing that the beef industry is providing a much bet-

ter product and is on the crest of the wave with what Americans
want and the base being testimony that we have heard today. I

don't know if that calls for an answer for you or not, but I did want
to make that point and I thank you for your testimony.
Mrs. Spader. Thank you.
Mr. Roberts. I yield back.
Mr. Stenholm. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I sit here and I

wonder what will Pat Roberts be like in 20 years. But I was going
to say Jim Barr, you heard the discussion between Dr. Zlotkin and
Pat Roberts which proves there is hope for Pat Roberts. I was
proud of him. It took a lot of instruction and prodding but I knew
this day would finally come. That is sort of an inside joke because
he is not known as Mr. Dairy on this committee.

I want to ask two questions of all of you and these are very brief

questions. Is there anybody on the panel who believes the proposed
regulations should be promulgated as presently written without

change?
How many of you on the panel would support Congress insisting

on negotiated rulemaking, as I explained earlier and as is included
in the Elementary Secondary Education Act in the House, as the
next step, a process by which they have to meet with all of the in-

terested parents, yourselves included, and try to work out consen-
sus regulations. How many of you would support that as the next

step?
Mr. Barr. We would strongly support it, Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Anybody oppose that?
Ms. Cronin. Congressman, I represent the Society for Nutrition

Education, an association of 2,500 members. We also have a nego-
tiated process for developing our positions. We have no position on

negotiated rulemaking.
Mr. Gunderson. That is fair.

Mr. Stenzel. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Yes.
Mr. Stenzel. We are not certain at this point that that would

be a necessary step. We feel the Department has asked for and re-

ceived a tremendous amount of input in the rulemaking process
and it remains to be seen exactly how seriously they take all of
these concerns. We will hope for the best and try to stay on the

ledge a little bit on that question.
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Mr. GuNDERSON. What if they don't? I mean, you heard her com-
ments about extending the comment period. You are more of an op-
timist than I am. All right. I just wanted to get your analysis on
those two questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Stenholm. I thank each of the panel members for your testi-

mony today. We look forward to working with you and your groups
very closely and working with the Department and achieving the

agreed upon goal. Everyone here has stated an agreement with the

goal but we have some different views as to how they might be ac-

complished and we appreciate that very much. We call the last

panel.
Our next witness is Vivian Pilant, president of the American

School Food Service Association.

STATEMENT OF VIVIAN PILANT, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE ASSOCIATION, AND DIRECTOR,
FOOD SERVICES, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Ms. Pilant. Thank you. I really appreciate you asking us to tes-

tify today. I also would like to say I am the State director for the
school nutrition programs in South Carolina. We have submitted
our comments to you. We would like for you to please submit those
as part of our hearing record and allow me to summarize as fol-

lows.

The American School Food Service Association strongly supports
the goal of implementing the dietary guidelines throughout the Na-
tion's school systems. The issue is not whether to implement the

dietary guidelines, but whether, how to implement the dietary
guidelines. Implementing the dietary guidelines in 93,000 schools
that serve over 25 million lunches a day is a very complicated,
technical subject. We believe it may be possible to implement the

dietary guidelines faster than has been proposed by the Depart-
ment if schools are given flexibility on how to accomplish that.

Indeed, we believe it may be possible to implement the dietary
guidelines by 1996, 2 years earlier than has been proposed by the

Department in a more cost-efFective manner if nutrient standard
menu planning is made an optional method, as opposed to an un-
funded national mandate. We believe that nutrient standard menu
planning to be an effective and important tool for school systems
that have adequate personnel and resources, but as you know, Mr.

Chairman, there is a great diversity throughout this country and
not every school district has the same resources.

It is also important to point out that the Department's pilot pro-

gram implementing nutrient standard menu planning in 34 school
districts has been postponed officially from September to January
of 1995. In short, these regulations seek to mandate in 93,000
schools a system that has not yet been piloted. The pilot is de-

signed as a 3-year study with the results to be reported in the
fourth year. We believe a food-based menu system must be avail-

able to schools as an optional method for implementing the dietary
guidelines. It has a track record. School food service personnel un-
derstand the concept of planning menus around foods and that is

how kids relate to selecting food.
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According to USDA in 1992, 44 percent of the schools offered

meals consistent with the dietary guidelines. That number would
be higher today. We urge the Department to work with State and
local school food service officials. We have a shared responsibility
to the children of America to come up with a program that provides
maximum local flexibility and the quickest possible implementation
of the dietary guidelines for Americans.

I would also at this point like to insert some comments. From a

letter to our association from a local school food service director,

Kathleen Corrigan from the Mount Diablo district in California.

They were the lead district in the original California network
which has been using nutrient standard menu planning for 3 years
under a USDA meal pattern waiver.

And I quote,

California's method of nutrient standard menu planning is different from that

proposed by USDA. California does a simple average of entres only. If several entre

choices are offered, the three most popular are averaged together.
The USDA proposal used weighted averages for all foods offered which will dictate

the choices we offer to students and regtilating food choices does not create customer

demand. Nutrient standard menu planning, the California method, is appropriate
and can work at the elementary level. However, there is nothing to indicate it will

work for secondary schools.

Per the Federal Register: To provide variety and to encourage consumption and

participations, schools should offer a selection of menu items, foods and types of

milk from which children may make choices. Yet the regulations will restrict or

eliminate choices for students: Mount Diablo has 15 secondary schools and menus
are planned at the school, based on student preference.

Currently, schools offer 10 to 15 entre choices, fresh and canned fruits, salad and
ovenbaked french fries. The regulations would require us to standardize and limit

choices, including the salad bars some sites offer. Interestingly, using weighted

averages, we can add 8 to 16 ounces of Coke to our high school menu to meet the

USDA regulations for fat and calories.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, speaking for the American School Food
Service Association, while the focus of this hearing is on the pend-

ing nutrition regulations, the Congress will soon be in conference

on the 1995 child nutrition reauthorization bill. Allow me to urge
the House conferees to bring the parties at this table into the rule-

making process by vigorously supporting the provision in the

House bill which require a negotiated rulemaking process.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pilant appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Dr. Allen Rosenfeld, director of government

relations. Public Voice for Food and Health Policy.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN ROSENFELD, DIRECTOR, POLICY AND
PROGRAMS, PUBLIC VOICE FOR FOOD & HEALTH POLICY

Mr. Rosenfeld. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you know for the past 6 years. Public Voice has been the lead-

ing advocate for improvements in the nutritional quality of the

school meals program. For too many of those years we were the

lone voice for reform. Now I am happy to say, there appears to be

widespread recognition that while the need to feed hungry children

is primary, it makes no sense to expose those kids to higher risks

of heart disease, stroke, obesity, and possibly cancer.

I want to say from the outset that Public Voice strongly supports
USDA's proposal. We do believe, however, the proposal must be
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strengthened to ensure that the regulations realize their promise
of better health for school-age children.

One shortcoming of the proposal is its failure to propose stand-

ards for important nutrients other than fat or saturated fat. We are

therefore urging USDA to also set quantitative guidelines for cho-

lesterol, sodium, and fiber based on levels recommended by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences and the National Cancer Institute. All

of these nutrients are critical for prevention of chronic health prob-
lems and none should be excluded from the proposal.
A question that is persistently asked about school lunch reform

at this point is whether kids will be willing to eat lunches that

have less fat and sodium. There seems to be a fear in some circles

that kids will flee the program because tofu burgers and alfalfa

sprouts will take over the school cafeterias and replace the bacon

cheeseburgers, french fries, and pepperoni pizzas that the kids sim-

ply can't live without.
To test this hypothesis, being the research-based organization

that we are, we contacted the real experts, those school food service

directors who are already serving up the healthiest menus. Last
week Public Voice released its sixth annual school lunch report en-

titled, "Serving Up Success," which featured 41 case studies of pro-

grams that have substantially improved the nutritional quality of

their meals. In nearly every day, student participation remained
constant or increased as a result of the nutritional changes that

were made.

Serving Up Success also helps to answer another key question;

namely, can the schools do this in a timely fashion? I think we
heard a little bit from Ms. Riant, yes, she thinks they can, even
faster than the USDA has proposed with regard to their compliance
deadline, but they are going to need something in order to make
that happen.
Our case studies also provide important evidence that schools

can respond quickly and effectively when food service directors are

given the opportunity to use their creativity and commitment.
Based on this research, Public Voice has concluded that USDA

needs to give schools the maximum amount of flexibility for achiev-

ing the new nutritional goals. Public Voice does support the use of

nutrient standard menu planning and assisted nutrient standard

menu planning as proposed by USDA. We also believe that other

menu plans, such as the one that has been developed by the Amer-
ican Heart Association, and p>erhaps even alternative meal patterns
should be permitted but only as long as nutrient analyses are un-

dertaken somewhere along the line to demonstrate that these other

approaches in fact meet USDA's new nutritional standards.

Additionally troubling the PubUc Voice is USDA's proposal to

give schools until the 1998-1999 school year to meet the new
standards. This would condemn program participants to a full 4
more years of an unacceptable status quo. More than a decade has

already elapsed since the original dietary guidelines for Americans
were issued. The last thing we need is further delay.
Even if USDA believes that a few less advantaged schools in both

rural and urban areas will have difficulty complying before 1998-

1999, a more appropriate response is to target those schools for

technical assistance and additional flexibility while enforcing com-
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pliance. The vast majority of the schools in the program, however,
we believe, should be required to come in compliance by 1996-
1997.
Whatever the final deadline established by USDA, the Depart-

ment also needs to do some houseclesining of its own to help schools

meet the new nutrition standards. USDA's commodity distribution

program continues to impose barriers to healthier school meals.

Unfortunately there is little, if anything, in the current proposal to

suggest that the Department as a whole has found a way to redi-

rect its priorities in this area.

As reported first in Public Voice's, "Serving Up Success," over the

past 5 years, the 1 billion pounds or so of subsidized food sent di-

rectly by USDA to schools through its commodity distribution pro-

gram has provided between 47 and 50 percent of calories from fat,

well over the 30 percent recommended by the dietary guidelines.

Now, one does not have to be a mathematician to understand
that if this keeps up, schools will find it unnecessarily difficult to

develop meal plans that meet the dietary guidelines.
Mr. Chairman, in our formal comments to USDA, which will be

submitted tomorrow. Public Voice addressed these and other as-

pects of the regulatory proposal in much greater detail. I would ask
that these formal comments as well as our latest school lunch re-

port be included as part of the record of this hearing.
In summary, I want to reiterate Public Voice's support for

USDA's proposal. With the right changes, USDA's proposal can

lead to long, overdue action that will help safeguard the health of

the Nation's youth. We look forward to working with the Depart-
ment and with the Congress in advancing this issue as rapidly and

effectively as possible.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosenfeld appears at the conclu-

sion of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Next, Ms. Lynn Parker, director of child nutri-

tion programs and nutrition policy. Food Research and Action Cen-
ter.

STATEMENT OF LYNN PARKER, DIRECTOR, CfflLD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS AND NUTRITION POLICY, FOOD RESEARCH AND
ACTION CENTER
Ms. Parker. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee for inviting the Food Research and Action Center here

today to share with you our thoughts on the proposed rule on nu-

trition objectives for school meals. This is a very important issue

for us and we really appreciate the opportunity to share our views

with you.
As you know, FRAC is a national organization, working to eradi-

cate undernutrition and hunger in the country. For that reason we
are concerned about the potential impact of the proposed regula-
tion. Over 25 miUion children nationwide eat school lunches every

day in over 90,000 schools and over 5 million children eat school

breakfast.
Over half of the children that eat the lunch every day are low-

income children and the vast majority of children in the school

breakfast program are low income. These children depend on school
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meals for a large percentage of the nutrients they take in every
day, so these meals can mean the difference between good nutrition
and hunger for many of these children.

Thus, any major change in school lunch regulations has the po-
tential for very positive or very negative impacts on all children,
but especially low-income children. FRAC welcomes USDA's efforts

and leadership on implementing the dietary guidelines in the
school meals programs and we strongly support the goal of making
the school meals more healthful.

There are many positive aspects of the regulations and we ap-
plaud them. We go into more detail in our formal statement on the

positive aspects of the regs but let me just list them quickly.
One is the calculation over a week's time of the fat content of the

meals. We think that makes sense and is in the spirit of the die-

tary guidelines. Second, the emphasis on corrective actions over pu-
nitive sanctions. That is, when schools have difficulty complying
with the new guidelines USDA is sajdng they will provide help on
making the changes that are needed. We think that is much more
positive than punitive action and we applaud USDA for doing that.
And finally, we are glad to see that the Department is taking

leadership on making more visible the importance of providing chil-

dren enough time to eat the meals that are put in front of them.
However, we believe that the regulations as proposed require

some significant changes in order to accomplish the important
goals that USDA has laid out for itself and for the nutrition pro-
grams. Our principal concern is that the nutrient standard and as-
sisted nutrient standard approach in the regulations require a level
of resources, equipment, and trained personnel not currently
present in many schools and school systems.
The use of these methods requires computers, software, and staff

to understand how to use nutrient analysis software, how to apply
the complex set of planning and evaluation steps required, or the

monetary resources to acquire them. This, I think, reflects many of
the concerns raised by the members earlier in this testimony.
There is no evidence in the regulations that schools or States are

capable of handling this burden or that USDA has reviewed this
in any systematic manner. Nor is there a comprehensive plan in

the regulations on how the resources are going to be made avail-

able to schools from outside to implement the regulations.
School meals are voluntary. Sometimes we forget this. School

meals are voluntary in most States and most schools. We are con-
cerned about regulations that are so complex and costly that they
have the potential of being counterproductive. Instead of children

receiving better school meals, we fear the proposed regulations
have the potential of causing schools to drop out of the child nutri-

tion programs. This would deprive children of meals they need, re-

sulting in a negative impact on their diets, their growth and devel-

opment, and their family's food security.
A major suggestion that we urge is one that others have dis-

cussed today and that is the development of a third option which
would address the complex resource-intensive nature of the pro-
posed regulations. This alternative described earlier in other's tes-

timony is a modified meal pattern based on food, not on nutrients.
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It could meet the nutrient, calorie and fat goals that USDA has

laid out for the programs while recognizing that the training and

the education of school food service personnel across this country
varies greatly and the level of resources in various communities

across the country also varies.

A second recommendation we make is the testing of any new
standards before they are implemented nationwide. The nutrient

standard approach is a major change in the program that feeds 25

million children in over 90,000 schools. It has the potential of nega-
tive consequences for many schools and many children. Therefore,

the new standard should be tested and evaluated by the Depart-
ment before it is required in schools nationwide. There are cur-

rently too many unknowns to require it nationally without some
evaluation of its potential impact.
We have discussed with people in California the pilot testing of

the nutrient standards and they have told us that every three

school districts that were involved in this program were provided

anywhere from $30,000 to $50,000 to implement the pilot and were

also required to hire a part-time dietician. We are also told that the

State pushed the schools to serve fruits and vegetables and grains.

This is a very different kind of program than the one USDA has

recommended.
In summary, although FRAC supports the Department's goal of

implementing the dietary guidelines, we do not believe their pro-

posed strategy does the trick. And we also think that they should

think about other ways of accomplishing this goal including a third

option
—modified meal pattern based on foods.

Finally, I would like to make one other point that is not directly

related to the regulations but it is something we often forget. It is

important to remember that while the school lunch and breakfast

programs and other child nutrition programs reach millions of chil-

dren across this country, there are many other children in need

who do not have access to these meals yet and a key aspect of im-

proving children's nutritional well-being is to ensure access to child

nutrition programs in their communities. USDA can play a crucial

role in making this happen through their program policies, through
their outreach efforts, in working to remove the barriers to partici-

pation by schools and sponsors, and providing the financial incen-

tives that are necessary to get program expansion to happen.
We hope that in the future the Department takes on regulatory

and legislative changes that will allow this program expansion to

occur. We appreciate this opportunity to share our views, and
thank you very much for your interest and your time.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Parker appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Stenholm. Thank you. And our last but certainly not least

witness today is Vicki Rafel, member of the board of directors of

the National Parent Teachers Association. Thank you for your

patience.
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STATEMENT OF VICKI RAFEL, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION, AND
PRESIDENT, MARYLAND STATE PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIA-
TION
Ms. Rafel. Thank you. I am the president of the Maryland PTA

and by virtue of that I serve on the national PTA board of direc-

tors, and I am very pleased to be able to be here to testify today,
even if it is last. I do a good job of mopping up at the end.

We are very pleased to testify on this proposed rule, and I appre-
ciate your willingness to include the longer written statement in

the record of today's hearing.
We applaud the USDA's current efforts to improve the school

meals programs. For the past year, USDA has gone out of its way
to seek public comments on its efforts to improve the nutrition of

school meals. The PTA members testified at field hearings and sub-

mitted comments on the agency's earlier nutrition proposals. We
commend the Department for its willingness to work with parents
on this issue. We support the major goal of USDA's proposed rule

to lower the fat content of meals served in America's schools. In

fact, we support all the USDA Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
the document used as the basis of this requirement.
Our principal goals for the child nutrition programs are to ex-

pand access and improve the nutritional quality of school meals;

grant local schools maximum flexibility in administering the pro-

grams; and involve parents as fiill partners in planning and imple-

menting effective school meals programs.
While we applaud the USDA for its leadership in developing this

rule, we request some modifications to the proposal to assure that

schools are able to comply without compromising children's access

to free and reduced priced meals, and to maintain the effectiveness

of our programs.
The following are our recommendations for how the rule needs

to be changed.
Many individual schools, and school systems, do not currently

have the computer equipment nor the properly trained staff to fol-

low the nutrient standard planning system outlined in the NPRM.
We recommend that a third option be developed based on the cur-

rent, successful food-based, meal pattern system, which could be

modified to meet the desired nutrient calorie and fat goals, as have
been suggested by several other speakers here today.

If this third modified option is not adopted, we recommend that

USDA provide direct assistance to schools to acquire the equipment
they need to comply with the NSMP system, rather than rely on

the Assistant Nutrient Standard Menu Planning system, which
limits schools' flexibility and control in menu planning and food

preparation.
We recommend that USDA be required to develop a plan with

maximum input from parents and school officials, describing the

actual resources, technical assistance and training that will be

made available to States and schools to help them comply with the

regulations.
The rule should strictly limit fortification of foods and require

specifically that the amount of fruits, vegetables, and grains served

are increased. We are concerned that this new system will create
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increased complexity, causing schools to drop their school meal pro-

grams. We would like to see results of an evaluation of the NSMP
demonstration projects now underway. This would provide good in-

formation about how this system works before it is required of all

schools.

The regulations should allow maximum local control in develop-

ing menus, and in planning and preparing food. The rule should

give more guidance or set goals for meeting all the dietary guide-

lines, not just fat.

Additional explanations of these recommendations along with
comments on some positive aspects of the rule and future steps we
believe need to be taken to improve the programs are included in

our longer statements that will be inserted into todays record.

Thank you for allowing us to present our views.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rafel appears at the conclusion

of the hearing.]
Mr. Roberts [assuming chair]. I want to thank all the witnesses,

and for the record let me simply state that the chairman, Mr. Sten-

holm, who had to leave on a temporary basis—and just to show you
that this committee is bipartisan in its attempt to achieve a more

healthy diet, the chairman left me the gavel and with it indicated

this is a gavel, hold it in either hand, in my case it should be the

right one, and bang it once to adjourn, which we will do very

quickly.
I told the chairman that perhaps he had seen a preview of 1994.

He indicated that that was a bit self-serving and premature, so I

will not say that.

I am going to make a statement here and then ask just a couple
of questions, and I want to thank you for your patience and I want
to thank you for your contributions.

I think there has been an impression that was given here today
that the school lunch program is somewhat of an antiquated and

dangerous relic of the 1940's. That is not right. It is not correct.

A reference has been made here today to an era of nutritional ne-

glect. That was presumably all the decades prior to 1993. In fact,

the school lunch program has been provided in local schools by
local school food service workers who have struggled with very

tight budgets and increasing Federal demands to provide the best

food possible to America's schoolchildren.

For the record, the 30 percent fat standard in the dietary guide-
lines that are a focus of these proposed regulations, it was adopted
in 1990. In every year since then, both the local school food service

folks and the food and nutrition service have made innovations in

the foods available to children to reduce the fat and sodium in the

diet.

Virtually no one is arguing with the goal of reducing fat and so-

dium in school lunches. That has been the goal for 4 years. It con-

tinues to be the goal. And Federal agencies have been working to

reach that goal steadily as well as local school districts.

So lest we become lost in the rhetoric as of today, we are discuss-

ing whether or not the Department's proposed regulations to create

a centralized nutrient based system is the best way to reach these

goals. The goal is not in dispute, only the method of reaching it.
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A question for any of you to comment on. The California School
Food Service Association stated when the average fat level in

school lunches drops below 32 percent, the student's participation
in the program drops dramatically. Is there any correlation be-
tween the reduction of the fat content of school meals and the rate
of participation by the children in the program?
Mr. ROSENFELD. If I could, I want to comment based on the re-

port, "Serving Up Success" that we just released last week. In the
41 case studies, we found that the vast majority of the individual
schools that we looked at had either level or increased participation
when the nutritional quality of the school meals was improved. So
we are certainly seeing the reverse of that.

Now, we do not claim that our 41 case studies represents a sta-

tistically valid sample of the 93,000 school districts in the country,
however, we did put together that survey based on the objective of

looking at those who had made the kind of changes that USDA's
proposed rule would try to bring about. So I think it sends an im-

portant message that participation and improved nutritional qual-
ity can go hand-in-hand.
Ms. PiLANT. USDA's own study, which was conducted in 1992,

which was 2^2 years ago, did report, and USDA's own study indi-

cated if it were reduced lower than 32 percent, calories from fat,
that participation did drop. Of course, that was 2V2 years ago and
there may have been some improvements in that area since then.
We also know that some of the testimony last year in the fall

hearings when USDA conducted them there were some people that
testified that they had implemented a 30 percent calories from fat

and the participation had dropped.
Mr. Roberts. Let me ask another question, and it is along the

same lines and just as important, if not more so. Do any of you be-
lieve that these proposed regulations will have the effect of driving
schools out of the national school lunch program because of the

complexity and the lack of flexibility in the rules?
Ms. Parker, I think you testified that the average cost is some-

where between $30,000 and $50,000, and that is a real concern to

us on the committee because of the impact on children from needy
families. We sure do not want people to drop out.

Ms. Parker. The $30,000 to $50,000 figure that I mentioned is

how much the State of California provided to every three school
districts to implement the pilot and I was trjdng to make the point
that it is costly to do it. California has done it in many pilot dis-

tricts, but they spent a lot of money to do it, and that would be
hard for other States to come up with.
Mr. Roberts. How does that square with the commentary earlier

that we are doing it at less cost? I realize there was a statement
that we took from one budget function and provided it to the other,
which is not really saving money, you are just making a statement
on your priorities.
Ms. Parker. California probably had a larger administrative

budget, I suspect, being the large State that they are, and perhaps
had the ability to provide those funds, I don't think a lot of States
in this country particularly now have that option.
As I said in my testimony, we are concerned that this standard

as it sits now in the regulations could cause schools to drop out of
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the program because they could not comply, because they have dif-

ficulty complying. We are certainly in agreement that the program
should seek improvements and the dietary guidelines should be im-

plemented, but we want the emphasis to be made in a way that

is less costly and less complex for schools to implement.
Mr. ROSENFELD. Congressman, if I might add another piece of

empirical evidence, and I think it is important that we do look at

evidence here. In 16 of the 41 case studies, although program costs

did increase somewhat, much of the cost was offset by the fact that

participation increased. In another 16 of the 41, costs have de-

creased or stayed the same while participation has increased or

stayed the same. So in many cases you have a wash.
I think, at least from my perspective, and I have looked at a lot

of literature on this, I have not found any evidence that improving
nutritional quality of the program has actually driven schools out

of the program. I mean, that kind of correlation, I think, has yet
to be demonstrated, and I would just urge
Mr. Roberts. I don't mean that. I am talking about the regu-

latory cost.

Mr. RoSENFELD. I am referring to what Ms. Parker said. I would

just urge caution before we jump to that kind of conclusion because
that would be a major reversal.

Ms. Parker. Could I respond to that? I am not saying that im-

proving nutrition of meals is going to send kids out of schools or

that schools are going to drop out because of improvements in the

school meals. And I think the 41 schools that Mr. Rosenfeld refers

to obviously have shown that is not the case.

What I am saying is that the regulations as they are laid out are

so complex and difficult and resource-intensive and require such a
level of expertise on the part of the personnel, that that is what
I am concerned about. It is not the goal, it is not the various ways
the States have been able to, or school districts have been able to,

reduce fat or implement dietary guidelines. It is the proposed
method I am concerned about.
Ms. PiLANT. I would like to respond to this as a practitioner with

over 20 year's experience in this area in three different States at

all different levels, that I think it will definitely make a difference.

We have just estimated the cost of what it would take to computer-
ize one school that would be involved in this, and it is $2,500 to

$3,500 based on USDA's specifications for the data base, and the

computer system would be at least a 386 or 486 with 8 megabytes
of memory. In our State alone, we estimate that would be about
800 schools out of our other 1,100, and that would be a cost of $2.5
million to computerize each school.

The other alternative is the assisted nutrient standard menu
planning, which means you would have to have someone else over-

see what you were doing in your school district, and our concern
is the complexity of that method would actually drive schools from
the program because it would simply be—they would lose local con-

trol over what was going on. Even their recipes would have to be
evaluated by a State agency or USDA or some other entity before

they could even use those in their school program.
The complexity is overwhelming when you look at it from the

State agency that would have to implement this. And even though
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we do receive SAE money, I don't see we have the resources to do
the kind of complexity that USDA is requesting. School districts

would be driven to probably a la carte programs which are not cov-

ered under this program. And even though some States have man-
dates for school lunch programs, I think there would be a very
strong pressure for schools just to drop the program and eliminate
it entirely. Thank you.
Mr. Roberts. Did you want to make a comment?
Ms. Rafel. Yes, please. The push to provide technology in the

classroom is putting enormous pressures on our school systems and
this additional piece of technology is going to have a definite im-

pact on school system budgets, and as long as school systems are

required to keep it revenue neutral at least, it works fine, but
when you have to then invest money in the program, I would sus-

pect that would be the place where you might get systems opting
out of it. Not just the rural systems, but the smaller systems and
perhaps even the larger urban systems.
Mr. Roberts. I thank you for your candid comments.
There is a recent article in the Washington Post again, Septem-

ber 1, and it describes the changes made by local schools to im-

prove lunches and the breakfast, talking about pasta salad bars,

talking about low fat turkey meats, spices instead of salt, low so-

dium hot dogs and french fries. Although I note the low sodium
turkey hot dogs flunked in regard to the student preference and
they instead now are having Belgium waffles and a new leaner ver-
sion of meat loaf, so they made that choice.

But I think that this is happening all over the country by the
local school districts. The article goes into considerable detail, and
it is focused on northern Virginia, already making significant
strides in cutting fat and sodium in their foods, spaghetti sauces,
low fat turkey meat, again we are back to that, and the ground
beef, a la carte breakfast bars. They take them to the students as

they get off of the buses because of the distance involved, which is

one of the things that I think maybe one of you mentioned.
But my point is that the favorites are still there, the pizza, the

tacos, and the chicken nuggets but they are supplemented by
things that we think are advisable but they are doing this without
the $25,000 to $30,000 in regard to mandates.
Now, if Mr. Condit was here, the gentleman from California, Mr.

Unfunded Mandate, in regard to the Congress, he would point out
he has 151 of us signed up in this caucus. Because you cannot deal
with any businessman or woman up and down Main Street, any
farmer, any rancher, any essential service, hospital, school, without

discussing these unfunded mandates, and about discussing the
Federal Government getting into the business of rural dismantle-
ment. I know it is true in the cities as well, and it is a real prob-
lem. And people are mad as you know what and they are not going
£0 take it any more.

Thirty and 40 percent of our county budgets, of our city budgets,
are now directly stemming from these Federal mandates. Mr.
Condit has a bill, I am on it, that says if we have a mandate, we
pay for it. Now, all of you would probably agree that if we paid for

it, and we gave you the technology and the assistance, and we gave
you the Secretarys plan, despite the testimony by the doctor from
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Canada, that you would probably say, sure, if you pay for it. But,
folks, we are not going to do that. And I would hate to get the
school lunch program involved in an unfunded mandate con-

troversy and take away from the vadue of the goals as expressed
by this administration and previous administrations.

I am not asking a question, I am giving a speech.
Do any of you have any final comments before I wield the unique

privilege of the gavel? Thank you for coming, this hearing is ad-

journed.
[Whereupon, at 5:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY, FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION,
COMMirTEE ON AGRICULTURE

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SEPTEMBER 7, 1994

Thank you for inviting me to appear before the Committee today regarding USDA's

School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children. I last appeared before this committee on June

9, 1994. On that day, newspapers around the country ran stories and editorials on our

school meals initiative. I'd like to read from a few of them.

The Houston Chronicle editorial stated:

"Sadly, for too many [needy] children, those school lunches constitute the only really

nutritious food they get all day. For that reason alone, it is important that the meals

be as healthy and appetizing as possible.
"

The Portland Oregonian editorial stated:

"Federal officials are changing the rules to encourage cafeterias to adopt

lowerfat menus. Goodfor them. It's high time school lunches reflected the

importance of eating both a balanced diet and one that is low in fat.
"

And The St. Louis Post-Dispatch in supporting the School Meals Initiative, said:
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'jThe] mission may be difficult, but not impossible: for the program to

succeed, it is crucial.
'

Such support for the initiative is typical. It is a response to a new USDA, which

under Secretary Espy's leadership has accepted responsibility for ensuring that our programs

play an important role in promoting the health of American children. I know that the

members of this committee are aware of recent USDA studies that show school meals are too

high in fat, saturated fat and sodium. The changes USDA is proposing will ensure that our

nation's children will have more healthful menus in school. '.

Our goal in making these proposals is a simple one: healthy children.

There is a scientific consensus that an inadequate diet is related to chronic disease.

Since lifelong eating habits are established by the age of 12, it is essential that we help

children establish good eating habits early. The food that we offer in schools can set an

example.

We have a federal policy on what makes a healthful diet. The USDA and the

Department of Health and Human Services in 1980 established the Dietary Guidelines for

Americans, which are based on sound science and updated every five years. The Guidelines

are based on the best available scientific and medical knowledge and have been widely

endorsed by both the private sector and the general public.
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The last time I appeared before this committee, I outlined USDA's School Meals

Initiative for Healthy Children, which is organized around a comprehensive, integrated

framework for action.

Today, I'd like to give you a more detailed description of the major provisions of the

proposed regulations.

School meals will be required to meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, which

advise that no more than 30 percent of calories come from fat, and no more than 10 percent

from saturated fat, by the 1998 school year. We encourage schools to make the changes

earlier but we understand that change takes time and we want to give schools the time they

need. Compliance will be achieved with USDA assistance and corrective action ratiier than

through punitive sanctions, except in instances in which schools refuse to comply.

To help schools meet new requirements, we are introducing a new, flexible easy-to-

use system of menu planning called NuMenus. This system of nutiient analysis will ensure

that school meal providers can plan menus which meet the RDAs for vitamins and minerals

and limit fat as well.

NuMenus will use updated computer software and a national Nutrient Data Base

developed by USDA to help food service professionals plan and adjust school meals.
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NuMenus will remove the distinctions about which foods are served and focus instead on

total nutrients provided over the course of a week.

We already know this nutrient-based meal planning system works. It has been tested

and proved successful.

Since 1989, many California schools have used nutrient-based menu planning with

excellent results. And under this system, program costs have stayed the same or actually

decreased. NuMenus buUds upon this success-a proven method through which hundreds of

schools around the nation have already improved the nutrition of the meals they offer

children.

Nonetheless, USDA's proposal acknowledges that the 92,000 individual schools

across the country participating in the school meals program have significantiy different

levels of technological capability. To help those schools-many of which are in rural areas-

with limited access to technology USDA has proposed Assisted NuMenus, a system of

choices, options and resources designed to help schools develop menus which meet the

Dietary Guidelines.

The types olfree assistance available from USDA under Assisted NuMenus could

include standardized recipes, menu cycles, and food product specifications. We could also

offer preparation methods and techniques for meeting die Dietary Guidelines. USDA has a
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long history of providing technical assistance to schools and that tradition will be improved

and enhanced.

With the tools and technical assistance provided under USDA's Assisted NuMenus,

every school in the country will be able to comply with the new regulations and serve meals

which better promote the health of children.

Beyond NuMenus and Assisted NuMenus, there is a wide variety of free technical

assistance which would be available to schools under our proposal. I'd like to mention a few

of them.

We intend to offer access to computer support which would include a special USDA

database offering accurate analyses of foods, USDA screening and approval of all

commercial computer software for operating NuMenus systems, and free NuMenus computer

training for state agency staffs.

We would offer grants to states to fund NuMenus training and technical assistance for

local school food service staffs.

New, standardized, lower-fat school lunch recipes and accompanying training and

promotion packages would be available to states and schools. And a new school lunch menu

planning guide with CD-ROM applications also would be available.
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We have already begun to collaborate with chefs across the country to help local

school food service staffs improve the taste, appeal and appearance of school meals. This

cooperative effort is generating enthusiasm and creative new ideas for preparing more

healthful school meals. A recent example was the American Culinary Federation's School

Lunch Challenge. The organization of 20,000 chefs around the country was challenged to

prepare tasty meals that meet the Dietary Guidelines within current school lunch and

breakfast budgets. USDA will distribute the winning recipes to schools.

Our proposal also recognizes that we must teach children about nutrition so they

choose foods that are good for them. We must teach them in the classroom, the lunchroom

and the living room. We have a number of initiatives under way to achieve these goals.

Our proposal also provides for streamlining the administration of school meals so that

local school food service staffs may concentrate less on bureaucratic red tape and more on

designing more healthful menus. We propose reducing paperwork by allowing state agencies

and school food authorities flexibility through an extension of the Coordinated Review Effort

(CRE) cycle from 4 years to 5 years, deleting a requirement for specific types of edit checks

on daily meal counts for well-managed school food authorities, and eliminating the Federal

requirement that schools document that they are operating on a non-profit basis.
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We are analyzing ways to regularly measure improvements in the quality of school meals on

a national basis.

Our School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children reflects an increased emphasis on

nutrition throughout the Department.

As 1 testified three months ago, through our School Meals Initiative, we are ushering

our commodity procurement programs into a new era.

USDA's commodity programs wiU continue to provide vital support in helping our

school meals programs meet the Dietary Guidelines. Commodity groups across the nation

are committed to working with USDA not only in developing lower-fat products, but in

providing schools with recipes and technical assistance in using these new products. USDA

will provide nutrition labels on commodity products donated to schools so that school food

service personnel know the nutrition content of these products.

Secretary Espy recently established the Commodity Improvement Council to promote

the health of school children by improving the nutritional profile of USDA commodity

offerings, while maintaining the Department's mandated support of domestic agricultural

commodities. The Council has already met and as a first step has begun a systematic,

comprehensive review of current commodity product specifications.
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We want to forge new links with local fanners to help schools purchase regional

commodities in a more economical manner. USDA will work with schools, state

departments of agriculture, small resource farmers, and fanners' markets, to name a few, to

establish direct purchasing arrangements between schools and small farmers.

We want to increase the variety of fresh fruits and vegetables available to schools

through a pilot program through which the Department of Defense will act as procurement

agent for USDA. Schools would then have access-at lower cost-to the same wide variety of

produce that is currently available in military commissaries and mess halls rather than the

relatively limited variety of fresh produce that USDA can effectively buy and ship directly.

USDA's School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children was developed as the result of

one of the most extensive consultative process in the Department's history. We held national

hearings, analyzed more than 2,000 written comments, and held a series of focused issue

roundtable discussions with organizations closely involved with school meals, agriculture,

and children's health.

Our commitment to this public process extends to the comment period on this

proposed regulation.
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Once again, we want to hear what the public has to say. So we are nearing the

conclusion of a 90-(lay comment period which ends Sept. 8, 1994. As of today, we've

received approximately 5,000 comments.

I was pleased to note that the testimony heard by this committee today will also be

forwarded to us for consideration as comments.

I can assure you that all comments will be carefully considered.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, taken together, we believe that our

School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children is a model for reinvention of government

programs, as well as a model for promotion of national health and nutrition. And, we want

to continue to serve the public in new ways.

Just last week, USDA announced a new Parents' Guide for Healthy School Meals-a

checklist of 10 actions concerned parents can take to make sure their children have access to

healthful meals at school. USDA and the National Parent Teachers Association (PTA) will

cooperate in the distribution of the guide to parents of school-aged children through 27,000

local PTA units nationwide. The guide marks the beginning of a national initiative between

USDA and the PTA, in agreement with the Department of Education, to support parents'

involvement in healthful school meals for children.
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A recent national poll shows overwhelming public support-more than 94 percent of

those surveyed-for USDA's initiative to ensure that the nation's school children have access

to healthy meals at school.

A vast majority of those surveyed supported USDA's proposal to provide school

meals that reflect the most current nutrition recommendations. More than 92 percent of

those in households with children agreed that USDA should take action to improve school

meals. •

More than 89 percent of those surveyed, and more than 94 percent of those in

households with children, agreed that children should have more healthful meals in school.

Almost as great a percentage supported action by USDA to provide school meals that reflect

the most current nutrition recommendations. More than 88 percent of all those surveyed,

and more than 92 percent of those in households with children, agreed that USDA should

take action to improve school meals.

We cannot undertake this massive change without the full cooperation of all of our

partners, including school food service personnel, the dieticians, the medical community, the

advocacy community, parents, educators, food producers, and, of course, the Congress.

10
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We plan to hold a roundtable later this month with national non-profit organizations,

professional associations and philanthropies to discuss methods for working together to

improve the nutritional status, and therefore the health, of American children. And in

October, we plan a national interactive audio-video conference for program stakeholders and

cooperators to discuss effective strategies in order to develop successful programs for a

national nutrition education campaign.

With our School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children, we are beginning a new era

for our children, for their parents, their teachers, their school food service providers, and for

the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This fiindamental revision of the School Meals

Program marks the beginning of an era of continuous improvement and a healthy future for

America's children.

This concludes my formal statement. I will be pleased to answer any questions you

or the subcommittee members may have.

11
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINSTON, D.C. 20250

NOV 1994
Honorable Tim Holden

U.S. House of Representatives

1421 Longworth House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-3806

Dear Congressman Holden:

Enclosed, with this letter, are replies to questions you submitted for the recent hearing on

the School Meals Initiative before the House Agriculture Subcommittee on Department

Operations and Nutrition. These questions were subsequently referred by Committee staff to

us as there was not time at the hearing to ask all of the questions.

We are pleased to provide these answers and would be happy to answer any further

questions you might have.

Sincerely, /

Ellen Haas

Under Secretary for

Food, Nutrition, and Consumer Services

Enclosure

cc: Julie Paradis

House Agriculture Committee

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Question: It is my understanding that USDA has requested some $20.5 million including

$10 million to conduct a children's nutrition education campaign, and $10.5 million to train

school food service directors on the new menu plan. Of that amount, I am told $8.4 million

will "flow to states" to conduct the actual training of school food service and classroom staff.

Do you plan to follow through and provide the $8.4 million to state educational agencies to

provide this training?

Answer: We are planning to make a portion of the $20.3 million appropriated available to

states for technical assistance to and training of local school food service operations. Since

provisions of S. 1614 will change the options for menu planning available to school districts,

we are in the process of determining what new materials will be developed Federally, and

what should be done by states.

Question: My understanding of the Department's new menu system is that it will eliminate

the traditional food groups and replace them with specific requirements for individual

nutrients, is that correct?

Answer: No. Traditional food groups are eliminated, but meals would be planned based on

the nutrients provided from various food groups. Under the current meal pattern system,

which is based on food groups, schools must serve meals that conform to a specific meal

pattern established in the regulation. The meal pattern specifies the minimum amounts of the

five food items which must be offered (meat or meat alternate, bread, fruit/vegetable, and

milk) in order for the meal to receive reimbursement but it does not contain any guidance

about purchasing or preparation techniques. While the current meal pattern provides for

adequate amounts of vitamins, minerals and calories, it inhibits the ability of schools to

comply with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, one of which limits calories from total

fat to 30 percent and from saturated fat to 10 percent.

The Department's new menu system, NuMenus, is a flexible approach to menu planning

designed to meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, while continuing to provide lunches

meeting specific nutrient standards for calories and for key nutrients. Under NuMenus,
menus will be planned based on their nutrient composition, not simply on the amount of

specific food items. It takes into account purchase and preparation methods by including all

of the foods that are in a recipe. We believe NuMenus allows more local creativity and

flexibility in menu planning as well as a more consistent analysis of nutrients over time.

Question: If you no longer require schools to offer choices from the firuit and vegetable

groups, is it not possible that your new menu plan may result in a decrease in the amount of

fruits and vegetables purchased by and served in schools?

Answer: Previous experience in pilot programs utilizing the nutrient standard approach in

lieu of a meal pattern have resulted in menus that continue to provide fruits and vegetables.

There is considerably more flexibility in menu planning when you are not required to adhere

to a pattern specifying the amounts and types of foods that are allowed. We expect more

fruits, vegetables and grain products to be served as the menus must meet not only the

Recommended Dietary Allowances for key nutrients but must also incorporate the Dietary

Guidelines for Americans. Increased amounts of low fat foods, e.g., firuit, vegetables, etc.

will be needed to offset the loss in calories as fat is reduced.
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Question: The nutritional value of fresh apples is less than some other fruits. There is also

no specific dietary guideline for fiber, which apples do provide. What impact will Nutrient

Standard Menu Planning (NSMP) have on the sale of ft^h apples in the school lunch

program?

Answer: In fact, the 1990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans do recommend increasing the

level of dietary fiber, and apples are an excellent and delicious source of dietary fiber.

Although the target levels for dietary fiber are not specifically quantified in the 1990 Dietary

Guidelines, the Department will be monitoring the levels of dietary fiber in school meals and

expects schools to show progress, as appropriate, totvard increasing dietary fiber in meals.

The Department does not foresee a reduction in fresh apple sales to the schools under

NSMP. Since apples are versatile, high fiber food which is usefiil in low fat menu planning,

apple sales should not decline ard may indeed increase. In fact, the Department's economic

impact statement to the proposed rule on NSMP projects an increase of an additional 718

million to 1 . 1 billion pounds in the use of fruits in the school lunch under die NSMP. In

addition, the Department is actively promoting the increased use of fiiiits and vegetables in

the school lunch program, and we know that fresh fiiiits are favored by children.

Question: My concern is whether or not the schools tiiemselves will decrease their

purchases of fresh apples. If schools do not purchase as any fresh apples in an effort to meet

your nutrient requirements, will USDA purchase more commodity apples in order to offset

any harm which growers may experience ?

Answer: Apple purchases made by USDA are driven by a combination of the need to

remove surplus fruit from the market and the schools preferences and orders. We have no

reason to believe that schools would reduce their purchases of apples under the proposed new

requirements. If a national surplus of apples occurs, however, USDA normally steps in and

purchases apples in accordance with its surplus removal authority.

A pilot project with DOD (Department of Defense) that began September 1994 may result in

larger apple purchases. It allows schools to order fresh produce (including apples) directiy

from DOD produce buyers located in the major markets across the country. DOD already

uses this system to purchase fresh products for its military bases and commissaries. If the

pilot continues to prove successftil it will be expanded next year. If schools choose to

. purchase apples it could significanUy increase the quantity now purchased by USDA.

Question: It is my understanding that the Department has no plan to regulate the use of

fortified foods by schools to meet the nuOition requirements. Is that correct ?

Answer: USDA is committed to the nutrition principle tiiat tiie preferred source of adequate

nutrition is a meal providing a variety of conventional foods rather than formulated fortified

foods. To date, the Department has been unable to develop scientifically-based criteria thai

could be applied in a consistent manner to a variety of food products, to prohibit meeting the

established nutrient standard through the addition of nutrients/dietary components to foods,

and in Uie proposed rule of June 10, 1994, requested comments so that fortification could be

addressed in the final rule.
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Question: If you do not regulate the use of fortified foods, what wiU prevent schools from

using highly sugared fruit drinks with added vitamins, instead of fortified apple juice?

Answer: The Department believes it is better for children to get their required nutrients

from natural sources by eating a wide variety of foods, as recommended in the Dietary

Guidelines. We believe schools will continue to plan their menus to accomplish this goal and

will not rely on highly fortified, sugared products for both financial and nutritional reasons.

Highly fortified products tend to be expensive. On the other hand, schools will want to get

the best value for their food dollars by purchasing proven, well-priced products such as apple

juice. Furthermore, public comment to the Department's Nutrient Standard Menu Planning

proposal indicates significant support among food service personnel and parents for natural,

nutritious "whole" foods rather than highly fortified, formulated products.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Nancy Berger,
Director of Child and Adolescent Health in the Connecticut
Department of Health Services. I am past president of the
Association of state and Territorial Public Health Nutrition
Directors, and I currently serve as Chairman of the Board of the
Connecticut Division of the American Cancer Society. I am pleased
to be here today to discuss the American Cancer Society's comments
on USDA's proposed School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children.

The American Cancer Society is pleased to have had the
opportunity to participate in two of the four regional hearings
held by USDA last year, and we applaud the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's leadership in improving the health of America's
children by providing for more nutritious meals and better
nutrition education in schools through the School Meals Initiative
for Healthy Children.

The American Cancer Society is the nationwide community-based
voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a

major health problem by preventing cancer, saving lives from
cancer, and diminishing suffering from cancer through research,
education and community service. Among the Society's priorities
for the year 2000 is cancer prevention, including promotion of
better nutrition in order to reduce cancer risk. Diet is one
cancer risk factor over which we have substantial control. As we
learn more about the relationship between nutrition and cancer, we
improve our ability to prevent up to one-third of cancers which we
estimate to be diet-related.

The most effective way to prevent cancer and other chronic
diseases is to start by teaching children at a young age how to
avoid risky behaviors that will lead to disease and poor health
later in life. Behaviors such as tobacco use and poor eating
habits are responsible for the majority of preventable cancers, but
the best way to reduce these behaviors is to teach children to
avoid them before the behaviors become habit. Such childhood
education can be accomplished in two ways: through instruction and
through example. The American Cancer Society has worked to
integrate these two approaches through promotion of comprehensive
school health education as a core priority for the organization.

In the area of child nutrition, the American Cancer Society,
in conjunction with the National Cancer Institute, developed our
Changing the Course Program for child nutrition. This program
includes both a nutrition education curriculum for schools to use
as part of a comprehensive school health education program, and a
manual for school food service providers. A recent evaluation of
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changing the Course found that, by using the program, school food
service providers were able to lower the fat content of school
meals without adversely affecting the overall nutritional quality
of meals (i.e., the extent to which meals satisfied one-third of
students' daily needs for calories and other essential nutrients),
food acceptability, student participation in the school lunch
program, or overall meal costs ("Evaluation of the School Nutrition
Demonstration: Final Report;" prepared for the Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation and the American Cancer Society) . This example
shows that modification of the federal school meal programs to
improve their quality is achievable, and that resources are
available in the community to assist in achieving this goal.

I. Meeting Dietary Guidelines

The American Cancer Society supports the goal of the USDA to
bring nutrition standards for school meals into compliance with the
1990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans . The purpose of the National
School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program is to improve
the health of children by ensuring that they have food at school.
But this purpose cannot be fully met if the meals contain a poor
nutritional balance that could lead to poor health and diet-related
diseases. By providing meals that meet the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, the U.S. Government will safeguard the nutritional
integrity of these meals and remain consistent with its own
objective.

Evidence from numerous experimental and human population
studies suggest that up to one third of deaths from cancer in the
United States, including the most common sites such as breast,
colon and prostate, may be attributed to dietary practices. For
this reason, the American Cancer Society has developed dietary
guidelines for cancer risk reduction. These guidelines include: 1)
maintaining a desirable body weight; 2) eating a varied diet; 3)
including a variety of both vegetables and fruits in the daily
diet; 4) eating more high fiber foods, such as whole grain cereals,
legumes, vegetables, and fruits; 5) cutting down on total fat
intake; 6) limiting consumption of alcoholic beverages; and 7)
limiting consumption of salt-cured, smoked, and nitrite-preserved
foods .

As more is learned about the relationship between diet and
health, it is reasonable to expect that federal nutrition
guidelines will be updated. The American Cancer Society hopes that
the USDA School Meals Initiative will be flexible enough so that
the program can be updated to remain consistent with revised
nutrition guidelines as they are updated.
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II. Nutrition Education as part of Comprehensive School Health
Education

The American Cancer Society believes strongly that children
need a comprehensive health education program in school which
provides instruction on how to lead healthier lives and reduce
disease risk. But this instruction must also be reinforced by
example to make the most impact on children's behavior. The
educational message of nutrition taught in the classroom should be
consistent with healthy meals served at school and at home. The
cafeteria can be a relatively low cost/ low tech laboratory of
learning.

The American Cancer Society strongly supports the
implementation of comprehensive school health programs in schools
throughout the country. We urge coordination between the
Departments of Agriculture, Education, and Health and Human
Services, as well as the U.S. Congress, to ensure that American
children are educated, by instruction and by example, to provide
them with the ability to maintain healthy lifestyles, including
making good dietary choices.

III. Coordination Between Nutrition Education and School Food
Service.

School is a place for learning, whether the education takes
place in the classroom, on the playground or in the cafeteria. In
order for a school health program to be comprehensive, all aspects
of the school experience must be consistent if the children are to
benefit fully. Therefore, nutrition instruction in the classroom
should be linked with the food that served in the cafeteria. The
American Cancer Society is pleased to have the opportunity to
demonstrate this in a national program.

Based on an abundance of scientific studies showing the link
between diet and cancer risk, the American Cancer Society, in
partnership with the National Cancer Institute, developed Changing
the Course in 1988 to assist schools in implementing a coordinated
nutrition program for children. In order to provide consistency
between the instruction and the practice, the program consists of
both nutrition education curricula for use by teachers and a manual
for school food service providers that assists them in preparing
meals that follow healthy dietary recommendations. Program
materials are provided free of charge to schools. Changing the
Course has been shown to have a consistent, positive effect on
students' nutrition-related knowledge and behavior.

The American Cancer Society strongly supports USDA's plan to
launch a nutrition education initiative as part of the School Meals
Initiative for Healthy Children. Recognizing the value of
partnership and collaboration, we hope the resources of our
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volunteers across the country can assist schools in implementing
this coordinated and comprehensive nutrition program for school
children. ^

IV. Balancing Nutrient Content Based on Weekly Analysis

Based on the science of nutrition and cancer prevention, the
American Cancer Society advocates that it is important to focus on
the total diet, rather than individual foods or nutrients, in

encouraging a preventive health nutritional pattern. Looking at
the "big picture" of analysis based and a whole week's worth of
meals helps lead to behavioral change that promotes a healthy
lifestyle. USDA's requirement that nutrition analysis be based on
a weekly menu, rather than meal-by-meal, will help to keep the
emphasis on the total diet, and the American Cancer Society
supports this stipulation.

V. Implementation Date

The American Cancer Society strongly urges implementation as
soon as possible. Some schools may be able to achieve compliance
with the USDA rules earlier than the proposed 1998 implementation
date. USDA should encourage prompt implementation where possible,
and should provide incentives for earlier implementation.

American Cancer Society volunteers are available to assist
schools in expediting implementation of this important program.

Earlier implementation will further enable success in meeting
the federal Healthy People 2000 Objectives calling for changes in
dietary patterns through nutrition education and healthful food
service for children. These behavior patterns cannot occur unless
the infrastructure for providing the nutrition education and
healthful food service is in place. It is necessary to allow the
time to implement these institutional changes which will then
enable the actual education and subsequent behavior that is desired
by the year 2000.

Similar objectives were in place for 1990 and were unmet. We
hope we can all take the necessary actions so that the objectives
having to do with the health of our nation's children do not go
unmet again in the year 2000.

VI. Nutrient Disclosure

The American Cancer Society encourages USDA to require general
nutrient disclosure for school meals. Such disclosure allows
students and their parents to understand their school meals in the
context of the nutrition education they receive in the classroom.

4
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But the disclosure requirements should not be so rigid that they
become burdensome to school food service providers.

VII. Training for Food Service Providers

The American Cancer Society commends USDA for its intention to
provide training and technical assistance to schools and food
service providers for implementation of the School Meals
Initiative . Quality training and ongoing technical assistance are
essential to ensure an informed, skillful, and motivated team to
implement the initiative. Both training and technical assistance
can advance the capacity of schools to implement this initiative
expediently and successfully. We further encourage that any
training and technical assistance protocols utilize existing
resources and/or collaborate with parallel initiatives. The
Society also supports the use of qualified nutrition professionals
to direct nutrition services in schools, including training and
technical assistance.

VIII. Fortification

Regarding the use of fortified foods to meet the
specifications of the School Meals Initiative , the American Cancer
Society urges caution. Although for nutrition purposes,
fortification of foods can sometimes be beneficial, as in the case
of milk fortified with Vitamin D, there is a proven association
between eating certain types of foods and cancer prevention.
Therefore, for cancer prevention purposes, dietary benefits rely on
the actual foods such as fruits, vegetables, whole grains and
legumes, rather than nutrient supplementation. Since schools, as

community centers of learning, set the example, here is an
opportunity to impact on lifelong eating habits by serving a

variety of foods with nutrients necessary for good health and not
super fortified food items or supplements.

IX. Flexibilitv in Menu Planning

ACS endorses Nutrition Standard Menu Planning in principle,
but we agree that flexibility is essential to the success of the
program, and schools need sufficient time to implement the program.
The American Cancer Society applauds USDA's movement toward much-
needed change in its school meal programs. The USDA needs to
shoulder the bulk of the responsibility for the success of this new
initiative. However, organizations such as the American Cancer
Society are in the communities and we offer our assistance in

training and providing "necessary resources" to schools.
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This Initiative is very timely, coining during the course of
national debates on education reform and health care reform. By
pushing for changes toward good health practices, schools can
become the springboard for lifelong behavior patterns which will
improve the lot of children, and ultimately of society as a whole.
The American Cancer Society applauds the US Department of
Agriculture's efforts in preparing the School Meals Initiative for
Healthy Children. This initiative provides a thorough proposal for
improving the health and well-being of school children by not only
improving the quality of the meals they receive, but also
coordinating these meals with nutrition education provided to
children in the context of comprehensive school health programs.
But USDA cannot do this alone. The American Cancer Society
strongly supports this effort, and pledges its assistance in
helping schools in the implementation of the Initiative.
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Good afternoon. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, and guests, my name is

Dr. Frances Cronin, and I am here today representing the Society for Nutrition Education

(SNE) to address the recent effort by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to improve
the school meals program. We appreciate this opportunity.

A Positive Direction

As the leading national professional association linking nutrition, food, and education,

SNE commends the USDA for its School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children and welcomes
the opportunity to comment on the regulations proposed to govern this program. SNE
suppons revising the current program and agrees in concept with the direction of the proposal,

including:

• the emphasis within the program on nutrition, nutrition education, and

food quality;

• the mandate to "have school meals conforai to the 1990 Dietary
Guidelines for Americans... as well as provide proper levels of nutrients

and calories;" (Federal Register, Volume 59, No. Ill, Friday, June 10,

1994, p. 30219.)

,
•

targeting a reduction in the consumption of fat in school meals;

• making greater use of computers and technology in the school meal

program and in the analysis of the nutritional content of those meals;

•
crediting all foods for their nutritional contributions, thereby giving
individual schools and school districts greater flexibility to accommodate
the regional and cultural food interests of their students; and

• the launching of a nutrition education initiative, with the Administration

providing the leadership to address training and education.
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These are strengths and represent a foundation upon which to build. Some of the

details in the proposed regulations, however, raise serious questions and concerns.

Issue: Incorporate Dietary Guidelines In School Meals As A Learning
Tool

SNE believes that an effective school meals program should do two important things: it

should provide nutritious meals for school children and it should complement nutrition

education in the classroom so that students can make appropriate food choices both in school

and outside of school. In the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children, "the Department is

proposing to use the Dietary Guidelines as the basis for the nutrition standards for school

meals." (Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 11 1 , Friday June 10, 1994, p. 30220.)

"The current Dietary Guidelines recommend that people eat a variety of foods; maintain a

healthy weight; choose a diet with plenty of vegetables, fruits, and grain products; and use

sugar and sodium in moderation. The Dietary Guidelines also recommend diets low in fat,

saturated fat, and cholesterol so that over time, fat comprises 30 percent or less of caloric

intake, and saturated fat less than 10 percent of total calories, for persons two years of age and

older." {Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 1 1 1, Friday, June 10, 1994, p. 30229.)

As proposed, however, the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children does not

reflect all of the dietary guidelines. Students would see a strong focus only on the reduction of

fat and saturated fat - commendable goals, but they do not reflect all of the Dietary Guidelines.

Students would not necessarily see a variety of foods offered because

fewer components would be required in school lunches than are currently

required. The use of nutrient-based requirements may discourage schools

from offering foods that might provide variety within a food group but

that are not especially rich sources of a required nutrient.

They would not necessarily see the recommended emphasis on eating

more fruit and vegetables because under the School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children, schools no longer would be required to offer students

fruits and/or vegetables in every meal.

• They would not necessarily see an increase in the consumption of whole

grains because increased fiber is only recommended, not required, as part

of the School Meals Initiative for Children.

• They would not necessarily see the recommended emphasis on

moderating intake of sugars. Since sugars provide an inexpensive way to

meet calorie requirements without exceeding fat limits, school prograins

may gready increase the amount of sweet foods they serve to meet calorie

requirements.

Currendy, the USDA is about to begin a demonstration project of Nutrient Standard

Menu Planning (NSMP) in thirty-four school districts throughout the country. This effort

should yield useful insights into the possible consequences of this nutrient-based approach to

school meals. SNE commends USDA for this demonstration project. We believe that the

evaluation of this project will provide valuable insights into the consequences of the program.
In evaluating the results of these pilot programs, it will be important to consider the impact of

the proposed regulations on:
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the ability of schools to meet the broad spectrum of nutrient objectives,

including components not targeted at all by the regulations, such as

vitamins and minerals, and components such as fiber, sugar, and sodium;

•
participation rates;

• the effectiveness of the meals program as an educational tool; and

• cost.

SNE strongly recommends that mandated NSMP of the School Meals Initiative for Healthy
Children be delayed until the demonstration projects have been completed and their

performance thoroughly evaluated.

As currently structured, SNfE is concerned that the School Meals Initiative for Healthy

Children could provide students with the recommended nutrients but not an example of healthy

meals. They may, for example, learn in the classroom that they should eat three to five

servings of fruit and two to four servings of vegetables every day, but then, they may not be

offered any fruit or vegetables with their school lunch. If we are going to teach students all of

the dietary guidelines, the meals must follow all of the dietary guidelines, not just a few of

them.

Issue: Inadequate Funding for Training and Other Program-Necessitated

Expenditures

The School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children is a laudable program, and SNE
commends USDA on the tone of the proposed regulations, which stress working with school

districts to assist them in complying with the requirements of the new program. Nevertheless,

it is clear that the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children is a complex undertaking that

will require changes in the planning and serving of meals in America's schools. Changes of

this magnitude will require well conceived and adequately funded training programs in every

state.

SNE has serious reservations about whether the program, as proposed, adequately
funds such training. According to the Secretary of Agriculture, the School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children would be funded by an appropriation of $30 million. This $30 million,

however, is an annual appropriation and would be subject to the normal legislative

appropriations process. It is by no means guaranteed and may not be provided as expected.

SNE also doubts that $30 million is even close to the amount of money needed to provide the

training, equipment, and materials necessary to launch the School Meals Initiative for Healthy

Children.

SNE supports additional funds for training to implement NSMP. SNE is concerned

that current NET (Nutrition and Education Training) funds may be diverted for this purpose.

Section 227.36 (CFR) outlines fifteen different categories of need that must be assessed and

addressed under the NET program. It would be impossible to perform this legislatively

mandated work without these funds.

USDA maintains, for example, that schools and school districts that cannot afford to

conduct NSMP independently could "draw on the expertise of others to provide menu cycles,

adjusted for local needs and preferences." (Federal Register, Volume 59, No. Ill, Friday,
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June 10, 1994, p. 30228.) This may be possible in some places, but SNE believes it would
not be possible evei7where.

Many schools and/or school food authorities may require funds for the purchase of

computer hardware and software to do the required analysis. The changing meal requirements
also could necessitate capital outlays by some individual schools, and the program does not

provide any funds for such expencitures. If school meals are to reduce fat by baking items

instead of frying them, for example, more ovens may be needed; likewise, if schools hope to

serve more fresh fruits and vegetables, they may need more refrigeration equipment.

In light of the increased cost involved in implementing the School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children, some school districts may choose not to bother with the program at all. A
recent report by the U.S. General Accounting Office noted that more than 300 schools have left

the National School Lunch Program since 1989. Two of the major reasons that these schools

cited when explaining their departure were the administrative complexity and USDA
regulations. (U.S. General Accounting Office, Food Assistance: Schools That Left the

National School Lunch Program, GAO/RCED-94-36BR (Washington, D.C: General

Accounting Office, December 1993), pp. 2, 21-29.) SNE is concerned that the cost and

complexity of the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children could have a similar effect,

inducing still more schools to leave the program.

Issue: The Program May Not Lead to Children Eating More Healthful

Meals

In theory, the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children seeks to encourage children

to eat healthful, more nutritious meals. In practice, the proposed requirements may have the

opposite effect.

Current regulations for students in grades four through twelve, for example, require
that school lunches offer at least two fruit/vegetable items totaling at least three-quarters of a

cup, two ounces of a meat or meat alternative, bread or a bread alternative (eight servings per

week), and eight ounces of fluid milk. The proposed regulations, on tlie other hand, require

just three items: a main entree, a second item, and fluid milk. Other than the milk, no specific
foods are required. Instead, meals only must provide a specified average level of calories,

protein, iron, calcium, and vitamins A and C; they also must stay within a stipulated maximum
of calories from fat and saturated fat. {Federal Register, Volume 59, No. Ill, Friday, June 10,

1994, p. 30234.)

In theory, the new, proposed criteria could form the basis for meals that include a wide

variety of foods. In practice, however, it would be possible to serve meals that meet the

proposed criteria yet provide few or no servings of fruit and vegetables and no whole grains at

all. The required level of vitamin A for children ages eleven through seventeen, for example,
could be met by serving only about four carrot sticks a week; even less would be required for

younger students. Similarly, the required level of vitamin C for one week could be met with a

single, three-quaners of a cup serving of orange juice. These natural sources of vitamins A
and C also could be provided through fortification of other foods.

Other than the fat and saturated fat content, the proposed regulations pay too litUe

attention to other aspects of a healthy and nutritious diet. They do not increase the amount of

whole grain breads and bread alternatives offered in school meals. Likewise, and as noted

previously, they also could result in the serving of fewer fruits and vegetables than required
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under the current program. This, in S^fE's view, is neither reform nor improvement. A fat-

reduction program, though laudable, constitutes an incomplete program.

In addition, SNE is concerned that the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children

may have the unintended effect of encouraging school food service personnel to minimize
student choice. Under thie regulations, for example, and especially if funds for training and

computer equipment are not adequate, schools may find it much easier to use a single daily
menu rather than offer multiple-choice menus. Multiple-choice menus would involve a great
deal of computer analysis and paperwork, none of which has anything to do with the direct

serving of nutritious meals. Thus, offering single menus would make the school's job much
easier, but it would do so at the expense of limiting the food choices of the students. If

children do not like what is being served, they wiU not eat it, so this would reduce the

likelihood that students would choose a well-balanced, reimbursable school meal. Offering
more nutritious meals, while an excellent goal, is of little value if children choose not to eat

them.

Issue: Possible Overuse of Fortified Foods

SNE is concerned about the possible overuse of fortified foods in the School Meals
Initiative for Healthy Children. While the regulations do not encourage the use of fortified

foods, they fail to explicitly discourage their use. They state that "This proposal does not

require school food authorities to distinguish between naturally occurring nutrients and those

that are added through foTtificanon.'^Federal Register, Volume 59, No. Ill, Friday, June 10,

1994, p. 30229.) This amounts to tacit approval and potential over-reliance on fortified foods.

The major drawback is that fortified foods could be used in the context of a program
that mandates requirements for just a few vitamins and minerals and effectively ignores the

many other nutrients that children need to thrive and grow. This view was clearly expressed in

the Food and Nutrition Board's Recommended Dietary Allowances, published in 1989, which
stated that

"Because there are uncertainties in the knowledge base, it is not

possible to set RDAs for all the known nutrients. However, the

RDAs can serve as a gtiide such that a varied diet meeting RDAs
will probably be adequate in all other nutrients. Therefore, the

subcommittee recommends that diets should be composed of a

variety of foods that are derived from diverse food groups rather

than by supplementation or fortification and that losses of

nutrients during processing and preparation of food should be

taken into consideration in planning diets." (National Research

Council, /?Di4, 10th edition (Washington, D.C: National

Academy Press, 1989), p. 13.)

There are many reasons to recommend an adequate intake of fruits, vegetables, and
whole grains . In addition to providing fiber and vitamins A and C, they also provide folic acid

and other micronucrients and phyto-chemicals that may help prevent cancer and improve health.

The recommendation to eat a generous amount of ftTiits and vegetables is supported by a wealth

of epidemiological evidence (Willett, Walter C, "Diet and Health: What Should We Eat?"

Science. April 22, 1994, pp. 532-537.) Fortified ades and punches, for example, while

potentially useful supplements in providing vitamins A and C, may not provide many other

essential nutrients found in fruit and vegetable juices.
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Nutrients do not act in isolation, and fortification and supplementation with individual

nutrients cannot create a healthy diet. Even though so-called designer foods with enhanced

nutrients may be available, we should continue to emphasize the consumption of a wide variety

of foods from diverse food groups. This offers students the best chance of getting the

nutrients they need most - and even benefiting from food components about which we know
little at this time. (Shaw, Anne and Carole Davis. "The Dietary Guidehnes Focus on Reducing
Excessive Intakes." Food Review. USDA, Economics Research Service, January-April

1994, pp. 4-7.)

Another problem with fortified foods was alluded to previously in the section

"Incorporate Dietary Guidelines..." A major goal of nutrition education is to educate students

to make informed choices about the foods they eat. We cannot accomplish this if we talk about

food groups and a balanced diet in the classroom and then serve meals that are limited in the

number and types of foods offered in the cafeteria. We do not want students to conclude that

they can get nutrients from a few fortified foods. A balanced diet containing a variety of foods

in moderate amounts is the message that must be communicated.

The proposed regulations downplay the possible overuse of fortified foods, stating that

"The Department believes the standards as oudined under NSMP
that meals contain adequate calories and that at least three menu
items be offered, as well as the higher expense of engineered

foods, will inhibit excessive reliance on iiighly fortified foods."

(Federal Register, Volume 59, No. 1 1 1, Friday, June 10, 1994,

p. 30229.)

SNE disagrees strongly with this conclusion and believes that the School Meals

Initiative for Healthy Children, as currently structured, may encourage the use of fortified

foods instead of discouraging their use.

Fortified foods were limited in California's Nutrient Standard Menu Planning pilot

project. The regulations governing that program state that

"Nutrients added to foods can be counted toward the nutrient

standard only if they were added in accordance with:

1) a Standard of Identity or Standard of Enrichment issued by
the Food and Drug Adrninistration (FDA) for the food item.

Commonly enriched foods for which fortification is added under

this provision include milk, margarine, commercially-prepared

cereals, enriched bread and cereal products, and fhait products

including canned prune juice, nectars, and canned applesauce;

2) a USDA purchase specification for a donated commodity
food;

3) a Standard for an Alternative Food for Meals (see 7 CFR
210.10 and 220.8), excluding formulated grain/fruit products; or

4) a breakfast cereal available on the commercial market. The

nutrients added to fortify products such as the USDA enriched

macaroni with fortified protein can be counted toward the
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nutrient standard." (California Department of Education,
Nutrition Education and Training Program, Program
Requirementsfor the Revised Meal Pattern, Sacramento, CA,
July 1994.)

SNE recognizes that the California regulations may be very difficult to implement on a

nation-wide basis and may be subject to varying interpretations. This does not mean that

efforts should not be made to develop procalures that ensure that the use of fortified foods to

meet the levels of required nutrients also provides adequate amounts of other essential nutrients

and other food components recognized as essential for good health. Therefore, SNE
recommends that USDA request that a nationally recognized scientific organization, such as the

National Academy of Sciences or the Federation of American Societies for Experimental

Biology's Life Sciences Research Office, review the consequences of using fortified foods in

the school meals program and make recommendations for their appropriate use.

Conclusion and Recommendations

SNE commends USDA for its commitment to integrating the Dietary Guidelines into its

School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children. SNE does not believe, however, that the

program is ready for nation-wide implementation. As an interim measure to encourage the

implementation of the dietary guidelines in schools, SNE urges USDA to develop a modified

meal pattern that encourages the inclusion of more fruits, vegetables, and more grain products,

particularly whole grains. The demonstration project, once completed, will reveal both

NSMFs strengths and weaknesses. This will give USDA an excellent opportunity to improve
and refine the regulations before implementing the program nationally. Because of the

shoncomings identified in this document, SNE believes it would be inappropriate to change the

current school meals program before ensuring that its replacement will work and meet its

intended goals.

SNE suppons USDA's commitment to nutrition education and appropriate, well-

balanced meals. The benefits of classroom lessons supported by lunchroom experiences are

incalculable. SNE also supports active partnerships between the public and private sectors in

pursuit of better nutrition and better nutrition education in our nation's schools. SNE would

welcome the opportunity to work with this Committee and USDA to develop and implement
nutrition education strategies and to assist in implementing USDA's School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children.

Again, we appreciate this opportunity to address you today and welcome any questions

you may have about our testimony or our views on the school meals program.
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S.H. Zlotkin, M.D., Ph.D., F.R.C.P.(C)

Professor of Paediatrics and of Nutritional Sciences

Before commenting specifically on the USDA proposed rule for the

National School Lunch and School Breakfast Program: Nutrition

Objectives for School Meals I would like to briefly provide a

background and summary of the recently deliberations of a Joint

Working Group of the Canadian Paediatric Society and Health Canada

on Dietary Fat and Children.

The committee reiterated the link between elevated blood lipids,

especially LDL and VLDL and low HDL levels, and cardiovascular

disease in adulthood. From a public health perspective it

acknowledged that it is reasonable to attempt to modify these risk

factor in adults. In children, however, the picture was not as

clear. There were a number of unanswered questions, like:

1. Is fat intake a risk factor in childhood for the development of

elevated blood lipids later in life.

2. Do elevated lipid levels track from childhood to adulthood,

3. Assuming that fat intake is a risk factor and that it tracks

over time, can it be safely modified.

The Canadian "Joint Working Group" examined issues surrounding

dietary fat recommendations for children from the perspective of

efficacy and safety. We questioned whether intervention in

childhood was likely to be effective in changing adult CVD

morbidity and mortality. We attempted to determine the balance or

trade off between safety and efficacy.

With regard to efficacy , we acknowledged the relationship between

dietary saturated fat intake and blood cholesterol levels and the
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relationship between raised serum cholesterol and cardiovascular

disease. However, evidence comes largely from studies carried out

in adult males with hyperlipidemia . Although atherosclerosis

appears to start in childhood or adolescence, extrapolation to

children and adolesQents of conclusions based on studies in adults

is controversial. The few studies of dietary interventions to

lower serum cholesterol levels in children were of short duration

and yielded reductions in cholesterol of 5% or less. There were no

data to demonstrate that these reductions persisted into

adulthood, very importantly, there were no controlled studies

demonstrating the efficacy of a low fat diet in childhood in

reducing adult cardiovascular disease and because of the logistics

involved, it is unlikely that such a study will ever take place.

It has been argued that the general principle of early initiation

of a reduced fat and saturated fat diet is appropriate for

children. Implicit in initiating these specific dietary guidelines

during childhood is the overall goal of establishing nutritional

patterns in childhood, that when maintained to adulthood, will

lower blood cholesterol levels of the adult population as a whole.

There is, however, no evidence that changing children's current

intakes to diets providing 30% of energy from fat and 10% from

saturated fat would achieve this goal. Although it is a natural

assumption that good foods habits started in childhood will

promote good food habits during adulthood, the means by which

children acquire their food preferences is complex and there is
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little evidence that children's food preferences remain stable

ove r t ime .

The committee examined safety from a number of perspectives. One

of our concerns was misapplication of a dietary message to

restrict fat intake in children. We were concerned that some

individuals may be overzealous in their belief that if some

reduction in fat is good, then a large reduction may be better.

Delayed growth and delayed puberty have been reported as

consequences of the misapplication of dietary advice.

The committee noted the alarmingly high rate of anorexia nervosa

among North American adolescents. Preoccupation with body image

and societal preference for thinness (especially in females) can

result in restrictive eating patterns and inadequate energy and

nutrient intakes. The committee concluded that further emphasis on

restricting a specific nutrient intake during childhood (ie

restricting fat intake) may subtly reinforce this predilection for

restricted intake, making the problem of anorexia even worse.

Finally, there is a real potential for hadsitual low fat intakes to

result in inappropriate food patterns that compromise nutritional

food adequacy. The committee recognized the high needs for energy

and nutrients and the wide variability of these needs in

individual children to support the normal rapid growth of children

and adolescents. Particular attention must be payed to the diets

of children who are consuming reduced fat diets to assure adequate
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intakes of energy and essential nutrients. When children are put

on lower fat diets, it is reconunended that the deficit in energy

resulting from the lower fat diet intake be made up by an

increased intake of cereal products, breads, fruits and

vegetables. However, children will often find this increased

demand for high carbohydrate containing foods impossible to

achieve. The results will be decreased energy intake (resulting in

delayed growth or children not meeting their genetic potential for

growth) and inadequate nutrient intake (specifically iron,

calcium, other minerals, riboflavin and vitamin A) . Dietary

inadequacies have been reported in the literature even when

dietary changes were supervised and even when subjects had above

average nutrition knowledge. The committee felt that the provision

of adequate energy and nutrients to ensure growth and development

was the most important consideration in nutrition of children.

The two criteria considered essential in making our

recommendations were efficacy and safety. The estimated benefits

of a restricted fat intake were weighed against the anticipated

risks. In view of the following considerations, that:

- there is no evidence that implementation of a diet

providing 30% of energy as fat and 10% of energy as saturated fat

in children would reduce illness in later life or provide benefit

for children as children;

-that there is the potential for inadequate energy and

specific nutrient intake on a lower fat diet;
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-and that there is potential for emphasizing an already

significant preoccupation with food restriction in adolescent

females;

We concluded, in part that:

1. Providing adequate energy and nutrients to ensure adequate

growth and development is the most important consideration in the

nutrition of children.

2. During the preschool and childhood years, nutritious food

choices should niit. be eliminated or restricted because of fat

content . During early adolescence, an energy intake adequate to

sustain growth should be emphasized, with a gradual lowering of

fat intake. Once linear growth has stopped, fat intake as

currently recommended (30% total fat; 10% saturated fat) is

appropriate .

I would like to make a brief comment on the USDA proposed rule for

the National School Lunch and School Breakfast Program: Nutrition

Objectives for School Meals from the perspective of the Canadian

Recommendations on Dietary Fat and Children.

From the perspective of efficacy, there is no support from the

current medical literature of studies on the topic that changes in

total or saturated fat intake that may result from the Breakfast-

Lunch Program will either improve the health of the children in

the programs or improve the health of these individuals when they

become adults. There is also a lack of documentation that changes

in total or saturated fat from a single meal (breakfast or lunch)
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will influence total daily (or weekly) total or saturated fat

intake. Finally, there is no documentation that changing the fat

content of children's meals will influence their current or later

food habits. Thus from the perspective of efficacy, the proposed

changes to the Breakfast/Lunch program may not achieve the stated

goal of "disease prevention or long term health promotion".

From the perspective of safety, it is unlikely that a change in

the fat content of a single meal will adversely affect total

nergy or nutrient intake. Changes in habitual intake, however,

ill increase risk. For adolescent females who may already be at

risk of anorexia nervosa and inappropriate food restriction, a

further emphasis on nutrient restriction may increase the

prevalence of this serious disorder.

e

w

Thank you for your attention.

(Attachment follows:)
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Preface

1
1 is well recognized that good nutrition is

It

is well recognized that good nutnbon is

essential to normal growth and development

during childhood and central to establishing the

foundation for lifelong health.

The Nutrition Recommendations for Canadians

issued in 1990 describe characteristics of the diet

recommended for healthy Canadians over the age
of two years. They were intended to provide

guidance in the selection of a dietary pattern that

supplies recommended amounts of essential

nutrients while reducing the risk of nutrition-

related chroruc diseases.

This Report re-examines issues related to dietary

fat and children. It concludes that during
childhood, emphasis should be placed on diets

which provide adequate energy, and eating

patterns which emphasize variety and complex

carbohydrate and include lower fat foods.

Childhood is characterized by marked

individuality in growth patterns and energy needs.

While the same pattern of eating is recommended

for all members of the family, meeting children's

energy requirements is a priority. To help meet

these requirements, children need more flexibility

in their fat intake.

This work was imdertaken in collaboration with

the Canadian Paediatric Society. It was supported

by the Brighter Futures Program. Brighter Futures

is dedicated to activities aimed at improving the

bves of children.

Nutrition Recommendations Update
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Summary

The
Nutrition Recommendations for

Canadians recommend the consumption, by
healthy individuals over the age of tvfo years,

of a diet providing no more than 30% of energy as

fat and no more than 10% of energy as saturated

fat. This recommendation, which was based on
evidence from the adult literature, required
clarification regarding its application to growing
children over the age of two years. This led HeaJth

Canada, in consultation with the Canadian
Paediatric Society, to establish a Working Group to

examine issues surrounding dietary fat

recommendations for children.

The Working Group weighed infonnation on
nutritional needs for growth and development
with evidence linking diet and adult-onset disease.

Both efficacy and safety were considered to be

im|x>rtant criteria in establishing a recommenda-
tion. The Working Group examined the following
issues: the effectiveness of a childhood diet

providing 30% of energy as fat and 10% of energy
as saturated fat (the Recommended Diet) in

lowering cholesterol levels in children and in

reducing risk of coronary heart disease in adult-

hood; developmental consideratioi\s regarding
children and dietary fat; the feasibility of designing
a nutritioruiUy adequate 30:10 diet for children;

current levels of fat and saturated fat in children's

diets; and the adequacy of energy and nutrient

intakes of children who consume this

recommended diet.

Tlie Working Group concluded that:

1 . Providing adequate energy and nutrients to

ensure adequate growth and development
remains the most important consideration in

the nutrition of children. Small frequent

feedings play a sigiuficant role in providing
energy in the diets of children.

2. During the preschool and childhood years
nutritious food choices should not be
eliminated or restricted because of fat content.

IDuring early adolescence an energy intake

adequate to sustain growth should be

emphasized with'a gradual lowering of fat

intake. Once linear growth has stopped, fat

intake as currently recoihmended is

appropriate.

3. Food patterns which emphasize variety,

complex carbohydrate and include lower fat

dioices are appropriate and desirable for

children.

4. Physical activity and healthy eating are

important lifes^le habits for children.

The Working Group made the following
recommendation:

From the age of two until the end of linear growth,
there should be a transition from the high fat diet

of infancy to a diet which includes no more than

30% of energy as fat and no more than 107o of

energy as saturated fat.

During this trarisition, energy intake should be
sufficient to achieve normal growth and develop-
ment Food patterns should emphasize variety and

complex carbohydrate, and include lower fat

foods. Physical activity should be stressed.

5 Nutrition Recommendations Update

(The complete report is held la the committee flies.)
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Deborah Slaner Larkin,
member of the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. Previously, I

served for six years as Executive Director of the Women's Sports Foundation, a non-

profit, educational organization that provides educational information about the

importance of sports for girls and promotes participatory opportunities for all

females.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the President's CouncU
on Physical Fitness and Sports. It is an honor to appear before this subcommittee to

discuss the relationship of physical fitness and nutrition for children.

The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports serves as a catalyst to

promote, encourage and motivate the development of physical fitness and sports

participation for all Americans of all ages. It v^as established in 1956 by executive

order and is made up of twenty members appointed by the president.

It is a program office of the Department of Health and Human Services. It reports to

the Office of the Surgeon General, and is assisted by elements of the U.S. Public

Health Service. The President's Council provides guidance to the president and the

Secretary of Health and Human Services on ways to encourage more Americans to

become physically active, and as a result, healthier.

701 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE • SUITE 250 • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004

PHONE: 202-272-3421 FAX 202-504-2064
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As the only federal agency solely devoted to sports and physical fitness, the

President's Council is acutely interested in these hearings regarding proposed
nutrition regulations. A child caimot develop a healthy, physically fit body through

physical activity and exercise cilone. Without the daily foundation of a balanced,

nutritious, and healthy diet, the physically active body has nothing to build upon.

I am before you to report on the value of participating in sports and fitness activities,

its relationship to good nutrition and the current role of physical activity in the

lives of our children.

Importance of Physical Activity

• Healthy People 2000-National Health Promotion and Disease Prevention

Objectives states that evidence of the multiple health benefits of regular physical

activity continues to mount. Regular physical activity can help to prevent and

manage coronary heart disease, hypertension, noninsulin-dependent diabetes

mellitus, osteoporosis, obesity, and mental health problems (e.g., depression,

anxiety) (Journal of American Medical Association 261:3590-3598, 1989). Regular

physical activity hcis also been associated with lower rates of colon cancer

(American Journal of Clinical NutriHon, 49:999-1006, 1989) and stroke

(American Journal of Epidemiology 115:526-537, 1982) and may be linked to

reduced back injury Qoumal of Occupational Medicine 231:269-272, 1979). On
average, physically active people outlive those who are inactive (New England
Journal of Medicine 314:605-613, 1986).

•
Physical activity produces hormones in the body, called endorphins, which
lower stress and reduce the incidence of heart attacks. Because coronary heart

disease is the leading cause of death and disability in the United States, the

potential role of physical activity in preventing coronary heart disease is of

particular importance. PhysicaUy inactive people are twice as likely to develop

coronary heart disease as people who engage in regvilar physical activity

(Aimual Review of Public Health, 8:253-287, 1987).

• As little as two hours of exercise a week may lower a teenage girl's lifelong risk

of breast cancer, a disease that will cifflict one out of every eight American
women (USA Today. 6/30/87).

• Children who play sports and participate in regtilar exercise have higher levels

of self esteem and lower levels of depression (Bernard R. Cahill, M.D.,

"Proceedings of the Conference on Strength Training and the Prepubescent,"
American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine, 1988). Girls and young
women who have low levels of self-cor\fidence emd self-esteem are more likely
to get pregnant (NY Newsday 2/13/89).

•
Teenagers who play sports have lower dropout rates in school, try to commit
suicide less often, get pregnant less often and generally exhibit less delinquent
behavior.
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• In high school, Caucasian, African-American 2ind Hispanic athletes score as well

or better on their grades and achievement tests than non-athletes (The
Women's Sports Foundation Report: Minorities in Sport. 1989).

• Findings from the National Children and Youth Fitness Studies I and n suggest
that the quantity, and in particular the quality, of school physical education

programs have a significant positive effect on the health-related fitness of

children and youth. In addition, recent reports suggest that physical education

programs in early childhood not only promote health and well-being, but also

contribute to academic achievement (U. S. Dept. of Education, 1986).

•
Sports is where we have traditionally learned about teamwork, goal-setting, the

pursuit of excellence in performance and other achievement-oriented behaviors
- critical skills necessary for success in the workplace.

• If a child does not participate in sports by the age of 10, there is only a 10 percent
chance she will participate when they are 25 (Linda Bunker, University of

Virginia, 1989).

• 87% of parents accept the idea that sports participation is important for their

children (The Wilson Report. 1987).

• The primary reason children participate in sports is because it is fun (The
Wilson Report. 1987).

The Current Role of Physical Activity in the Lives of CXir Children

While most people know, and many of us espouse the benefits of exercise and

physical activity, too many Americaris of all ages still find reasons not to be

physically active.

• 43 percent of Americans fall under the term "couch potato."

• Children in the United States are fatter, slower and weaker than children in

developed nations.

• Levels of obesity among children and adolescents have risen an average of about

45 percent between 1960 and the early 1980s. A general decline in physical

activity was cited as one of the primary reasons (Steven Gortmaker, Harvard U.,

speech at American Dietetic Assn. meeting).

• From 1980 - 1987, 71 percent of children failed to meet the standard for "average

healthy youngsters."

• Half of all children K-12 show at least one factor for heart disease. This is

important because it's putting themselves at risk of developing diseases

associated with a sedentary lifestyle.
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• Children are more likely to participate and maintain their participation in sports

if one or both parents also participate in sports or fitness activities (The WilSQH

Report. 1987), yet a national survey of American Attitudes Toward Physical

Activity and Fitness indicates that among less active adults who would like to

participate and have the opportxmity, 74% are either Not likely or Somewhat

Likely to increase their physical activity in the near future. 64 percent say they

would be more likely to participate if they had someone, like a family member,
to exercise with.

Relationship to Nutrition

I am not a nutritionist by profession. My knowledge is based on research relating to

female athletes and how the combination of nutrition and physical activity is

beneficial. However, I was taught from a young age how important good nutrition

and physical activity are in developing and maintaining sound minds and bodies.

Yet, what I was taught and the messages people receive are not always consistent.

The message that the ideal woman should be thin is contrary to conunon sense and

good health. Being as thin as one thinks he or she should be can severely damage
one's physical and mental health.

• The Female Athlete Triad: "Disordered Eating, Amenorrhea and Osteoporosis"
is a term to describe three interrelated problems than can cause long-term health

problems in female athletes. Treatment often requires a team of health-care

providers including a physician, psychologist and a nutritionist (NCAA News.

1994).

• 62 percent of female athletes participating in certain sports may suffer some type
of disordered eating, which can range from the use of laxatives and diuretics to

life-threatening anorexia nervosa or bulimia.

• A female athlete is more likely to seek medical help if risks from inadequate
calcium, poor nutrition and amenorrhea are explained in a non-judgmental
maimer. Binging or purging is not the problem. What causes the problem is if

a young person is dissatisfied with her body image. Sixty percent of those

afflicted with eating disorders will recover from the disease. The yoimger the

child with the problem, the better the recovery.

• Amenorrhea or irregular mer\strual cycles are associated with low reproduction
hormone levels and, left alone or combined with poor nutrition, can lead to

inadequate bone structure. Scientists have seen amenorrheic 20-year olds with

osteoporotic bones similar to those found in their 70-year-old grandmothers.
The osteoporotic bones may predispose women to spine, wrist and hip fractures

later in life.
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• One out of every four women over the age of 60 is suffering from Osteoporosis

(loss of bone mass). This is an $18 billion cost (National Osteoporosis
Foundation, 1992). There is substantial evidence that weight-bearing exercises

(e.g., walking) and improved nutrition are necessary to laying dovm bone mass
(NutriHnn Action. June 12, 1982).

• High school principals place physical fitness last on their list of ten goals for

education (National Association of Secondary School Principals, 1990). Yet their

second goal is developing a good self-image. Athletes, especially female athletes

have a more positive body image than do female non-athletes, and body image
is particularly important to self image during the adolescent years (Snyder &
Kilven, 1975).

• Healthy People 2000 Objectives (1.7) wants to increase to at least 50 percent the

proportion of overweight people aged 12 and older who have adopted sound

dietary practices combined with regular physical activity to attain an appropriate

body weight. The results of weight loss programs focused on dietary restrictions

alone have not been encouraging. Physical activity bums calories, increases the

proportion of lean to fat body mass, and raises the metabolic rate. Therefore, a

combination of both caloric control and increased physical activity is important
for attaining a healthy body weight.

• A 45-year old black woman is twice as likely to be overweight as a white woman
the same age and 20 percent less likely to exercise regularly because exercise is

viewed by many blacks as a luxury they don't have time for. Compared to white

Americans, African-Americans under the age of 64 are 10 percent more likely to

get heart disease, 30 percent more likely to have diabetes, and over 50 percent
more hkely to suffer from hyperter\sion (Shea, Sarah, Walking , p. 9).

Thank you for giving the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports the

opportunity to share the concerns and act upon the opportunities we all have to

improve the overall health and nutrition of our youth.
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Statement of Judi Adams
President

Wheat Foods Council

Mr. Chairman and Members ofthe subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the U.S. Department of Agriculture's

proposed rule to modernize nutrition objectives for school meals. I'm Judi Adams,

President of the Wheat Foods Council. The Wheat Foods Council is a non-profit

nutrition education organization supported by farmer-funded state wheat commissions,

milling companies and baking companies, as well as a number of pasta, cracker and

cereal manufacturers.

Our members include: Colorado Wheat Administrative Committee, Idaho Wheat

Commission, Kansas Wheat Commission, Maryland Grain Producers Utilization Board,

Mirmesota Wheat Research & Promotion Council, Montana Wheat & Barley Committee,

Nebraska Wheat Board, North Carolina Small Grain Growers, North Dakota Wheat

Commission, Oklahoma Wheat Conmiission, South Dakota Wheat Commission, Texas

Wheat Producer Board, Virginia Small Grains Board, Washington Wheat Commission,

Wyoming Wheat Marketing Commission, ADM Milling Company, American Bakers

Association, American Institute of Baking, Campbell Taggart, Cargill Inc., Cereal Food

Processors, ConAgra, General Mills Inc., Hershey Pasta Group, Independent Bakers

Association, The Kellogg Company, Metz Baking Company, Millers' National

Federation, Nabisco Biscuit Company, National Pasta Association and The Quaker Oats

Company.
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Statement of Judi Adams
Wheat Foods Council

September 7, 1994

page 2

The Wheat Foods Council's charter is to teach Americans improved nutrition

through increased consumption of grain foods in accordance with the federal Dietary

Guidelines and Food Guide Pyramid.

We're committed to healthier Americans and we applaud USDA's work to

improve the nutritional quality of meals served in the national school lunch and school

breakfast programs. This is a significant undertaking and challenge. As several studies

have shown, school meals are similar in nutritional balance and content to meals eaten by

all Americans: i.e., characterized by a diet that is deficient in consumption of complex

carbohydrates and fiber, and which contains excessive amoimts of fat. By offering tasty,

affordable and nutritionally balanced meals at schools, we are confident that school food

service programs can serve as a model to help improve the eating habits, and ultimately

the health, of all Americans.

We are pleased by the proposed rule's emphasis on the scientifically based

U.S. Dietary Guidelines published nearly four years ago. By implementing the dietary

guidelines, we can assure that school meals provide our children with a variety of foods,

with meals that are low in cholesterol and have no more than 30 percent of calories from

fat, and with plenty of vegetables, fiuits and grains.

Clearly it is time for school meal programs to be updated. We are not yet

convinced, however, that changing to an untested nutrient standards approach is

necessary. In our view, the approach warrants further study before widespread

implementation.

While a Nutrient Standard Menu Plaiming (NSMP) approach, as outlined in

Section 210.10, may provide meals with exacting nutrition, it could jeopardize menu

variety and balance ~ and misses a valuable educational opportunity. By focusing on
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Statement of Judi Adams
Wheat Foods Council

September 7, 1994

page 3

serving nutrients (especially ifoverly fortified foods are used) instead offoods, children

will not leam how to plan their own meals using the "variety of foods" approach of the

USDA's Food Guide Pyramid. While we're feasting on statistics, people may be left

starving for practical information.

To improve the proposal, we recommend that USDA immediately update meal

patterns in accordance with the U.S. Dietary Guidelines of 1990 and incorporate these

patterns in the proposed rule. Meal patterns have long been the practical template for

balancing school meals, however, the program is still operating with meal patterns that

reflect old nutritional information. By updating meal patterns in accordance with the

dietary guidelines, school meals could more closely reflect the recommendations of the

Food Guide Pyramid. Updating meal patterns will do two things:

• First, updated meal patterns would provide guidance to the thousands of food service

officials who want to make changes immediately. (Nutrient standards could remain

an option for those schools that have computer food analysis systems and the

expertise to use them.)

• Secondly, updated meal patterns would provide time to complete and evaluate the

pilot studies contained in the USDA proposal to see if the Nutrient Standards Menu

Plan approach is a practical and effective means of improving the nutritional quality

of school meals.

In short, we dont know if the nutrient standard approach will work —will it provide

sufficient guidance and flexibility to school food service directors and will it produce

meals that kids want to eat? The pilot studies should answer those questions. In the

meantime, we think it would be wise to improve the program immediately through

updated meal patterns.

84-177 95 - 5
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If a nutrient standards menu plan is deemed the best way to optimize the nutritional

content of school meals, we need to pay very careful attention to the specific nutrient goals

established in such an {^roach.

The current proposal requires school food authorities to ensure that their meal

program meets quantifiable targets of (1) total fat content limited to no more than 30

percent, (2) saturated fat limited to no more than 10 percent, and (3) one-third of the U.S.

Recommended Daily Allowances (RDA) of protein, calcium, iron, vitamin A and vitamin

C. While this section also references the requirement to "choose a diet with plenty of

vegetables, fiiiits and grain products," there is no definition ofwhat that means in terms

of a quantifiable level of consimiption of fiber and nutrients associated with these foods.

Goals for complex carbohydrates, fiber and B-vitamins are necessary to help

USDA assure that fiiture school meals follow U.S. Dietary Guidelines. USDA's own

study on the impact of nutrient standards included a requirement that not less than 50

percent of calories come firom carbohydrates. Yet there is no such standard in the

proposed rule.

Absent a carbohydrate requirement in the proposed rule, there are risks in

replacing the traditional meal pattern approach with an exclusive nutrient standards

q>proach. Because ofthe proposal's total caloric emphasis on protein and fiit, there is no

guarantee that school children will receive meals that contain adequate levels of

carbohydrates and fiber. A siQ)er-fortified high protein food bar, for example, could

replace traditional foods in achieving nutrient goals. Short of that, a typical lunch that

would meet the nutrient standards could be comprised of three slices ofcheese pizza,

eight ounces ofskim milk and a vitamin C-fortified fiozen fiuit-flavored bar. Such a
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menu would be short on fiber and complex carbohydrates and have UQ fi^uts or

vegetables.

Finally, with respect to the National Nutrient Database to be compiled as part of

the Nutrient Standard Menu Planning proposal, we urge USDA to accept, where

appropriate, the nutrient analysis of a food product which was recently revised to comply

with the regulations of the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA) of 1990. We

see no value in forcing companies to incur additional expense to conduct another nutrient

analysis for foods offered in the school meal programs if such an analysis has recently

been completed to comply with the NLEA.

In simmiary, we believe the department's first step should be to update the meal

pattern requirements. If that doesn't optimize school meals, then let's introduce nutrient

standards - including goals for fiber, carbohydrates and B-vitamins.

Again, we commend USDA, and Assistant Secretary Ellen Haas, for proposing

changes in the national school lunch and school breakfast programs in an attempt to

improve the nutritional quality and health of America's children. We look forward to

working with the department on our concerns and to the implementation of changes that

will truly produce an improved school meal program.
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statement of

Mr. Tom Stenzel, President

United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Tom
Stenzel, President of the United Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association (United).

It is my pleasure to address the topics of the National School Lvmch Program
and School Breakfast Program and the Department's recent proposal to upgrade
the nutrition quality of these two programs.

United is an international trade association representing the fresh produce

industry. Our members include grower/shippers, brokers, truckers and other

transportation specialists, wholesalers, foodservice distributors and operators,

retailers and allied suppliers. We represent 1,800 members of the fresh fruit and

vegetable industry, an industry with a value of over $60 billion at retail.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture bears an enormous responsibility for

the health and well being of our nation's children through the administration of

the National School Breakfast Program and School Lunch Program. These

programs respectively serve 5.4 million and 25 million children daily. For many
of our nation's most nutritionally vulnerable children the breakfast and lunch

programs provide the greatest opportimity to good health through sound,

wholesome diets.

Unfortunately, not only are these programs delivering nutritionally

inadequate meals to children they fail to set the example that sound dietary

decisions will lead to lasting good health. In the preamble to the proposal, the

Department referenced the findings of the School Nutrition Dietary Assessment

(SNDA) Study noting that, "children who ate the school lunch consumed a

significantly higher amount of calories from fat than children who brought their

lunch from home or obtained a lunch from vending machines or elsewhere at

school. Further the report showed that virtually no schools were in compliance
with Dietary Guidelines." Obviously our nation's most valuable resource, our

children, deserve better from such publicly funded efforts as the school breakfast

and lunch programs.

United strongly supports the intent of the Department to upgrade the

nutrition standards of the national school breakfast and lunch programs, by

bringing these very important meals into conformity with the Dietary Guidelines

for Americans. We believe the proposed Nutrient Standard Menu Planning

(NSMP) approach to menu planning for school meals is philosophically sound in

its focus on nutrient standards, rather than food type.

The flexibility in menu planning offered by NSMP, constrained only by
the Dietary Guidelines, makes a great deal of sense. The goals of limiting fat
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and saturated fat intake and assuring adequate consumption of vitamins A and

C, iron and calcium are laudable and must be implemented with haste. The

Department's intent to accomplish these goals through restricted intakes of high
fat foods and greater consumption, where needed, of grains, fruits and

vegetables makes good sense. However, we must offer a cautionary note that

this outcome is not certain.

We are concerned that the lack of emphasis on foods or food groups,
combined with the typical resource constraints confronting school foodservice

operators, may result in the preparation of menus that utilize empty calories in

order to satisfy the 30% and 10% caloric fat intake requirements; and an increase

in the use of fortified foods to meet the RDA requirements for vitamins A and C.

Obviously, such outcomes would defeat the express purpose of educating
students in making sound dietary choices through the offering of healthful

menus.

Furthermore, we are very concerned that the lack of a detailed policy on
fortification may result in the extensive use of highly formulated, fortified food

products—poorly serving the purposes of the proposed regulation.

The Department's proposal does not require school food authorities to

distinguish between naturally occurring nutrients and those that are added

through fortification. The Department indicates a commitment to the principle
that a variety of "conventional" foods should constitute the primary vehicle for

nutrients, rather than a reliance upon formulated fortified foods. However, in

the absence of a dear policy with regulatory weight, the hope that schools will

rely upon "conventional" foods for the delivery of essential nutrients may
develop unevenly. Leaving many children ill served.

The Department aptly notes in its proposal that, ". . . eating habits are

firmly established by age 12, [and] it is essential that dietary patterns be formed

early. What children eat helps determine not only how healthy they are as

children, but how healthy they will be as adults." A failure to clearly articulate a

fortification policy would undermine the value of the School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children.

Simply stated, fortified foods can not be expected to deliver the same

quaUty of nutrients and healtlt benefits as conventional foods like fresh fruits

and vegetables. The extent of fortification by food processors within food

categories is inconsistent, so a reliance by schools upon formulated fortified

foods will leave children ill prepared to make sound dietary decisions once

leaving the school: different brands of breakfast foods, juices, etc. are fortified at
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varying rates and some are not fortified at all. Similarly, the fortified food

product used in school may have no relevance in the commercial marketplace.

Several highly publicized studies during the last year questioned the

value of supplementation with vitamins A and C to reduce the risks of cancer.

One such study, sponsored by the National Cancer Institute, indicated that

vitamin E and beta carotene (a precursor to vitamin A) supplements did not

prevent lung cancer in a group of male cigarette smokers. In fact, this study
indicated a significantiy higher rates of lung cancer and mortality among those

taking beta carotene supplements, than those wrho did not.

Conversely, additional studies indicate that compounds found naturally
in broccoU, such as isothiocynates, which includes sulforaphanes, provide the

greatest anti-cancer fighting benefit.

Scientific efforts to isolate the health benefits of specific nutrients is

wrought with conflicting results. However, it apparent that it is increasingly
difficult to prove any narrow group of ingredients in food, such as vitamins,

fiber or antioxidant enzymes, can—by themselves—prevent cancer. In some
instances fortification can play an important role in maintaining good health.

Supplementation of caldum can help prevent the onset of osteoporosis and the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the claim this year that

folic acid can prevent a significant number of neural tube spinal defects in

infants. However, food technology has not advanced to the point where fortified

foods can replicate the nutrient profile of fresh fruits and vegetables or deliver

the same benefits to long term good health.

As mentioned earlier, dietary habits are formed early in life, making the

school breakfast and limch experiences critical to the formation of soimd eating
habits in our children. Yet, reliance upon fortified foods would not serve this

purpose very well. The benefits of serving vitally needed nutrients through
foods that are inherentiy vdthout nutritive value will, at most, be fleeting. More

importantiy, the use of fortified food products can not educate children as to the

importance of eating a variety of foods for good health.

A discriminatory treatment of fortified foods is sound policy amd has been

incorporated by FDA into our nation's nutritioniil food labeling regulations.
Under FDA regulations, a food other than a dietary supplement not in

conventional food form is prohibited from bearing any health claims unless it

provides at least 10% of the Reference Daily Intake or Daily Reference Value for

vitanun A, vitamin C, iron, caldum, protein, or fiber per reference amount prior
to any nutrient addition.
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This specific restriction against health claims, the so-called "jelly bean

rule," operates to bar certain foods from bearing health claims even though the

claim may be truthful and non misleading. The public health rationale behind

such a rule is dear; government policy should not approve of the use of

inducements, predicated upon claims of healthfulness, for the purchase and

consumption of food products inherently devoid of nutrients.

Likewise, the Department should not permit school foodservice operators
to over rely upon fortified foods in order to satisfy nutrient standard

requirements. We strongly believe the maimer in which the Department
addresses the fortification issue will determine the success or failure of the

school breakfast and lunch programs as tools to educate children on better health

through sound dietary choices.

Congress made clear through the Child Nutrition Act that nutrition and

information education programs should be a multi-disciplinary effort:

"by which scientifically valid information about foods and nutrients is

imparted in a manner that individuals receiving such information will

understand the principles of nutrition and seek to maximize their well

being through food consumption practices . Nutrition education

programs shall include, but not be limited to, (A) instructing students

with regard to nutritional value of foods and the relationship between

food and human health . . . ."

The comprehensive view of educating our children on the importance of

good nutrition through good dietary practices must include a sound policy on

fortification. The potential inconsistency is glaring, if schools teach our children

in the classroom that diets high in grains, fruits and vegetables lead to good
health, but in the dining hall serve children fortified food products in order to

comply vrtth the technical requirements of the Department's regulations.

We suggest the Department discount any contribution by fortified food

products towards the nutrient standards established for vitamin A and vitamin

C, if such fortified foods do not contain at least 10% of the RDI of either vitamin.

The intent of such a restriction should be to encourage schools to serve those

food products that contain naturally high levels of vitamins A and C.

Numerous choices exist. For example, the following foods contain high
levels of beta carotene-carrots, sweet potato, squash, cantaloupe, cauliflower,

ap..^v,w, ^ , _j.l
1. A " ----"•• -'"orco number of choices exist for
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vitamin C-oranges, broccoli (also a good source of beta carotene), kiwi, red and

green peppers, tiimip greei\s, strawberries, and cantaloupe.

We conunend the Department's efforts to upgrade the nutritional status of

our nation's school breakfast and lunch programs. Unquestionably, there exists

a strong association between diet and health, and the Department's initiative

represents a comprehensive and earnest move forward towards providing our

nation's children the healthful meals they deserve.
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Good afternoon. Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the .subcommittee for

the opportunity to .speak with you today. My name is Sheri Spader. I am a cattlewoman

from Ro.sedale, Missouri, a mother of three and a volunteer for the National Cattlemen's

Association.

Cattle producers, many of whom are or have been parents of children who

participate in the National School Lunch Program, have long been conmiitted to providing

good nutrition for the nation's children. Since the onset of the National School Lunch

Program, beef has provided much of the needed protein, iron, zinc, and B vitamins for

children who were otherwise not getting adequate nutrients. In addition, the beef industry

has been actively committed to making our commodity lower in fat As health officials have

recommended decreasing fat in the diet, the cattle industry has responded. Cattle producers

have worked, and are continuing to work, to lower fat in today's beef. In fact, since the

early eighties, beef producers, in conjunction with packers and retailers, have reduced the

overall fat by 27% in the retail case. Also, through the industry checkoff program, the beef

industry has funded research to develop and test market a ground beef patty with only 10%
fat. Lowfat beef patties now make up a large portion of beef patties purchased by the

National School Lunch Program.

With such progress being made, Mr. Chairman, we are greatly concerned that there

remains the idea that if red meat is greatly reduced or eliminated in the school lunch

program, the fat content will be sufficiently reduced. In fact, bee^red meat is not the

number one contributor of fat to the diet USDA's 1987-1988 Nationwide Food

Consumption Survey data show that beef contributes only about 9% of total fat in the diets

of 1
-

1 year olds, and about 12% of the total fat in the diets of 1 1
-

1 8 year olds.

Approximately 90% of the fat in the diets of the nation's children is coming from sources

other than beef/red meat. It should also be noted that while fat from beef intake has gone
down over the years, total fat intake has gone up.

To overcome these myths, NCA supports providing this information through
educational programs for school food service personnel, parents, and children. NCA
believes that producer groups and USDA can work together to educate school personnel,

parents and children that giving up meat does not equal a sufficiently low fat healthy, well-

balanced diet. In addition, NCA supports nutrition education that is based on sound

science. Such education shows that there are various ways to consume a healthy diet

including a diet that includes meat

The beef industry has been a leader in developing a program that meets the Dietary
Guidelines and educates all involved toward healthier eating. As one of the most promising
and effective programs to reduce fat and sodium in school lunch programs,
LUNCHPOWER! was developed by the University of Minnesota in conjunction with the

Beef Industry Council. LUNCHPOWER! was implemented in thirty-four elementary
.schools in Minnesota. In addition to menu piaiming and food purchasing to reduce the fat

and sodium content familiar recipes were modified to produce lower fat and sodium items

I
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that remain highly acceptable to students. For example, the cooks drain and rinse ground

meat used in tacos. resulting in a popular entree item that is on average 9g lower in fat than

the unmodified product. Evaluation results ot the program have shown that there were

significant decreases in both total grams ot fat and the percentage of energy from fat. When

comparing baseline and follow up data, the percentage of energy from fat in the diet

decreased from 40% to 28%. Furthermore, these lower-sodium and lower-fat meals were

convenient for the schools and student participation in the lunch programs was maintained.

LUNCHPOWER! has been shown to work and has proven effective. There are virtually no

added costs, food .service personnel like it, children like the food, and it allows for a variety

of foods-as is recommended by the Dietary Guidelines.

In summary. National Cattlemen's Association supports, as always, nutrition

recommendations based on sound scientific principles, with accurate interpretation and

communication with the public. Narrowly focused attention on fat in the diets of children,

rather than an overall healthy diet, can lead to less than desirable outcomes such as

increased incidence of eating disorders among teenagers, greater incidence of osteoporosis,

lethargy, developmental disorders, etc. Careful monitoring systems, with scientifically valid

measurement tools, must be put in place to u-ack and measure the effects of such changes in

the diets of children.

NCA looks forward to working with the Committee and the Department as

recommendations for changing the National School Lunch Program are finalized.
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The National Cattlemen's Association is pleased to submit comments in response to

the USDA proposal on School Lunch Meals Initiative for Healthy Children regulations

published June 10, 1994. Because food production is the base for nutrition and food policy,

policy changes in school meal programs are very important to the National Cattlemen's

Association.

Cattle producers, many of whom are, or have been, parents of children who

participate in the National School Lunch Program, have long been committed to providing

good nutrition for the nation's children. Since the onset of the National School Lunch

Program, beef has provided much needed protein, iron, zinc, and B vitamins for children

who were not getting adequate nutrients otherwise. In addition, the beef industry has been

actively involved in making the commodities lower in fat. As health officials have

recommended decreasing fat in the diet, the cattle industry has responded. Cattle producers

have worked, and are continuing to work diligently to lower fat in today's beef. In fact

since the early eighties, beef producers, in conjunction with packers and retailers, have

reduced the overall fat by 27% in the retail case. In addition, through the industry checkoff

program, the beef industry has funded research to develop and test market a ground beef

patty with only 10% fat It should be noted that 10% fat is less than the much acclaimed

burgers from other species. Low fat beef patties now make up a large portion of beef

patties purchased by the National School Lunch Program.

As producers have turned their attention to decreasing fat, they have not neglected

palatability. Aside from the nutritional qualities of beef, taste and texture are crucial

elements we must consider. Comments have come into the beef industry from parents and

children alike, stating that children like beef, including today's lowfat options. Furthermore,

they have commented that they are NOT looking for smaller servings of meat on the school

lunch menus.

As stated above, food production is the key to nutrition and food policy. Therefore,

producers must be key players in nutrition and food policy. The beef industry has long

provided commodities for the school meals programs. These commodities have played a

large role in meeting the Recommended Daily Allowances (RDAs) while keeping costs

down.

The National School Lunch Program's Contribution to the Diets of Children.

As repeatedly noted, the National School Lunch Program makes an important

contribution to nearly 25 million school age children, over half of whom are low income.

For many of these children, the school lunch is the only meal the child receives all day.

Therefore, it is especially important for these children to obtain the nutritional needs for

adequate growth and development, as well as reduce the risk of chronic disease. In

addition, it is very important that these low-income school children are not deprived of

important meals and nutrients due to the school dropping out of the program. Because

1
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school meals are still voluntary in the vast majority of states and schools, there is concern

that regulations have the potential to discourage schools from participating in the child

nutrition programs.

The National School Lunch Program and the Dietary Guidelines

The National School Lunch Program is currently required to meet one third of the

RDAs for certain vitamins and minerals, as well as protein and energy. Although there is

concern about dietary excesses in the diets, there is no disagreement among health

authorities and scientific experts that these recommendations for protein, energy, vitamins

and minerals are vital for proper growth and development. A recent report from Tufts

University School of Nutrition points out that, "even moderate undernutrition, the type seen

most frequently in the United States, can have long lasting effects on the cognitive

development of children. Inadequate nutrition is a major cause of impaired cognitive

development, and is associated with increased educational failure among impoverished
children. While this relationship is recognized by child development specialists, educators,

and nutritionists, it is not well known among the general public." (Note: the general public

is cited as a source of comment throughout the proposal.) "Neither have recent findings

about this relationship been incorporated adequately into the nation's public policies."

For the above reasons, NCA does not support that the Dietary Guidelines, as stated

in the proposal, serve as "the basis or 'cornerstone' for nutrition standards for school

meals." Although NCA supports Dietary Guidelines, we cannot support that they be used

as the base. Instead, NCA supports that the basis for nutrition standards for school meals

be the RDA requirements, with Dietary Guidelines as a secondary goal.

Along with supporting the Dietary Guidelines, NCA supports all parts of the

Dietary Guidelines equally. At no point do the Dietary Guidelines emphasize the fat

recommendations over the others. Compliance should be monitored ensuring that a variety

of foods are offered to children, a healthy weight is maintained, menus have an average of

30% total fat and 10% saturated fat, menus offer adequate vegetables, fruits and grains, and

use sodium and sugar in moderation. Scientific data does not support a reduction in fat

below 30% for growing children; NCA does not support a reduction in fat below 30%, nor

does NCA support Dietary Guidelines applied per food (commodity) or per meal, as this is

not the intent of the USDA/DHHS Dietary Guidelines. Recent research and

recommendations from the Canadian Pediatric Society question the need to lower fat to

30% of total calories in children's diets. This information should be fairly and critically

reviewed before USDA makes a decision on a final rule on school lunch.

Although information on the nutrient intake of young children and adolescents is not

abundant, nor as complete as information for older age groups, studies have shown that

certain nutrients need to be monitored in children's diets. One study integrated data from

three sources, MRCA Information Services, Inc., 1977 Nationwide Food Consumption

Survey, and the Minnesota State University Data Bank to determine the nutrient intakes of
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American Children aged two to ten years for the years of 1977-1988. For more than 50%

of the population, the intakes of calcium, vitamin B6 and zinc were below the RDA. Zinc

was especially low, with over 80% not meeting the RDA.

The School Nutrition Dietary Assessment Study, conducted by the USDA, showed

on average the RDAs for children were being met. EXCEPT for iron intakes for 1 1-18 year

old females, zinc intakes of 1 1-18 year old males, and calories and vitamin B6 for 15-18

year old males. The study also found that the average amount of cholesterol in school lunch

meals offered is 88 mg, which is less than the one-third recommended maximum daily intake

of 300 mg. Because USDA places so much emphasis on fat, saturated fat, and sodium in

this study, NCA is unclear why the same emphasis is not placed on the deficiency in iron,

zinc, vitamin B6 and calories. In addition, NCA questions statements made in the proposal

that efforts should be made to reduce cholesterol. School lunches are meeting the

recommendation made by the National Research Council. NCA is concerned that efforts on

behalf of USDA to promote a further reduction in cholesterol will give the message to

parents, school food service personnel, and students that current scientific consensus

recommendations are not adequate for a healthy diet. NCA believes that such a "message"

will confuse students and in turn lead to practices that are very unhealthy. NCA supports

the current 1990 Dietary Guidelines.

The Importance of Iron and Zinc in Children's Diets

Iron deficiency is still the most common single nutrient deficiency in the United

States. The Joint Nutrition Monitoring Evaluation Committee (DHHS/USDA, 1986)

considered iron to be a food component warranting public health monitoring priority. The

Surgeon General's Report on Nutrition and Health (DHHS/USDA. 1988) notes the

importance of children, adolescents and women of child bearing age consuming foods that

are good sources of iron. A more recent report from Tufts University School of Nutrition

shows that iron deficiency anemia, which is associated with impaired cognitive

development, affects nearly 25% of low income children in the United States. The

consequences of iron deficiencies included impaired work and intellectual performance,

behavior disorders, decreased resistance to infections and increased susceptibility to lead

poisoning. These consequences may become evident even before clinical indications of iron

deficiencies occur. Iron is not the only nutrient of concern in children's growth and

development Deficiencies of zinc and B vitamins can also lead to serious developmental

problems, yet these nutrients will not be monitored in the proposed National School Lunch

Program. Zinc plays a key role in growth, maturation and the immune system. Zinc has

also consistently been found to be low in the diets of children. Therefore, NCA supports

incorporating zinc and vitamin B6 in their monitoring program.
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Beef is Nature's Most Excellent Source of Iron and Zinc in the Diet

Iron and zinc are prevalent in red meat. Beef is one of nature's best sources of iron.

Beef contains heme iron, a type of iron that is three to five times more easily ab.sorbed by
the body than non-heme iron, which is found in such source as vegetables, grains, beans,

and eggs. Additionally, a special phenomenon called the meat factor helps increase the

absorption of non-heme iron by two to four times when beef is eaten with plant sources at

the same meal. For example, 1/2 cup of cooked beans contains 2.6 mg of iron, yet only

0. 16 mg is absorbed; 3 oz. of beef contains 2.9 mg of iron (about the same as beans), with

.42 rag absorbed (about three times as much!). A nutrient standards approach is not

capable of taking this into account Nutrient standards menu planning may show that the

requirement for iron is being met without meat, but it will not show that less is absorbed

without meat As in the case of iron, beef is an excellent source of zinc. Zinc is a

component of every living human cell and plays a role in growth, reproduction, appetite,

food utilization, taste, night vision, and production of hormones and the immune sy.stem. A
3 oz. serving of beef contains about four times as much zinc as 3 oz. of chicken, turkey and

1/2 cup of cooked beans.

It must also be noted that beef/meat is not the number one contributor of fat to the

diet In fact, USDA's 1987-1988 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey data shows that

beef contributes only about 9% of total fat in the diet of 1
-
1 year olds, and about 12% of

total fat in the diets of 1 1
-

1 8 year olds. Approximately 90% of total fat in the diets of the

nation's children is coming from sources other than beef. While total fat intake has gone up
since 1980, beef fat consumption has gone down, NCA supports educational programs for

school food service personnel, parents, and children property reflecting this information.

Presentations made by school food service personnel throughout this reform process have

implied that cutting down meat, or eliminating meat, in school lunches will greatly and

sufficiently reduce fat intake. NCA believes that industry and USDA can work together to

educate school personnel, parents, and children that giving up meat does not equal a

sufficiently low fat, healthy diet. NCA supports nutrition education based on sound

science.

Changing the Focus of the Lunch Program from Nutrient Deficiencies to Dietary
Excesses

As the school lunch program has aided in decreasing the number of children who

experience nutrition deficiencies, the Department of Agriculture's focus of nutrition in the

school meal programs has changed. Rather than a focus on the RDAs for adequate growth
and development, the focus is now on Dietary Guidelines for adult disease prevention. A
primary reason for this change is to lower the health care costs due to the numbers of diet-

related diseases. It is worth striving for such a goal. It is important to note, however, that

if the narrow focus on fat and fiber reduces or eliminates a focus on vitamin and mineral

needs, the cost of health care will NOT go down dramatically, if at all. For example,
increased fiber intake decreases the absorption of certain vitamins and minerals, such as
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iron, zinc and calcium. Therefore, changes in children's diets need to carefully balance

disease prevention and optimal growth and development

Another key factor in meeting a healthy lifestyle for children is exercise. As is also

the case in adults, too often obesity is linked with over consumption, rather than the more

likely cause of insufficient exercise. Exercise inherently improves health, but it also allows

for greater caloric consumption, and consequently greater nutrient intake, without resulting

in obesity. That means that schools must allow adequate time for, and proper emphasis

must be placed on, physical education. Nutrition education without physical education Ls

incomplete!

Fortification

NCA supports including regulatory language in a final rule controlling the use of

fortification to meet nutrient goals. If this is not done, fortification of products with little or

no natural sources of vitamins A, C, iron or calcium could be used to meet the Dietary

Guidelines. NCA supports the following:

Preferred sources of adequate nutrition are meals and snacks which provide a

variety of conventional foods rather than formulated, fortified foods. Moreover,

foods that are fortified with only a few nutrients may not supply other essential

known and unknown micronutrients which conventional foods supply.

Nutrients added to the foods can be counted toward the nutrient standards only if

they were added in accordance with:

1 ) a Standard of Identity or Standard of Enrichment issued by the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) for the food item. Commonly enriched foods

for which fortification is added under this provision include milk, margarine,

commercially-prepared cereals, enriched bread and cereal products, and fruit

products including canned pnine juice, nectars, and canned applesauce.

2) a USDA purchase specification for a donated commodity food: or

3) a breakfast cereal available on the commercial market

The nutrients added to fortify products such as the USDA enriched macaroni with

fortified protein can be counted toward the nutrient standard.

While fortified foods that do not meet these criteria can be planned into the menu,

only the nutrients that are naturally occurring in these foods can be counted toward

meeting the nutrient standard. For example, the nutrients added to fortify products

such as formulated grain/fruit products (as defined by the USDA) cannot be counted

toward the nutrient standard. The menu planner must choose the generic version of

a food without fortification for nutrient analysis. For example, if apple juice fortified

with 100 mg vitamin C is served, then apple juice without vitamin C must be used in

the nutrient analysis of the meal the juice is included in. The 100 mg of vitamin C
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cannot be used in the nutrient analysis of the meal because the level of vitamin C Ls

not naturally occurring in the apple juice.

The Beef Industry is a Leader in the Development of a School Lunch Program to

Meet Today's Nutrition Goals

The beef industry has also responded to the message that school lunch meals need to

be lower in fat and sodium. The industry has been a leader in tackling and succeeding in the

development of a program that meets the Dietary Guidelines. As the most promising and

effective programs to reduce fat and sodium in school lunch programs, LUNCHPOWER!
was developed by the University of Minnesota in coordination with the Beef Industry

Council. It is a food based, rather than nutrient based, program. Criteria have been set for

food purchasing and preparation to meet the Dietary Guidelines and the Recommended

Daily Allowances. LUNCHPOWER! was implemented in 34 elementary schools in

Minnesota. In addition to menu planning and food purchasing to reduce the fat and sodium

content, familiar recipes were modified to produce lower fat and sodium items that were

highly acceptable to students. For example, the cooks drain and rinse ground meat used in

tacos, resulting in a popular entree item that is on average 9 g lower in fat than the

unmodified product. Evaluation results of the program have shown that there were

significant decreases in both total grams of fat and the percentage of energy from fat when

comparing base-line and follow up data. The percentage of energy from fat in the diet

decreased from 40% to 28%. Furthermore, these lower-sodium and lower-fat meals were

convenient for the schools and student participation in the lunch programs was maintained.

A 1994 winner of the American Dietetic Association's President's Circle Award,

LUNCHPOWER! has been shown to work and has proven to be effective. There are

virtually no added costs, food service personnel like it, children like the food, and it allows

for a variety of foods-as is recommended by the Dietary Guidelines. An article explaining

LUNCHPOWER! from the Journal of the American Dietetic Association is attached.

The National Cattlemen's Association believes that there are various ways for the

National School Lunch Program to meet the Dietary Guidelines, some more appropriate

than others. A food based menu system is easy to implement, costs much less than nutrient

.standards, has a proven track record and highlights aU the components of the Dietary

Guidelines. Such a system arrives at the goal of meeting the Dietary Guidelines while

maintaining flexibility for all. This system will also help school food service personnel teach

good eating habits based on foods. Such a method will assi.st children in continuing these

good eating habits out of school. A nutrient standards menu planning approach does not

ensure a basis of food. Nutrients can be obtained through supplementation, not just

primarily through whole foods.

NCA is concerned that USDA has not yet determined how programs such as

LUNCHPOWER! will fit into the proposed final rule. Because these programs have been

evaluated and proven effective, NCA requests USDA to specify how these programs will be

accepted for use.
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Evaluation

As always, evaluation is important to learning how to continuously improve the

school lunch program. NCA supports getting data back from USDA's own pilot programs
before making the proposed National School Lunch Program final. If USDA does not wait,

much wasted time, energy, and financial resources will go into implementing the Dietary

Guidelines.

In addition, plate waste, or what is being discarded rather than consumed, must be

evaluated. No matter how nutritious the food is or how lovely it looks, it is not nutritious if

the children don't eat Plate waste may be due to time constraints on the student, or any
number of other reasons. Recent studies have shown that although an increased offering of

fruits and vegetables sounds good, the children are throwing some of them away. An
evaluation component of plate waste should provide the necessary information on precisely

what is being thrown away and why, thus targeting the program more effectively.

Summary

In sumraaiy, the National Cattlemen's Association supports, as always, nutrition

recommendations based on sound scientific principles, with accurate interpretation and

communication to the public. Narrowly focused attention on fat in the diets of children,

rather than an overall healthy diet, can lead to less than desirable outcomes such as

increased incidence of eating disorders among teenagers (children do not differentiate

between fat on the body and fat in the diet), greater incidence of osteoporosis, lethargy,

developmental disorders, etc. Careful monitoring systems, with scientifically valid

measurement tools, must be put in place to track and measure the effects of such changes in

the diets of children. Fmally, NCA supports meeting the Dietary Guidelines by combining
fat calculations for breakfast and lunch. Because the dietary guideline of 30% of calories

from fat and 10% from saturated fat is for the total diet over time, NCA believes that the

percentage fat calculations should be done combining both breakfasts and lunches. NCA
looks forward to working with the Department as recommendations for changing the

National School Lunch Program are further developed.
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Mr. Chainnan, I am James C. Barr, Chief Executive Officer of the National Milk Producers

Federation. The National Milk Producers Federation is the national farm commodity

organization that represents dairy farmers and the dairy marketing associations they own and

operate throughout the United States.

Thank you for the opportunity to testily before the Subcommittee about the proposed rule of

the Department of Agriculture to provide nutrition objectives for school meals. The

Federation and its member cooperatives are proud of the contribution the dairy industry has

made to the National School Lunch Program and appreciates the opportunity to share our

serious concerns regarding the proposed rule.

The National Milk Producers Federation supports the current food-based menu system and

opposes changing to Nutrient Standard Menu Planning as currently proposed. Secondly, the

Federation is concerned about the impact of imposing the adult Dietary Guidelines to children

without modification. The Federation's third concern is the significant fmancial burden the

regulations will place on public school systems, the taxpayer and the agriculture community.

The proposed Nutrient Standard Menu Planning is a costly, impractical, government-
controlled program. The proposed regulation seeks sweeping changes to the National School

Lunch Program without support from the general public or private industry. The Federation

along with other groups strongly supports the use of negotiated rulemaking in amending the

National School Lunch Program to foster open dialogue between the Department and all
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affected parties in improving rather than eliminating a program that successfully has fed

piillions of children for over fifty years.

The Dietary Guidelines, while laudable, are based on a study of adult males. USDA proposes

to apply them to children without taking age and development into consideration. For

example, the Dietary Guidelines recommend that alcoholic beverages be served in moderation.

No one would think of applying to this guideline to the school lunch program. Common
sense and prudence must be used in adopting adult guidelines for children until Dietary

Guidelines for Children are developed. With regard to reducing calories from fat, many

experts disagree that growing children's diets be restricted to 30 percent or fewer calories

from fat as recommended for adults in the Dietary Guidelines. Substantial scientific evidence

including what we heard today from the Canadian experts contradicts USDA's directive to

reduce calories from fat and saturated fat to 30 percent and 10 percent respectively.

The Federation advocates a restriction on the use of fortified foods and is alarmed that the

Department failed to address this issue. The Federation urges the Department to adopt the

California statutory language to restrict the use of fortified foods which do not supply the

essentied micronutrients found in conventional foods.

The proposed regulations omit designation of serving sizes for food, a practice that has been

effective in guaranteeing that children receive an adequate amount of food. The Federation is

concerned that students will not get enough to eat if serving sizes are not designated and urges

the Department to retain the standard serving sizes of a reimbursable meal.

The Federation advocates combining the analysis of school breakfast and lunch. Most

children who eat school breakfast also eat school lunch. Combining the meals parallels the

intended application of the Dietary Guidelines may serve as an incentive for schools to offer

breakfast, a meal that frequendy is lower in fat than lunch.

It is unfortunate that the entire thrust of the proposed regulation is targeted at reducing

calories from fat. Problems such as participation of school systems, particularly in urban and

suburban areas and participation of students in middle and high school are not addressed in

the proposed rule. A recent review of the program revealed that students fail to take and eat

adequate amounts of finits, vegetables, and milk. Thirty five percent of elementary school

children and almost 60 percent of teenagers ate no fruit on the day of the survey.

Thirteen percent of low-income male teenagers and 22 percent of low-income female

teenagers do not drink milk. These problems are not addressed adequately or practically in

the proposed regulations.

The Federation proposes a change in the concept of "offer versus serve" to include foods from

all food groups especially fruits and vegetables in a reimbursable meal to solve the problem of

inadequate consiunption of fruits, vegetables and milk. A reimbursable meal should include

five of the five offerings, not three out of five or two out of three offerings. Students cannot

consume a balanced meal unless they are exposed to different foods on their plate.
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To increase participation in the school lunch program and consumption of milk, students

should be offered flavored milk daily. Studies show a dramatic increase in consumption of

milk and participation in the school lunch program when flavored milk is offered. The

Federation proposes that milk, especially flavored milk, be a component of every reimbursable

meal.

The cost of implementing the Nutrient Standard Menu Plaiming and the economic impact on

the agriculture and school communities have not been satisfactorily addressed in the proposed

regulations. USDA estimates that nutrient standard menu planning will increase costs to the

Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) for dairy commodities by $25 million and cost dairy

farmers 7-8 cents per hundredweight or $200 million annually. The Department concludes

that the impacts on the dairy sector and the budget would be relatively small.

The Federation estimates the proposed changes in the school lunch program could reduce milk

prices to dairy farmers by as much as 30-40 cents per hundredweight and decrease farm

revenue by $450-600 million annually, driving thousands of family farmers out of business.

Mr. Chairman, you and Mr. Gunderson are well aware that a reduction of 7-8 cents per

hundredweight is not a small impact to farmers. One economic perspective of this issue

should be kept in mind. The USDA's estimated "small economic impact" of the proposal will

exceed the negative economic impact of the currently proposed GATT legislation on the dairy

industry.

USDA unilaterally has proposed a program that will have a greater negative effect on the

dairy industry than GATT. This is further evidence of the importance of negotiated

rulemaking in developing the final regulations. Congress and the agriculture community
should be involved in decisions that dramatically effect producer income.

Mr. Chairman, the sweeping, complex changes of Nutrient Standard Menu Planning are

impractical and uimecessary. The broad goals of the Dietary Guidelines can be met using the

current program. One of the Federation's members, the Associated Milk Producers

Incorporated, has developed two programs to help school food service menu planners reduce

the fat content of meals while maintaining adequate calories for growing children. Trimming
the Fat is available nationally from the American School Food Service Association and was

awarded the President's Circle Nutrition Education Award by the American Dietetic

Association. The award is given in recognition of the development and dissemination of

scientifically sound nutrition information which is unique and creative.

The newest program developed by AMPI is Target Your Market, a comprehensive program
for teaching food service staff how to market their program to attract students to the cafeteria

and to balanced, nutritionally sound meals. The program addresses identifying the target

audience, selecting appropriate messages, writing objectives and developing evaluations.

Trimming the Fat and Target Your Market were field tested extensively with school food

service personnel. The resiilts are materials that are based on sound education principles and

materials that are well received by school food service.
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Mr. Chairman, practical, effective, simple approaches to improving the National School Lunch

Program such as Target Your Market and Triimning the Fat, are examples of the programs
the Department should be supporting, not cumbersome, costly, untested programs such as

Nutrient Standard Menu Planning and Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning.

The health of 25 million children is at stake. The success of the food-based meal pattern in

meeting the nutrient goals of th^ National School Lunch Program for almost SO years should

not be forgotten.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman; I will be pleased to respond to any questions.
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND NUTRITION,
COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE,

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 7, 1994

The National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast
Program; Nutrition Objectives for School Meals.

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. I am Juanita Duggan, Senior Vice
President, Government Affairs, for the National Food Processors
Association. NFPA is grateful for the opportunity to testify at
this hearing on the school lunch and breakfast programs.

The National Food Processors Association (NFPA) is the science-
based association of the food industry. We represent the $4 00
billion food processing industry, and our 500 member companies
manufacture the nation's processed-packaged fruits and
vegetables, juices and drinks, meat and poultry, seafood and
specialty products.

NFPA submitted comments to Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) on
the school feeding programs on December 15, 1993. A copy of
those comments is attached. In addition, NFPA testified at each
of the four public hearings held on this subject by USDA between
October 13, 1993 and December 7, 1993. NFPA also will file
comments directly with FNS on its current proposed rule.

NFPA and its members support the efforts of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to bring the school lunch and other food programs
into closer agreement with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.
Specifically, NFPA endorses the proposed rules governing the
school lunch program and school breakfast program, which
incorporate the principles of the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans into meal planning and menu development processes for
these school feeding programs.

- 1 -
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NFPA also supports the proposed criteria to evaluate menus for
school lunch and school breakfast on a weekly basis. This
approach applies the principles of the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans to a real situation. Most nutrition education

programs, including those which supplement the Dietary
Guidelines, emphasize that dietary status is best measured by
evaluating the total diet over time. A weekly evaluation of
school lunch or school breakfast menus in the light of the

Dietary Guidelines will allow school food service operators to
offer a variety of menu items, exercise creativity in meal

planning, and, in short, present meals which students are more

likely to select and eat.

NFPA also supports USDA's unstated yet clear philosophy for
school lunch and school breakfast menu development — that

virtually all foods can have a place in the school feeding
programs. NFPA applauds FNS for recognizing that canned, frozen,
and fresh products are appropriate on menus in these feeding
programs.

NFPA members produce many processed foods that can continue to

play a fundamental role in the school lunch and school breakfast

programs. These processed food products are nutritious,
convenient to store and to use, available throughout the year,
and reasonable in cost. The food processing industry ensures
that these products taste good and appeal to most people —
including children. Processed foods which can contribute to the
school lunch and school brejOcfast programs are available in an

extremely wide variety of products, formulations and styles —
including products with modified nutrient content when needed for
menus. With this diversity of products, it is easy to include
foods which will be enjoyed by most students. Ample use of the

great abundance of processed foods available today will make it

possible for every school food service program to create menus
which meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, over the course
of a week.

In the remainder of my testimony, I will address several
technical issues in the proposed rule.

Fortification

NFPA supports in concept the provision that nutrients in the
school breakfast and school lunch programs should be provided
through a meal composed of a variety of conventional foods, as

recommended in the Dietary Guidelines. However, NFPA urges the
FNS to consider also that appropriately fortified foods have a

place in the school lunch and school brezJcfast programs, and will

provide additional variety to menu planning.

- 2 -
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NFPA urges that FNS apply the concept of nutrient standard menu
planning to food fortification, as well. NFPA recommends that
any food which contributes to the Dietary Guidelines in a

positive manner, over the course of a week, whether fortified or
not, should be eligible for inclusion on a school feeding program
menu. This would mean that enriched bread, and vitamin A and D
enriched milk products, which are fortified foods, could be
included on menus, and that some dilute juice beverages — which
contain more than a small percentage of juice, and are equally
good sources of vitamins through enrichment — would not be
excluded from participation. This approach would also ensure
that the school breakfast program could utilize common breakfast
cereals, which are frequently fortified with a number of vitamins
and minerals, rather than rely on unfortified cereals, which may
need to be formulated especially for the school feeding programs.

NFPA appreciates that FNS is concerned about potential over-
fortification of foods for the school feeding programs. NFPA
suggests that FNS utilize several factors to control potential
over-fortification. First, NFPA urges FNS to incorporate the
principles of the food fortification policy established by the
Food and Drug Administration (21 CFR S104.20). Specifically,
NFPA suggests that FNS should not extend credit for meal
reimbursement for the excess fortification of foods whose
enrichment exceeds the guidelines established in the FDA
fortification policy, as determined by the FNS in consultation
with FDA. This would ensure, for example, that a super-fortified
food, one that might provide 1,000% of the minimum requirement
for vitamin C, could not receive full credit for reimbursement
for a full week's supply of vitamin C; the contribution of the
specific food would be limited to a fortification level which
does not exceed that considered appropriate in the FDA
fortification policy. While the FDA fortification policy may be
amended in the future, NFPA believes that application of this
policy would assist FNS in ensuring that foods for the school
lunch and school breakfast programs are not over-fortified. If
this type of control framework is established, NFPA notes that
the costs of highly fortified foods will largely exclude them
from participation in the program, as there will be no financial
incentive to raise levels of fortification.

In addition, to help control levels of fortification in
appropriate foods, NFPA urges FNS to consider the palatability of
the foods included in the program. For obvious reasons, school
food service operators will be averse to selecting menu items
which may be subject to plate waste, or to being refused by
students. This will reinforce efforts to limit over-
fortification of foods.

3 -
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National Nutrient Database for Child Nutrition Programs

The FNS has proposed that support for the school lunch and school
breakfast progreuns would be provided through the National
Nutrient Database for Child Nutrition Programs. This database
creates potential problems in the implementation of school
feeding progreuns. Unfortunately, these potential problems would
impose a significant barrier to full participation in the school
feeding progreuns by many food processing companies.

NFPA recognizes that resolving the problems with this database,
which is administered by the Agricultural Research Service, is
outside the scope of the current rulemaking. However, in this
testimony, NFPA will outline the problems for the record. NFPA
is also participating in discussions with both the Food and
Nutrition Service and the Agricultural Research Service to
attempt to resolve these difficulties in the long term.

Potential Problems in the National Nutrient Database for Child
Nutrition Programs: \

Food companies reporting data into the database are
instructed to provide analytical data acquired only after
January, 1993. This date ensures that any nutrient analyses
conducted in anticipation of mandatory nutrition labeling
regulations for packaged foods would be deemed too old.
Analytical data derived in 1992 should be accurate and up-
to-date, and food companies reporting data from 1992
analyses would be able to reuse many data developed
expressly for nutrition labeling. There have been few
significant changes in official analytical methods since
1992, so there is unlikely to be any method error introduced
into the database with these slightly older data.

Quality Control requirements for data reporting are too
stringent. While all parties desire a high quality
database, the function of the database should be the
determinant of the level of quality needed. The child
nutrition database is intended solely to support the feeding
programs; it is not a research database. Because the data
will be used for evaluation of menus over one week with
respect to the Dietary Guidelines, it is unnecessary to use
data with the same quality controls as a research database.
Furthermore, error is introduced into the menu evaluation
process by prediction of selection frequency for each menu
offering. These factors should indicate that reliable
results can be obtained even if the nutrient data in the
database are not of "research" quality.

- 4
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Because the database is used only to support the school
feeding programs, and because the data will be used for
evaluation of menus over one week with respect to the
Dietary Guidelines, submission of unrounded nutrient values
developed for mandatory nutrition labeling purposes should
suffice. The food industry has invested extensive resources
to assenisle the data needed for mandatory nutrition
labeling, and it would be a needless duplication of those
efforts to re-analyze food products for the child nutrition

programs database.

The Child Nutrition Database appears to exclude nutrient
databases developed by third parties. Many of these
databases are of very high quality, with many observations,
and follow good laboratory practices for nutrient analysis.
Third party nutrient databases, such as those developed to

support food commodities, or those submitted to FDA for

approval for nutrition labeling purposes, should not be
excluded.

The name of this database, National Nutrient Database for
Child Nutrition Programs, incorrectly suggests that it is
linked structurally and in quality controls to the National
Nutrient Database, which is a research database. NFPA urges
the FNS to assert the level of quality control needed in the
database to support the school feeding programs. In order
to signal that the child programs' database is a separate
entity from the National Nutrient Database, NFPA suggests
that it name be changed to "Child Nutrition Program Support
Database," or similar nomenclature.

NFPA maintains that submission of nutrient data for brand-name
foods to the database should be made as easy as possible, so that
food processors have an incentive to contribute information for
their specific products. We point out that, at present, the data
submission standards for manufactured foods are higher than

requirements for commodity data or items reported from the
National Nutrient Database (Handbook 8) .

Unless the current, onerous database criteria can be adjusted,
over time, very few food companies are likely to undertake the

expense and administrative burden of providing data. This would
be to everyone's detriment: the school food service operators,
who would be limited in their selections and menus; the students,
who could face the situation that some of their favorite healthy
foods may not be available; the processed food industry,
especially small businesses, who could be effectively excluded
from participation.

- 5 -
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NFPA will continue to work with the USDA agencies to resolve
these problems, so the resulting product is of equal benefit to
government, consumer, and industry interests.

Implementation Period

NFPA supports full implementation of revisions to the school
lunch and school breakfast programs, not later than July l, 1998.
We believe it will take a significant period of time for this new
approach to be tested by schools of all resource levels, for
existing and unanticipated technical problems to be resolved, and
for school food service operators to feel comfortable with the
nutrient standard menu planning system. Many school food service
operators will need to be trained in the software, and some will
have to become familiar with a computerized menu evaluation
system for the first time in their careers. The food processing
industry understands how time consuming it is to implement fully
a new regulatory structure. For instance, it has taken 18 months
simply to change nutrition labels on the food supply, and that
exercise did not involve training operators to exercise new menu
creativity and meUce nutrition decisions on a weekly basis.

Concerns in the public policy sector that these mandated changes
may be occurring too slowly should be measured against the
assurance that, each year during the transition period, more and .

more schools are likely to complete the process of converting to
the nutrient standard program. For this reason, NFPA urges that
FNS takes the time to implement the transition correctly, and
thus NFPA supports full implementation of the nutrient standard
system by July 1, 1998.

Conclusion

NFPA supports the Department of Agriculture's initiative to have
the school lunch and school breakfast programs conform more
closely to the recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans. We will be happy to work with the Department to help
achieve these goals, both in the present and the future.

_Thank you for this opportunity to testify on this important
issue.

(Attachment follows:)

- 6 -
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vRa
National Food Processors Association

1401 New York Ave , NW,
Washington. DC. 20005

202/639-5900

FAX 202/639-5932

December 15, 1993

Mr. Stanley C. Garnett
Director
Child Nutrition Division
FNS/USDA
Room 1007
3103 Park Center Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302

[Nutrition Objectives for School Meals;
58 Federal Register 47853; September 13, 1993]

Dear Mr. Garnett:

The National Food Processors Association (NFPA) is the science-
based association of the food industry, whose 500 members
manufacture the nation's processed-packaged fruits and
vegetables, juices and drinks, meat and poultry, seafood and
specialty products.

NFPA appreciates the opportunity to participate in this effort to

identify nutrition objectives for school lunch meals. We have
expressed our interest in this important issue by speaking or

having a member representative speak at each of the four public
hearings held between October 13 and December 7. For the record,
copies of the four presentations are appended.

NFPA members produce many processed foods that should continue to
be play a fundamental role in the school lunch and similar
government food programs. These products are nutritious,
available year-round, convenient to store and to use, and
reasonable in costs.

NFPA and its members agree with and support the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans. We support efforts by the Department
of Agriculture to bring the school lunch and other food programs
into closer agreement with these guidelines. However, we do not
believe that it is necessary to reduce the amount of processed
foods included in the program to obtain those results. In fact,
with the tremendous abundance of processed foods available today,
there should be no problem meeting the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans with such a wide variety of foods.

WASHINGTON, DC. » DUBLIN, CALIf. • SEATTLE, WASH.
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Domestically canned and frozen food products are readily
available year around. The vast majority of canned vegetables
and fruits are virtually fat-free, and an increasing number of
low-salt and low-sugar products are available to meet the
nutrition needs of the school lunch program. Nutritious products
are available in an extremely wide variety of substances and
forms. With this diversity of products, it is certainly possible
to include in a nutritious dietary offering foods which will be
enjoyed by most students.

NFPA studies have shown that nutrient values for canned and
frozen food products are equivalent to fresh product on an "as

prepared" basis. A copy of the summary report from these studies
is enclosed for the record. Processed food products are
harvested at the peak of ripeness and provide consistent quality
and nutrition. Their ease of use is especially important to
those who operate the food service operaizions within our schools.
Without the need for preservatives, canned and frozen foods

capture the "fresh-off-the-vine" flavor of foods.

Unlike fresh produce which can spoil before eaten, canned foods
maintain excellent quality without special storage for months
after purchase. Furthermore, the costs to build and maintain
refrigerated space essential for storage of fresh produce are
averted completely with canned products.

Domestically processed fruits and vegetables are available
throughout the year. It would be necessary to purchase certain
fresh products from foreign countries in order to duplicate the

ready-availability of processed foods which Americans too often
take for granted.

Processed foods minimize food preparation time, clean up time and
waste disposal problems. Manufacturing operations conducted
during food processing eliminate laborious cooking, cutting,
peeling and chopping operations that would have to be done by
school lunch room personnel to prepare similar products.
Furthermore, the attendant agricultural wastes disposed of by
food processors would have to be disposed of by school systems
that prepared meals from raw produce.

NFPA's research as well as private and government studies have
all shown that pesticide levels in processed fruits and
vegetables are consistently either undetectable or present at

extremely low levels well below^the legal tolerances established
by the government. Indeed, processing operations further reduce,
or eliminate any pesticide residue present on raw commodities.
Given these facts, we object strenuously to any government effort
to displace from the school lunch program fruits and vegetables
grown in accord with the law&^f the land.
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The school lunch and other food distribution programs are a
multi-billion dollar investment of public monies. These programs
clearly represent a very major commitment to the nutritional
welfare of our citizens. We believe the government is well
advised to forgo paying a premium for organic foods in order to
utilize limited public funds to maximize the availability of
nutritious food to those who utilize the program. Paying more
for organic foods .can only mean that less food is purchased, more
money is expended, or both.

Product appearance should not be overlooked when considering the
likelihood of fresh fruit and vegetable consumption by children
in the school lunch program. Fresh fruits or vegetables with
degraded appearance due to improper or prolonged storage or
distribution time are unlikely to be eaten. Likewise, foods
damaged by insects are less likely to be eaten.

Comments at the four recent public hearings pointed out that in
many cases school students object to the taste or appearance of
otherwise highly nutritious, prepared fruit and vegetable
products. Students thus fail to select or consume the products
which circumvents attempts to provide a balanced diet based on
the dietary guidelines. We suggest that food preparation is key
to resolving this dilemma. Foods which are improperly prepared
will not be tasty and desirable no matter the form of the
ingredients - fresh, frozen or canned. On the other hand, with a
little special effort and attention foods in any of these forms
can be fashioned into highly tempting meal elements.

It is of interest to note that many renowned chefs utilize
processed ingredients frequently in preparation of their
specialties. For example, the Canned Food Information Council
has prepared many recipe books of outstanding food selections
prepared with canned ingredients. A copy of one of the books is
enclosed.

NFPA and its members object to attempts to reduce or minimize the
role of processed foods in the school lunch and other food
distribution programs. Our members' products should and must
continue as a mainstay in these food distribution programs. No
issues of nutrition, cost, or convenience dictate otherwise.

NFPA believes strongly that this government's food distribution
programs should not be used as an implement for promoting the
production and consumption of organic foods. We object to
legislation which would earmark limited federal funds to this
end. We know of no nutrition-related basis for doing so.
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Conclusion

NFPA members supply a significant volume of nutritious food
products in a convenient, shelf-stable form at a reasonable cost
to the government's school lunch and other food distribution
programs. We believe these products, whether frozen, canned, or
otherwise processed, make a valuable contribution to the
nutritional adequacy of the school lunch program.

We support the Department of Agriculture's initiative to have the
school lunch program conform more closely to the recommendations
of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. We would be happy to
work with the Department to help achieve these goals.

Respectfully submitted.

John R. Cady
President and CEO

Attachments :

NFPA Testimony on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals -

Presented by James B. Eithier, Bush Brothers and Company,
October 13, 1993 - Atlanta, GA

NFPA Testimony on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals -

Presented by Joel Gallin, Hunt-Wesson, Inc.,
October 27, 1993 - Los Angeles, CA

NFPA Testimony on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals -

Presented by Guy Johnson, Pillsbury Company,
November 12, 1993 - Flint, MI

NFPA Testimony on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals
Presented by John R. Cady, National Food Processors Assoc,
December 7, 1993 - Washington, DC

Nutritional Quality of Processed Foods, A Series of Papers
Based on Nutrition Studies of the National Food Processors
Association Laboratories

Chefs' Choice, Recipes from the Canned Food Information
Council

84-177 0-95-6
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Testimony
of the

American School Food Service Association

before the

Committee on Agriculture
U.S. House of Representatives

September 7, 1994

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, my name is Vivian Pilam, and I am the President of

the American School Food Service Association. I am also the Director of Food Services for the State of

South Carolina. We very much appreciate the opportunity to be with you this afternoon, and the continued

interest of this Subcommittee in the nutrition policies of the Department of Agriculture. Attached to my

testimony are the comments we will be filing with the Department of Agriculmre tomorrow in response to

the proposed school meals initiative for healthy children regulations published on June 10, 1994.

Since 1946 when the National School launch Act was enacted meals have been planned around food

groups
— two ounces of meat or meat alternate; two servings of vegetable or fruit, each containing 3/4 cup,

etc. On June 10, 1994 USDA proposed changing all of Ifais. USDA proposes to amend the regulations,

changing the nutrition standard for the National School Lunch and Breakfast Programs to require meals based

on an analysis of key nutriems. Nmrient Standard Menu Planning (NSMP) would be in lieu of the current

meal pattern. The changes would have to be implemented by all schools no later than July 1, 1998.

The American School Food Service Association has strongly supported the Dietary Guidelines for

Americans over the years. ASFSA endorsed the first edition of the Dietary Guidelines published in 1980,

the second edition published in 1985, and the third edition published in 1990. The third edition of the

Dietary Guidelines was the first time the Dietary Guidelines were applied to children.

ASFSA backed up its comminnent to the Dietary Guidelines with q>ecific actions:

• ASFSA supported the creation of the USDA School Food Service Management Instimte to provide

technical assistance on the Dietary Giii<1ftlin«;

• ASFSA endorsed legislation to provide nutrition guidance for the Child Nutrition Programs (P.L.

101-147);
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• ASFSA endorsed legislation to revise the USDA Menu Planning Guide consistent with the Nutrition

Guidance for Child Nutrition Programs (P.L. 101-147);

• ASFSA endorsed legislation to revise the specifications for commodities distributed to schools to

make them consistent with the Dietarv Guidelines for Americans (P.L. 101-237);

• ASFSA developed a comprehensive training program, called Healthy E.D.G.E. (Eating, die Dietary

Guidelines and Education) designed to help school foodservice professionals implement the Dietarv

Guidelines . The Health E.D.G.E. was funded, in pan, by a grant from die Department of Healdi

and Human Services.

ASFSA's emphasis on the Dietarv Guidelines helped raise awareness among school foodservice

professionals and move forward implememation of die Dietarv Guidelines . USDA's School Nuffition

Dietary Assessment snidy (SNDA) indicated diat in 44 percent of the Nation's schools smdems could now

choose a meal consistent with the Dietarv Guidelines .

Five of the ten leading causes of death in America have been linked to diet Le^, diet is a risk factor

for these dreaded diseases. So it is important that all Americans, including children, choose a diet diat is

consistent widi the Dietarv Guidelines for Americans .

On die odier hand, however, is it realistic to expect diat children are going to eat in school

differently than diey eat at home or in a restaurant? Schools can lead the wav on die implementation of the

Dietarv Guidelines provided USDA is realistic and flexible in its approach . The Nutrient Standard Menu

Plan should be one mediod to achieving die Dietarv Guidelines ; NSMP should not be an end in itself.

ASFSA implores USDA to collaboratively develop and provide a food based menu system supporting

die Dietarv Guidelines as a third alternative to the proposed NSMP and Assisted NSMP.

Schools have been successful in reducing fat, samrated fat and sodium levels but could make greater

strides if the current menu components now required by USDA were modified to provide flexibility to offer

more foods smdents will eat. School districts and schools are reducing these levels, and with the increased
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flexibility a food based menu planning system would provide, more schools would be effective in achieving

the goals of the proposed regulation.

An additional advantage of a food based model is the use of the school meal program to reinforce

the Food Guide Pyramid for nutrition education. For example, as children come through the serving line

the menu offerings could be based on the Food Guide Pyramid. Teachers and schools have been teaching

the concepts outlined in the Pyramid, and the use of the school cafeteria to reinforce those efforts will

provide a very strong message to students. Additionally, the Food Guide Pyramid underwent extensive

testing (including with children) before its adoption.

The new food based menu system would assure more fruits, vegetables and whole grains in their

menus, as well as more choices, reinforcing the S-A-Day program now being implemented in schools as well

as retail channels.

We believe it may actually be possible to implement the Dietarv Guidelines before July 1, 1998 if

USDA gave schools this flexibility on how to proceed. Nutriem Standard Menu Planning is an unfimded

federal mandate that we can not afford.

Forcing every school in the Nation to implement the Dietarv Guidelines the same may way be

counterproductive and result in schools leaving the National School Lunch Program with fewer children

being served. We are a very large and diverse country. What works in Los Angeles and New York City

may not work in the rival Midwest.

High schools have been offering a greater and greater variety of foods in order to appeal to their

customers. The Nutrient Standard Menu Plan may lead to greater uniformity, less variety, and fewer ethnic

dishes. A nutrient analysis can be used to test compliance with the Dietarv Guidelines without being used

to plan meals for children.

Given these limitations, ASFSA can support the use of NSMP as one of the optional wavs to meet

the Dietary Guideline recommendations if several modifications are made:
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1. First, NSMP, as proposed, is an untested federal mandate that may well increase the costs associated

with administering the program. Clearly, USDA needs to thoroughly test this concept. We urge that the

pilot testing of NSMP be permitted to nin its fiill course, allowing the results to be analyzed, before

widescale implementation, and publication of an imerim rule. This would not prevent earlier implementation

of NSMP by those School Food Authorities that are judged capable by the State Agency.

2. ASFSA urges elimination of weighted averaging as it is described in the proposal. This step of

NSMP is complicated and time-consimung. It measives food choices by students—something that school

foodservice professionals cannot control without limiting choices. The goal is to plan menus based on the

nutrients available in the food, and this can be accomplished without weighted averages. This complex,

detail-driven procedure would add to administrative paperwork burdens and costs. Additionally, schools

selling a la carte items such as milk, juice and sandwiches will be required to separate these purchases from

their currem production records to meet the proposed 'weighted average' requirements. This will add yet

another layer of record keeping.

This process of weighted averaging changes the basic accountability of child nutrition programs from

being responsible for plaiming meals that meet the reimbursable meal standards as offered, to being

responsible for plaiming meals that meet the nutrient standards as served. The effect of this will be

particularly evident in the case of offer vs. serve, where, for instance, the nutrient standard for calories may

not be met by the offering of a meal with adequate calories because some foods are refused by some

students. Therefore, child nutrition programs will look for foods that most students will take, possibly a

dessert or other added labor food that will increase food and labor costs and may further detract from the

consumption of basic fruits, vegetables and grains. This is an area that needs further smdv through the

NSMP Pilots .

3. ASFSA encourages the Department to combine the analysis of breakfast and lunch. Most of the

children who eat school breakfast also eat school limch. We are concerned about the food children eat over

a period of time. Just as it makes good sense to average meals eaten over a week, it makes sense to average

-4-
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the two meals that schools offer. This more closely parallels the intended application of Dietary Guidelines

for healthy diets.

The Dietary Guidelines are for all foods consumed, over time. They are not intended as "lunch"

guidelines or 'breakfast' guidelines. Applying die DGA's to lunch and breakfast separately could be seen

as an effort by USDA to force children to consume a diet that is lower in fat than the DGA's iiuend.

Fuirther, combining lunch and breakfast might serve as an incentive for schools to offer breakfast,

a meal that is usually lower in fat than is lunch. School breakfast is a very important meal, particularly for

low-income children. USDA must do more to reach children not currently served by the meal programs.

Combining the nutriem/meal guidelines is one important step that would encourage schools to e]q)and the

breakfast program.

4. We question the financial impact statemem published in the proposed regulations. USDA is familiar

with the increased cost of purchasing lawfai items in its own conmiodity program, such as ground beef and

cheese. Also, it is our imderstanding that the cost of die hardware and software for NSMP may be from

$2S0O-$3500 per school based on USDA specifications for the pilot NSMP sites. For a large school district

doing all of die menu planning and recordkeeping in the central office, this cost may be affordable. But for

a small School Food Authority or one that uses "site based management' or one that allows special or

individualized promotions by site, NSMP will need to be done at each site, requiring additional hardware,

software, and more proficiem site staff and staff training.

This cost will prohibit some schools from using NSMP and force them to reson to using the only

other option offered in the proposed regulations
- Assisted Nutriem Standard Menu Planning. ANSMP

would decrease the flexibility that a food based menu system would allow. We are concerned that these

options, NSMP or ANSMP. will result in lost participation, frustrated school foodservice staff aitd eventually

a SFA that either ignores the DGA's or drops out of the program coiiq>letely.

5. ASFSA urges the Department to provide an implementation and training calendar for NSMP by

region. This would enable the Department to take into account the diverse challenges presented by each state

-5-
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and region of the countTy, and help address those issues of ethnicity and diversity that are increasingly a pan

of the Ineal planning process and the educational process in general.

6. ASFSA urges USDA to develop fortification standards. We are concerned that products may be

developed that are pretematurally fortiiied and will, therefore, meet the nutrient requirements when, in their

usually occurring form, they would not. The combination of the lack of a fortification policy, with the 1)

lack of a dietary flber standard, and 2) the requirement for only three menu items, will encourage

fortification.

7. ASFSA recommends deletion of the requirement that an entree must be selected in offer vs. serve.

It restricts student choice because it encourages SFA's to focus on the entree and deters students from

making non-traditional food choices. It may also discourage menu planners from offering more fruits and

vegetables since smdents do not have to take them. Also, we are troubled that there is no explicit definition

of an "entree."

8. We are concerned by the proposal that would mandate that school foodservice professionals plan

meals for four different age groups. This will complicate the menu plamiing process, especially in schools

where more than one age group is represented.

9. While fluid milk is one of the requirements of NSMP, and there is a quantity requirement for

breakfast, there is no quantity requirement for lunch. This is of significant concern to us. We would prefer

the current milk quantity requirements for lunch. Osteoporosis is a growing problem in this country and
'

has its beginnings in childhood. It seems wise to promote the consumption of lowfat milk in school meals,

both to provide nutrients in childhood and to develop good lifetime eating habits.

Additionally, we want to conunend the Department for these provisions iiKluded in the proposed

rule:

1. The implementation date of July 1. 1998 for NSMP. We believe that it will take until that date to

evaluate the pilot projects, provide training and put in place the necessary USDA infrastructure to make this

plan successful.

-6-
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2. The language encouragiiig schools to provide 'adequate tneal service times and periods to ensure

that students can effectively particq>ate in the school lunch program.
'

3. New language in 210.19 of this proposed regulation provides a beginning for a continuous

improvement process type of review of school foodservice programs that focuses on d>e outcome rather than

the process. This new language would set in place a system where technical assistance, rather than monetary

overclaims, would follow reviews of the compliance with nutrition standards. This technical assistance

would continue until compliance with the standards is met without the threat of fmancial penalty.

4. Nutrition disclosure, provided it is coupled widi nutrition education. This would be an advaiuageous

marketing tool for schools that wish to present the information. However, schools should not be mandated

to provide the nutriem content of the foods offered, particularly if there are no nutrition authorities in the

program.

5. The extension of the Coordinated Review Effort Review cycle from four years to five years.

A recent GAO repon identified over 300 schools that have vohmtarily left the National School

Lunch Program since 1989. (These are not schools that closed or merged with other schools.) One of die

reasons cited by schools for their decision to leave the program was the administrative complexity of the

program and currem USDA regulations. When other federal programs were being deregulated during the

1980s, the National School Lunch Program was being over-regulated. A signiAcam percentage of the total

paperwork in local schools is now attributed to one USDA program — the National School Lunch Program.

Successful implementation of the Dietary Guidelines will require significam technical assistance from

the Department of Agriculture and a nutrition education effort aimed at school foodservice professionals,

pareius, teachers, and students. Most of all, diere will have to be a flexible mind set at the Departmem.

Nutrient Standard Menu Planning should be one of the options by which schools can nnplemem the Dietary

Guidelines . It should not be the only option.

School lunch participation has declined in recent years as a percentage of enrollmem. There are

several million low income children eligible for free and reduced-price meals vibo do not currently

-7-
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participate in the program, in addition to twenty million potential 'paying* customers who do not participate

in the program.

Implementing the Dietary Guidelines is an important goal for the School Lunch and Breakfast

Programs, but it is not the only goal. We will fail the Nation's children if in the process of implementing

the Dietary Guidelines school lunch participation drops and we lose high schools from the program.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, allow me to comment briefly on the child nutrition reauthorization

legislation. Several feanires of the legislation may impact on the regulations we are discussing here today.

The Senate bill, S. 1614, contains a provision which would make the Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, as

proposed by the Department, one option for schools in meeting the Dietary Guidelines . It would also require

the Department to publish a new food based menu system, which schools could follow in order to achieve

the Dietary Guidelines .

The House bill. H.R. 8, would require the Secretary to combine school lunch and breakfast program

requirements. One of the other features of the proposed regulations which concerns us is that the nutrition

requirements for the lunch program and the nutrition requirements for the breakfast program are completely

separate. Since the Dietary Guidelines for Americans is intended for all food consumed we think it would

be appropriate to combine the school lunch and breakfast nutrition requirements.

Lastly, the House legislation contains a section that would require the Department to enter into a

negotiated rulemaking on the statute being enacted. We would hope that this Conunittee would support all

three of these provisions in conference.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify. I would be happy to answer any questions that

you may have.

(Attachment follows:)
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j^fSX Pinal Draft Coonment—Not Filed Tat

Mr. Robert M. Eadie, Chief

Policy and Program Developmaa Branch

CMd Nutrition Division

Food and Nutrition Service, USDA
3101 Park Center Drive

Alexandria, VA 22302

Dear Mr. Eadie:

The American School Food Service Association (ASFSA) is pleased to submit its comments and response

to the proposed School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children regulations published June 10. 1994

ASFSA strongly supports the speediest possible implementation of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans

(DGA's) in school meals. Our comments contain a pnjposal which, if implemeiued, could accomplish

the United States Department of Agriculmre's (USDA) goal of improving the nutrition standards of school

meals even more quickly than the July 1, 1998 date in the proposed regulation.

We know that the guidelines could be implemented more r^idly and with greater order and less expense

if a third option were made available to school districts and schools. Rather than building government

infrastrucnire to implement Nutrient Standard Menu Planning (NSMP) or Assisted Nutrient Standard

Menu Plannmg (ANSMP) our proposal would streamline government by using existing resources,

materials and methodologies already tested, thus saving tax dollars. This saving would accrue at all levels

and would also provide more flexibility to state agencies, local school districts and schools.

ASFSA PLEDGES ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR FURTHER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
DIETARY GUIDELINES FOR AMERICANS IN SCHOOLS

We have been working toward implementation of the Dietary Guidelines for fifteen years, urging

Congress and USDA to make the necessary changes. We have also worked in partneiship with other

organizations to help provide guidance and materials to school districts and schools implementing the

Dietary Guidelines .

We will continue to give support to food manufacturers so they can provide a wide variety of products

that help schools meet the I>GA's by reducing fot, saturated fat and sodium and increasing dietary fiber

in manufactured products and so that they can provide the nutriem analysis of their products for

evaluation and use in the NSMP and use in local school districts.

We will assist USDA and State Agencies in providing training to our members in the use of NSMP and

a food based menu system by providing a support network of trainers and training similar to our effort

with the Healthy E.D.G.E.

We will work with USDA to ttevelop new food based meiu system by January 1 , 1995 that will ensure

that meals planned with this new m^ pattern will, when evaluated over a week's time, comply with the

Diearv Guidelines .
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Our comments will address:

1. The adoption of a food based menu system to implanaa tbe Dietary Guidelines in schools by

July I. 1996.

2. How to improve tbe proposed Nutrient Standard Menu Plan.

3. Sections of the proposed rule.

ASFSA STRONGLY URGES USDA TO PROVTOE A MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN OR NEW
FOOD-BASED MENU SYSTEM SUPPORTING THE DIETARY GUIDELINES AS AN OPTION

TONSMP

1. ASFSA implores USDA to collaboratively develop and provide a food based menu system

supporting the pietarv Guidelines as a third alteraaiive to the proposed NSMP and Assisted NSMP.

According to USDA's 1993 School Nutrition Dietary Assessmem Study (SNDA) the cunent food based

menu planning system has been effective in m^^-Hng one-third of the Recommended Dietary Allowances

(RDA) and desired cholesterol levels. Snidems who obtained a noit-NSLP lunch consumed just 23

percem of the RDA.

While the fat and san'r*"^ fat of the menus evaluated in the SNDA study exceeded the recommendations

of the Dietary Guidelines it tmist be remembered that these recommendations first applied to children in

the 1990 edition of the Dietary Guidelines and the SNDA dau was collected in 1992.

Since the 1990 recommendations were published many schools have worked toward reducing the fat

levels while simultaneously implementing the other recommendations contained within the Dietary

Guidelines . The SNDA study also showed that 44 percent of the surveyed schools offered a menu that

met the Dietary Guidelines .

Schools have been successful in reducing fai, sauraied fat and sodiimi levels but could make greater

strides if the current menu components now required by USDA were modified to provide flexibility to

offer more foods studeius will eat. School districts and schools are reducing these levels, and with the

increased flexibility a food based menu planning system would provide, more schools would be effective

in achieving the goals of the proposed regulation.

2. An additional advantage of a food based model is the use of the school meal program to reinforce

the Food Guide Pyramid for nutrition education. For exan^le, as children come through the serving line

the menu offerings could be based on the Food Guide Pyramid. Teachers and schools have been teaching
the concepts outlined in the Pyramid, and the use of the school cafeteria to reinforce those efforts will

provide a very strong message to students. Additionally, the Food Guide Pyramid underwent extensive

testing (mcluding with children) before its adoption.

3. We also believe that providing schools with a food based menu system will allow schools to reach

the USDA goal much more quickly than proposed in the regulation. In faa, we believe that most schools

could do this by July 1, 1996, if the modified meal pattern is developed in the next 6 months. We
request that this food based menu system be developed by USDA with assistance from ASFSA. mitrition

scientists, and the National Food Service Managemeiu Institute.

(ASFSA Final Dnft Commaa, Pagt 2) .
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Local govennnaas as well as state and fedeial govemments will spend less money to implemeni the

DGA's using a food based menu syston than will be span with NSMP, where not only hardware and

software would need to be purchased, but esensive training of the school and state staff would be

necessary. This, coupled widithe new infrastructure needed by USDA to provide the siqiport necessary

by both the State Agencies and the School Food Audiorities (SFA) for NSMP and ANSMP, will make

inq>lenieniing NSMP and ANSMP very expensive.

4. The food based menu system would be supported by existing resources and programs. ASFSA

has actively promoted the implementation of the DGA's through numerous programs developed by the

Associaiion, including our model Nutrition Integrity Policy, the Healthy E.D.G.E.. "Keys to Excellence:

Standards of Practice for Nutrition Integrity,
'
woricshops during or preceding every national conference,

and promotion of programs developed ^ allied health associations, such as the American Cancer Society

(Changing the Course), American Heart Association (Hearty School Lunch), the Beef Council

(LunchPower), and the Associated Milk Producers Inc. (Target Your Market).

We will not only continue to provide these training opportunities, we will also give awards and

recognitions to schools that have demonstrated successful implementation of the DGA's in their schools,

including the recommendations of less than 30 percem of calories from fat and less than 10 percent of

calories from saturated fat.

5. The new food based menu system would assure more fruits, v^etables and whole grains in their

menus, as well as more choices, reinforcing the 5-A-Day piugiam now being implemented in schools as

well as retail chaimels.

6. As new healthful foods have gained pqnilarity, schools have tut always been able to offer them

as a menu choice because they were not pan of the 'Meal Pattern.* Lowfit yogurt is one example. We
suggest foods that qualify as meal components be ffxpanrind, encouraging more variety and choices in

school lunches and brealc&uts.

7. The new food based menu system must put limitations on fortification. We urge USDA to adopt
a fortification policy to prevent typically non-nutritious, high sugar, high fat foods from being super
fortified and used to make a significam contribution to the tiutriem standards. We also urge USDA to

keep the standard whereby a juice tnust contain at least 50 percem real fruit juice to coimt as a

reimbursable item. The requirement to provide servings from the food groups will reduce the advantage
of serving highly fortified foods.

The USDA policy on fortification developed for use in the NSMP pilots provides a reasonable approach
on this issue. The application of this policy and its results should be evaluated and considered for

incorporation in the final rule.

IVUTRIENT STANDARD MENU PLANNING NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Nutrient Standard Metni Planning helps people to learn the mathematics of nutrition and the difference

between micro and macro mitrients. l/ammg that there are more calories in a gram of fat than a gram
of protein or carbohydrates is fundamental to menu planning with an eye toward disease prevention.

(ASFSA Fimal Dnfi Cumwumi, Hate 3)
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Bm the Nadoaal School Iif^irfi Pioyiam is a unique and special prognm with real, specific constraints.

There is a constant pressure on local school food authorities to keq> costs down and produce a

reimbursable mr»^ as insqiensiveiy as possible. As a result, if schools had NSMP and Assisted NSMP

as their only options to meet the Dietary Guidelines , schools could be tcnq>ted to offer fewer fruits and

vegetables, less whole grains, less milk and more 'empty' calories.

Given these Innitations. ASFSA can suppon the use of NSMP as one of the optional ways to meet the

Dietary Guideline reconmiendations if several modifications are made:

1. First, NSMP, as proposed, is an untested federal mandate that may well increase the costs

associated with administering the program. Clearly. USDA needs to thoroughly test this concept. We

urge that the pilot testing of NSMP be permitted to run its fiill course, allowing the results to be

analyzed, before widescale implementation, and publication of an interim rule. This would not prevent

earlier in^jlemeniaiion of NSMP by those School Food Authorities that are judged capable by the Sute

Agency.

2. ASFSA urges elimination of weighted averaging as it is described in the proposal. This step of

NSMP is conq>licaied and time-consuming. It measures food choices by students—something that school

foodservice professionals camMt control without limiting choices. The goal is to plan menus based on

the nutrieius available in the food, and this can be accon^lished without weighted averages. This

con^lex. detail-driven procedure would add to administrative paperwork burdens and costs.

Additionally, schools selling a la carte items such as milk, juice and sandwiches will be required to

separate these purchases from their current production records to meet the proposed "weighted average"

requirements. This will add yet another layer of record keq>ing.

This process of weighted averaging changes the basic accotmtability of child nutrition programs from

being responsible for planning meals that meet the reimbursable meal standards as offered, to being

responsible for planning meals that meet the nutriem standards as served. The effea of this will be

panicularly evident in the case of offer vs. serve, where, for instance, the nutriem standard for calories

may not be met by the offering of a meal with adequate calories because some foods are rehised by some

students. Therefore, child nutrition programs will look for foods that most students will take, possibly

a dessert or other added labor food that will increase food and labor costs and may fiirther detract from

the consumption of basic fruits, vegetables and grains. This is an area that needs further study through
the NSMP pilots .

3. ASFSA encourages the Department to combine the analysis of breakfast and limch. Most of the

children who eat school break^t also eat school lunch. We are concerned about the food children eat

over a period of time. Just as it makes good sense to average meals eaten over a week, it makes sense

to average the two meals that schools offer. This more closely parallels the intended qiplication of

Dietary Guidelines for healthy diets.

The Dietary Guidelines are for all foods consumed, over time. They are not imended as "lunch"

guidehnes or 'breakfast* guidelines. Applyiug the DGA's to lunch and breakfast separately could be seen

as an effort by USDA to force children to consume a diet that is lower in fat than the DGA's intend.

(ASFSA Fmal Draft Commatt, fagt 4)
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Fintfaer, combming lunch and bteak&st miglit serve as an incentive for schools to offer breakfast, a meal

that is usually lower in £u than is lunch. School breakfast is a very inqxmant meal, paniculariy for low-

income children. USDA must do more to reach children not currently served by the meal programs.

Combining the nutrient/meal guidelises is one inqrartant step thai would encourage schools to expand the

breaktist program.

4. We question the financial in^ua satemem published in the proposed regulations. USDA is

familiar with the increased cost of ptirchasing low^ items in its own commodity program, such as

ground beef and cheese. Also, it is oin' understanding that the cost of the hardware and software for

NSMP may be from S2500-S3500 per school based on USDA specifications for the pilot NSMP sites.

For a large school distria doing all of the menu plaiming and recordkeeping in the central office, this cost

may be affordable. But for a small School Food Authority or one that uses 'site based management' or

one that allows special or individualized promotions by site. NSMP will need to be done at each site,

requiring additional hardware, software, and more proficiem site staff and staff training.

This cost will prohibit some schools from using NSMP and force them to reson to using the only other

option offered in the proposed regulations
- Assisted Nutriem Standard Menu Planning. ANSMP would

decrease the flexibility that a food based memi system would allow. We are concerned that these options.

NSMP or ANSMP, will result in lost participation, frustrated school foodservice staff and eventually a

SFA that either ignores the DGA's or drops out of the program conq>letely.

5. ASFSA urges the Depaitmem to provide an inq>lementation and training calendar for NSMP by

region. This would enable the Dq»nmem to take into accoum the diverse challenges presemed by each

state and region of the country, and help address those issues of ethnicity and diversity that are

increasingly a pan of the meal plaiming process and the educational process in general.

ASFSA is concerned that the diversity of the school foodservice staff will present a barrier to NSMP
implementation absem a well designed training plan. We have school foodservice personnel who do not

read English as either a first or second language. What type of training is USDA prepared to provide

to meet this diverse population?

6. ASFSA urges USDA to develop fortification standards. We are concerned that products may be

developed that are preternanirally fortified and will, therefore, meet the nutriem requirements when, in

their usually occurring form, they would not. The combination of the lack of a fortification policy, with

the 1) lack of a dietary fiber standard, and 2) the requiremem for only three menu items, will encourage
fortification.

7. ASFSA recommends deletion of the requiremem that an entree must be selected in offer vs. serve.

It restricts student choice because it encourages SFA's to focus on the entree and deters students from

making non-traditional food choices. It may also discourage menu planners from offering more fruits

and vegetables since students do not have to take them. Also, we are troubled that there is no explicit

definition of an 'entree."

8. We are concerned by the proposal dial would manriatr that school foodservice professionals plan
meals for four differera age groups. This will complicate the menu planning process, especially in

schools where more than one age group is represented.

(ASFSA Fmal Dnfl Cimmml. tagt S)
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9. While fluid milk is one of the requirements of NSMP, and there is a quantity requiremeni for

breakfast, there is no quantity requirement for lunch. This is of significam concern to us. We would

prefer the current milk quantity requirements for lunch. Osteoporosis is a growing problem in this

country and has its beginnings m childhood. It seems wise to promote the consumption of iowfai milk

in school meals, both to provide nutrients in childhood and to develop good lifetime eating habits.

ASFSA SUPPORTS THE FOLLOWING FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS:

1. The in^jlementaiion date of July 1, 1998 for NSMP. We believe that it will take until that date

to evaluate the pilot projects, provide training and put in place the necessary USDA infrastructure to

make this plan successful.

2. The language encouraging schools to provide "adequate meal service times and periods to ensure

that students can effectively panicipate in the school lunch program.*

3. New language in 210.19 of this proposed regulation provides a begiiming for a continuous

improvement process type of review of school foodservice programs that focuses on the outcome rather

than the process. This new langtiage would set in place a system where technical assistance, rather than

monetary overclaims, would follow reviews of the compliance with nutrition standards. This technical

assistance would continue until con^liance with the standards is met without the threat of fmancial

penalty.

4. Nutrition disclosure, provided it is coupled with nutrition education. This would be an

advantageous marketing tool for schools that wish to present the information. However, schools should

not be mandated to provide the nutrient content of the foods oiTered, particularly if there are no nutrition

authorities in the program.

5. The extension of the Coordinated Review Effort Review cycle from four years to five years.

ASFSA SUPPORTS ADDITIONAL REDUCTION IN PAPERWORK

We strongly urge USDA to appoint a commission made up of School Food Authorities, State Agencies.
and paperwork reduaion authorities to recommend ways to reduce p^Krwork in school food service

programs. Results from the "Paperwork Reduction* pilots must be considered. One recommendation
is the elimination of the verification requirements and on-site review requirements, except as corrective

action.

SPECinC COMMENTS

1. We would propose that CN labels be maintained, because of their potemial usefulness in

providing information for nutrient analysis as well as supporting a food based memi system.

2. USDA should ensure that a procedive is put into place whereby new. healthful products can be
"credited" for incorporation into a food based menu system.

(ASFSA Final Draft Commait, fage 6)
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3. USDA mb""'*^ ttae School Breakfut panas by addiiig a fbunfa meal iton in 1989. This was

done to bring iron and vitamin levels up to tfae same levels as breakfuts eaten at home. The proposed

regulation reduces the number of required food items from four to three, with the only reference point

being one-fourth of the RDAs. Under the currem pattern, school breakfasts approach one-third of the

RDAs for these key nutrients. Because iron is closely linked to the learning process, the proposed change

is a step backward in meeting die nutritional needs of children. We propose thai four meal items be

mainiamed for school breakfast under aU options. NSMP. ANSMP and the proposed food based menu

planning system.

CONCLUSION

We recommend thai the next step of the regulations be issued in "interim" form, allowing the

incorporation of the results of the NSMP pilots so that additional comments could be made.

We urge USDA to be flexible in its approach to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans to allow different

options in meeting them, including the Nutrient Standard Menu Plan, the Assisted Nutrient Standard

Menu Plan and a food based menu system. A stria application of the rule as proposed will be

coumerproductive in that it may result in schools leaving the National School Lunch Program and School

Breakfast Program and fewer children being served.

High schools have been offering, for example, a greater and greater variety of foods in order to appeal

to their customers. The NSMP. as proposed, will lead to greater uniformity, less variety, and fewer

ethnic dishes. As the reimbursable meal offerings are limited, more students will choose a la cane,

vending machine or snack bar foods for which ix> nutrition standards exist. If there were no options to

NSMP. many high schools would have to choose between NSMP or leaving the National School Lunch

Program. A nutriem aiudysis could be used to test compliance with the Dietary Guidelines , but not

necessarily to plan meals for children.

As you know, a recent General Accounting Office report identified more than 300 schools that have

voluntarily left the National School Lundi Program since 1989. One of the major reasons idemified for

the decision lo leave the program was the administrative complexity and the currem USDA regulations.

When other federal programs were being deregulated during the 1980s, the National School Lunch

Program was being over-regulated. A significam percentage of the total pqierwork in local schools is

now attributed to a USDA program—the National School Lundi Program.

The American School Food Service Association strongly favors implementation of the Dietary Guidelines .

It is time to move forward, and to move forward together.

We are deeply concerned however, about the recent decline in participation (as a perceu of enrollment)

and we are concerned about those free and reduced price eligible children who do not participate in the

National School Lunch and School Breakfast programs. We will fail the nation's children if in the

process of implementing the Dietary Guidelines , particqiation drops and we lose schools from the

program. In short, there needs to be a common sense approach to implementing the Dietary Guidelines .

(ASPSA Fimal Dnfi Cnmmtml. Hg* V
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TESTIMONY OF ALLEN ROSENFELD,
DIRECTOR OF POLICY AND PROGRAMS

PUBLIC VOICE FOR FOOD AND HEALTH POLICY
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS AND

NUTRITION, COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES

September 7, 1994

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Allen Rosenfeld, Director of

Policy and Programs for Public Voice for Food and Health Policy. For the past five years.

Public Voice has been the leading advocate for improvements in the nutritional quality of the

school meals program. For most of those years, we were the lone voice for reform. Now I

am happy to say, there is widespread recognition that while the need to feed hungry children

is primary, it makes no sense to expose those kids to higher risks of heart disease, stroke and

obesity in the process.

USD'K's proposed regulations provide a watershed opportunity to translate these

concerns into action in each of the nation's school cafeterias. Public Voice therefore strongly

supports the proposal, but believes that it must be strengthened to ensure that the new

regulations are an effective instrument for improving the nutritional well-being of school-age

children.

The cornerstone of the proposal is the requirement that school meals meet the federal

Dietary Guidelines for Americans for fat and saturated fat. Public Voice believes that these

provisions represent a starting point for the construction of a truly nutrition-based, health-

oriented initiative and should under no circumstances be weakened in the final rule. A major

shortcoming of the proposal, however, is its failure to propose standards for other nutrients

that ai"e critical to chronic disease prevention, namely cholesterol, sodium, and fiber. Public

Voice is therefore urging USDA to also set quantitative guidelines for these important

nutrients based on levels recommended by the National Academy of Sciences and the

National Cancer Institute.

One question that is persistently raised about school lunch reform is whether kids will

actually be willing to eat lunches that have been prepared with significantly lower levels of

fat, saturated fat, cholesterol and sodium. There seems to be a fear in some circles that kids

will opt out of the school lunch program because tofu burgers and alfalfa sprouts will sweep

1
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through the nation's school cafeterias as replacements for the bacon cheeseburgers, french

fries and pepperoni pizzas that some think kids just simply cannot live without. To test this

hypothesis, we contacted the real experts
— those school food service directors who are

already serving up healthy menus in their schools every day. Last week, Public Voice

released its sixth annual school lunch report, entitled Serving Up Success , which featured 41

case studies of programs that have substantially improved the nutritional quality of their

meals. In nearly every case, student participation remained constant or increased after

nutritional improvements were made.

Serving Up Success also helps to answer another key question: "Can the schools do

this in a timely fashion?" Our case studies provide important evidence that schools can

respond quickly and effectively when food service directors are given the opportunity to

express their creativity, initiative and commitment.

One striking thing about the case studies is the wide variety of approaches that

schools have used to improve their meals. Based on its research and discussions with school

food service directors. Public Voice has concluded that, to make reform effective, USDA
needs to give schools the maximum amount of flexibility feasible for achieving the new

nutritional standards. Public Voice strongly supports the use of Nutrient Standard Menu

Planning and Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning as proposed by USDA. However,

we also believe that menu plans developed by third parties such as the American Heart

Association, and perhaps even some meal patterns, should be permitted, as long as nutrient

analyses are used to demonstrate that these other approaches meet all of USDA's new

nutritional standards consistently on a weekly basis. Given the diversity of schools in the

program, the ends clearly justify the most flexible means of achieving them.

One of the aspects of the proposal that Public Voice finds most troubling is the

implementation deadline. USDA proposes to give schools until the 1998/99 school year to

meet the new standards, without offering a single line of justification for four more years of

potentially substandard and unhealthful food in the schools. Public Voice finds this delay

unconscionable. We have known for many years that reform of the school lunch program is

a public health imperative; the time for action is now. If USDA believes that a few less-

advantaged schools in both rural and urban areas will have difficulty complying before

1998/99, then a more appropriate response is to target those schools for technical assistance

and additional flexibility in enforcing compliance. Public Voice has always been fully

supportive of such measures, and is pleased that the agency's compliance program is geared

toward helping schools to meet the requirements, rather than punishing them. The vast

majority of the schools in the program, however, should be required to come into compliance

by 1996/97, a full year-and-a-half after the final rule is published. It is worth noting that our

report documented the successes of many less-advantaged schools located in low-income

uiijan and rural areas. These schools found solutions to the tough problems they faced

because they had the will to put nutrition first.
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Unfortunately, the same cannot be said USDA with regard to its commodity
distribution programs. For too long, USDA has not been part of the solution because it

failed to put children's nutrition first, ahead of the interests of farm commodity producers

and food processors. There is little, if anything, in the current proposal that suggests that the

Department as a whole has found a way to reorder these priorities. As reported first in

Public Voice's Serving Up Success , over the past five years, the 1 billion pounds of

subsidized food sent by USDA to schools through its commodity distribution program has

provided between 47 and 50 percent of calories from fat, well over the 30 percent

recommended by the Dietary Guidelines .

One does not have to be a mathematician to understand if this keeps up, schools will

find it unnecessarily difficult to develop meal plans that meet the Dietary Guidelines . If

USDA expects the schools to do so, the very least it can do is to help by cleaning up its own

act. A good start would be the establishment of quantitative targets for fat reductions that

will quickly bring the food distributed by USDA into line with its own nutrition standards.

Mr. Chairman, in its formal comments to USDA, Public Voice addressed these and

other aspects of the regulatory proposal in much greater detail. I would ask that these formal

comments be included as part of the record as soon as they have been submitted to USDA.

At that time, we will be happy to provide copies of them to each member of the

subcommittee.

In sum. Public Voice is pleased that so many involved in the school meals programs

now agree that providing school children with abundant and palatable food is not

incompatible with improving the nutritional quality of that food. With the right changes,

USDA's proposal can turn those shared goals into concrete action that will help safeguard the

health of the nation's youth. We look forward to working with the agency, and with

Congress, to ensure that such objectives are met as rapidly and effectively as possible.

I want to thank you for inviting Public Voice to present its views on this timely and

critical public health issue. I look forward to questions from you and other members of the

subcommittee.

(Attachment follows:)
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Introduction

In

June 1994, the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA) announced an unprecedented initiative to

improve the nutritional quality ofschool meals. Hailed

as the biggest change in the National School Lunch

Program (NSLP) since its creation by President Truman

in 1 946, the initiative addressed many ofthe shortcomings

identified by consumer and public health organizations in

recent years.

As with any federal proposal, debate over the comprehen-

siveness ofthe proposed program soon ensued, kindled by

extensive news coverage. Comments on the initiative are

being drafted and discussions continue to be held in the

halls ofCongress andUSDA; in the offices ofchild, health

and nutrition advocates; in association headquarters; in

the nation's newspapers and living rooms; and on the

school lunch "frontlines" -- the offices and cafeterias of

school food service persoimel.

This report pays a visit to these frontlines. It shines a

spotlight on school lunch programs across the country

which have already begun to make significant changes in

school meals. The 41 case studies featured in this report

demonstrate that schools both small and large, urban and

njral, have taken steps to put "nutrition first." Many
schools have reduced the levels of fat and sodium, others

have increased fruits, vegetables and grains available to

students. Some have introduced nutrition education

programs, others have brought in local chefs as consult-

ants. More often than not, schools have taken many of

these steps simultaneously.

The case studies in this report arc not meant to be a

comprehensive list ofsuccessful programs, or a represen-

tative sampling. The report is not a ranking of the 41

"top" programs in the country
-

although many might

appear on such a list ifone were created. Rather, these case

studies ~ culled from countless conversations with food

senice professionals, nutrition advocates, and food indus-

try representatives, as well as from newspaper and maga-

zine articles — simply demonstrate that nutritious school

meals have already become a reality for many students.

Even more significantly,
these case studies offer a first-

hand answer to the question, "But will the kids eat this

stuff?" The answer is a resounding "yes," with lunch

participation rates remaining constant or even increasing

in these innovative school districts.

This report demonstrates thatUSDA's proposal is grounded

in reality. It shows that the creativity, commitment,

knowledge and technology to construct healthier lunches

already exists from coast to coast. These case studies offer

food for thought: if these schools — and many more - are

already making healthful changes in their meals, why

can't all schools implement USDA's recommended

changes and other improvements promptly and thor-

oughly?

With many school lunches high in fat, saturated fat and

sodium, and deficient in fiber, students are being done an

injustice the longer we wait to make healthful changes.

Day by day, eating habits are being formed that could ofler

hope for a healthier population or, instead, condemn

another generation of Americans to increasing rates of

obesity and diet-related diseases. But these examples lead

the way and offer inspiration to policymakers and food

service personnel alike that changes can - and should -

be just around the comer.

Briefly, the purposes of this report are twofold:

• To illustrate how diverse schools from across the

countr>- have made healthful changes in their lunches and

won student acceptance.

• To offer suggestions to school food service personnel

and polic>makcrs about how the basic components of

USDA's initiative and other measures might be imple-

mented.

Public Voice for Food and Health Policy 1 Serving Up SuccessX
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1994: A New Climate for Nutrition Policy

After years of neglect by federal officials, the time is now

ripe for improving the nutritional quality of the federal

feeding programs. The Clinton administration has dem-

onstrated an imprecedented commitment to the health of

the nation and its children and, in particular, has noted

that proper nutrition plays an important role in health

promotion. With the appointment of Public Voice's

founder Ellen Haas as USDA's Assistant SecreUry for

Food and Consumer Services, nutrition activism has taken

a front seat at the agency. Improving the nutritional

quality ofschool meals has now become a USDA priority.

USDA's recent proposal to have school meals meet federal

dietary recommendations shows that the department is

finally on the road to making its programs consistent with

the latest science on diet and health.

Adding to the unique climate for change is a new consen-

sus among organizations working on hunger, nutrition,

health, education, and children's issues that the nutri-

tional quality ofthe NSLP must be improved. In Decem-

ber 1993, a broad cross-section ofleading organizations
-

- including Public Voice, the American Heart Association,

American School Food Service Association, Children's

Defense Fund, Food Research and Action Center, and

National PTA - sent a joint letter calling on Agriculture

Secretary Mike Espy to require that school meals meet all

national dietary recommendations. In addition, in April

1994, these groups and others released an extensive

statement of principles outlining necessary' changes in

school meals (see Appendix).

In print and by poll,.Americans from across the country

have also expressed overwhelming support for change.

Papers including the New York Times, Chicago Tribune,

and Houston Post have called for significant improve-

ments in school lunches. In addition, a recent national poll

conducted by USDA found that 89 percent of Americans

agreed that children should have healthier meals in school

and 88 percent agreed that USDA should take action to

improve the meals.'

As USDA develops its final regulations to mandate im-

provements within school meals, it does so with the strong

expectations and widespread suppon of those inside and

ouUide Washington. And there is no time to lose Public

health research continues to document the critical impor-

tance ofproperchild nutrition as a foundation for a healthy

adulthood, yet study after study indicates that ourchildren's

eating patterns continue to put them at risk.

Children}' Diets - A

Foundation for a Healthy Future

After decades of scientific research - much of which is

ongoing -- the link between diet and health is now well-

documented. The Surgeon General 'sReport on Nutrition

and Health (1988), the National Research Council's

(NRC) report. DietandHealth: ImplicationsforReducing

Chronic Disease Risk (1989), and many other reports

provide ample evidence that high levels offat, sanirated fat

and sodium can lead to chronic illnesses. These illnesses

- including heart disease and cancer - contribute to our

nation's escalating health care crisis.

Children's diets can be a key factor in diet-related illness.

Research indicates that childhood obesity and other diet-

related problems can have long-term health consequences.

Lifelong eating patterns are often established by the age of

1 2,' and are difficult to change as adults. A recent study

documented a disturbing increase in obesity rates, noting

that one third of American adults are 20 percent or above

their desirable weight.' Atherosclerosis often begins in

childhood and jJolescence' and underlies most coronary

heart disease, the leading cause of death in the United

States.

To prevent diet-related disease from gaining a stronghold

during childhood, the NRC recommends that children

over two years ofage follow the federal Dietar>' Guideline

recommendations for fat and saturated fat - no more than

30 percent ofcalories from fat, no more than lOpercentof

calories from saturated fat. The Council also suggests that

sodium levels be limited to no more than 2,400 mg per

day,' and the National Cancer Institute recommends that

children consume 25 to 30 grams ofdietary fiber per day.'

The Need for More Nutritious School Lunches

The NSLP has been successfiil in meeting the critical

nutrition needs of America's children, particularly those

from low-income families, by providing precious calorics,

vitamins, minerals and protein. However, there are well-

documented shortcomings in the nutritional quality of its

meals, which are too high in fat, saturated fat and sodium.

A number ofstudies-including USDA'sAfa//o/ia/£va/u-

Serving Up Success^ 2 Public Voice for Food end Health Policy
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alion ofSchool Nulrilion Programs (1983), Continuing

Survey ofFoodIntakes byIndividuals ( 1 989, 1 990), C/iiW
Nutrition Programs Operation Study (1992), School Nu-

trition Dietary Assessment (SNDA) Study (1993), as well

as F>ublic Voice's report, "Heading for a Health Crisis:

Eating Patterns of America's School Children" (1991) -

- document that school meals contain levels of fat, satu-

rated fat and sodium that exceed national dietary recom-

mendations. For instance, USDA's 1993 SNDA study

reported that school lunches contain 38 percent ofcalories

from fat and 1 5 percent ofcalories from saturated fat. The

U.S. Dietary Guidelines recommend that no more than 30

percent of calories come from fat and no more than 10

percent of calories come from saturated fat. The SNDA

study also reported that the average amotmt of sodium in

school lunches is 1,479 mg, nearly two-thirds of the

NRC's daily recommendation of 2,400 mg.'

Compounding the prol^lem is the fact that students are not

eating enough fruits and vegetables, as noted in reports

such as Public Voice's "MakingRoom on theTray: Fruits

and Vegetables in the National School Lunch Program"

( 1 993). In that study. Public Voice noted that one in three

school lunches that children select include only one

serving of a fruit or veg-

An additional factor which has delayed nutritional im-

provements in school meals is the limited nutrition educa-

tion and training available to food service personnel to

help them craft more healthful meals. Well-regarded

programs such as those run by the American School Food

Service Association, the federal govenunent and others

have not had the resources to reach all school food service

professionals.

Lack of nutrition education is also a problem for the

students, since classroom activities can make children

more receptive to improvements inschool meals.' Through
health and nutrition education, students can learn the

importance of a healthy diet, develop an ability to choose

their own healthful foods, and acquire an appreciation for

a variety offoods outside their customary food experience.

Unfortunately, only five percent of schools provide com-

prehensive health education for students K-12.'°

Another factor that has contributed to the poor nutritional

quality of school meals is the questionable balance of

commodities that USDA distributes to schools. Over the

past five years, USDA commodities have comprised ap-

proximately 12 to 20 percent of foods in school lunches.

etable. Furthermore, nine

out of ten children are not

eating the recommended

five servings of fruits and

vegetables a day.'

Many factors have contrib-

uted to the poor nutritional

quality of school meals.

Among these has been the

requirement that schools,

in order to receive federal reimbursement, serve meals

which meet the relatively inflexible structure ofthe federal

Meal Pattern. Under this guideline, schools must provide

meals with five food components (meat/meat alternate,

two or more servings of a fruit and/or vegetable, bread/

bread alternate, and milk) and meet minimal nutritional

requirements. The Meal Pattern offers tittle nutritional

guidance (i.e. it does not suggest offering baked chicken

instead of fried chicken) and complicates planning meals

based on key nutrients and recommended lev'els of fat,

saturated fat and sodium. In addition, it restricts food

scnice personnel's ability to serve a variety of foods that

meet national dietary recommendations but fall outside

the Meal Pattern (for example, serving yogurt as a protein

and calcium source and rice and bean as the main course).

Table 1 : Percent Fat from USDA Commodities,
1990-1994

1990
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Table 2: Commodity Distributions to the National School

Lunch Program, Dollar Value and Volume,
Bonus and Entitlement, 1990 and 1994

>
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The recent history ofUSDA 's distribution of fresh fruits

and vegetables is a case in point. In the early 1 990s, fresh

fruits and vegetables have represented no inore than 1.7

percent of the total volume of commodities distributed to

theNSLP;in 1993, 12 SmillionpoundsoffreshfruiUand

vegetables were distributed. UnderUSDA's"Fresh Start"

initiative latmched in September 1993 in response to

Public Voice's report, "Making Room on the Tray," the

agency announced it would double the amount of fresh

fruits and vegetables given to schools. While "Fresh

Start" has more than doubled USDA's shipment of fresh

fruits and vegetables to schools over the past year, its

much-touted initiative has resulted in each student receiv-

ing only 8.8 additional ounces offruit or vegetables a year
- the equivalent of two small apples.

Table 2 illustrates the above and also shows the overall

lack of nutritional improvements in USDA's commodity

program. Not only have fresh fruits and vegetables been

increased only slightly, but grains
— another key source of

fiber~ have been reduced significantly. At the same time,

there has been little change in the highest fat commodities

distributed to schools. Cheese, processed potatoes (rounds

and fries), butter, and oil still make up about 20 percent of

all commodity foods. Nearly 54 million pounds ofcheese

was distributed in 1994, the vast majority of which is

processed and high in fat While distribution of poultry,

a lower fat source of protein, has increased, so has

distribution of beef, which is much higher in fat and

saturated fat.

By continuing to distributecommodities that are generally

high in fat, USDA makes it more difficult for school food

service personnel to meet federal dietary recommenda-

tions. For budget and other reasons, food service profes-

sionals are hesitant to turn down USDA commodities —

although it means they have to work harder to cut sodium

and fat in other parts of the meals. USDA's inability to

make significant changes in its commodity distribution

system is likely a reflection of the Department's compet-

ing missions to stabilize fanners' prices and remove

agricultural surpluses on the one hand, while improving

children's nutritional well-being on the other. So far,

children and their health remain the lo\ver priority.

USDA's Blueprint for Change

With its recent school meals initiative, USDA has taken a

major step toward ensuring that improvements in the

nutritional quality oflunches are achie\'ed. The proposed

regulations create a sound foundation for school food

service personnel to provide healthier school meals.

Mandating that school meals meet the U.S.Diclaiy Guide-

line recommendations for fat and saturated fat represents

a tremendous advance towards reducing diet-related ill-

ness. By eliminating the standard Meal Pattern, the

regulations ofler school food service personnel greater

opportunities to create healthfiil meals that are appealing

to students. The initiative also emphasizes nutrition

education and technical assistance, necessary in both

cafeteriaand classroom to effect the called-for changes. In

addition, new- nutrition labeling of commodities helps

food service personnel make the best use of these foods in

planning healthfiil meals.

Filling the Gaps in USDA's Proposal

Although USDA's proposed regulations represent a major

step toward achieving more nutritious school meals, they

fail to do all that is needed to effect timely and comprehen-

sive change.

Timeline

The most significant shortcoming in the regulations is that

schools have until the 1998-99 school year to implement

the government's own Dietary Guideline recommenda-

tions for fat and saturated fat, established in 1990. Given

that there has been widespread agreement for years that

school meals should be healthier, and that schools from

coast to coast already have taken the lead to improve

nutrition in their own programs, this timeline is far too

slow. In December 1993, Public Voice and 11 other

organizations
—

including the American Heart Associa-

tion, American School Food Service Association,

Children's Defense Fund, Food Research and Action

Center, and National PTA ~ advised Agriculture Secre-

tary Espy to implement changes by the 1995-1996 school

year. "The time to move from studies to action is long

overdue," the groups argued in a letter to Espy. "We urge

USDA to issue regulations as soon as possible requiring

that schools meet federal dietary recommendations by the

1995-96 school year."

Other Nationol Dietary Recommendations

Another shortcoming in USDA's proposal is the lack of

specific targets for sodium, cholesterol and fiber content.

The proposal only sets specific standards for fat and

saturated fat, as prescribed in the U.S. Dietary Guidelines.

While the U.S. Dietary Guidelines do not offer specific

Public Voice for Food and Health Policy Serving Up Success
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recommendauons for sodium, cholesterol and Tiber con-

tent, reconunended levels of these nutrients have been

published by the National Research Council and the

National Cancer Institute. These widely accepted stan-

dards, which represent the latest scientific consensus,

should be incorporated into the regulations. Also, as

national dietary recommendations are updated in the

future to reflect current nutritional knowledge, the regu-

lations should mandate that school meals meet the revised

goals. The current proposal does not require this. With

the govenunent set to amend the U.S. Dietary Guidelines

in 1995, this provision is particularly significant.

High-fot Commodities from USDA

An additional gap in the proposal involves the commodi-

ties thatUSDA distributes to schools. TTie proposal would

do little to reduce the high-fat, high-sodium foods that

presently are distributed to schools. UnlessUSDA moves

aggressively to reduce its purchases of these foods and

increase its purchases ofnon-fat milk and meat products,

grains, legumes and fruits and vegetables, then commodi-

ties will continue to pose an obstacle for food service

personnel trying toconstruct more healthful meals. USDA
has a responsibility to place children's nutritional con-

cerns on the same level as agricultural concerns, and must

ensure that its own purchases do not dilute the objectives

of its new initiative.

Successful Schools — Leoding by Example

Studies like USDA's School Nutrition Dietary Assess-

ment Study (1993), show that 99 percent of school meals

do not meet the U.S. Dietary Guidelines for fat and

saturated fat.'' Taken at face value, these findings provide

little reason for optimism about the prospects for speedy

improvement in the nutritional quality of school meals.

The case studies in this report are evidence that this need

not be the case. The schools examined are of many sizes,

in many locations, and serve many types of students.

Through their efforts to improve their meals, they offer

practical examples and inspiration to others. Their suc-

cesses show that change does not have to be radical, nor

bad tasting, to be effective. Role models for reform, these

case studies demonstrate that better quality lunches are

easily within the grasp of the nation's schools.

Serving Up SuccessX Public Voice for Food and Health Policy
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Major Findings

1. Many schools already have brought their meals

into compliance with the U.S. Dietary Guidelines for

fat and saturated fat Schools from coast to coast have

already taken the lead in reducing fat and saturated fat in

their meals by making minor changes and modifications.

Schools have made improvements through a variety of

means such as reducing red meat, increasing fruits, veg-

etables and grains, altering jecipes, and adjusting pur-

chasing and food preparation practices.

2. In addition to reducingfat and saturated fat, many
schools have been able to reduce the sodium content of

their lunches. By altering purchasing practices, relying

less on processed foods, and removing salt shakers from

lunch tables, substantial reductions in sodium levels have

been achieved. Through the use of herbs and spices to

replace salt, schools have been able to serve tasty, nutri-

tious meals and maintain participation in their programs.

3. Improvements in the nutritional quality of school

meals have been made in a relatively short amount of

time, without decreasing student participation in the

meals p rogram. Healthful improvements in school meals

do not have to mean drastic changes in what is served.

Often, the changes are so subtle that students do not even

notice. Small modifications in purchasing, preparation,

and presentation techniques have allowed many schools to

improve their programs in a short time. Schools have been

able to keep children interested in consuming school

lunches without a complete overhaul of their programs.

4. Even small schools, rural schools, and schools in

low-income urban areas, which may have limited funds

and lack nutritionists and computers, have been able to

achieve substantial nutritional improvements in school

meals. Schools that lack nutrition expertise and computer

access have found efficient and innovative ways to evalu-

ate and improve the.nutritional content of meals. By

altering purchasing practices, using menus and recipes

that have already been developed by other districts as well

as by organizations such as the American Heart Associa-

tion, and by implementing simple changes such as using

ground turkey instead of ground beef, baking instead of

frying, and replacing salt with herbs and spices, schools

are able to meet national dietary recommendations with-

out making noticeable changes in appearance or taste.

5. Diverse schools have used a wide range of ap-

proaches, including nutrient standard menu planning,

to provide more nutritious meals. Schools that have used

some form of nutrient standard menu planning have been

able to meet national dietary recommendations. Some

schools have obtained waivers from the Meal Pattern,

which allows them to increase fruits and vegetables,

reduce meal, and offer additional items such as yogurt and

trail mix. Other schools have been able to meet national

dietary recommendations by using nutritious recipes and

menus that have already been developed by other districts

or by organizations such as the American Heart Associa-

tion.

6. By bringing in chefs as consultants and educators,

schools have been able to prepare tasty, nutritious

meals that students accept and enjoy. Chefs and other

food professionals have been able to help food service

personnel meet national dictar>' recommendations, im-

prove the taste and appeal of school meals, and make

eating a fun experience. Chefs have also provided nutri-

tion education to students, helped them appreciate where

food comes from, taught them how to prepare healthful

meals, and introduced them to diverse, ethnic foods. Also,

as children have been given the opportunity to participate

in menu planning, they have been more receptive to

healthful changes in school meals. Schools that have
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involved students in taste tests, menu and recipe contests,

student advisory panels, and cooking demonstrations with

chefs have noticed a more positive student attitude toward

school meals.

7. Innovative nutrition education programs in the

classroom and cafeteria have made children more

willing to try new foods and adopt more healthful

eating habits. When children are exposed to new foods

and good eating habits through promotions, skits, fic-

tional characters, contests, and healthful lunch lines, they

more readily make nutritious choices and more easily

understand the changes on their plates. Many schools

have observed great improvements in the food choices that

children make as a result ofnutrition education in both the

classroom and cafeteria.

8. Little change has been made in the nutritional

quality of commodities which USDA distributes to

schools. Overall, USDA commodities receive half their

calories from fat. High-fat foods such as processed

potatoes, cheese, butter and oil still make up about 20

percent of the mix of commodities provided to schools.

Recent increases in fresh fruitsand vegetables have meant

very little on a per-child basis and grains have been

decreased significantly. By continuing to distribute high-

fat commodities, USDA makes it more difficult for school

food service personnel to meet federal dietary recommen-

dations.

Sewing Up SuccessX ^^ PublicVoicefor Food ondHeolth Policy
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Recommendations

1. School meals should be required to meet national

dietary recommendations by the 1996-97 school year.

Wailing until 199?-99 to implement nutritious meals as

proposed by USDA condemns four more classes of stu-

dents to lunches that are too high in fat, saturated fat and

sodium Many schools across the country have shown that

meeting national dietary recommendations in a reason-

able time period is technically possible. Even ifUSDA's
school meals regulations are finalized as late as February

1995, school food service providers will have a fiill year

and a halfto make the purchasingand menu modifications

needed to meet federal dietary recommendations.

2. School meals should be required to meet national

dietary- recommendations for fat, saturated fat, so-

dium, cholesterol, and fiber. High sodium levels have

been associated with both heart disease and stroke. Spe-

cific numerical targets for sodium, based on scientific

consensus and knowledge, should be met, as should

targets for cholesterol and fiber. There is no public health

reason for excluding these nu'rients. Recommended

levels ~ as determined by groups such as the National

Research Council and the National Cancer Institute - for

nutrients other than fat and sativated fat should be incor-

porated into USDA's final regulations.

3. As national dietary recommendations are updated
in the future to reflect current nutritional knowledge,
school meals should be required to meet the re\'ised

guidelines. As the U.S. Dietary Guidelines and other

recommendations are updated to reflect current nutrition

knowledge, USDA should incorporate these findings,

based on standard up-to-<iate scientific consensus, into the

National School Lunch Program. Otherv\ise. as new

information comes to the forefront, schools with be locked

into potentially outdated 1994 nutrition recommenda-

tions.

4. Schools should be given the flexibility to meet

national dietary recommendations through nutrient

standard menu planning, assisted nutrient standard

menu planning, orbyother means that wilt improve the

meals that are served. Serving healthful meals isthe goal

that school food service providers should be working

towards, and
the.^

means that they choose toaccomplish this

mission should not be an issue. As long as schools can

confirm that they are in compliance with national dietary

recommendations, they should be given the flexibility to

reach these goals by any means they deem appropriate.

5. USDA should establish goals and timelines for

rapidly ensuring that the commodities that it distrib-

utes to schools conform to the U.S. Dietary Guidelines

for fat and saturated fat By continuing to dump high-

fat foods into schools through its commodity distribution

program, USDA makes it more difficult for schools to

improve their meals. USDA should provide foods to

schools that promote, rather than undermine, schools'

ability meet national dietary recommendations. Since

USDA wants to require schools to meet federal dietary

recommendations for fat and saturated fat, it can certainly

lead the way by putting its own house in order. USDA
should move more aggressively to reduce the high-fat,

high-sodium commodities it distributes and increase pur-

chases of reduced-fat, low-fat and non-fat dain- products;

lean, extra-lean and low-fat meat and poultry products;

grains; legumes; and fruits and \ egetables. USDA should

also define an explicit plan for revising commodity pro-

cessing specifications to reduce fat and saturated fat levels.

6. Additional funds, beyond those budgeted for Fis-

cal Year I99S, should be prorided for nutrition educa-

tion, training, and technical assistance for students,

teachers, parents and school food service personnel. It

Public Voice for Food ond Health Policy 77 Serving Up Success^
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is essential that these groups be given more information to

ensure that nutritious meals are served by the National

School Lunch Program. School food service personnel

must have the nutrition knowledge necessary to provide

good tasting, appealing foods that meet national dietary

recommendations. Lessons in the classroom and the

cafeteria should be linked withwhat is served on the plate.

7. Schools should be required to provide nutritional

disclosure of meals on menus that are provided to

parents and students. In meeting national dietary recom-

mendations, school food service departments will be

required to maintain the nutrient information ofall school

lunches. This information should be shared with parents

and students on menus, newsletters, flyers, or by any other

appropriate means. This nutrition data will provide

parents with a greater understanding of the lunches that

their children eat, educate them about ways to prepare

more healthful meals at home, and help ensure that school

food service professionals are serving nutritious meals to

children.

8. School administrators and food service profession-

als should be encouraged to ensure that all competitive

foods sold in and around cafeterias promote federal

dietary recommendations. Food and drink available in

a la carie lines or in vending machines can play an

important role in promoting healthful eating habits among

children. Many schools have taken the initiative to offer

students low-fat snacks and juices, while others have

banned this additional food entirely. Without careful

attention to such foods, they can serve to undermine

ituiovative and effective nutritional improvements made

in school meals. To the extent that USDA has authority,

the agency should see that these foods comply with the

dietary recommendations that school meals must now

meet.

(The complete report Is held in the committee files.)
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Thefollowing groups support theABCD Coalition Statement of Principles

and Recommendations:

American Academy of Pediatrics

American Association of School Administrators

American Cancer Society

American 'Culinary Federation

American Dietetic Association

American Heart Association

American Heart Savers Association

American Institute for Cancer Research

American Nurses Association

American School Food Service Association

American School Health Association ,

Bread for the World

Careers Through Culinary Arts Program, Inc.

Center for Science in the PubUc Interest

Center on Hunger, Poverty and Nutrition Policy, Tufts University

CHEFS, Chefs Helping to Enhance Food Safety

Children's Defense Fund

The Children's Foundation

Citizens for Public Action on Blood Pressure and Cholesterol, Inc.

Consumer Federation of America

End Hunger Network

Florida Department of Citrus

Food Research and Action Center

Hunger Action Coalition

Kids Against Junk Food

National Association of Elementary School Principals

National Association of State NET Coordinators

National Black Child Development Institute

National Consumers League

National Education Association

National Parent Teachers Association

Public Voice for Food and Health Policy

Second Harvest

Washington Apple Commission- "Healthy Choices for Kids"

World Hunger Year

Vegetarian Resource Group

(Additional attachments are held In the committee files.)
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you very
much for inviting the Food Research and Action Center today to
testify before this Subcommittee on the Department of Agriculture's
Proposed Rule on Nutrition Objectives for School Meals . This is a

very important issue for us at FRAC and we appreciate the
opportunity to share our views with you and your staffs.

As you know, FRAC is a national nonpartisan, research, public
policy and legal center working to eradicate hunger and
undernutrition in the United States. We serve as a support center,
coordinating body, and clearinghouse for a nationwide anti-hunger
network comprised of thousands of individuals and agencies.

Summary of Testimony

While strongly supporting the goal of making school meals more
healthful, FRAC is concerned that the strategy chosen by the
Department and the way in which it is to be implemented could have
a negative impact on low-income schoolchildren. The proposed
regulations, if not revised, have the potential of causing schools
to drop out of the school meals programs (thus depriving children
of meals they need) , and of actually decreasing the quality of some
school meals.

Described below are the changes in the proposed regulations which
we believe are necessary to safeguard the effectiveness of the
child nutrition programs while attempting to reduce their fat
content. Included in our recommendations is the need for testing
major changes such as these which affect over 90,000 schools and 25
million children.

Finally, we applaud the Department for taking leadership on this
critical issue, and for its sensitivity to the importance of
depending on corrective action rather than punitive sanctions in

monitoring compliance with these regulations. In addition, we
strongly support its efforts to raise the visibility of the very
important issue of providing children with enough time to eat.

Ovsrall Concerns About the Nutrient Standard Approach

FRAC believes that low-income children should receive the most
healthful and attractive school meals possible, especially since
they depend on school meals for a significant proportion of the
nutrients they take in every day. Over 25 million children eat
school lunch every day, over half of whom are low-income, and
schools breakfasts have been shown to provide them one-third or
more and one-fourth or more, respectively, of their Recommended
Dietary Allowance for key nutrients. Because school meals are
still voluntary in the vast majority of states and schools, FRAC is
concerned about regulations that have the potential to discourage
schools from participating in the child nutrition programs, and
therefore have a negative impact on children's diet, and thus their
growth and development and their family's food security.
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FRAC believes that the nutrient standard and assisted nutrient
standard approach require a level of resources, equipment and
trained personnel that are not currently present in many schools
and school systems. The use of these methods requires computers,
software, and staff who understand how to use nutrition analysis
software and apply the complex set of menu planning and evaluation
steps required by the regulations, or the monetary resources to
acquire them. (For example, in California, where a version of
nutrient standard menu planning was piloted by the state, every
three school districts were provided with thousands of dollars in
additional funds, in part to hire a required dietitian at least
part-time to assist in implementing the new meal planning method.)
USDA presents no evidence in the regulations that schools or states
are capable of handling this new burden, nor do they present a

systematic plan on how the resources to implement these changes
will be provided from outside.

One example of the extra burden inherent in the nutrient standard
approach as currently proposed is that breakfast and lunch data
must be calculated separately. This requires much more paperwork
and complexity, and yet is inconsistent with the assumptions behind
the Dietary Guidelines - that diets should be evaluated as a whole.
New paperwork requirements are not an idle concern for schools.
Much of the current paperwork required for schools for overall
operations comes from their participation in the lunch program —
some estimates are as high as 40 percent of total schools record-
keeping. Hence schools are paying more attention to new federal
mandates that they believe are unfunded or underfunded.

The other major area of concern about the approach these
regulations take is that it runs counter to the way educators are
currently attempting to teach children and their parents about
nutrition. Teaching is based on the food pyramid — numbers of
servings of the kinds of foods that one should consume to eat
healthfully. The pyramid approach recognizes that people do not,
and need not, plan their days' meals using a computer and nutrient
goals. In the real world people, including children, need to learn
to make choices among the foods they know are available, and choose
amounts and kinds of foods that make up a healthy diet.

The nutrient standard approach depends solely on five nutrients,
calories, and fat. Further, this approach does not prohibit the
use of fortification to achieve these goals, and does not
specifically require that any amount of fruits or vegetables or
grains be served. Therefore, FRAC is concerned that this may
result in fewer fruits and vegetables or less bread being served
than is currently required. For example, requirements for vitamins
A and C can be met easily through fortification (e.g., a fortified
"fruit-flavored drink") . Inexpensive calories could be added to
reach the one-third RDA goal for calories by using large amounts of
sugar in selected menu items. These "solutions" would be counter
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to the letter and the spirit of the U.S. Dietary Guidelines, but
there would be nothing in the regulations, as currently proposed,
that would prohibit their implementation.

Revisions Needed in the Nutrient Standard and Assisted Nutrient
Standard Approaches

Based on the concerns raised above, FRAC recommends seven major
changes in the regulations:

Development of a third option: a modified meal pattern — Because
of the complex and resource-intensive nature of the proposed
regulations, FRAC urges the Department to develop a third option —
a modified meal pattern, which, in conjunction with some crediting
changes and simple instruction on food preparation and selection
pointers, would meet the nutrient, calorie, and fat goals. The
success of a food-based meal pattern in being user-friendly for
generations of school food service personnel of widely varied
education and training levels, and in meeting the nutrient goals of
the program for almost 50 years, should not be forgotten or
underestimated. (This option would also allow more creativity in

recipe development and menu planning at the local level, would
support on-site preparation where it is currently done, and would
allow for much more attention to ethnic diversity in meals served
in different schools within the same school district.)

Regulatory language controlling the use of fortification to meet
nutrient goals — Because of the concerns expressed in the previous
section, FRAC believes that it is essential, if the nutrient
standard is used, to include in the final regulations language that
controls the use of fortification to meet the nutrient goals. If
this is not done, it is likely that fortification of products with
little or no fruit or vegetable content to meet the vitamins A and
C goals will lead to fewer vegetables and fruits being served in
the school meals programs. This would run counter to the other
Dietary Guidelines -- to increase the variety of foods consumed and
to increase servings of fruits and vegetables in the diet. It
would also run counter to the goal of using indicator nutrients
such as vitamins A and C — to ensure the presence of other
nutrients usually associated with vitamins A and C when they occur
naturally in foods.

In California, where a version of nutrient standard menu planning
has been piloted, language was successfully developed and
implemented to control fortification as a method to achieve
nutrient goals.

Specification of serving fruits and vegetables and grains — Along
with the language about fortification, an additional way to ensure
variety, and the serving of more fruits and vegetables and grains.
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would be regulatory language requiring that these foods be served.

Combining fat calculations for Breakfast and Lunch — Because the
dietary guideline of 30 percent of calories from fat and 10 percent
from saturated fat is for the total diet over time, FRAC believes
the percentage fat calculation should be done combining both
breakfasts and lunches.

A plan for provision of resources and training — Considering the
complexity, as well as resource and equipment needs involved in the
implementation of the proposed methods for meal planning in the
regulations, it would be very helpful if a plan were developed and
made available by the Department on how the resources and training
can and will be provided at the state and local levels to comply
with the regulations. Such a plan would require at least some
review of the technology, expertise, and financial resources
available at the state and local levels to meet the requirements of
the regulations.

Testing of the new standards — The nutrient standard approach is
a major change in a program that feeds over 25 million children
nationwide in over 90,000 schools, serves approximately three-
fourths of the low-income children in this country, and has the
potential of negative consequences for all schools and children.
Therefore, the new standard should be tested and evaluated by the
Department before it is required in schools nationwide. There are
currently too many unknowns to require it nationally without some
evaluation of its potential impact — both benefits and pitfalls.
(It is these concerns about the experimental nature of this
approach which in part prompt FRAC's earlier recommendation of
developing the third option of a modified meal pattern.)

Interim regulations and a mid-course review — For the same
reasons raised above for "Testing of new standards," these
regulations should be published first in an interim form for a

specific period of time — to allow for further comment as they are
implemented. This will also allow for a mid-point evaluation by
the Department to ensure that the regulations are having their
desired effect, and are not decreasing student or school
participation in the programs or jeopardizing the growth and
development of young children. Interim regulations will allow the
Department to move forward while also allowing program advocates
and program providers an opportunity to give further comment on how
these new regulations are working.

Positive Aspects of the Regulations

The most positive aspect of these regulations is that they show a

willingness on the part of the USDA to take a leadership role in
improving the healthfulness and appeal of school meals, and in
taking full advantage of the educational potential of school meals
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programs. In addition, there are a number of other positive
aspects of the regulations that FRAC strongly supports:

Calculation over a week's time — The Department is following the
spirit of the Dietary Guidelines in calculating the percentage of
fat from calories as an average over a week's time rather than on
a per meal basis.

Emphasis on corrective action over punitive sanctions -- By
stressing correction over sanctions, the Department recognizes the
importance of safeguarding the availability of school meals to
children. FRAC supports the emphasis in the proposed rule on
helping schools that are having difficulty complying with the
regulations to develop corrective action plans that allow them to
comply, rather than applying punitive sanctions that make it more
difficult to operate the programs.

1998 deadline for implementing the changes — FRAC applauds the
Department's allowance of a significant time period for schools to
make the complicated and time-consuming changes proposed by the
regulations.

Taking leadership on improving the context in which school meals
are provided: enough time to eat; marketing changes in school
meals; provision of nutrition education — FRAC supports the stress
given in the regulations and the preamble on the importance of: (1)
allowing children enough time to eat, (2) marketing changes in the
school meals programs to children and their families, and (3)

providing of nutrition education to students that is related to
what is being served in the school meals programs.

Conclusions

In summary, in spite of FRAC's reservations about the proposed
strategy for meeting the Department's goal to incorporate the
Dietary Guidelines into the school meals programs, we are very much
in agreement with the goal itself and applaud the Department for
taking leadership on this issue. However, the nutrient standard
strategy as currently proposed does not work as well as it should
because of the problem areas outlined above. In addition, the
nutrient standard and assisted nutrient standard approaches should
not be the only allowable ways to meet the Dietary Guidelines in
the school meals programs. A modified meal pattern should be
included in order to allow for the successful implementation of the
Dietary Guidelines in the school meals programs.

The key to successful implementation of the spirit of these
regulations is to better understand their potential impact before
final implementation, and to plan for the provision of sufficient
training, equipment, and financial resources to implement them.
Currently, there is a lack of information about the potential
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impact of these regulations on the meals produced. Also there is
a lack of information on how the department plans to ensure that
schools have access to the equipment, training, technical
assistance and financial resources they will need to implement the
changes so that the future existence of local programs is not
jeopardized. These lacks should be corrected, and the regulations
revised as outlined above, in order to truly achieve the
Department's laudable goals for school meals programs.

Finally, it is important to remember that while the School Lunch
and School Breakfast programs and other child nutrition programs
reach millions of children, millions of other children in need do
not have access to these meals.

A key aspect of improving children's nutritional well-being is to
ensure access to child nutrition programs in their communities.
USDA can play a crucial role in making this happen through its
program policies and outreach efforts, and by working for the
removal of barriers to participation by schools and sponsors and
the financial incentives necessary to allow and encourage program
expansion. We hope that the future regulatory and legislative
efforts of the Department of Agriculture reflect this continuing
need.

Mr Chairman, FRAC appreciates this opportunity to share our views
on the regulations with you and members of the Subcommittee.
Thanks very much for your interest and your time.

-
V
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Statement of

THE NATIONAL PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION

regarding

USDA's PROPOSED RULE GOVERNING THE SCHOOL MEALS

PROGRAMS

Oral Testimony Presented by
Vicki Rate!

Maryland State PTA President

Good Afternoon, Mr. Stenholm and other members of the Subcommittee.

I am Vicki Rafel, president of the Maryland PTA, and a member of the

National PTA's Board of Directors. I have been an active parent volunteer

for over twenty years, serving as president of my local PTA and the

Montgomery County Council of PTAs. I also served on the Montgomery

County Board of Education and v^/orked as a legislative aide in Annapolis. I

am pleased to have been asked to testify before the House Agriculture

Subcommittee on Department Operations and Nutrition today.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has invited public comment on

a recently published Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) governing the

school breakfast and lunch programs. This proposed rule, which would
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/

amend the nutrition standards now applied to the school lunch and

brealcfast programs, is the subject for today's hearing. The National PTA is

responding to USDA's invitation, and will present its comments in this

statement.

The National PTA, which represents almost seven million parents, teachers,

students and other child advocates, has a history of active involvement in

child nutrition. In the late 1800's the first PTA members organized 'penny

kitchens", which provided meals to children who had no food. Later

attempts to organize volunteer school meals expanded at schools around the

country, and eventually the federal government got involved and enacted

the National School Lunch Program. Ever since. National PTA has continued

to be involved in assuring that the programs are expanded, improved, and

available to students throughout the country.

We applaud the USDA's current efforts to improve the school meals

programs. This call for comment on the NPRM is part of an overall

campaign to improve the nutritional quality of the meals children eat in

schools. For the past year, USDA has gone out of its way to seek public

comment on its efforts to improve the nutritional quality of school meals.

Many PTA members testified at field hearings and submitted comments on
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the Agency's earlier nutrition proposals. We commend the Department for

its willingness to work with parents on this issue.

In addition, the Agency, in cooperation with the National PTA, launched

another important initiative last week when it released a guide for parents,

entitled 'The Parents' Guide for Healthy School Meals'. USDA recognizes

the importance of involving parents in the school meals programs and has

taken a leading role in advancing this type of involvement. USDA, with the

active assistance of the National PTA, will be distributing these materials to

parents around the country and encouraging parents and families to get

involved.

The major goal of USDA's proposed rule is to lower the fat content of meals

served in America's schools. We support the basic guidelines in the NPRM,

which will require that school meals provide, on average, no more than 30

percent of calories from fat, and less than 10 percent from saturated fat. In

fact, we support all of the 'U.S. Dietary Guidelines for Americans," the

document used as the basis of this requirement.

The basis for the National PTA's support of federal child nutrition programs

comes from our organization's legislative directive that states:
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National PTA supports legislation to sustain, improve and expand federal

child nutrition programs, including schools meals and anti-hunger efforts.

However, there are two other, very important legislative and education

policies, approved by our membership, that we are relying on to make our

recommendations about the proposed rule.

First, National PTA believes that 'all federal legislation concerned with

education and child welfare must include provisions which ensure maximum

state and local control.'' Second, the National PTA supports federal

legislation toward the following goal , 'to encourage parental involvement,

an essential part of the PTA mission, by promoting an environment which

parents are valued as primary influences in their children's lives and

essential partners in their children's education and development."

Thus, the principal goals underlying our comments on this proposed rule are

to:

• improve the nutritional quality of school meats;

• grant local schools maximum flexibility in administering the programs;

and
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• involve parents as full partners in planning and implementing effective

school meals programs.

While we applaud the USDA for its leadership in developing this rule, we

request some modifications to the proposal to assure that schools are able

to comply without compromising students' access to free and reduced-price

meals, and to maintain the effectiveness of the programs. Following are our

recommendations for how the rule needs to be changed.

• Many individual schools, and school systems, do not currently have the

computer equipment nor the properly trained staff to follow the Nutrient

Standard Menu Planning (NSMP) system outlined in the NPRM. Even if a

school had the computer equipment, they would need personnel who

understand dietary analysis, and can apply the complex set of menu

planning and evaluation processes required by the regulation. We

recommend that a third option be developed, based on the current,

successful food-based, meal pattern system, which could be modified to

meet the desired nutrient, calorie and fat goals. If this third, modified

option is not adopted, we recommend that USDA provide direct

assistance to schools to acquire the equipment they need to comply with

the NSMP system, rather than rely on the Assisted Nutrient Standard
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Menu Planning (ANSMP) system, which limits schools' flexibility and

control in menu pJannirsg and food preparation.

• We are concerned that there is not sufficient assurance that USDA will

be able to provide schools with adequate funding, training, or

informational resources to help them meet these proposed standards.

The Department should be required to develop a plan, with maximum

Input from parents and school officials, describing the actual resources

and training that will be made available to states and schools to help

them comply with the regulations.

• The NPRM should not require that the nutrient data be compiled

separately for breakfast and lunch. Aside from the added work involved,

this seems contrary to the Dietary Guidelines, which are not applied on a

meal-to-meal basis. Instead, the approach in the rule should be more

focused on better nutrition, based on an overall diet , using concepts that

children are hearing about in schools like USDA's food pyramid, or the

'five a day' campaign to encourage eating more fruits and vegetables.

• The regulations focus primarily on five nutrients and calories, but do not

prohibit 'fortification' to achieve these goals. In other words, schools

could serve overly "fortified" foods that meet certain vitamin or nutrient
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requirements. In addition, the rule does not require that any amount of

fruits, vegetables or grains be served. This could be a real problem at

schools trying to cut costs, because they could eliminate these items

entirely, to save money. The rule should strictly limit fortification of

foods and require specifically that the amount of fruits, vegetables and

grains served are increased.

• We are concerned that this new system will create increased complexity,

causing schools to drop their school meals programs. The programs are

voluntary, but over 90,000 schools participate nationwide. Nearly 25

million children eat the school lunch each day, and over half of them

qualify for reduced-price or free meals. Despite that success, however,

hundreds of schools have dropped out of the program in recent years, in

part, because of the increased regulatory burden associated with these

programs. We would like to see the results of an evaluation of the

NSMP demonstration projects that are currently ongoing. This would

provide good information about how this system works before it is

required of all schools.

• We believe the nutrient standard system would move schools more

toward uniformity, and away from the innovative programs they have

been creating to draw students into the program. For example, many
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schools now offer salad, pasta or vegetable bars, which are nutritious,

but difficult to analyze. It would also be more difficult for schools using

the standardized, pre-planned menus under the assisted analysis option,

to offer special-theme or ethnic menus that are very popular in some

schools. The regulation should allow maximum local control in developing

menus, and in planning and preparing food.

• While the NPRM would also require that schools need to decrease

sodium levels and increase the amount of fiber, it offers no standard or

guidelines, or even goals for schools to meet. The rule should give more

guidance or set goals for meeting all the dietary guidelines, not just fat.

In taking the opportunity to offer these specific changes to the rule, we

would also nice to comment on a number of positive aspects we see. For

example:

• The NPRM moves away from using a nutritional analysis of meals on a

per day basis. The ability to average a week's worth of meals is good,

although schools should not be required to calculate the nutritional

quality of breakfast and lunch separately.

8
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• The intent of the NPRM, regarding the Agency's response to schools not

in compliance with the rule, is focused on correcting the problenns and

not punitive if the schools are acting in good faith to comply. We

support the Department's goal to protect children's access to school

meals while schools are taking action.

• In the NPRM, USDA encourages school food service workers to work

with school officials to assure that adequate meal times and facilities are

provided. USDA also notes the importance of explaining changes in the

school programs to children and their families, and of promoting more

nutrition education tied in with what is served in the school meals

programs.

Before closing, I also want to comment on the successful history of the

child nutrition programs. Ever since these programs were established,

schools have been required to comply with a food-based meal pattern

system that was created by USDA specifically for these programs. For

nearly fifty years this system has worked well. In fact, the school lunches

have consistently provided children with one-third or more of their

Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) for key nutrients and the breakfast

program provides one-quarter or more of the RDA. Although the U.S.

Dietary Guidelines for All Americans were first published in 1 985, they were

9
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not applied to children until 1990. In that short amount of time, schools

nationwide have been revising menus to lower the fat content in their

meals, and many already serve lunches that meet the dietary guidelines.

Finally, ! would like to include, for the record, some other steps we believe

need to be taken to improve the federal child nutrition programs. We would

like USOA, working with Congress as needed, to:

• improve the nutritional quality of the commodities provided to schools;

• request, in its annual budget, increased funding for technical assistance

and support programs to schools, and for increased reimbursement levels

for the meals programs.

• develop a universal meals program to test the feasibility and effect of

providing meals to all children regardless of income, while freeing school

food authorities from verification activities and allowing them more time

for planning and training.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views. I would be happy to

respond to any questions you have at this time.

10
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THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
CONGRATULATES USDA ON THE SCHOOL MEALS INITIATIVES

September 7, 1994

The American Heart Association, a leading voluntary health organization,

applauds Secretary Espy and Assistant Secretary Haas on their work to revamp
the school meals programs and improve the diets of the nation's children. Over
the past year the U.S. Department of Agriculture has embarked on a mission to

change the national school lunch and school breakfast programs, so that

schools meals will conform to the 1990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans. All

through this monumental task, the USDA has proven to be an effective and

efficient leader. The nation can expect that all school children will be served

healthy and nutritious school meals that conform to the recommended dietary

guidelines.

It is a tragedy that almost 50 years since the inception of the school lunch

program, today's school meals are still based on the health problems associated

with the 1940s. Today the health problems of American children and adults stem

from diets that include an excess of fat, saturated fat, calories, cholesterol, and

sodium, as well as deficiencies of dietary fiber, iron, and calcium. However, the

school meals served today do not reflect current science nor do they reflect

current classroom teachings. Under the USDA's guidance we can be assured

that school meals will finally catch up with 1 990s science.

Behaviors which increase one's risk for cardiovascular disease, such as poor

diet, usually are established during childhood and persist into adulthood. These

eating habits may set the stage for good health in the adult years. The chances
of heart disease can be reduced and perhaps, even prevented, if steps are

taken early. It is extremely important that children receive healthy and nutritious

meals. There is no better place to reach the vast majority of children than in the

school cafeteria. On a typical school day, almost 25 million children at about

93,000 schools receive lunch through the National School Lunch Program.

Studies and programs reveal that if schools are given adequate flexibility and

assistance, school food service directors can meet federal dietary

recommendations well before 1998. Organizations such as, the American Heart

Association, Public Voice, American School Food Service Association, and
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National PTA, all agree that schools can meet federal dietary recommendations

by the 1995-1996 school year. These organizations also provide a variety of

programs and methods to help the school systems meet the dietary guidelines.

The American Heart Association's, Hearty School Lunch is a prime example of

a proven program to help schools achieve dietary recommendations. Since the

1 970s, the AHA has been working within the educational system to encourage
schools to serve healthy low-fat and low-cholesterol meals and to educate

students about good nutrition. In 1992-1993, our preschool, elementary school,

secondary school, and high school lunch programs reached 18.1 million

students, emphasizing the importance of good nutrition in preventing heart

disease. The Hearty School Lunch program provides heart-healthy menus,

recipes, and nutrition information to the schools. This enables school food

service personnel to provide menus with no more than 30 percent of calories

from total fat content and less than 1 percent of total calories from saturated fat.

The low-fat menus meet USDA School Lunch Meal Pattern Requirements and

use food commodities common to schools.

Schools must be given the flexibility to meet dietary guidelines, by any means

possible. Schools might choose to use the AHA's Hearty School Lunch or a

modified meal pattern or new "food based menu system" as an option to the

proposed Nutrient Standard Menu Planning. Schools should be given these

options so long as the school meals meet the government's strict definition for

dietary guidelines. The end goal, the health of our children, must not be

jeopardized.

It is imperative that the USDA undertake initiatives and programs to enable child

nutrition sites to comply with the national dietary recommendations, and provide

adequate resources to carry out these activities. With the coordination of all

interested parties, implementation of the school meal program can be met by
most school systems well before 1998, as was demonstrated by Public Voice for

Food and Health Policy's August 1994 report, Serving up Success: Schools

Making Nutrition a Priority. Public Voice's case studies of 41 schools from

around the country, clearly show that schools are currently implementing

significant healthful changes in the nutritional quality of school meals.

For too long school children have been eating school lunches with an average of

38 percent of calories from total fat and 1 5 percent of calories from saturated fat.

Yet the health agencies and federal government preaches a diet with an average
of 30 percent of calories from total fat and 10 percent of calories from saturated

fat. In order to cut children's future risk of developing heart disease, children

must learn and practice heart-healthful eating habits. To do that governmental

programs must be designed and implemented with those objectives in mind. It is

time for our children to be eating the diets we have recommended.

(Attachmenc follows:)
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American Heart
Association«̂

Hearty School Lunch

FACT SHEET

WHAT:

WHO:

WHERE:

WHEN:

WHY:

HOW:

Hearty School Lunch, a program of the American Heart Association.

Hearty School Lunch targets school food service directors. More than 24

million students receiving school lunches could benefit from this program.

Hearty School Lunch has the potential to be implemented In more than 17,000

school districts nationwide. States currently having or introducing Hearty

School Lunch include Alabama, Arizona, Ari<ansas, Connecticut, Florida,

Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,

Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,

Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah, Vermont, and Washington.

AHA affiliates began offering the Hearty School Lunch program to school food

service directors in September 1992.

Research suggests that children's eating habits may affect their

<^ ability to concentrate and learn;

o energy level;

o resistance to ordinary illnesses;

o athletic performance;
o endurance; and
o growth.

Medical research has shown that what we eat in childhood may set the stage for

good health - or bad - in the adult years. The Hearty School Lunch program

and other AHA school programs (e.g. Getting to Know Your Heart) encourages

students to make healthful food choices.

School food service directors can use more than 90 Hearty School Lunch

preplanned menus or create their ovwi. The program helps these directors

provide tasty meals that are also low in fat and cholesterol.

ENDORSED BY:
c> American School Food Service Association

o American Academy of Pediatrics

c> American Dietetic Association

CONTACT: Your local American Heart Association office;

call 1-800-AHA-USA-1 (1-800-242-8721), or write to Hearty School Lunch,

American Heart Association, National Center. 7272 Greenville Ave., Dallas

Texas 75231-4596
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

721 Capitol Mall: P.O. Box 944272

Sacramento, CA 94244-2720

September 6, 1994

Honorable Charles W. Stenholm, Chairman
1301A Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-6001

Dear Congressman Stenholm:

The California Department of Education wishes to submit testimony
as part of your Congressional hearing scheduled for September 7,

1994, on U. S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) proposed rules
published June 10, 1994, entitled School Meals Initiative for

Healthy Children.

The Department commends USDA for taking a leadership role in

emphasizing nutrition in the National School Lunch Program and
School Breakfast Program. This is a significant step forward in
the integration of school nutrition programs with the 1990 Dietary
Guidelines for Americans . We believe the emphasis on nutrition
will improve the nutrition integrity of the school meals and
provide children with a consistent nutrition message. It also
enhances the development of a comprehensive school health system
as part of an environment that supports and reinforces a school's
health and physical education programs.

We are strongly committed to assuring that USDA's efforts to

implement the dietary guidelines in school meals are successful.
Overall, we support the proposed rules. However, we believe that
an essential key to success is the development of an infrastructure
at USDA and the state level that provides a comprehensive approach
to offering healthier meals and building partnerships integrated
with marketing, training, and nutrition education. Currently, no
support systems exist that can effectively assist School Food
Authorities in successful implementation.

We have submitted our recommendations and comments on the proposed
rules to USDA. These recommendations and comments are based on
our four years of experience striving to implement the dietary
guidelines, including Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, which we
believe provides USDA with a unique perspective and insight.
Highlights of our recommendations include:

1. DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT nSDA INFRASTRUCTURE. We recommend
USDA immediately concentrate its efforts towards
establishing the necessary infrastructure to succeed in

implementing these proposed rules. Presently, the

support structures are not available at most of the USDA
regional offices or State Agencies to help SFAs achieve
success.
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September 6, 1994

Page 2

2. ALLOW OPTIONAL PARTICIPATION OF NUTRIENT STANDARD MENU
PLANNING (NSMP) . We strongly recommend that NSMP be an
option for School Food Authorities (SFAs) . We are very
concerned that many SFAs will be unable to implement this
system effectively without the infrastructure to provide
support and training needed.

3 . ADD THE OPTION OF A FOOD-BASED MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN WITH
LIMITED NUTRIENT ANALYSIS. Allowing a food-based
modified meal pattern will assist SFAs by providing a

bridge as a transition to gradually implement NSMP. A
limited nutrient analysis of only calories and fat could
be tested to determine its feasibility.

4. ELIMINATE WEIGHTED NUTRIENT ANALYSIS. We oppose using
weighted nutrient analysis. We believe that it is the
school's role to offer or make available healthy foods,
but it is excessively burdensome to require schools to be
accountable for the food selections by children.
Weighted nutrient analysis would be time consuming and
cumbersome, especially for many high schools and middle
schools which may offer up to 21 choices daily.

The enclosed copy of California's recommendations and comments
provide additional information for your consideration.

We emphasize our strong commitment to implementing the dietary
guidelines, promoting a consistent nutrition message, and ensuring
nutrition integrity in California's child nutrition programs. We
believe this is essential in helping our children achieve their
full learning and health potential.

If we can work with you to successfully implement USDA's School
Meals Initiative for Healthy Children, please contact me at (916)
322-2187. I would also be pleased to discuss our recommendations
on the proposed rules and other related issues.

Sincerely,

Maria Balakshin, Director
Child Nutrition and Food Distribution Division

MB:sl

Enclosure

(ACCachmencs follow:)
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OFEDUCATION

721 Capitol Mali. P.O. Box 944272

Sacramento. CA 94244-2720

September 6, 1994

Robert M. Eadie, Chief
Policy and Program Development Branch
Child Nutrition Division
Food and Nutrition Service, USDA
3103 Park Center Drive, Room 1007
Alexandria, VA 22302

Dear Mr. Eadie:

The California Department of Education (CDE) is pleased to submit
its comments and response to the proposed rules published June 10,
1994, entitled School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children.

The Department commends USDA for taking a leadership role to
implement the Dietary Guidelines for Americans in the school
nutrition programs. Overall, we support the proposed rules
regarding nutrition objectives for school meals in the National
School Lunch and School Breakfast Programs. This is a significant
step forward in the integration of school nutrition programs with
the 1990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans .

We believe the emphasis on nutrition will improve the nutrition
integrity of the school meals and will provide children with a

consistent nutrition message. It also enhances the development of
a comprehensive school health system as part of an environment that
supports and reinforces a school's health and physical education
programs.

We also commend USDA for taking leadership action in the three
areas which we proposed in our testimony submitted during the

public hearing and comment period in the fall of 1993. These three
areas were 1) A national nutrition campaign focused on children; 2)

Leadership in integrating a consistent nutrition message among all

appropriate federal agencies; and 3) Systemic changes within USDA
to support nutrition objectives. We believe USDA's actions as
outlined in the School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children are

key steps that will position USDA in achieving these areas.
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CRLIFORNIA'S EXPERIENCE WITH IMPLEMENTING DIETARY GUIDELINES

Our comments and recommendations on the proposed rules to implement
the dietary guidelines are based on the experiences in our Child
Nutrition: Shaping Healthy Choices Campaign. Initiated in 1989,
the campaign is California's plan to comprehensively implement the

dietary guidelines in school meals.

In 1990, CDE funded two regional model project networks as part of
the Shaping Healthy Choices Campaign. These project networks were

designed to determine the most effective and cost-efficient methods
for implementing the Dietary Guidelines for Americans in schools.
In July 1991, CDE received approval from the USDA for a meal

pattern variation to the rules that define the meal pattern
requirements for the National School Lunch, School Breakfast, and
the Child Care Food Programs. This variation included the ability
to implement either a revised meal pattern or Nutrient Standard
Menu Planning (NSMP) in selected school districts and child care

programs. Initially, 20 school districts and child care agencies
were involved in the regional model project networks. Currently,
33 school districts and 7 child care agencies are implementing
either NSMP or a revised meal pattern at selected sites as part of
our SHAPE (Shaping Health as Partners in Education) California
networks .

Results of our experiences with our SHAPE networks have indicated
that several key areas are essential to successfully implementing
the dietary guidelines through NSMP and the revised meal pattern.
Nutrition expertise is essential if nutrition integrity of the
meals is to be ensured. Programs implementing the dietary
guidelines must be carefully managed and monitored by a registered
dietitian or a person with comparable nutrition training. Child
nutrition staff need training in many areas, including basic
nutrition knowledge, focusing on the dietary guidelines and
nutritional needs of children; modifying and standardizing recipes;
food preparation techniques; use of computerized nutrient analysis;
and food purchasing. In addition, our experience found that

implementation is most successful when all school partners,
including students, teachers, parents, and administrators, are
involved and when a gradual implementation of change is made.

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

WE ARE STRONGLY COMMITTED TO ASSURING THAT USDA'S EFFORTS TO
IMPLEMENT THE DIETARY GUIDELINES IN SCHOOL MEALS ARE SUCCESSFUL .

We believe that an essential key to success for the School Food
Authorities (SFAs) is the development of an infrastructure at both
USDA and the State level that provides a comprehensive approach to
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offering healthier meals and building partnerships integrated with
marketing, training, and nutrition education.

We offer the following recommendations necessary to ensure
successful implementation of the dietary guidelines and nutrition
integrity in school meals. We believe our four years of experience
striving to implement the dietary guidelines, using both NSMP and
a revised meal pattern, provides USDA with a unique perspective and
insight on their implementation. Our major recommendations are
outlined below followed by detailed rationale and additional
recommendations under each point:

1. , Focus on a comprehensive approach in implementing dietary
guidelines.

2. Develop and implement USDA infrastructure.
3. Allow optional participation in Nutrient Standard Menu

Planning.
4. Eliminate Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning and

add the option of 'a Food-Based Modified Meal Pattern with
limited nutrient analysis.

5. Set target levels for fat, dietary fiber, and sodium.
6. .Accompany fortification with targets for dietary fiber.
7. Eliminate weighted nutrient analysis.
8. Delete the requirement that an entree must be selected

under Offer versus Serve.
9. Develop nutrient analysis software for use by SFAs.
10. Increase funding for nutrition education and training.
11. Encourage nutrition disclosure.
12. Address issues related to administrative streamlining and

paperwork reduction.
13. Provide training on State monitoring and corrective

action.
14. Continue to improve the commodity program.
15. Publish interim rules.

FOCUS ON a COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH IN IMPLEMENTING DIETARY
GUIDELINES

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA FOCUS ON A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH IN
IMPLEMENTING THE DIETARY GUIDELINES . In California, we found
that a comprehensive approach is essential for successful
implementation of the dietary guidelines by either NSMP or a
revised meal pattern. Prior to our Shaping Healthy Choices
networks, we field tested implementing the dietary guidelines,
and found that without a registered dietitian or nutrition
expert at the local level we were not successful. As a result,
we provided funds to each SHAPE network to implement a
comprehensive approach to offering healthier meals and
building partnerships integrated with marketing, training, and
nutrition education. Funds are used for a nutrition education
specialist, computer software, training of staff, building
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partnerships, marketing materials, and working with teachers
to provide nutrition education in the classroom.

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA IMPLEMENT THE DIETARY GUIDELINES IN A
PROGRESSIVE. GRADUAL APPROACH THAT PROVIDE SEAS WITH ADEQUATE
TIME TO ENSURE APPROPRIATE FEDERAL. STATE AND LOCAL SYSTEMS
ARE IN PLACE FOR EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION . Results of our
SHAPE experiences indicate that several key areas need to be
addressed to successfully implement NSMP and the revised meal
pattern. These areas include adequate staff training and
resources; building partnerships with schools, parents and
community; marketing to students and parents; using
standardized recipes and following menus as analyzed;
purchasing and preparing appropriate foods and menu items; and
gradually implementing change over time. In addition, we
found the expertise of a registered dietitian or a person with
comparable nutrition training to provide the nutritional
knowledge and technical assistance needed was critical to

support the implementation.

2. DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT USDA INFRASTRUCTURE

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA IMMEDIATELY CONCENTRATE ITS EFFORTS
TOWARDS ESTABLISHING THE NECESSARY INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIRED TO
SUCCEED IN IMPLEMENTING THESE PROPOSED RULES . California
wants SFAs to succeed in implementing these proposed rules.
To ensure successful implementation, USDA must immediately
concentrate its efforts to establish the necessary
infrastructures at the USDA national and regional offices and

provide appropriate support services for use at the state

agency (SA) level. Presently, the support structures are not
available at most of the USDA regional offices or SAs to help
SFAs achieve success.

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA TAKE ACTION TO IMPLEMENT THE FOLLOWING
SUPPORT SERVICES ;

a. Establish nutrition experts at regional and state
levels to provide training and technical
assistance.

b. Provide training for SAs and SFAs in areas of
nutrient standard menu planning, use of computers
and appropriate software, how to plan meals that
meet the dietary guidelines, etc. Include follow-

up sessions after the initial training. USDA may
wish to use the Nutrient Standard Training Module
used for the USDA demonstration pilots.

c. Continue to develop industry support and
involvement in implementing the dietary guidelines.

d. Complete the National Nutrient Database of foods.
e. Provide grants for computer/software purchases.
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f . Initiate a nationwide marketing campaign to educate
parents and children on the importance of healthy
eating and how to make healthy food choices.

g. Provide nutrient analysis in all existing and new
USDA commodities, and require that all commodity
processing products be analyzed for nutrient
content.

h. Revise the commodity program to eliminate high fat,
high sodium, and/or high sugar content items.

3. ALLOW OPTIONAL PARTICIPATION IN NUTRIENT STANDARD MENU
PLANNING

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT NSMP BE AN OPTION FOR SFAS . We are
very concerned that many SFAs will be unable to implement this
system effectively because there is no infrastructure at the
federal, state and local level in place to provide the support
and training needed. In addition, the costs of computer
hardware and software; lack of personnel with both the
computer skills and nutrition knowledge to complete the
nutrient analysis accurately; inadequate time and resources
for the initial extensive data entry; and lack of staff
training and resources are challenges that SFAs will have
difficulty in addressing within current budget constraints.

Making NSMP optional would provide SFAs with lead time to find
the resources and obtain the training needed to eventually
implement NSMP. In California, we provided funds to assist
the SHAPE networks with the initial costs to implement the
dietary guidelines, including NSMP. These costs included
computer hardware and software, staff training time,
substantial time for imputing data, including recipes and
individual food product nutrient analysis. Funds included
support costs for the expertise of a registered dietitian,
working part time, to provide oversight and technical
assistance. Currently, we have 11 school districts that have
been in our networks and are continuing to implement NSMP at

specific sites without additional funds.

WE RECOMMEND THAT RESIDENTIAL CHILD CARE INSTITUTIONS (RCCIs)
BE EXEMPT FROM NSMP UNTIL IT IS ESTABLISHED FOR THE CHILD AND
ADULT DAY CARE FOOD PROGRAMS. RCCIs are very small and
similar to family day care homes. It would be very difficult
and burdensome for them to implement a more complicated
system, such as NSMP, in a family setting.

ELIMINATE ASSISTED NUTRIENT STANDARD MENU PLANNING AND ADD THE
OPTION OF A FOOD-BASED MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN WITH LIMITED
NUTRIENT ANALYSIS
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WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT USDA ELIMINATE THE ASSISTED
NUTRIENT STANDARD MENU PLANNING fANSMP) OPTION . We believe
ANSMP would be a very difficult option to implement because
presently there is no infrastructure in place to provide
needed support and the option has not been tested to determine
its feasibility.

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT A FOOD-BASED MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN
WITH LIMITED NUTRIENT ANALYSIS BE PROVIDED AS AN OPTION TO
IMPLEMENTING THE DIETARY GUIDELINES . Many SFAs do not have
the personnel, time, funds, and other resources required to
effectively use NSMP at this time. Allowing a food-based
modified meal pattern will assist SFAs by providing a bridge
as a transition to gradually implementing NSMP. It provides
an educational tool that allows time for child nutrition staff
to feel comfortable with the process and obtain required
training and resources while still addressing the dietary
guidelines. Our experience with the SHAPE networks found
that the revised meal pattern was a step towards implementing
NSMP. Several of our school districts started with the
revised meal pattern at specific sites as a gradual
implementation process and transition to NSMP after they were
comfortable with the procedures.

This option should be a revised meal pattern similar to what
California SHAPE networks have field tested during the past
four years. Our revised meal pattern stresses fruits,
vegetables, beans/legumes, and whole grains as part of the
daily meals to ensure that targets for naturally-occurring
dietary fiber are met. Enclosed is the revised meal pattern
we are currently using along with our program requirements,
which include conducting a nutrient analysis for one week of
menus per month.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE NUTRIENT ANALYSIS FOR THE FOOD-BASED
MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN BE LIMITED TO TARGETS FOR CALORIES AND
FAT AND THAT IT BE TESTED PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION . Most
nutrients, except fat, can be addressed by the food in the
meal pattern. A simplified process could be developed and
tested for calculating and averaging the calories and fat for
the meals served in a school week. This calculation might be
done without a computer and might require minimal training and
time to implement. More extensive nutrient analysis could be
done if the SFA has the staff, computer, and desire to
complete it and use the information as a marketing tool.

SET TARGET LEVELS FOR FAT, DIETARY FIBER AND SODIUM

WE RECOMMEND THAT FAT BE ESTABLISHED AS A TARGET GOAL OF 30
PERCENT CALORIES FROM FAT . We recommend incremental change in
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reducing the fat content of meals with 30 percent of calories
from fat as a targeted goal. We are concerned that requiring
a standard to be 30 percent or less calories from fat would be
restrictive and difficult to obtain. Our experience found
that several factors must be considered in reducing the fat
content of meals. These factors are low-fat product
acceptability, student acceptance, training backgrounds of
staff, and the amount of change required to alter existing
menus and recipes.

We are concerned that some SFAs will provide significantly
less that 3 percent calories from fat to ensure that they
meet the required standard. This would not be healthy for
growing children, especially younger children and those who
may be undernourished. The "Statement on Cholesterol" by the
American Academy of Pediatrics published in September 1992 is
enclosed for further reference.

If fat remains as a nutrition standard, an alternative
approach is to establish a tolerance level for the percent of
calories from fat. Our experience found that a reasonable
tolerance level was 80 percent of the standard for the first
year and 90 percent thereafter. After the first year, this
results in a goal of 28 to 32 percent of calories from fat.

WE RECOMMEND THAT TARGETS BE ESTABLISHED FOR NATURALLY-
OCCURRING DIETARY FIBER AND SODIUM . These targets would be
goals to strive towards in implementing the dietary
guidelines. California has set specific targets for sodium
and naturally-occurring dietary fiber as noted in the tables
entitled Nutrient Standards and Targets in the enclosed
program requirements. For sodium, the level was determined
based on information in the 10th edition of the Recommended
Dietary Allowances . For fiber, the level for naturally-
occurring dietary fiber in foods was determined based on an

analysis of menus planned using the revised meal pattern to
meet the other dietary guidelines. Setting a target level for
dietary fiber also encourages offering fruits, vegetables,
whole grains, and beans/legumes in the menus as well as

addressing issues on fortification as discussed below.

6. ACCOMPANY FORTIFICATION WITH TARGETS FOR DIETARY FIBER

We are concerned that the proposed rules do not address
fortification but realize this is a difficult issue.
California's policy is to allow only nutrients naturally-
occurring in foods unless covered by the Standard of Identity
or if it is a breakfast cereal. Our policy is outlined on

page 4 of the enclosed "Program Requirements for Nutrient
Standard Menu Planning". Even with this policy, our SHAPE
networks report that determining the nutrient levels that
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would naturally occur in the food item is burdensome and
difficult.

WE RECOMMEND THAT A TARGET LEVEL BE ESTABLISHED FOR NATURALLY-
OCCURRING DIETARY FIBER TO ADDRESS THE USE OF FORTIFIED FOODS
AND THAT IT BE TESTED IN THE NSMP DEMONSTRATION PILOTS . This
is based on our experience in the SHAPE networks and would
encourage the use of fruits, vegetables, beans/ legumes, and
whole grains in meals. It would also convey a strong
statement on the use of conventional foods and would address
the fortification issue. In addition, the meals would be
giving a consistent message that fruits, vegetables, and whole
grains are important choices in a healthy diet. We recommend
testing a target level for dietary fiber in the NSMP
demonstration pilots as a way to address the fortification
issue.

ELIMINATE WEIGHTED NUTRIENT ANALYSIS

WE OPPOSE USING WEIGHTED NUTRIENT ANALYSIS IN NSMP . We
believe that it is the school's role to offer or make
available healthy foods, but it is excessively burdensome to
require schools to be accountable for the food selections by
children. Our experience with the SHAPE networks indicates
that this procedure would discourage offering choices to
students. We have high schools and middle schools where up to
21 choices are offered daily. This makes weighted nutrient
analysis very time consuming and cumbersome.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE NUTRIENT ANALYSIS BE BASED ON THE THREE
MOST FREQUENTLY SELECTED CHOICES OFFERED AS A MENU ITEM.
EXCEPT FOR MILK . We have successfully used a nutrient
analysis based on the three most frequently selected choices
on the menu, except for milk. The three most frequently
selected choices are based on past production records. An
exception to this procedure is the analysis of milk offered in
the meal. The networks analyze the top three milk choices
unless a milk choice is served to less than 10 percent of the
students. The nutrient analysis then includes only the top
two milk choices.

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE USDA NSMP DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS TEST
ALLOWING SFAs THE OPTION TO COMBINE THE NUTRIENT ANALYSIS FOR
BOTH BREAKFAST AND LUNCH WITH STATE APPROVAL IF THEY SERVE
BOTH MEALS TO OVER 60 TO 75 PERCENT OF THE CHILDREN WHO EAT
BREAKFAST In California, a limited number of pilot schools
have used NSMP for breakfast. We require they complete the
analysis separately for breakfast and lunch as proposed in the
rules. In discussing this issue, we recognize the importance
of looking at a child's total dietary intake for the day
rather than by meal. An option for SFAs who serve a high

8
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percentage of children both meals would take into
consideration the concept of total daily nutrient intake for
children who consistently eat both meals at school. It would
also encourage the promotion of the breakfast program. The
NSMP demonstration pilots would be appropriate to test the
feasibility of performing a nutrient analysis combining
breakfast and lunch.

DELETE THE REQUIREMENT THAT AK ENTREE MUST BE SELECTED UNDER
OFFER VERSUS SERVE

WE RECOMMEND DELETING THE REQUIREMENT THAT AN ENTREE BE
SELECTED UNDER OFFER VERSUS SERVE . Our experience in the
SHAPE networks did not include the selection of an entree
under Offer versus Serve, and we encountered no problems with
this system. Thus, we believe that requiring an entree be
selected is unnecessary.

DEVELOP NUTRIENT ANALYSIS SOFTWARE FOR USE BY SFAS

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA DEVELOP THE SOFTWARE TO DO NUTRIENT
ANALYSIS AND PROVIDE THIS SOFTWARE TO SFAS . We are concerned
about the availability and cost of nutrient analysis software
which meets the USDA specifications and incorporates the
National Nutrient Database. We encourage USDA to contract for
the development of software which meets USDA specifications
during 1994-95. This software could be tested during 1995-96
and finalized for use nationwide by 1997-98. The nutrient
analysis software should be provided at cost to SFAs. This
would simplify and allow standardized training nationwide,
increase its availability, reduce costs and assist in
implementation of NSMP. Procedures would need to be developed
to maintain and update the software and its database on a

regular schedule.

10. INCREASE FUNDING FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION AND TRAINING

WE RECOMMEND THAT USDA SEEK CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATION TO
REINSTATE THE 50 CENTS PER CHILD FOR NUTRITION EDUCATION
FUNDING . Both sufficient staff training and nutrition
education for children and parents are critical in any effort
to successfully implement the dietary guidelines. Classroom
nutrition education should complement and reinforce the
nutritious meals provided in the cafeteria. It should
reinforce the consistent nutrition message of the national
campaign and support the development of a comprehensive school
health system. We commend USDA for their coordination efforts
in working closely with the Departments of Education and of
Health and Human Services in a comprehensive approach to
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improving the health and nutritional well" being of our
children. This coordination has a positive impact on our
State efforts to implement comprehensive school health systems
in our schools.

11. ENCOURAGE NUTRITION DISCLOSURE

WE AGREE WITH THE PROPOSED RULES THAT NUTRITION DISCLOSURE BE
ENCOURAGED BUT NOT REQUIRED . We believe nutrition disclosure
can be an important marketing and nutrition education tool.
The SFA can use nutrition disclosure in teaching parents about
the dietary guidelines and stress that school meals provide
healthy foods to students. However, it should not be

required, because many districts do not have trained personnel
who are able to analyze and interpret the nutrient analysis
accurately.

12. ADDRESS ISSUES RELATED TO ADMINISTRATIVE STREAMLINING AND
PAPERWORK REDUCTION

We believe the reduction in the paperwork and streamlining of
the administrative requirements in the school nutrition
programs are definitely overstated in the USDA proposed
regulations. We recommend the following:

a. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT ALL RECOMMENDATIONS MADE
IN THE 198 6 PAPERWORK REDUCTION TASK FORCE BE
ADOPTED .

b. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A
SEAMLESS PROGRAM , one with a single application and
one eligibility scale for Child and Adult Care Food

Programs, Head Start, and National School Lunch and
School Breakfast Programs.

c. WE BELIEVE THE CHANGE IN EDIT CHECKS AND NONPROFIT
STATUS ARE INSIGNIFICANT STREAMLINING PROPOSALS ;

consequently, we see these changes as unnecessary.

d. WE RECOMMEND THAT SFAS THAT OPERATE CHILD CARE FOOD
PROGRAMS AND SUMMER SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE PROGRAMS BE
ALLOWED TO USE NSMP FOR ALL PROGRAMS . We encourage
making this provision seamless to all programs
administered by school districts because it will

simplify administration and reduce confusion.

e. WE SUPPORT THE EXTENSION OF CONDUCTING THE
COORDINATED REVIEW EFFORT (CRE) FROM FOUR YEARS TO
FIVE YEARS . We encourage USDA to consider changing
the review system to one that focuses on a

10
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continuous quality improvement approach. In
addition, we think that paperwork could be reduced
in the CRE review by decreasing the required
sampling of eligibility applications and modifying
the required verification of meal counts to help
increase the amount of time available for providing
technical assistance.

PROVIDE TRAINING FOR STATE MONITORING AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

WE SUPPORT THE PROVISION THAT NO FISCAL SANCTION WILL BE TAKEN
FOR NSMP ERRORS UNLESS SFAS ABSOLUTELY REFUSE TO IMPLEMENT
NSMP OR ANSMP .

WE RECOMMEND TRAINING BE PROVIDED TO STATE AGENCY STAFF WHO
CONDUCT CRE REVIEWS WHEN NSMP IS IMPLEMENTED . This training
is necessary for those conducting CRE reviews to ensure
thorough and accurate reviews, as well as providing the
necessary technical assistance to prevent future corrective
action from being required.

14. CONTINUE TO IMPROVE THE COMMODITY PROGRAM

WE RECOMMEND CONTINUED CHANGES TO THE COMMODITY PROGRAM THAT
ELIMINATE THOSE ITEMS, SUCH AS BUTTER, WHICH CLEARLY DO NOT
FIT OR CANNOT BE MODIFIED TO FIT INTO THE DIETARY GUIDELINES .

Much improvement has been realized in the commodity program as
more products with reduced fat and less sugar have been
introduced. However, there is still room for improvement.

15. PUBLISH INTERIM RULES

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND USDA PUBLISH INTERIM RULES. NOT FINAL
RULES, THAT INCLUDE ALLOWING OPTIONS OF NUTRIENT STANDARD MENU
PLANNING AND A FOOD-BASED MODIFIED MEAL PATTERN . These
proposed rules represent a significant positive change to the
National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast Program.
We believe that any final rules need the benefit of USDA's
NSMP demonstration pilots and information from California as
we continue with our networks. The NSMP Demonstration Pilots
will provide important recommendations which should be
incorporated before any final rules are published. Publishing
interim rules would also allow adequate time for the other
options and recommendations from the comment period to be
field tested and modified as needed. Interim rules would
allow SFAs who wish to implement the dietary guidelines to
proceed while providing ease in amending the rules to
incorporate needed revisions.

11
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In closing, we emphasize our strong commitment to implementing the
dietary guidelines, promoting a consistent nutrition message, and
ensuring nutrition integrity in California's child nutrition
programs. We believe this is essential in helping our children
achieve their full learning and health potential. We hope that our
recommendations and comments on the proposed rules will be
beneficial in issuing future rules. Again, we commend USDA on
taking this important leadership role for ensuring nutritious,
healthy meals in our school nutrition programs for children.

If we can work with you to successfully implement the School Meals
Initiative for Healthy Children, please contact me at (916) 322-
2187. I would also be pleased to discuss our recommendations on
the proposed rules and any other related issues.

Sincerely,

'^^^^(^'^Jl^aJu^A^
Maria Balakshin, Director
Child Nutrition and Food Distribution Division

MB:sl

Enclosures
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Statement on Cholesterol

Committee on Nutrition

Increased blood cholesterol levels have been found

to be a risk factor for coronary vascular disease in

adult populations, and the reduction of cholesterol

levels in adults decreases the risk. Because no com-

parable studies have been carried out in childhood

populations, the significance of cholesterol as a risk

factor for coronary vascular disease must be inferred

from less direct evidence. It is also important to note

that a number of other factors including cigarette

smoking, hypertension, obesity, and diabetes mellitus

are important in their causative relationship to ath-

erosclerotic vascular disease. A family history of pre-
mature coronary vascular disease is also a risk factor

for early onset coronary vascular disease.

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) last

published its recommendations regarding dietary fat

and cholesterol in 1986' and suggested indications

for cholesterol testing in children and adolescents in

1989.^ Very recently the Expert Panel on Blood Cho-
lesterol Levels in Children and Adolescents of the

National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP), in

a comprehensive report, recommended that all chil-

dren and adolescents eat a diet that on average con-

tains no more than 30% of total calories from fat, less

than 10% of total calories from saturated fat, and less

than 300 mg of cholesterol per day.' The panel rec-

ommended screening blood cholesterol levels only in

those children and adolescents whose risk of devel-

oping coronary vascular disease as adults could be

identified by family history or by the coexistence of

several risk factors. In this statement the earlier rec-

ommendations of the AAP are reviewed in the context

of the recent NCEP report and provide current guide-
lines regarding dietary fat and cholesterol, cholesterol

screening, and management of elevated blood choles-

terol levels in children. These guidelines should be

regarded as an effort by the Conunittee on Nutrition

to define an interim approach to this important issue

that takes into account the substantial uncertainty

concerning the pathophysiology of atherogenesis in

childhood and the related inaccuracies in predicting
which children will ultimately require inter/ention

for coronary artery disease as adults, based on current

diagnostic techruques applied during childhood.

The AAP and NCEP report both endorse the prin-

ciple that the diet of children and adolescents should

The recomincndaQoni m this pubbcabon do not indicate an exclusive course

of treatment or serve as a standard ot medical care Vanations. talung into

account uidi.iujal c1rLur.ibidnt.e3. may oe appropnate
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be adequate to support normal growth and develop-
ment. A varied diet including foods from each of the

major food groups provides the best assurance of

nutrihonal adequacy. Dietary guidelines that restrict

fat and cholesterol should not apply to infants from

birth to age 2 years.

RATIONALE FOR ATTENTION TO BLOOD
CHOLESTEROL LEVELS IN CHILDHOOD

A diet rich in saturated fat and cholesterol is one

of several factors that influence the development of

coronary vascular disease in adults. Heredity, physical

inactivity, smoking, obesity, and diabetes mellitus

along v^th diet affect serum cholesterol levels. In

several large-scale and geographically diverse studies,

serum cholesterol has been shown to be a powerful
and independent risk factor for coronary vascular

disease in adults.*"' Ethnic populations such as the

Masai in Africa and the Inuit of North America, ingest
diets high in total fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol

but have a low prevalence of coronary vascular dis-

ease, demonstrating the importance of these other

risk or protective factors. It is for this reason that

previous statements from the AAP have emphasized
diet in the context of a 'Prudent Lifestyle for Chil-

dren" and have recommended that efforts be made
to reduce or eliminate when possible all contributing

risk factors for coronary vascular disease and other

chronic illnesses.

Children and adolescents in the Uruted States, like

their adult counterparts, have higher saturated fat

intakes and blood cholesterol levels than children in

many other developed nations.' The school-aged chil-

dren participating in the Bogalusa Heart Study who
consumed a diet higher in fat had higher mean serum

cholesterol values than children eating a lower fat

diet." Obesity and aerobic capacity also strongly in-

fluence the serum lipid profiles during adolescence."

Several autopsy studies of children published during
the past 5 years demonstrate the presence of raised

lesions in coronary vessels that progress with age and

correlate with blood lipid levels as well as other

known risk factors, such as smoking and hyperten-
sion.'^" In one study 7% of those examined between

ages 10 and 15 years had these lesions in coronary

vessels", 14% of those between ages 15 and 20 years

and 21% of those between ages 20 and 25 years

demonstrated similar lesions. By ages 35 to 40 years,

66% of individuals in the study demonstrated some

atherosclerotic changes.
Diet intervention alone reduces serum cholesterol

levels in children and adults, although the individual

PEDL\TRICS Vol. 90 No. 3 September 1992 469
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response is variable."
" Both diet modification and

drugs given to lower serum lipid values cause regres-

sion of coronary vascular lesions and reduce the

morbidity and mortality from coronary vascular dis-

ease in adults." Longitudinal studies have not been

reported that examine what effect beginning diets

contairung lower fat and cholesterol during childhood

can have in preventing the development and pro-

gression of coronary atherosclerosis. The diet and

heart disease hypothesis has not been examined sys-

tematically in children. A cautious approach to ag-

gressive lowering of serum cholesterol values in chil-

dren is suggested by recent studies in adults that

indicate that individuals with low serum cholesterol

values and those with serum cholesterol values re-

duced by diet and drugs experienced increased rates

of noncardiac deaths relative to control popula-
tions."" Hence, total death rates between groups
with low and high cholesterol values may not be

different.

Concerns about the effects of severe dietary fat

restriction on growth and development led the AAP
to recommend in 1986 that the optimal total fat intake

cannot be determined, but 30% to 40% of calories

seems sensible for adequate growth and develop-
ment. Diets that avoid extremes are safe for children

for whom there is no evidence of special vulnerability.

Any recommendations for changing toward a more
restrictive dietary pattern during the first two decades

of life should await demonstration that such dietary

restrictions. . .would support adequate growth and

development for children and adolescents.'

During the past 25 years the consumption of satu-

rated fats, cholesterol, and total fat has decreased in

the United States. Recent food consumption surveys
show that children and adolescents in the United

States on average now consume about 35% of their

total calories as fat, with 14% to 15% of total calories

from saturated fat and less than 300 mg/day of

cholesterol." During the same period, the mean

weight and height of children and adolescents in the

United States has continued to increase; the preva-
lence of obesity has also increased.^" A diet that

restricts saturated fat to less than 10% of total calories,

total fat to approximately 30% of total calories, and

dietary cholesterol to less than 300 mg/d concurs

with previous reconunendations from the AAP and

falls within the range of the current eating habits of

children and adolescents in the United States. Such a

diet can support the nutrient needs of this population.
McPherson et al in a survey of food intake and food

sources in rruddle class school children documented
that a substantial proportion of these children were

already consuming a diet containing 30% of total

calories from fat and were meeting all of their nutri-

tional requirements.^' A larger multicenter study, sup-

ported by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Insh-

tute, is examining this question and will be completed
in 1993.

As a result oi the recommendations from the Amer-
ican Heart Association, National Cholesterol Educa-

tion Program, National Institutes of Health Consen-

sus Conference on Lowering Blood Cholesterol to

Prevent Heart Disease, the American Cancer Society,

and many other groups, foods are increasingly being

prepared with a lower total fat, saturated fat, and

cholesterol content. A 1990 survey conducted by the

National Restaurant Association revealed that 89% of

fast food restaurants now fry with vegetable oils m
place of animal fats." Thus, children and adolescents

are likely to have increasingly leaner food choices.

The early studies of Davis" and more recently Birch

et aF* suggest that if ample and varied food choices

are available, children v»all adjust their energy intake

to meet their needs. Children and adolescents are

themselves increasingly aware of the fat and choles-

terol content of various foods and of the guidelines
for limiting dietary fat and cholesterol and for ensur-

ing good nutrition.^

Although dietary fat can be safely limited to ap-

proximately 30% of total calories, some will attempt
to restrict fat intake further, to well below 30%.

Recent reports of growth failure among children and

adolescents testify to the dangers of excessive restric-

tion of dietary fat.^' The adequacy of mineral absorp-
tion from diets rich in complex carbohydrates has also

not been established. It should be emphasized that

the primary goal of the diet in childhood is to achieve

normal growth and development. Within the context

of a balanced diet, no single food should be consid-

ered unhealthy regardless of its fat content. In partic--

ular, where the food supply is Umited and children

are at greater risk for undernutrition, foods containing

higher amounts of fat are appropriate to meet energy
and other specific nutrient requirements. No restric-

tion should be placed on the fat and cholesterol

content of the diet of infants from birth to 2 years of

age, a period of rapid growth and development and

high nutritional requirements.
The transition to a lower fat diet beginning at the

age of 2 years requires special consideration. Approx-

imately 50% of the calories in the diet of the exclu-

sively breast-fed infant come from the fat content of

the inilk. As solids are introduced during the first and

second year of age, the percentage of calories in the

diet contributed by fat deaeases. At ages 2 to 3 years,

if only 30% of total calories are derived from fat, then

the protein content would have to provide as much

as 17% to '20% of calories for the diet to meet the

recommended daily allowances for minerals. Early

childhood then should be considered a transition

period during which the fat and cholesterol content

of the diet should gradually decrease to the recom-

mended amounts. Particular care should be taken at

this time to avoid excessive restriction of dietary fat.

The consumption of lower fat dairy products and lean

meats—critical sources of protein, iron, and cal-

cium—should be encouraged throughout childhood

and adolescence.

SCREE^fING OF BLOOD CHOLESTEROL LEVELS

The AAP continues to endorse an individualized

approach to identify and treat children and adoles-

cents whose risk of developing coronar)- vascular

disease as adults can be identified through family

history. If the family history cannot be ascertained

and other risk factors are present, screening should

be at the discretion of the physician. The poor predic-
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electrolyte content and low calorie density of

these niilks.

4. The Academy continues to endorse the selective

screening of children more than 2 years of age
whose risk of developing coronary vascular dis-

ease can be identified by family history. This

screening should include the following groups:

(1) Children whose parents or grandparents
have a history of coronary or peripheral vas-

cular disease before the age of 55 years
should have a serum lipid profile that in-

cludes determinarton of low density lipopro-
tein (LDL) cholesterol value. Blood should be
drawn after a 12-hour fast.

(2) Children whose parents have a blood choles-

terol level greater than or equal to 240 mg/
dL should be screened for total blood choles-

terol level (nonfasting).

(3) Children and adolescents with several risk

factors for future coronary vascular disease

(eg, smoking, hypertension, physical inactiv-

ity, obesity, and diabetes mellitus) whose

family history cannot be ascertained may be
screened at the discretion of the physician for

a total blood cholesterol level.

5. When possible, identification and elimination of
other risk factors for coronary vascular disease

(eg, smoking, hypertension, obesity, diabetes

mellitus) are recommended for everyone, includ-

ing those who are screened, regardless of the

results. A diet (Step I Diet) supervised by a health

professional is the first therapy recommended for

hypercholesterolemic children. The diet is one in

which the intake of saturated fats is less than
10% of total calories, with no more than 30% of

calories as fat and less than 300 mg of cholesterol

per day. If after repeated testing the desired

serum lipid levels are not achieved, the intake of

saturated fats should be reduced to less than 7%
of total calories, with no more than 30% of cal-

ories as fat and the cholesterol amount reduced
to less than 200 mg/day (Step U Diet).

6. Drug therapy can be considered in children more
than 10 years of age if after an adequate trial of
diet therapy (6 months to 1 year) the LDL cho-
lesterol value remains greater than 190 mg/dL in

the absence of other risk factors. If the level

remains greater than 160 mg/dL in children with
a family history of heart disease or two or more
risk factors of cardiovascular disease, drug ther-

apy is also recommended. Bile acid sequestrants
such as cholestyramine and coleshpol are the

only drugs recommended because there is limited

experience in the use of other cholesterol-lower-

ing agents in children. Other drugs such as niacin,

hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG CoA)
reductase inhibitors, probucol, gemfibrozil, thy-
roxine, and clofibrate are not recommended for

routine use berau>;e very little data exist concern-

ing safety and efficacy of these drugs in children.

The AAP recommends that all Upid-lowering
agents, including the bile add sequestrants, be
used with caution because they all have the po-

tential for interfering with growth as well as

producing other significant side effects. Clinical

trials of these agents should be carried out in

children to detenrdne both safety and efficacy
before their widespread use is endorsed. If lipid-

lowering drugs are required, children should be
monitored closely, particularly during the vulner-
able period of adolescent growth.
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Representative Charles W. Stenholm

1211 Longworth House Office Building

Washington, D.C. 20515-4317

Comments to the

Agriculture Committee

Concerning
National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast Program:

Nutrition Objectives for School Meals; Proposed Rule

7 CFR Parts 210 and 220

As the largest trade association in the United Stales representing the fresh

produce industry, the Produce Marketing Association (PMA) welcomes this

opportunity to comment on the proposed rule to amend the nutrition standards

for the National School Lunch and School Breakfast Programs. PMA's 2500

members include grocery retailers, growers, shippers, and produce distributors

and suppliers. PMA strives to create a favorable, responsible environment that

advances the marketing of produce products.

Overall, PMA is pleased with USDA's attempt to bring school lunch and

breakfast programs into line with the Dietary Guidelines. Childhood is a time

when food preferences and eating habits are formed. Ensuring that good tasting

and nutritious food selections are available during childhood, in addition to a

strong education component in schools, will help children develop better lifelong

eating patterns.

Area of Concern

PMA has one major concern, however, with these proposed rules. Even though

one of USDA's main objectives is to encourage greater consumption of fruits

and vegetables in schools, the proposal does not indicate how USDA is

It:-
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requiring schools to serve more fruits and vegetables. In fact, the proposal seemingly allows
schools to step away from that objective by use of the nutrient standard menu planning and
use of fortified foods.

Using the nutrient standard menu planning with a weekly nutrient-based average and use of

fortified foods, a school could substitute a fortified food instead of using fruits or vegetables
for the weekly vitamin A and vitamin C requirements. Theoretically, Tang could replace

orange juice; Fruit Loops could replace apples; and catsup could replace broccoli. These
fortified foods would be a quick, easy, reimbursable substitute for raw fruits and vegetables,
but would not provide the associated benefits of fruits and vegetables.

Even though vitamin C is vitamin C, no matter what the source, there are benefits to eating
whole fruits and vegetables instead of fortified foods. The benefits bestowed by a diet rich

in fruits and vegetables may not be the vitamins or minerals themselves, but may be any of a

number of other naturally occurring compounds (e.g. indole, dithiolthiones, phenols,

coumarins) found in those fruits or vegetables acting either independently or in conjunction
with other compounds in a diet. For example, one of a hundred different carotenoids may
work together with a phenolic compound or other non-nutritive compound to help prevent

carcinogenesis.

In addition, according to the proposed changes, all of the fruits and vegetables could be

served on one day and no ft^jits or vegetables served the next. There are no requirements
about how many fruits and vegetables are offered each day.

To most closely reflect the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, as this administration is

trying to do, requiring a set number of fruits or vegetables per meal is more synonymous
with the Guidelines than meeting a weekly level of vitamin A and vitamin C. The
Guidelines specify a set number of fruits and vegetables every day (5-9 servings). They do

not specify a set amount of vitamins A and C. USDA's reasoning for selecting set

requirements for vitamins A and C, calcium, and iron was because they are consistent with

the Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA). Though NLEA includes labeling of

protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, and iron, it does not downplay the importance of

fiber, sodium, and cholesterol as USDA's proposal seemingly is doing.

Therefore, PMA reconunends that USDA add one additional criterion to the proposed
school lunch program that would require three servings of fruits and vegetables per

school lunch. This additional requirement would ensure that more fruits and vegetables are

being served, and should not be difficult for foodservice operators since they have been

working under a similar program (with 2 servings per meal) for the last several decades.
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Areas of Agreement
Aside from this major area of disagreement, PMA is pleased with other aspects of the

proposal, including:

Training

PMA applauds USDA for recognizing the importance of training for local meal providers.

PMA's Fresh Produce Academies that USDA has held and is plaiming to hold for its regional
foodservice directors are an excellent first step in training personnel about buying and

handling produce. PMA hopes to continue future ventures with USDA in educating school

foodservice personnel on purchasing and handling produce. Enclosed please find a copy of

PMA's new Guide to Selecting a Fresh Produce Distributor which may be useful for school

foodservice produce purchasing agents, PMA is also developing a new poster that contains

nutrition information on the top 40 produce items that are consumed. This may be another

item of use to foodservice directors and their staff.

Department ofDefense
Because of produce's perishability, quick and efficient delivery of product through the

commodity distribution program is essential. If the Department of Defense is willing and

able to handle the distribution of perishable items, including delivery to schools and with

minimal paperwork, then PMA encourages this avenue of distribution. PMA believes in

providing quality product quickly and efficiently.

Education

PMA is excited about USDA's 1995 budget request of $18.4 million in additional funds to

support nutrition education and technical assistance. In fact, PMA has written letters of

support to key congressmen for this funding. We hope that the 5 A Day message can be

used in schools as part of this education component. The national 5 A Day program has not

yet moved into schools in a big way. Many state and local communities, however, have

used the 5 A Day message with excellent results. We believe that USDA could make a

lasting mark on children's eating patterns by bringing them the 5 A Day message.

Thank you for considering our comments. We, like USDA, would like to better the health

of our country. There is no better change to dietary patterns than decreasing fat and

increasing fruits, vegetables, and fiber. We look forward to working with USDA on current

and new projects.

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact Elizabeth Pivonka, PhD,
RD at 302/738-7100,
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International Dairy Foods Association

Milk Industry Foundation

National Cheese Institute

International Ice Cream Association
September 8 1994

Robert M. Eadie, Chief

Policy and Program Development Branch

Child Nutrition Division

Food and Nutrition Service, USDA
3101 Park Center Drive

Alexandria, VA 22302

Re: National School Lunch Program and

School Breakfast Program: Nutrition

Objectives for School Meals

Dear Mr. Eadie:

The International Dairy Foods Association (IDFA), a national trade association comprised of the

Milk Industry Foundation, the National Cheese Institute, and the International Ice Cream

Association and the affiliated American Butter Institute, submits these conmients on behalf of

its member organizations. Through these organizations, IDFA represents 751 member companies
that account for 85% of the dairy foods consumed in the United States.

IDFA agrees with efforts to improve the nutritional profile of meals offered by our nation's

schools. The commitment to serving more nutritious and healthful meals in schools is one we

share with USDA. The Department plays an essential role in educating children on nutrition and

assisting them in making healthful food choices. As USDA continues to execute education

programs, we encourage the implementation of education programs that involve not only children,

but parents, teachers and others involved in the school feeding programs.

We also encourage the continued evaluation of the program, one that plays such a vital role in

the prevention of diseases and long-term health promotion in children. More specifically, IDFA
recommends that a specific review and evaluation procedure be included in the regulations to

ensure that the school feeding program continues to meet the established goals of the program -

providing more healthful meals to children.

1250HSt.,NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC 20005 202«737'4332 FAX 202'331«7820
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Although we believe the proposal focuses on the goal of promoting the health of children, our

industry has several concerns with the proposed regulations. These concerns are outlined as

follows:

Implementation

The proposed changes to the feeding program are quite comprehensive and will require extensive

training and re-education of food service persoimel. In addition, supplementary administrative

funds will be required to meet these prerequisites. Consequently, we believe changes of this

magnitude should not be taken lightly and should be given full consideration before requiring

compliance by July 1, 1998.

Requiring schools to completely alter their approach to meal planning from a food group-based

approach to a nutrient-based approach will take considerable training and education on the part
of USDA. There are training and education issues that are not addressed in the proposed

regulation and without thorough consideration, will undoubtedly result in schools dropping out

of the program altogether. The Department has not established a training schedule that details

how each school foodservice administrator and his or her staff will have the opportunity to be

fully trained before implementing the program in their respective schools. By postponing the

implementation date of the regulations and establishing a more realistic date, the Department's

goal of providing healthy meals could be more easily achieved.

Adequate time should be allowed to fully evaluate the results of the pilot and demonstration

projects. The demonstration project involving thirty-four school districts throughout the coimtry

should provide useful insights into the possible consequences of the nutrient-based approach to

menu planning. Premature implementation of the nutrient-based menu planning system may
encourage its rejection by school foodservice administrators and thus, its ultimate failure. A
complete review of the data collected from the test programs should precede implementation in

order to guarantee a successful program that has cooperation from the foodservice administrators

while maintaining student participation.

We encourage USDA to delay the implementation date of the school feeding program until the

demonstration projects have been completed and their performance thoroughly evaluated. IDFA
also has serious reservations about supporting a program that may not have adequate

implementation funds or an inclusive training and education element to ensure its success.

Dietary Guidelines for Children

As demonstrated with the establishment of separate RDI's for other population segments such as

infants and pregnant women, children also have unique dietary needs. The proposed regulations

ignore this issue. The requirement that school meals meet the federal Dietary Guidelines for

Americans for fat and saturated fat unfortimately do not consider the specific needs of children.
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These guidelines were developed on a population-adjusted average (or mean) in which gender

and age are important factors. To date, a separate set of dietary guidelines based on the

population of children, including gender and age, has not been developed.

In addition, the application of the Dietary Guidelinesfor Americans to children is not supported

by a large segment of the scientific commimity and questions are being raised as to the efficacy

and safety of its application. The long-term effects on children on a low fat diet have not been

documented. A low fat diet may not allow proper growth and development of the child (studies

by Health Canada and The Canadian Pediatric Society). By lowering the fat content in the child's

diet, calories normally contributed by fat must be contributed by other carbohydrate and protein

sources. A low fat, high carbohydrate and protein diet in children has not been studied and its

effects are unknown. In essence, a low fat diet may have the opposite effect that the goals of the

school feedmg program are trying to achieve.

IDFA requests that USDA not implement these regulations until a separate set of dietary

guidelines appropriate for children are established.

Maintain Participation

Probably the most important factor in the feeding programs is participation by the students and

schools. If children are not consuming the meals served, the school feeding programs have failed

to achieve their goals. Participation in the school feeding programs has decreased by I percent

for each of the past seven years. A decrease in participation in the school feeding programs

should not be allowed to occur. The proposed regulations do not address maintaining student

participation, much less increasing student participation.

IDFA believes the regulations must also recognize the importance of taste and palatability in

meal plarming. Well-balanced meals which meet die Dietary Guidelines for Americans, but do

not taste good, will not be consumed. Whether it is a non-nutritional snack from a vending

machine, or an item from a nearby fast food restaurant, students will find alternate sources of

foods if what they are being offered at school is not appealing.

If a separate set of dietary guidelines is not established for children and the proposed dietary

guidelines are implemented (e.g., 30% calories from fat and 10% from saturated fat), meals may

be unnecessarily limited in terms of taste and appeal and could result in a decrease in

participation. Because students have been consimiing meals with approximately 38% calories

from total fat, reducing calories from fat to 30% may drastically decrease the participation in the

program. The regulations must strike a balance between offering healthful and appealing meals.

Again, IDFA recommends that school menus reflect dietary guidehnes appropriate for children.

.jideally, once specific dietary guidelines for children have been established and incorporated into

the school feeding programs, the participation level in these programs should be monitored and

remain consistent with the current levels of participation. Any decrease in participation should
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not be tolerated and every effort should be made to increase student participation.

Fortification

IDFA can support the nutrient-based approach to school menu planning only if a strict

fortification policy is included in the regulations. We concur with USDA's principle that "the

preferred source of adequate nutrition is a meal comprised of a variety of conventional foods, as

recommended in the Dietary Guidelines, rather than one containing formulated fortified foods."

As discussed in the preamble to the proposed regulations, the school feeding programs play a

vital role in nutrition education. By offering fortified foods in school menus, children could grow
accustomed to consuming these products and will assume that all products of that type will

provide him or her with all of the nutrients they need. For example, if children consume
"Calcium Fortified Orange Juice" at school for breakfast, they may assume that all orange juice,
consumed both at home and away-from-home, contains calcium.

The fortification policy developed by the California Department of Education's Nutrition

Education and Training Program for their nutrient standard feeding program is consistent with

USDA's principles. The policy prohibits random fortification of food and encourages inclusion

of a variety of conventional foods. The Food and Drug Administration's (FDA) fortification

policy also prohibits the random addition of nutrients to foods and limits fortification to food that

are suitable carriers. IDFA strongly recommends the adoption of the attached fortification policy

developed for the California Department of Education's Nutrition Education and Training

Program.

Inclusion of a Variety of Foods

The proposed regulations require that nutrition analysis be based on an average of the meals

offered over the course of a week. IDFA encourages the inclusion of the proposed definition of

"school week" in the regulations and believes that it is important to focus on the total diet rather

than individual foods or nutrients. Each food or each meal should not be required to meet the

dietary guidelines. It is more important that the diet consist of a variety of foods and that specific

foods, including butter, not be completely eliminated from the diet.

As the food industry develops lower fat, lower sodium food products, these items should be

included in the school feeding programs. The current system requires Food and Nutrition Service

(FNS) to request a specific food item before Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) develops a

specification for the product. Research is then conducted to develop the item, including field

testing and input from industry. Once specifications are develut^ed, FNS may purchase the

product. Many products FNS is requesting to purchase (e.g., lowfat mozzarella cheese, light

cream cheese) already successfully exist in the retail market and thousands of new products are

developed each year. To develop procedures to manufacture such a volume of products is

unnecessary and time consuming. IDFA recommends that the method by which new food
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products are being included in the school lunch purchasing programs be evaluated before

implementing the nutrient-based menu planning system for the school feeding program.

Nutrient Database

IDFA is very interested in USDA's criteria and requirements for inclusion of nutrition

information provided by the food industry and other sources in the National Nutrient Database

for Child Nutrition Programs used in the menu planning system. While not specifically addressed

in the proposal, the database serves as an essential element in the proposed nutrient-based menu

planning system. Because of the enormous burden that is involved in developing a nutrient

database for inclusion in the school feeding program database, many food companies will be

effectively excluded from the program.

The quality control requirements, exclusion of third party nutrient databases and the acceptance
of only data developed after January 1993 are among the list of concerns that IDFA has with the

criteria established for developing a nutrient database. The greatest concern IDFA has in

developing such a database, is the cost to food companies. With so many barriers to overcome

in developing a database, it is not likely that many food companies will undertake the burden.

Unfortunately, if the criteria for developing a nutrient database is not modified, many food

companies will choose not to participate. Not only will some of the students' favorite foods not

be available in the school feeding program because they are not included in the nutrient database,

but school food service operators will be limited in their selections when developing menus.

Since many resources have already been spent developing nutrient databases for commercial food

labeling purposes, we encourage USDA to include databases that have been developed for that

purpose. The dairy industry has been using a nutrient database to nutritionally label their products

for over 20 years and should not be expected to redevelop a nutrient database simply to comply
with a different set of criteria. IDFA encourages the Department to incorporate all nutrient

databases approved by FDA for nutrition labeling purposes as well as individual company
databases in the National Nutrient Database for Child Nutrition Programs.

In summary, IDFA strongly urges USDA to:

• postpone implementing the final regulations until the pilot projects are complete and all

concerns such as cost of implementation and training and re-education of food service personnel,

are addressed in the regulations;

• develop a separate set of dietary guidelines for children;

• include in the regulations a requirement that student participation in the school feeding program
be maintained, if not increased;
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• adopt the strict fortification policy currently being tested in the California pilot programs;

• encourage the inclusion of a variety of foods in the school feeding programs and not exclude

specific foods, including butter;

• review the method by which new food products are being included in the school lunch

purchasing programs;

• incorporate all nutrient databases approved by FDA for nutrition labeling purposes and

individual company databases in the National Nutrient Database for Child Nutrition Programs.

IDFA appreciates the opportimity to submit our views to USDA on this important issue. If

desired, we would be willing to further discuss these comments or provide additional information

as necessary.

Sincerely,

E. Linwood Tipton

President and CEO

cc: Mike Espy, Secretary of Agriculture

Ellen Haas, Assistant Secretary, Food and Consumer Services

(Attachment follows:)
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Fortification

• Preferred sources of adequate nutrition are meals and snacks which provide a variety of

conventional foods rather than formulated, fortified foods. Moreover, foods that are fortified with

only a few nutrients may not supply other essential micro-nutiients which conventional foods

supply.

• Nutrients added to foods can be counted toward the nutrient standard only if they were added

in accordance with:

(1) a Standard of Identity or Standard of Enrichment issued by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for the food item. Commonly enriched foods for which

fortification is added under this provision include milk, margarine, commercially-prepared

cereals, enriched bread and cereal products, and fruit products including canned prune

juice, nectars, and canned applesauce;

(2) a USDA purchase specification for a donated commodity food;

(3) a Standard for an Alternative Food for Meals (see 7 CFR 210.10 and 220.8),

excluding formulated grain/fruit products; or

(4) a breakfast cereal available on the commercial market.

The nutrients added to fortify products, such as the USDA enriched macaroni with fortified

protein, can be counted toward the nutrient standard.

• While fortified foods that do not meet these criteria can be planned' into the menu, only

nutrients that are naturally occurring in these foods can be counted toward meeting the nutrient

standard. For example, the nutrients added to fortify products, such as formulated grain/fruit

products (as defined by USDA), caimot be counted toward the nutrient standard. The menu

planner must choose the generic version of a food without fortification for nutrient analysis. For

example, if apple juice fortified with lOOmg vitamin C is served, then apple juice without vitamin

C must be used in the nutrient analysis of the meal the juice is included in. The lOOmg of

vitamin C cannot be used in the nutrient analysis of the meal because the level of vitamin C is

not naturally occiuring in the apple juice.

[California Department of Education's Nutrition Education and Training Program]
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•••••Pre Federal Register Publication Copy •••••

Billing Code: 3410-30-P

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Food and Nutrition Service

7 CFR Parts 210 and 220

National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast Program: Nutrition Objectives for School Meals

AGENCY: Food and Nutrition Service, USOA.

ACTION: Proposed rule

SUMMARY: This rule proposes to amend the regulations outlining the nutrition standards for the National
School Lunch and School Breakfast Programs. It is part of an integrated, comprehensive plan for promoting
the health of children. Specifically, tfiis proposal would update the current nutrition standards to incorporate
the Dietary Guidelines for Americans , which reflect medical and scientific consensus on proper nutrition as a
vital element in disease prevention arxl long term health promotion. This proposal would also adopt meal
planning based on analysis of key nutrients (Nutrient Standard Menu Planning) in lieu of the current meal
panern. These char>gas would be implemented rw later than July 1 , 1 998. The Department will be providing
State agencies and school food authorities with technical assistance to enable them to meet this

implementation date.

In developing this proposed rule, the Department is resporvling to an array of medical and scientific evidence

linking improper diet with irtcreated irfcidence of fieart disease, strokes arKl certain cancers. These proposals
acknowledge the positive role school programs must play in estaUisliing childhood eatirtg panems that
Influence lifelong habits. The Department also considered extensive oral testimony presented at four putilic

hearir>gs and meetings as well as written comments submitted in response to a notice published in the Federal
Register on September 1 3, 1 993.

In recognition or the importance of reinventing and streamlining government programs, this proposal would also
remove various paperwork burdens associated with the school meal programs and would modify the review
requirements for the National Scfraol Lunch Program to ensure adequate oversight of the proposed updated
nutrition starxJards. Tf>e overriding purpose behind this proposed rule is to serve more nutritious and healthful

meals to school children while maintaining access to the meal programs for needy children, and to enhance the

flexit>ility of local schools to administer the programs.

Included at the end of this proposal is the Regulatory Coat/Benefit Assessment. The Assessment provides the

backgrourxJ on the economic, market and benefit impacts of this proposal.

DATES: To be assured of consideration, commenu must be postmarked on or before (90 days after

publication in the Federal Register. )

ADDRESSES: Mr. Roben M. Eadie, (Mel, Policy and Program Development Branch, CNId Nutrition Division,

Food and Nutrition Service, USOA. 3101 Park Canter Drive, Alexandna, Virginia, 22302.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Robert M. Eadie at the above address or by telephone at 703-305-
2620.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Classification:

Executive Order 12866

This proposed rule is issued in conformance with Executive Order 12866 and has been designated significant.

Regulatory Flexibility Act

This proposed rule has been reviewed with regard to the requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act IS
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U.S.C. 601 through 61 2). The Administrator of the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) has certified that this rule

will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. In the interest of

furthering efforts to reinvent government, this rule proposes a substantial reduction in current State agency
administrative burdens and a technical adjustment in the recordkeeping burdens. Moreover, the Department of

Agnculture Ithe Department or USDAI does not anticipate any adverse fiscal impact on local schools. A recent

analysis by FNS and tfw Department's Economic Research Service found that the menu planning aspects of

this proposal can be met at the current cost of food in the National School Lunch Program. Therefore, food

costs should not be a barrier to implementation of this regulation.

Catalog of Federal Assistance

The National School Lunch Program and the School Breakfast Program are listed in the Catalog of Federal

Domestic Assistance under Nos. 10.555 and 10.553, respectively, and are subject to the provisions of

Executive Order 12372, which requires intergovernmental consultation with State and local officials. (7 CFR
Part 301 5, Subpart V and final rule-related notice at 48 Federal Register 291 1 2, June 24, 1 983.)

ExectJtive Order 12778

This proposed rule has been reviewed under Executive Order 12778, Civil Justice Reform. This proposed rule

IS interxled to heve preemptive effect with respect to any State or local laws, regulations or policies which

conflict with its provision* or which would otherwise impede its full implementation. This proposed ruie is not

intended to have retroactive effect unless so specified in the 'Effective Date' section of this preamble. Prior to

any judicial challenge to the provisions of this proposed rule or the application of the provisions, all applicable

administrative procedures must be exhausted. In the National School Lunch Program and School Breakfast

Program, the administrative procedures are set forth under the following regulations: 11) school food authority

appeals of State agency firKlir>gs as a result of an administrative review must follow State agency fwaring

procedures as established pursuant to 7 CFR i210.18lg); (2) school food authority appeals of FNS finding* as

a result of en administrative review must follow FNS hearing procedures as establisfwd pursuam to 7 CFR

i210.30ld)l3): end (3) State agency appeals of State Administrstive Expense fund senctions 17 CFR

1236.1 llbl) must follow the FNS Administrative Review Process as established pursuant to 7 CFR J235. 11(f).

Information Collection

This proposed r\jle contains information collection requirements which are sut>iect to review by ttw Office of

Management and Budget (0MB) under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 144 U.S.C. Chapter 35). The

title, description, and respondent description of the information collections are shown below with an estimate

of the annual reporting and recordkeeping burdens. Ir>cluded in thie estimate is the time for reviewing

irtstriKtions, searching existing data sources, gatfiering and maintaining the deta needed, and completing and

reviewing the collection of information. The Department would like to r>ote that the description of burden

hours represents full implementation of the proposed regulation, which would be School Year 1 998-99, and

only provides for the recordkeepif^ btaijen associated with the proposed regulatory changes.

Title : National School Lunch Program and School Breekfasi Program: Nutrition Objectives for School Meals

Description : UrxJer this propo*ad nia on Nutrition Objectives, some existing recordkeeping activities contained

in 7 CFR 210 and 220 would be effected. The OMB control numbers are 0584-O06and 0584-0012,

respectively.

Description of Respondents: State agencies, school food authonties and schools doing orvsite preparation of

meels.
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Estimated Annual Recordkeepinq Burden:
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organizations and individuals desiring to submit comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspects of

these information collection requirements, including suggestions for reducing the burdens, should direct them
to the Policy and Program Development Branch. Child Nutrition Division, (address above) and to the Office of

Information and Regulatory Affairs, OfvlB, Room 3208, New Executive Office Building, Washington, DC 20503,
Attention: Laura Oliven, Desk Officer for FNS.

BACKGROUND

Nutrition Standards in the School Meal Programs

The primary purpose of the National School Lunch Program (NSLP), as originally stated by Congress in 1 946 in

section 2 of the National School Lunch Act (NSLAI, 42 U,S.C. 1 751 , is 'to safeguard the health and well-being

of the Nation's children....' At that time, nutritional concerru in the United States centered on nutrient

deficiencies and issues of underconsumption. Over time, meal requirements for the NSLP, 7 CFR 210.10,
were designed to provide foods sufficient to approximate one-third of the National Academy of Sciences'

Recommended Dietary Allowances IRDA). Participating schools were required to offer meals that complied
with general patterns established by ttie Department. These patterns were developed to provide a balanced

meal by focusing on minimum amounts of specific components (meat/meat alternate, bread/bread alternate,

vegetablat, fruiti and dairy products) rather than on tKie nutrient content of ttie entire meal. Over tfia years,

virtually no substantive changes have been made to these patterns.

An array of scientific data now augments our knowledge by documenting that excesses in consumption are a

major corfcam because of their relationship to the incidence of chroruc disease. The typical diet in the United

States is high in fat, saturated fat arvi sodium and low in complex carbohydrates and fiber. The meal

requirements tor the NSLP have not kept pace with the growing consensus of the need to modify eating habits.

Given the importance of school meals to the nation's children, especially needy children, the Department is

committed to meetirtg its health responsibilities by updatirtg the nutntion standards for school meals to ensure

that children have access to a healthful diet as well at an adequate one. To accomplish this task, the

Department is proposing to have school meals conform to the 1 990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans

(hereinafter referred to as the Dietary Guidelines) as well as provide proper levels of nutrients and calories.

Although this proposal would expressly incorporate the 1 990 Dietary Guidelines into the school meals

programs' nutrition requirements, the Department will coruider incorporating into the regulations any updates

of the Dietary Guidelines or ottier scientific recommendations. Specific use of the 1 990 Dietary Guidelines will

allow the Department to review any revisions of the Dietary Guidelines to determine their applicability to school

programs, arxl will avoid any undue burden on State agencies and school food autfwrities to make the changes
without the direction of implementir>g regulation.

Scientific Studies Leading to Develoomem of the Dietary Guideliries

Over the past thirty yean a large body of evider>ce based on epidemiological, clinical and laboratory

investigation has established that dietary patterns in the United States are associated with an increased risk of

chronic disease includir>g coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes and certain types of cancer (Surgeon

General's Report on Nutrition and Health , 1 988; National Academy of Sciences, Diet and Health: Implications

for Reducing Chronic Disease Risk. 1 989). Research summarized in the Surgeon Gerwral's Report indicates

that five of the ten leading causes of death in the United States are associated with diet.

As a result of this accumulating body of scientific research establishing diet/disease links, dietary

racommertdations for the United States population ware developed in the late 1 970's. The first of these

developed in 1 977 by the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition arxj Human Needs, established Dietary Goals

for the United States. This was followed closely by The Surgeon General's Report: Healthy People (1979).

USOA and the Department of Health and Human Services (OHHS) released the first Dietary Guidelines for

Americans in 1980.
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The Dietary Guidelines were subsequently updated in 1985 and again in 1990. Also in 1990, Title III of the
National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Act of 1990(NNMRRA) (P.L. 101-445), 7 U.S.C. 5301, ef

seSi, was enacted. Section 301 of the NNMRRA, 7 U.S.C. 5341(a), requires that the Dietary Guidelines be
reviewed at least every five years by a panel of experts in the various fields that contribute to nutrition

guidance. The task of the panel is to decide whether there is sufficient evidence for altering the existing
Dietary Guidelines and, if so, to recommend specific changes. The Secretaries of the DHHS and USDA then
make the final decision on whether or not to incorporate the recommended changes.

The process was first establistied when the Senate Appropriations Committee, in November, 1 980, stipulated
that a Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee be established to review the first edition of the Dietary
Guidelirws and to make any recommendations deemed appropriate. The committee consisted of nine members
(three from USDA, three from DHHS and three selected from a list of nominees recommended by the National

Academy of Sciences). In 1988, a second committee comprised of nine prominent experts in nutrition and
health was appointed by the Secretaries of USDA and DHHS. Pursuant to Section 301(a) of the NNMRRA, a

Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee will be empaneled in 1 995 to determine wfiether the 1 990 Guidelines
should be modified.

As a result, tfie Dietary Guidelines are based on ttw best available scientific and medical knowledge.
Consequently, the Department is proposing to use tfw Dietary Guidelines as the basis for tfie nutrition

standards for school meals. This establiahed procedure enables medical and scientific experts to continually
review and recommend updating of the Dietary Guidalines in light of ttie most current and higNy-regarded data
in this area. Moreover, the private sector and general put>lic have widely erxiorsed arxj relied upon the Dietary
Guidelines in nutrition education programs, activities and markatirYg. Because of the widespread acceptance of

the recommendatioru in the Dietary Guidelinea, the Department believes ttut the transition to using these
recommendations as the cornerstone for the school meal programs will be readily accepted.

The 1 988 Surgeon General's Report on Nutrition and Health and a 1 989 National Academy of Science Report:
Diet erxi Health: Implicatior^s for Redueirw Chronic Disease Risk reinforce the Dietary Guidelines. One
common theme ruiu throughout each of the publications, tfiat is, an improved diet can have positive health

consequerKes.

The most recent Diet and Health report issued by the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of

Scier>ces (1 989) provides a vary thorough review of the scientific eviderKe linking diet to diseese arxl gives

quantifiabi' goals for some of the Dietary Guidelines. The report recommertds that Americans reduce fat intake

to 30% or less of calories, reduce saturated fat intake to leas than 1 0% of calories and reduce the intake of

cholesterol to less than 300 mg per day. The raport also recommervls tfut sodium intake t>e limited to 2400
milligrams or less per day.

School Meals' Lack of Compliance with Current Dietary Guidelicws

TfM current Dietary Guidelinea recommerwl that people eat a variety of foods: maintain a healthy weight:
choose a diet with plenty of vagetablaa, fruits, arid grain producu; and use sugar arvj sodium in moderation.

The Dietary Guidelines also raconwnand diets low in fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol so ttiat over time, fat

comprises 30 per cent or let* of caloric intake, and satirated fat less than 10 per cent of total calories, for

persons two years of age and oUar.

However, information avatlabia to the Oapartrrtent cortsistently shows tfiat children's diets, including meals
served in schools, do rwt confonn to the recommerxlations of tfie Dietary Guidelirws. For example, accordir>g
to data from the 1 989 and 1 990 Cominuina Survey si Food Intakes ^ Individual^ conducted by USDA. fat

composed, on average, 35 per cam of calories for the diets of cfiildren ages six to nineteen.

Equally significant were tfte findings of a nationallv representative USDA study entitled the School Nutrition

Dietary Assessment (SNDA) Study . Released in October, 1 993, the SNDA Study presented findings on the

nutrients and foods provided in school meals and descnbed the dietary intakes of students on a typical school

day. A total of 545 schools were surveyed, ttyS approximately 3,350 students in grades one through twelve

(with sssistartce from parents for children grade* one and two) provided detailed information atx>ut foods and
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beverages consumed in a day that included school attendance. The study compared nutrients provided in

school meals with the Dietary Guidelines' recommendations on fat and saturated fat, the National Research

Council's (NRCI Diet and Health Recommendations on sodium, cholesterol ar>d carbohydrate intake, and the

current objective that the nutnents provided in the NSLP meet one-third of the RDA and that the School

Breakfast Program (SBP) meet one-fourth of the RDA.

The SNDA findings showed that, while school lunches meet or exceed one-third of the ROA for key nutrients

and food energy, they do not meet the recommended levels of fat and saturated fat establisfied by the Dietary

Guidelines. In fact, the report showed that school lunches exceeded the Dietary Guidelirws' recommendations

for fat and saturated fat. Specifically, the average percentage of calories from total fat was 38 per cent

compared with tfie recommended goal of 30 per cent or less; and the percentage from saturated fat was 15

per cent, compared with the recommended goal of less than 10 per cent. The report also found that children

who ate the school lunch consumed a significantly highier amount of calories from fat than children who

brought thieir lunch from home or obtained a lunch from vending machines or elsewhere at school. Further, the

report showed that virtually no schools were in compliance with the Dietary Guidelines. In over 40 percent of

schools, students could select a meal that mat the Dietary Guidelirws, but few did so. The SNDA study also

showed that while school meals met thie NRC recommendation on cholesterol, the meals did not meet the NRC
recommendations on sodium arxl cart>ohydrate levels. In fact, the level for sodium, at 1 ,479 milligrams, was

nearly two times the lunch target of 600 milligranru.

Even though tf>e SBP did meet most of the recommendatioru in the Dietary Guidelir>es, the majority of school

meals do not conform to current scientific knowledge of what constitutes a healthful diet. The SNDA findings

underscore that the program has not adapted or chiar>ged school meal patterns over the years to irKorporate

scientific knowledge about diet. TNs situation i* causa for concern because it demonstrates the need for

significant improvement if the programs are to play their appropriate role in promotir>g long-term health through

proper nutrition.

As the first step toward achieving meaningful improvement in children's diets aivl, thus, their health and future

well being, the Department considers it rtecessary to update tfw regulations which establish the specific

nutrition criteria for reimbursable school meals to incorporate the RDA for key nutrients, energy allowances for

calories, and the most current nutritional standards as outlined in the Dietary Guidelines. In this way, the

school meal programs can provide an example of nutritional achievement as well as ensuring that children are

served fiealthful meals.

Before proceeding with a rulemakir^, however, the Department recognized the importance of public input. The

followir>g is a description of the Department's procedure for obtaining input and a discussion of significant

issues raised by commenters.

Providirw a Public Forum

To obtain input from tf>e public prior to drafting propoead regulation, the Department solicited comments on

nutrition objectives for school meals tfvough public hearings sr>d wrinan comments. In a Notice published in

the Federal Register 158 FR 47853, Saptambar 1 3, 1 993), tha Departmem anrKxnced a series of four public

fiearings. Any person who was interested could register to speak at any of tlie hearings. Persons unable to

testify in person were iiwited to submit written comments. The Notice identified the following four questions

as tf>e focus areas for comments arxl suggestions:

I. What are the Stealth consequeiKaa of ctiildren's current dietary patterns?

II. How can the Dietary Guidelines for Americans be used to bring about measurable nutritional

improvements in school meals and in children's diets?

III. What are tfie opportunities and obstacles in meeting current nutrition recommet>dations in school meal

programs?
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IV. What actions can the USDA. parents, school food service, food industry and other public and private

organizations take to encourage the implementation of current nutrition recommendations in local

schools ?

The four hearings were held in Atlanta, Georgia on October 13, 1993; in Los Angeles, California on October
27. 1993: in Flint, Michigan on November 12, 1993; and in Washington, D.C. on December 7, 1993. Each

hearing was presided over jointly by officials from USDA and officials from USDA's Federal partners in this

effort-the Department of Education (DOEd) and DHHS. The inclusion of representatives from DOEd and OHHS
is an important asset in modifying the school meal programs both because of their expertise and their missions.
The school meal programs must be considered in tfie context of the educational framework, as overseen by
DOEd, and the national policies regarding health care and disease prevention under the aegis of DHHS.
Therefore, USOA is very pleased that a partnership is being forged among all Federal agencies responsible for

assisting the nation's schoolchildren. USOA is also pleased to be working with DOEd and DHHS to further

their policy initiatives-Goals 2000: Educate Amenca Act (DOEd) and Healthy People 2000: National Health

Promotion and Disease Prevention Objectives (DHHS). Of particular corKern are solutions to issues such as

increasir^ public awareness of the links between diet end health, familiarizing the public with the need to

establiah good eating hat>its in cNldren that wilt be carried on tfvough their lifetimes and finding innovative

ways to IrKorporate tlie school meal as a learning experience into daily school curriculums.

A variety of witnesaea from the fields of medicine, nutrition and education, food service, production arxj

processors arxj otfier food ir>dustry representatives, aa well es parents, students and otf>er consumers arxJ the

general public, testified at each of tfie fiearings. Witnesses ware asked to focus tfieir remarks on one of the

four questions stated above. A transcript of each hearing was prepared, and witnesses could, if they wished,
also submit wntten testimony arxl copies of any materials used to prepare tffair remarks. As noted above, the

Federal Register Notice also solicited written commenu from anyone who could not atterxl one of th» hearings.
To be assured of consideration, comments fiad to be submitted on or before December 15, 1993. The wntten

testimony an6 all comment letters were reviewed ar>d analyzed t>y ttie Department prior to preparation of this

proposed regulation. This portion of thm preamble provide* a summary of the commerrts.

Summary of Comments Received

The overwhelming majority of commenters, represantir>g a broad range of backgrounds and experiences, called

for improvements to school meals. Comments from tf>e public, students, and parents, wliile expressir>g senous
concerns arKl supportir>g char>ge, were general in nature and provided few specific details. However,
commenters from tfte medical, rHJtrition, and food advocacy commurvtiea, State and local food service

professionals, and food industry repreMntatives provided detailed information and frequently recommended
specific actions.

Commenter Categories

A total of 363 witnessec testifiad at the haarings. and an additional 2.01 3 wrinan comments were received by
the Department. Of the 2.370 eommantara:

21 % were medical profeaaionaia, nutiftioniata or dietitians, reprasanutiyM of public health, nutrition, or

food organizationa;

21 % war* from th* ganaral public:

21 % ware parent* end studanta:

16% were scfvxil food aervica parsonnal, representative* of *chool food *arvie* organizatiort* or

repreaentative* from Stat* aducatiorv/child nutrition aganci**:
1 1 % were teachars, acfwd officiala or rapraaantativaa from tchod aaaociationa:

7% were food industry rapr**«ntativa*; wkJ
3% were <-epre*entatives of ottier State or Federal agerKies or members of Congress.

Tfi* Department ia vary piaaaad that *o many p*r*«n* took the time to taatify or to submit writtwi comments
*nd would kk* to tak* thia opportunitv to axpr*** its appreciation for their comments and auggeations. Tfw
commenters represented an axt*n*iv* cro**-*action of perspectives and provided a great variety of opinions
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and recommendations. Especially gratifying were the number of students and parents who commented. These

groups are, after all, the constituency that the Department considers program "customers," and it is these

groups the Department is seelcing to serve better.

Comment Breakdown

The following number of commenters addressed some aspect of the four basic questions: I. 796; II. 703; III.

752; IV. 1,464. Though comments varied greatly in content, the following significant themes emerged: (1) the

need to improve school meals in order to improve the health of children; (21 the need for school meals to

reflect current nutrition recommendations, specifically reductions in fat and saturated fat as recommended in

the Dietary Guidelines; (31 the importance of an integrated nutrition education program that involves students,

parents, teachers, and school food service personnel; (4) the need to revise current commodity programs to

provide schools with more nutritious foods; and (51 the need to incorporate nutritional improvements while at

the same time improving the appeal of meals offered to ensure that nutritious meals are consumed.

The Department also notes that many commenters raised distinct issues within the four stated questions. For

example, many commenters cited tfie need for vegetarian alternatives; others argued for inclusion of fast food

companies in the NSLP, and several specific commodity issues were raised. Therefore, the Department has

included an analysis of several of these issues in this preamble. Following are the more prevalent issues raised

by the over 2,300 commenters and ttie number of commenters who addressed them:

(1) fat levels in school meals: 1,048;

(2) the need for mora fruit* arxl vegetables: 629;

(3) the importance of nutrition education: 794;

14) concerns about milk and dairy products including thie statutory requirement for whole milk and

recommendations for a beverage substitute: 687;

(5) the Department's Food Distribution Program and commodities: 493;

(6) ttw costs and operational difficulties of implementirH) the Dietary Guidelines: 448;

(7) the need for whole grairu in school meals: 387;

(8) fast foods and fast food companies (both for and against availability in schools): 385;

(9) vegetarian alternatives for school meals: 263;

110) sodium levels in school meals: 213;

(1 1) the importance of breakfast: 200.

Readers should note that while all commenu were taken into consideration, this preamble does not generally

discuss individual comments. The preamble does, however, address ttie common themes which emerged and

responds to specific individual comments when tfiey raised significant issues.

Health Consequences Comments

Close to 800 commenters addressed soma issue relevant to health consequences and diet. The majority of

commenters were from the public and the medical communities. Generally speaking, all of the commenters

focused on the link between diet arid disease, specifically, cardiovascular disease, obesity, and cancer. The

majority of these commenters cited the high Incidence of cardiovascular disease in the United States, both

among children and adults, and the n«ad to improve the diets of young children in order to prevent the

development of heart disease in adulthood.

Many commenters wrote in support of the positions taken by a number of major medical associations. These

commenters focused on the importance of improving ttie diets of ctnldren, given ttw strong eviderwe that heart

disease begins eariy in life, and emphasized the ne«d to provide foods nch in fiber and complex carbohydrates

for the possible prevention of some cancers.

A number of commenters addressed the potential link between diet and learning and behavioral difficulties.

These comments ranged from general observations regarding improper nutrition and lack of concenuation, to

specific concerns addressing fmctional disabilities, behavioral disturbances, fatigue, and cognitive disabilities.
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Commenters also pointed out that nutritional issues are especially vital for under-privileged and ethnic
populations. Specifically, commenters cited the poor nutritional intake among low income children and certain

minority populations. One commenter indicated that these populations, who are most at risk, do not appear to
associate nutritional risk factors with leading causes of death. Commenters also expressed concern over the
high incidence of major diseases among low-income, minority populations specifically, the higher incidence of
heart disease and hypertension among African-Americans, obesity among Hispanics and Native Americans, and
diabetes among Native Americans.

Finally, a large number of commenters addressed the growing incidence of obesity among children, and the
threat this poses to future health. A number of commenters expressed concern over the lack of physical
activity in schools as a factor leading to the increase of obesity among school children. Several indicated the
need to integrate exercise with other components of good health including school meals. In addition, the
unique needs of children with special health problems, the need for proper diet in the prevention of

osteoporosis, and the escalating cost of health care and the role of diet as a preventative measure were
identified as Important concerns.

Dietary Guidelines for Americans' Comments

Over 700 commenters, many from the public and from ttie scfiool food service community, addressed the issue
of school meals mMtir>g nutritional guidelines, the majority of which overwhelmingly agreed that meals should
comply with the Dietary Guidelines, especially the recommended limits on fat and saturated fat. Most
commenters agreed with the need for school meals to meet the Dietary Guidelines; however, several
commenters indicated that compliance with the Dietary Guidelines should be voluntary. With respect to the
current meal patterns, many school food service commenters indicated that they could not meet the Dietary
Guidelines within the meal pattern requiremenu. and others indicated that the current meal pattern
requiremenu make It difficult to provida multi-cultural meals to children.

Many commenters supported the implementation of Nutrient Standard Menu Planning INSMP), a menu planning
system that is based on the ar>alysis of rujtriants. Commenters believed this system would provide increased

flexibility in meal planning as well as consistent analysis of nutrients. Commenters also suggested tfwt this

NSMP approach can assist in providing more cutturally diverse meals. It must be noted that some commenters
expressed concern that soma smaller schools may not have or be able to afford the technical capability needed
to conduct the analysis. Some commenters also suggested that the Department or State agencies should

develop menus that meet the Dietary Guidelines. These menus can be used by smaller artd school districts

with fewer resources, which may initially have difficulty implementing NSMP.

Nutntion Education Comments

Close to 800 commenters pointed to the need for nutrition education for parents, teachers, children, food
service staff, and school administrators. Many commenters came from tfte nutrition and food service arenas as
well as the general public. Commantert supported the idea that nutrition education should be included in

comprefMnsive health education curriculun* and should begin at an asriy age. Commenters also ir)dicated the
need for nutrition education to be reinforcad by healthful meals in the cafeteria. Commenters pointed to the
need for a national nutrition media campaign. Many school food service commenters expressed their desire for

national minimum professional standards which food service personnel would be expected to meet. In

addition, a significant number of conunentars urged health promotion as a component of health care. Finally,

many comnrMntars supported the naad for increased furxling (or the Dapanmsnt's Nutrition Education and
Training (NET) program. 7 CFR Part 227.

Taste arxl Plate Waste Commenta

Many commenters from a wide rar>ga of commenter categories were quite critical of the current quality of

school meals, noting that lack of appeal leads to increased plate waste. Some cautioned, however, that

drastic changes in the kinds of food served may drive children away from school meals. These commenters
generally supported the need to make meals both appealing to children and nutritious. A number of

commenters also cautioned tfut the increased amount of certain foods that may be necessary to provide a
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nutritious diet may result in more plate waste if children do not find the meals to be appetizing. Several

commenters supported the need to involve culinary institutes and chefs in meal preparation as a way to

improve taste and presentation.

Fat in Meals Comments

Nearly one out of two commenters discussed fat in school meals, with most of these commenters coming from
the general public and the medical community. The large majority of commenters who addressed the issue of

fat content cited the need to lower fat and saturated fat levels in school lunches. Some of the comments were
general statements such as 'need more low fat foods.* while others made specific recommendations detailing
the levels of fat and saturated fat that school meals should meet.

A number of medical, put>lic health, and school food service related organizations addressed this issue, all of

which were in support of lowering thte fat content of meals. A number of commenters recommended that the

fat content of meals be set at between 1 to 20 percent of total calories-lower than the current Dietary
Guidelines recommendation of 30 percent of calories from fat.

A number of food service workers ar>d directors cautioned that increasing portion sizes of certain foods and

serving more expensive fresh produce to meet a 30 percent limit on calories from fat may result in fugher
cost*. Some commenters also expressed corKem that lowerir>g fat may result in decreased calories critical for

growing children. Several commenters advised that low fat meals need to be appealing so cfvldran will

corfsume tfiem.

Several Irxlustry representatives indicated that industry is responsive to tfw rwed to lower fat and is already

making a number of char>ges to provide more low fat products. A number of commenters, including food

service staff, parents and members of the general public made specific recommendations on how to lower fat

in Softool meals, such as trimming or draining fat from meat, eliminatir>g added fats from vegetables, and

serving soups more often.

Moreover, many commenters, primarily students and tfie general public, suggested that the fat content in

school meals could be reduced by offering more vegetarian meals, eliminating the whole milk requirement,

revising the commodity system to encourage more purchases of low fat items such as fruits arKl vegetables.
ar<d reducing the amount of fast food items and processed foods in school meals.

Meat and Meat Related Comments

Tfie Department received over 200 comments releted to meat products, with most comments coming from

students, parents and the general public. Many commenters indicated that the current serving size for the

meat/meet alternate compor>ent is too large and recommerxlad that schools cut down on the amount of meat
served. Commenters also indicated that more poultry arxl fish should be offered. Some commenters
recommervlad that tofu and isolated soy proteins, as wall as yogurt, be added to the list of allowable meat

alternatives. IThte Department wishes to call attention to tfie fact ttiat isolated soy protein* ere currently

permitted with some limitations.) On the otfier f«and, severel ir>dustry representatives cautior>ed against

reducing the amount of ntaat too much due to its rtutritional contributions, *p*cificslly, eetential amino acids,

iron, zinc, arvj vitamin 86. They alao observed that cfvldren are familiar with meat arxj will consume it more

readily than some alternative protein aources.

Menu Selection and Variety Comments

Tfte Department received over 250 comments in support of offerir>g more vegetarian meals. Commenters

supported tfie low fat nature of vegetarian meals arxt their contnbution to a healthful diet. Others addressed

the need to expose children to more vegetanan foods and foods from diverse cultures at an early age. Some
commenters provided specific examples of norvmeat items, such as tofu and other plant-based sources, that

could be used in school meals, while others simply irvlicated a general need for more meat-free alternatives.

Students as well es scftool food service persoiwiel indicated tfie need to offer vegetarian choices as students

are requestirtg them more.

10
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The Department received over 800 comments in support of the use of more fruits, vegetables, or grain

products. Commenters gave specific recommendations regarding preparation methods and serving ideas,

including offering salad bars more frequently, increasing the variety of fruits and vegetables, and serving more
whole grain items. Otfwrs recommended the use of more grain and bean products, citing their nutritional

benefit as w/oll as low cost. Many school food service commenters expressed concern over serving more and
a wider variety of fruits and vegetables as children may not be familiar with them and, therefore, may not

consume them.

Breakfast Comments

About 200 commenters. primarily from the medical, school food service, and education communities,
addressed breakfast meal issues with a number of ttMse commenters supporting the importance of breakfast to

the health of children. A number of food service parsorviel indicated tfwir success with the SBP and desire to

increase participation. Others, while supporting the SBP, expressed concern with the nutritional quality of

breakfasts currently offered.

Financial. Paoerwork. and Other Operational Obstacfei Comments

Over 250 commenters addressed financial ar)d paperwortt obstacle*, with many of tliese comments coming
from food service (local and State) professionals, ttia general public, and the nutrition community. A number
of commenters indicated tlut the need to avoid operating at a deficit has prevented food service staff from

providing mora nutritious meals. Commenters also complained that the amount of paperwork required to

administer the feedirtg progrem* is excessive and that the review system is cumbersome and inflexible.

Specifically, commenters stressed tt>e need to focus more on nutrition and less on meal-by-meal accountability,
income verification, and review requirements.

Many commenters expressed concern over the cost of producing meals under the current meal pattern system.
Commenters irtdicated that schools already firwl it difficult to provide meals wittvn current resources and
maintained tfiat any furtfwr nutritional requirements placed on schools would result in additional financial

hardship. Commenters specifically noted obstacles such as the increased cost of providii>g more foods such as

fresh fruits and vegetables, low fat and low sodium ingredients, arxl ttte increased portion sizes needed to

meet the nutrition standards without exceeding ttie 30% fat limitation. On tlie other hand, some parents and

students indicated that they would be willing to pay extra for more nutritious meals.

A number of commenters irxiicated tfiat the school meal periods are not adequate, thereby forcir>g students to

throw food away, consume it too quickly, or bring meals from home to prevent waiting in the lunch lirte.

Others expressed concern that mora rHitritious meals would require larger portions or extra food items that

children may not be alile to consume during short lunch periods.

Partnerships and Coordination Comments

A number of commenters expressed the rteed for tlw Department to establish partnerships with ottier Federal

agencies such as DOEd, OHHS, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as well as with industry

raprossntativcs. State agencies, school boards, nutrition professionals, extension programs, parents, teachers,

and especielly students. Commenters elso addressed the need for Federal efforts to support, not hamper, local

efforts. Commenters indicated that the Department should use its resources ar>d purcfwsing power to promote

change ar>d improve meal quality.

Commodity Comments

The Department received close to 500 comments on various aspects connected with the donation of

commodities to schools. The majority of these commenters were from the general public as well as the school

food service arKi industry arenas. Over 250 commenters indicated that a more healthful variety of USOA
commodities should be made available to States. The maionty encouraged the Department to reduce the

amount of fat. cholesterol, and/or sodium in the commodities. These and a number of closely related

comments are pertiaps best characterized by tfie opinion of over 50 commenters that tfie commodities

11
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provided to the NSLP should comply with the Dietary Guidelines.

The Department also notes that over 1 00 commenters addressed the Department's September 1 993
announcement of the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable initiative. Most of the comments were supportive of the

initiative. Twenty-five commenters stressed the need to use the furtds available to schools for direct food

purchases as effectively as possible.

Miscellaneous Comments

Some commenters indicated the need to upgrade school kitchens to allow for the storage and preparation of

more nutritious meals. In line with this objective, some commenters urged reauthorization of Federal furuiing

for food service equipment. Commenters also pointed to the need for schools to disclose nutrition information

so that students can make informed choices and parents and tfie community would have a l>asis by which to

assess progress. A numt>er of commenters cautioned against iratltuting changes too rapidly and encouraged
the Department to take gradual steps. Others recommended that the Department market successful programs
to serve as models. Several commenters recommended that the Department allow for a reimbursable snack to

be served as a way to supply the extra foods that may be required to meat nutritional standards.

Other Comments Not Addressed in this Proposal

Finally, the Department wishes to call attention to several issues raised by commenters th»t are not germane to

this proposal, either because of statutory constraint* or because they address areas in which the Department
believes State agencies and school food authorities need flexitMllty.

Milk and Dairy Products

The Department received over 600 commertts regardirtg milk and dairy products, with moat comments coming
from the ger>eral public, parents arid the school food service community. The majority of commenters

recommended that schools not be required to offer whole milk, with a large number of these comments coming
from the food service community. Commenters' reaaorts for eliminating the whole milk requirement included

the high fat content, the perceived conflict with the Dietary Guidelirws and its higher cost. Many commenters
also recommended that norvdairy alternatives be offered in place of milk, as dairy products are high in fat,

cholesterol, and protein; contain little iron and fiber; arxl, commenters claimed, are r>ot tolerated well by many
children. Commenters also recommended that more skim, one percent, and two percent milk be offered.

A few commenters supported maintaining the whole milk requirement, on the grounds that children may not

consume low fat alternatives and eliminating the requirement would be costly to the Federal dairy program.

Others, while not supportir>g the whole milk requirement, did caution against reducing or eliminatirx) dairy

products, as they provide necesaary calcium for growing children.

The Department wishes to call attention to the fact that the requirements that fluid milk be available as a

beverage and that whole milk be available as an option for the NSLP, are required by section 9|a)l2l of the

NSLA. 42 U.S.C. 17S8(a)l2). Therefote, the Department caniv>t deviete from these provisiocw by regulatory

action.

Free Meals to All CNIdren

Over 1 40 commenters, primerily from the school food service commurvty, advocated a program in which meals

would be served free of cftarge to all children, regardless of their families' economic status. Such a program
would eliminate the income eligiliility requirements, and all children would receive meals free of charge,

regardless of their family's ir>come. Many indicated that such a program would reduce paperwork, increase

time for necessary nutritiorwelated activities, and reduce the stigma associated with participation.

Again, however, such a revision would require specific statutory authority in light of the requirement of section

9lbl|1|(AI of the NSLA 42 U.S.C. 1758lbl|1)IA), that school meals be provided at no cost snl^ to those

cfiildren from households with incomes of less than 130% of tfie Federal Income Poverty Guidelines. The

12
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Department also notes that such a program, implemented fully in all schools, would increase the cost of NSLP
by $7 billion if fully implemented in School Year 1996. About one-half of this increase would bo spent on

higher reimbursement for meals currently reimlMjrsed at the fully paid and reduced price rates. In other words,
about $3.5 billion of the additional furtding would be spent even before reaching any more children.

Fast Foods. Competitive Foods. Other Foods

Several commenters were concerned with the increase of fast food companies, fast food-like items and

competitive foods of low nutritional value that are sold in schools. Others felt that, since fast foods are

popular, tfieir use should be increased. The Department is not proposing any specific provisions on fast foods
or competitive foods at this time. However, it should be noted that, under this proposal, meals claimed for

reimbursement which include such foods will be required to comply with established nutritional standards over

one week. Furtf>ar, school food authorities would be required to continue to ot>serve tfie restrictions currently
in tfie regulations prohibiting tfM sale of foods of minimal nutritional value in competition with tfie NSLP and
SBP.

Several commenters recommer>ded that certain kinds of foods -
prirKipally milk, meat and processed foods - be

eliminated entirely from program meals. These recommendations were based on the assumption that some
foods are good for people ar>d some are intrinsically bad. However, tfie Department does not share this view.
The Department continues to believe tfiat it is important to obtain essential rHJtrients from a variety of foods.

The Department also emphasizes ttut foods, particulariy those high in fat, must be eaten in moderation, but

tfiare are no plans to prohitxt any foods from school meals otfier than tfie foods of minimal nutritional value

currently enumerated in Appendix 8 of Part 210 for tfie NSLP and i220.12for the SBP.

Minimum Professional Standards

Some commenters suggested that ttw Department establish minimum professional standards for local food

service workers. The Department is aware tfiat efforts ere being made to address this issue. For example, the

American School Food Service Association lias developed a program to certify food service workers.

However, given tfie wide range of variances in needs and resources among tfie 20,000 school food authorities

and 92,000 schools operating under tfie NSLP, as well as varying State requirements, the Department does not

believe it is feasible to propose uniform national standards. Nevertheless, tfie Department does intend to

continue to provide tecfmical assistance and guidance to ':H3th State agencies and local school food authorities

on ways to improve food service operations.

Cash in Lieu of Commodities/Commodttv Letter of Credit

Under section 181b) of tfie NSLA, 42 U.S.C. 17e9(b), Congress establisfMd tfie Cash in Lieu of Commodities

(CASH) and Commodity Latter of Credit (CLOC) demonstration projects as a means of examining alternatives

to the current commodity distribution system for scfiods. Under CASH, scfiools receive their per-meal

commodity support entitlement Icurrcntlv *.14) in ttw form of a direct cash payment. CLOC provides

commodity support tfwough a Latter of Credit wfiich must tM used to purcfiase specific commodities that mirror

tfie Department's commodity purcttasaa. Fifty-nine school districts participate in tfie CASH/CLOC
demonstration. Tfie current proiect MJttMirization expires at tfie end of Fiscal Year 1 994.

Several commenters supported CASH/CLOC, wfWIe a small number opposed it. Otfiers implicitly favored tfie

current commodity distribution system if more fiealthful commodities can be provided. These commenters
would support alternative* only in ttia event tfiat tfta current commodity system cannot be strengtfiened and

improved. The Department intends to continue and expand efforts already underway to improve tfie

commodity program. Moreover, tfie Department does not have tfie statutory authority to address tfie

CASH/CLOC issue through tfie rutemaking process.

Guiding Principles and Framework for Action

Improving the nutritional standards of scliool meals is our national fiaalth responsibility. Tfiere is no question

tfiat diet IS linked to fiealth and tliat clvonic disease often begins m childhood. Since eating habits are firmly

13
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established by age 1 2, it is essential that dietary patterns be formed early. What children eat helps determirte

not only how healthy they are as children, but how healthy they will be as adults.

Updatir>g our nutrition standards and streamlining the administration of school meals programs reinforces

President Clinton's priorities for health care reform and government
reinvention. Five principles are at the core of our vision and grow out of our analysis of public comments and

the participation of those who hold a stake in a healthy future for our children.

These principles are:

HEALTHY CHILDREN; our goal is to provide our nation's children with access to school meal programs that

promote their health, prevent disease, and meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

CUSTOMER APPEAL: we understand that If food doesn't look good or taste good, children will not eat it. We
must involve students, parents, teachers, and the food and agriculture community in any change through a

national nutrition education campaign, using the media that children and parents ur>der3tand and speaking in

the language that they speak.

FLEXIBILITY: we have to reduce the burden of paperwork, streamline reporting systems, recognize regional

and economic differences and offer schools different approaches to designing menus that meet the Dietary

Guidelines. To do tNs, we must use technology more effectively.

INVESTING IN PEOPLE: we must provide schools and school food service directors with the training and

technical assistance they need to bring about nutrition changes in the school meals programs and build the

nutrition skills of our nation's children, arxJ thereby improve tf>eir health.

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS: to meet our national health responsibility to American children and to increase

cost effectiveness, we must forge partrMrships throughout the public and private sectors. This includes

continuf>g collaborative efforts with our federal partners at the Departments of Education and Health and

Human Service* and building bridges to consumer and industry groups.

Guided by these five principles, USDA corutructed a comprehensive, integrated framework for action:

I. EATING FOR HEALTH: Meeting the Dietary Guideline*

School meal nutrition standards will be updated and expanded to include the Dietary Guidelines for

Americans with star>dards for fat arxj saturated fat as well as required nutrienu. The current meal

planning system which requires that certain types of foods be served in certain quantities will be replaced

by a more flexible system that allows schools to concentrate on serving a variety of foods in amounts

that are suitable for children.

II. MAKING FOOD CHOICES: Nutrftioo Education. Treinmo and Technical A»*i»t»nce

K is not enough to change the food on the plate. We must also provide the knowledge that enables

children to make choice* that lead to a nutritioua diet and improved health. It al*o i* vital that local meal

providers receive trainirtg on fww to improve meal quality. This dual initiative to educate children arvl

assist rtieal provider* offers many opportunitie* to influence both what food* are offered by achool* and

what food* are eaten by cNldren.

III. MAXIMIZING RESOURCES: Qettina the Be«t Value

By marshalling all available resources and strengthening partnerships with our state and local cooperators,

we will stretch food dollars arxl cut costs while improving the nutritional profile of commodities. We will

enhance access to locally grown commodities and better use regional agricultural resources. And we will

provide assistance, training and the power of federal purchases to help school administrators manage

achool meal* programs in a mora cost-effective manrter.
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IV. MANAGING FOR THE FUTURE: Streamlined Admlniatratlon.

It is necessary to reduce paperwork and administrative burdens of local administrators. We will streamline

procedures and emphasize administrative flexibility to free state and local food program managers to

concentrate on nutrition.

The Framework for Action

The regulatory proposals that follow are intended to support the Department's goal of promoting the long term
health of children through updating nutrition star>dards to lr>clude the Dietary Guidellr>es. In addition, several of

the proposals reflect the Administration's desire to streamline administration of government programs through
increasing State and local flexibility and making tMtter use of advanced technology.

It is important to recognize, however, that these regulatory proposals are but one part of tf>e Department's
overall plan for improving the quality of school meals. The Guiding Principles and Framework for Action
described above grew out of public comment and the recognition that it Is r>ot enough just to change the food
served to children on their plates. What is required is a much broader approach that Includes significant

administrative actions Initiated by tfie Executive Branch.

For exemple, the Department Is committed to Investing In people-both the State and local professionals who
operate the program arKl tfie children who participate in it. This investment will take the form of nutrition

education to build the skills necessary to make healthful food choices, training for food service workers arxl

techrucal assistance. The Department tia* already committed existing funds toward ttie developmem of

improved recipes for school meal service, a computerized data bank of standard nutritional values for foods

served In the school meals program, and a demonstration project on the use of Nutrient Standard Menu
Ptannir^. On the rujtrition education front, the Department has already anoourwed a strategy that includes

challer«ge grants to localities to develop community-besed, comprehensive approacfies to nutrition education

and a nutrition publication directed at grade school ctvldren. The Department is also assisting local school food
service professionals in working with chefs, farmers artd others to harness all of tfieir unique skills to make
school meals appealing and healthful, tnd to educate children about food arwj cooking.

Looking to the future, the Administration's budget proposal for Fiscal Yeer 1995 contains a request for $18.4
million in additional funds to support nutrition education and technical assistance. Plans for these funds

include extensive tralr)ing for local school meal providers on how to plan and prepare nutritious and appealing
meals as well as laur>ching a national media campaign directed at building children's skills at making wise food

choices for life-long health.

All these Irutiatlves are being undertaken with the support of USDA's Federal partners at DHHS and DOEd.
This collatmration exterKls to addressing issues of common concern such as reducing redundant paperwork
requiremems, integratir>g nutrition education into school civriculum and axplorir>g ways to Integrate the school

meals program more fully into the school environment and into school-based health irvtiatives. WitNn the

Department, there are also plana to strangttien ties with xha Food Service Management Imtrtute and. indeed,

with private organizations so that as many resources and as much creativitv as possible can be brought to tiear

on ttiis important issue of improving children's health through sourfd rHitritian.

Efficient and effective government requires that the use of the finite resources available to administer the

programs be maximized. Therefore, part of the Department's Framework for Action is to maximize resources

wherever possible. Or<e of the important avenues to pursue in tfiis regard is effective use of ttie USDA
commodity program. The Department recognizes that commodity foods are a significant component of the

meals that »n served to children and, therefore, need to be as nutritious as possible. A wide variety of foods

rangir>g from grain products to fruits artd vegetables to meat, poultry artd fish are already being offered. The

Department plans to continue to offer tfvs wide array of foods . Improvement is always possible, however, and
the Department inter>ds to interwify its review of purchase specifications to assure that products are as low in

fat and sodium as possible while still maintaining palaiatiility for consumers.

In addition, the USDA agencies that are key partners in delivering commodities are working with or«e anotlier.
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as well as with Industry, to modify labels on commodities that go to the schools to include nutrition

information, and to develop new products, like low-fat cheeses, that will provide the schools with more

flexibility to meet the Dietary Guidelines. This latter effort will have a salutary effect not only on the

commodity program, but could also prove useful in providing schools with a larger array of healthful products

to choose from when they make their local purchases.

Because schools do purchase significant amounts of food independent of the commodity program, the

Department is also considering various other strategies for improving the quality and effectiveness of those

purchases. For example, a pilot test is planned for School Year 1 994 with the Department of Defense to

procure produce for the school meal programs. Through this project, schools can obtain a much wider vanety

of fresh produce than USDA can provide directly. The Department is also working to facilitate interaction

among schools. State Departments' of Agriculture, small resource lamners arvl fanners' markets. This has

great potential for improving the quality of tfie foods used by tfiose scfiools that are close to particular growing

areas as well as providing important new markets for small fanners.

In summary, the Department is committed to improving the quality of school meals and tfw health of tfie

nation's children through a variety of approaches. There is complete recognition that success can only be

achieved over time and through the efforts of the Federal government working in corKert with State and local

administering agencies, industry, the Congress, a variety of private orgarvzations and the ultimate beneficianes

of the scfwol meals programs - childrert a«>d their parents.

PROPOSED REGULATORY CHANGES

Expandino and Updating Nutrition Reouirementt

The Department's mission continues to be to carry out the declared policv of Congress to 'safeguard the

health and well-being of the Nation's children.' In order to noeet this goal, school meals must change to reflect

the scientific consensus that is articulated in the Dietary Guidelines. Therefore. tf« Depertment believes that

current nutrition standards must be expended to icKorporate the Dietary Guidelines in tfte NSLP and SBP

regulations and is proposing to amend Sections 2 10.10 and 220.8 to require that school meals meet the

applicable recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines irKluding the quantified standards established for fat and

saturated fat. Proposed regulation* would also require schools to make an effort to reduce sodium and

cholaaterol, iiKrease dietary fiber and serve * variety of fooda.

A more comprehensive discussion of implemantation occurs later in this preamble, including xhm tinw frames

tiMt would be followed for the shift to ttM updated nutrition startdard*.

While the propoaed regUationa would include the basic proviaion that school meala meet nutrition staiKlards

over a one week menu cycle, the proposed revision would also require nteal* to provide a level of nutrients for

specified age groups rather titan meet minimum emouirta of specific food items for each age group as is

currently required. Sections 210.10and 220.6, therefore, would incorporate nutrition starviards for various

age/grede groupe beeed on the ROA for the following nutrientt: protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, iron, and

calcium as welt aa the energy aHowancM for calories. Sections 210.10and 220.8 woUd aUo set the

maximum levels of celoriM from fat and satmted fat at 30 percent and 10 percent of calories, respectively.

AlttKxigh ROA have been asuUishad for more nutrients than indicated above, the Department hes chosen to

monitor orty thoea liatad bacausa these are key nutrients that promote growth and development which ere

consistent with thoaa reqiarad in the Nutrition Labeling and Educetion Act of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-5351. The

proposal would also raqura schooia to decraasa the levels of sodiian and cholesterol and increase the emount

of dietary fiber in school meels. The Oepenment ie not propoeing specific levels for these components, since

numeric tergeU ere not esteblished by the current Dietary Gmdalines. However, progress in this aree could be

assessed through a vanety of ways including gradual reducuona in sodium, and if necessary, cholesterol levels,

and increased uaa of vegetables, fruits and grain producu.

The Department wishes to note Ihet the Oietaiv Guidelines ere designed for parsons aged two end over. The
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Department will maintain current meal patterns for children in the zero to eleven months and one to two year

age groups. For children who are two years old, schools will have the option of using the minimum calorie and

nutrient requirements for school meals for children ages three-six or developing a separate set of nutrient and
calorie levels for this age group. Finally, because compliance with the Dietary Guidelines will not be required

until School Year 1998-1999, which begins July 1, 1998, the current meal panerns and quantities will be

retained temporarily and will be redesignated S2 10.10a for the NSLP and i 220. 8a for the SBP. This proposal
does not spply to infant meal patterns and meal supplements; therefore, tfie appropnate sections of the

redesignated S210.10aand i220.8a will continue to be followed by schools serving infants and meal

supplements.

New Approaches to Menu Planning: Nutrient Starwiard Menu Planning and Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu
Planning

Schools must currently meet a meal pattern which specifies minimum amounts (by age group) of the five food

items which must be offered in order to receive reimbursement for meals. An alternate approach that provides
an excellent tool for Improving the nutritional quality of school meals is Nutrient Standard Menu Planning
INSMP). Under NSMP. ttia menu is developed through the nutrient analysis of all foods offered over a school

week to ensure that meals meet specific nutrition standards for key nutrients, and meet recommended levels of

fat arKi saturated fat. Other dietary components that will be analyzed are cholesterol, sodium arxl dietary fiber.

However, tfw Department recognizes tfwt some school food 8utlx>rities may not fwve the computer capability

or the degree of access to technical support necessary to independently conduct NSMP. In these

circumstances, the Department is proposing to allow school food authorities to use a modified form of NSMP
entitled Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning (ANSMPI. Use of ANSMP would allow development and

analysis of menus by other emitiea while still applying the essential* of NSMP. (A more complete discussion of

ANSMP may be found later in tliis preambla.)

Under NSMP, the menu planner is expected to use effective techniques to provide menus that meet the

updated nutrition standards. All menu items (i.e., any single food or combination of food) or other foods

offered as part of the reimbursable meal will be counted toward meetirig the nutrition startdards. An exception
to this is foods of minimal nutritional value, as provided for in 1210.1 1la)(2lor S220. 12(b). which are not

offered as part of a menu item in a reimbursable meal. A definition of 'menu item' is proposed to be added to

1210.2 arKJ i220.2 to expand upon th» current definitions of food item and food component ttut are used in

various sections of the reguletions corKerrted with point of service meal counts. The definition would also

specify ttiat one menu item offered must be an entree and one must be fluid milk. Furttwr. as discussed later

in this preamble, ttia Department is proposing that th» entree must be selected as pan of a reimbursable lunch.

MerHi items will t>e analyzed based on production levels to more accurately reflect ttie overall nutritional

composition of tfie menu. Menus will be plarmad. anatyzed for nutrient content and adjusted as needed to

ensure that production and selection treixjs are considered and nutrition standards are met. A discussion of

NSMP software programs and the National Nutrient Database for Child Nutrition Programs is provided later in

this preambla.

The purpose of NSMP and ANSMP is two-fold: to provide a flexible way to plan menus using certain nutrient

levels, not on limited food itetna and amounts, inti to measure how well meals are meeting nutrition standards.

Tfw Department is proposing to adopt NSMP arxi ANSMP by amending section 210.10(k) and (I) of the

regulations to incorporate NSMP and ANSMP for the NSLP and i220.8(j)and (k) for the SBP.

While school meals will be expected to comply with the updated nutrition standards and to be planned tfwough

NSMP or ANSMP, the Department wishes to emphasize tfiat compliarKe monitoring would stress technical

assistance to enable tfw scfKMl to acftieve tfie standards. While all meals offered during a merxj cycle tfiat fail

to meet tf>e establisfied nutrition starvlards could tacfwiically be subfect to an overclaim, tfie regulations will

require State agencies to establish claims only when scfiool food authorities refuse , not simply fail, to take

corrective action. It is the Department's intent that every effort be made to provide nutritious meals to children

ratfier than taking punitive actions which could undermine this initiative. Further discussion on this point may
be found later in this preamble in the section on monitoring.
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Nutrition Diicloiure

Sines information on th« nutritional composition of the menu is readily available as a result of NSMP/ANSMP.
the Department is proposing to amend Section 210.10(n) to ertcourage school food authorities to make public

disclosure of the nutrients contairwd in their meals. Many school food authorities, recognizing the benefits of

nutrition disclosure, already make this information available in the classroom, on menus or by rratitying local

media. These benefits include: (II an increased awareness on ttw part of stixlents and parents on the

nutritional quality of school meals; (2) depending on how the information is disclosed, an enharKed ability for

students and parents to make healthful choices, and; (3) increased support for the school meal programs

through recognition of the improved quality of school meals.

The Department recognizes the differing needs of school food authorities, arvi, therefore, is not proposing to

mandate nutrition disclosure. The Department believes this infomiation should be readily available to students

and parents without their havirna to request it . In providing tNs information, scliool food authorities would take

into account local factors such as nutrition analysis capabilities and student/parent requesu. For example, the

school may disclose information either: (1) developed through the weekly nutrient analysis of meals; 121 based

on sample meals offered eech day, or; (31 provided along with food itemlsl offered in the cafeteria.

The Department also wishes to emphasize that school food authorities that make tNs disclosure would not

experience an additional administrative burden. The information being disclosed is a product of NSMP/ANSMP.

and the school food authority can determine, for iuelf, ttie most efficient means of disclosure.

Although nutrition disclosure will not be required, the Oepertimnt recognizes that many school food euthorities

are already providing this information to studenu and parenu, and strongly eiKourages others to make public

such information. The Department would also like to solicit commenu regarding nutrition disclosure,

particulariy effective nutrition disclosure approaches; wliich iHjtrition information to disclose; and disclosure's

value es e tool to help children choose rHjtritious meals.

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning

As stated above, the Oepertment recognizes that some school food auttvxitias may not have the resources or

capacity to independently conduct NSMP. For these school food authorities, the optional method of ANSMP is

an alternative approach to NSMP which is proposed in {210.10(1) for the NSLP and i220.8(k) for the SBP.

School food authorities would draw on the expertise of others to provide menu cycles, adiusted for local needs

and preferences. The provided menu would be analyzed to ensure that it maau the required nutrition

standards. The menu enalysis must be consistent with the local preferences, production records, preparation

techniques and food procurement specifications. The provided menu cycles could be developed in a variety of

ways-by States, coruortiunu of school food authorities, by consultants or even by the Federal government.

To ensure consistency with tlie nutrient analysis of the provided menu, ttie following componenu must be

standardized: recipes, food product specificatiorts, and preperetion techniques. To accurately reflect the

nutrient analysis of the menu as offered, the provided menu must be analyzed and adjusted to the quantities of

food prepared and served.

In eddition, the school, in coniunction with the entity providing the menu cycle, must periodically review their

application of ANSMP to etMure the suitability of the selected menu cycle and the accuracy with which it is

being martaged. (i.e.. Are tt>e prescribed procurement specifications and preparation techniques being followed

and are on-going production adiuatmairts made to reflect student choices, thereby resulting in reanalysis of the

menu?l It is also possible tttat standard menus, recipes and procurement specification could be provided by

the Federal government, then adjusted and reanalyzed at the Stale or local level as necesssry. The

Department is most interested in receiving comments regarding the usefulness of this approach.

Reimbursable Meals

Schools currently receive reimbursement for each meal served to children that meets the requirements of the

lunch or breakfast meal pattern and. if applicable, the offer versus serve option. Basically, the required
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compon«nts (meat/meat alternate, two or more servings of a vegetable and/or fruit, l>raad/bread alternate and
milk) must be offered and a minimum number of items must be selected. In order to determine if the meal
chosen by tlie child is reimbursable, the cashier observes, at the point of service, if the proper number of

components are taken.

Under NSMP and ANSMP, a meal will be reimbursable if at least three menu items (one must be an entree and
one fluid milk) are being offered, and if at least three menu items are selected. For reimbursable lunches, one
of the menu items selected must be an entree. If the school participates in offer versus serve, a meal will t>e

reimbursable if at least three menu items are offered ar>d two menu items are selected. Again, for

reimbursable luncfies, one of these two menu items must be an entree. For the purpose of point of service

counts, this proposal will not change the basic concept of a reimbursable meal. Cashiers will continue to

determine if the proper number of menu items was selected and, for the lunch service, that one of the menu
items is an entree.

The reason for requiring that one of the selected items for lunch be an entree stems from the Department's
concern that the school lunches children comume provide an adequate amount of calories and other essential

nutrients. Traditionally, the most significant nutrition contribution in a school lunch comes from the entree.

Therefore, this proposal is being offered as a way of assuring th«o cNldren (particularty those cNldren that

participate in offer versus serve) select and, hopefully, consume the most nutritious lunch possible.

The Department recognizes ttut this proposal deviates from current requirements which do not stipulate that

ttw cfiild must select an entree for lurwh. The Department would bu corKemed if commenters believe this

restriction irMbits ttie flexibility tlut ttiis proposed rule was desigrted to promote. For example, if children were
ir>hibited from selecting lunches that were consistent with ethnic or vegetarian preferefx:es, or if plate waste
waa a potential t>y-product. Therefore, ttie Department is particulariy interested in receiving comments on and
attamativet to this proposed requirement, including comments on whether the minimum number of menu
items, both in terms of ttie standard meal and the offer versus serve option, is adequate even with requiring
selection of an entree for lunch.

The Department is not proposing to exterfd the requirement that a reimbursable meal contain an entree to the

SBP. TNs decision was made due to the nature of tfie breakfast meal and the possible confusion that may
result by trying to define an "entree" for the breakfast program.

Point of Service

WNIe implementation of tfie updated nutrition standards affects tfie content of meals, rt will not affect tMSic

counting mettKxtology. Cashiars will continue to take counts at ttta point of service on the basis of the number
of menu items selected. Consequently, food service persorviel will be able to recognize individual reimtxjrsatile

meals, as thmy will r>ot differ sutMtantiaHy from currant practice.

In fact, under NSMP/ANSMP, point of aarvica identification of a reimbursable meal may be easier aa cashiers

would no longer need to determine which of the required componenu discussed above have been meet by a

particular food item, such aa a pot pie, wliich contairw a number of different ingredients. Under

NSMP/ANSMP, a pot pie wotid be the entree which is simply a required one menu item for claiming purposes.

Preparation for Implementation of NSMP and ANSMP

The Oepertment ia currantly sponaorirtg a demonstration project to evaluate tlM optimum use of NSMP as a

way for school meals to meet tffe Dietary GuideNrtes while ensuing that studenu also receive needed nutrients

and calories. One of tfie main obiectives of this demonstration is to assist the Department in Identifying tfie

tacfmical as^^stance necessary to most efficianthr and effectively implement NSMP. TNs approach shifts the

focus from the traditional specifics of a meal pattern to meals containing a combination of foods tfiat meet tfie

nutritional needs of scfiool-age children, by age group, over a school week. Under NSMP and ANSMP, school

food authorities will have more flexibility in deciding wfiat otfier foods will be offered as long as tfie nutrition

standards are met.
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The Flexifalitv of NSMP and ANSMP

The proposed menu development and analysis system has a number of advantages over the current meal

pattern, and the Department believes the proposed change to adopt NSMP and ANSMP wHI greatly assist local

school food authorities with implementation of the proposed nutrition standards. With NSMP and ANSMP,
there is greater flexibility in food selections and portion sizes because meals are not limited to specific types of

foods in specified portions. Further, menus with cultural or other special preferences will be easier to design.

NSMP and ANSMP would also eliminate the need for cumbersome and often confusir>g food creditir>g decisions

such as whether taco chips or just taco piee.:; could be considered as a bread alternate or whetl>ar yogurt can
be allowed as part of a reimbursable meal. The complex Child Nutntion labeling program, which requires the

Department to determine how commercial products are credited as food components under the meal pattern,

would be substantially reduced in scope or perhaps even eliminated entirely. More nuthent dense items could

be added to menus under NSMP, artd the nutritional contributions of gjl foods offered to the child can be

recognized. The Department also wishes tc smphasize ttwt all nutrienu offered to the child are counted in the

analysis, includir>g those in foods such as yogurt and desserts wivch do not presently count toward a

reimbursable meal. Of course, the most important aspect of both NSMP and ANSMP is that school food

autfK>rities will have an accurate, practical orvgoing means of determining if the nutntion standards are being
met.

Foftification

This proposal does not require school food suthoritiM to distinguish between naturally occtjrring r>utnents end
thoae thex are added tfwough fortification. However, the Department is committed to the principle that the

preferred source of adequate nutntion is a meal comprised of a variety of conventional foods, as recommerxtod
in the Dietary Guidelines, rather than one containing formulated fortified foods.

The Department t\e» bean uneble to develop e practical method for reg«ieting or monitorirtg fortification. For

example, it is virtually impossible to calculate the amounts of nutriems added to food items and those naturally

occurring, especially for food items with numerous ingredients. Although a comparison could be made
between a fortified item and a similar item that had rto added nutnants. ttiare may not be an identical product
on which to base the comparison.

The Department believes ttie standards as outlined under NSMP that meals contain adequate calories ant that

at least three menu items be offered, as well as ttie higher expense of ar>ginaarad foods, will inhibit excessive

relience on highly fortified fooda.

The Department welcomes commenters to address the uae of fortified fooda in school mael programs,

particularly whether there are practical ways to control over-use of fortification, the degree to which this

should be a corKem, arxl potential impacts on the character of school meals.

It should be noted ttiat if NSMP/ANSMP ia imptemanted on e nationwide baeit. the oxrent regulatory

requiremenu on the use of altamata foods wotid no longer be necassary. Dwina tlia imerim and where the

meal pettems are stiM in use, ttiasa regUations would remain in force.

Ooerationel Aaoecta of NSMP and AW8MP

National Nutrient Database for the Child Nutrition Programs

In order to conduct nutrient anaiysia, data on ttie rHitrients containad in a wide range of foods must be

available. To meet Ittis rtaed, the Oepertmem haa developed e cermeltzad National Nutrient Database to allow

for accurate nutnent analysis of the menus and recipes used in the NSLP end SBP. The National Nutrient

Database contaim information on ttie rHrtntiortal composition of: 1 ) commodities supplied through the

Department; 21 standard reference food items which are used in the SBP arvl NSLP: 31 Quantity Recipes for

School Food Service developed by the Oapartmant. and: 41 convarvartce, proces sed and pra-praperad foods

from food marujfecturers. The Department is working closely with tfie food industry to obtain nutnent analysis

of many common food products used by scfwols for inclusion in the database.
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The implementation of NSMP, as opposed to ANSMP, is dependent upon the school or school food authority's

ability to analyze the nutrient content of foods. Therefore, the Department is proposing to require tt%at the

National Nutrient Database t>e incorporated into all school food service software systems used for menu and

recipe analysis under NSMP. Under ANSMP, the database would be used by the entity providing assistance

with nutrition analysis. The Department is making the database available free of cfiorge to participating school

food authorities and to computer software companies to develop school food service software programs. The
database will be regularly maintained and updated to ensure that the information is as accurate and current as

possible. School food authorities would be expected to incorporate these updates into tfwir own software as

tlwy are made available. It should be noted that a preliminary version of ttw Department's database is now
available. Information on how to obtain it can be secured from the Department's Child Nutntion Database
Hotline at (301 1 436-3536.

School Food Service Software Svstems

The computer software industry has many nutrient analysis software programs on the market. Few of these,

however, are specific to the school programs and do not contain the type* of foods, descriptions, weights and
measurements used in tfiase programs. Moreover, the results of nutrient aitalysis can vary dramatically

depending on which software package is being used. Nutrient analysis must be based on standardized

specifications to ensure accuracy. Therefore, the Department has also developed software specifications for

NSMP. The overall objective of any software system used for tfiis pupoaa is to adapt advanced data

automation technology to simplify completion of tfw mathematical and analytical taeks associated with NSMP.
The software specifications if>cluda menu plerviing. rHitritior>al analysia of menus artd recipes, and data

management reports presented in a comprahensive, simplified arwl u>ar-friar«>v marwtar. To ensure thax school

food autfiorities are usirtg a software package which meets the Department's spaci^cations. school food

authorities will be required to use a software system that t\a» been evaluatad by FNS artd. as submittad. been
determined to meet the minimum requirements esublished t>y FNS. Howawr, such review doe* not constituta

endorsement by FNS or USOA. This proposed requirement is found in f210.10<kH1)liilfor the NSLP and

f220.8(j)(1)(ii)for the S8P.

Use of Weiohted Averages

Some food items are more popular than others and. ttnis, will be selected by school children more frequently.

To accurately perform an assessment of tfie nutritional composition of raimtiursabia meals offered, rHJtrient

analysis must be based on production levels of foods offered, as production levels are an iryjication of foods

actually selected. For example, a menu item which is chosen frequently land therefore more portions are

prepared) will contribute more rHitrients to ttte meel than a merHj item ehoeen less frequently.

The calculation method for computing a weighted nutritional analyais wU raqura the school food authority to

enter ttie following information into the selected software progrem the marw item; portion size; protected

servings of eech menu item; and the projected number of reimbursable meals each day for the school week. It

should be noted tlwt the software specifications discussed above are deiignad to easHy perform weighting
calcUationa. This provision is proposed in I210.10(kl(2)and (210.1 04UI4I for the NSLP and i220.8(jll2)and

(il(4l.

Definition of School Week

A new definition would be added for 'school week* to irtdicata that for NSMP and ANSMP. a minimum of

ttwee deya end a maaimum of seven deys nujst be included. This is beceuae (he nutrition enalysis is proposed
to be an averege of the reimburseble meets served over the course of e week. To ensure common
understanding of the terma NSMP and ANSMP. a proposed definition woiM be added to 1210.2 and 1220.2

explaintng the term 'school week.*

Transition to NSMP and ANSMP

The OepartTTMnt recognizes that school food authorities will need techrecal assistanca in order to implement
ttiese changes efficiently. The Department is conducting NSMP demonstratian proiects in several school food
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authorities, and the ongoing experiences gained from these will be shared as part of tfie overall assistance to

school food authonties to phase in NSMP and ANSMP.

The Department also plans to provide extensive trainir>g and technical assistance to State and local agerKies as

they prepare to implement NSMP and ANSMP. As noted earlier in this preamble, the Department has

requested specific funding in the Administration's Fiscal Year 1 995 budget for this purpose as well as to fund

other technical assistance and nuthtion education activities. Other protects to support tfie move towards

updated nutrition starKJards are already belr>g urKlertaken witfvn existing resources, lncludir>g modification of

more than fifty recipes to include more fruits, vegetables, and grain products and to decrease fat levels, and
collaboration with the National Food Service Management Institute. Finally, tfie Department is committed to

working with State agencies to target Nutrition Education and Training (NET) resources more intensely toward

Implementation of the Dietary Guidelines.

This proposed regulation would require school food autfiorities to adopt tfie updated nutrition standards and

NSMP or ANSMP no later than July 1 , 1 998, the start of School Year 1 998-99. However, school food

authorities are erKOuraged to begin working towards full Implementation of ttie updated nutrition standards as

soon as practicable after publication of a final rule or to even use NSMP, ANSMP, or nutrient-based menu
analysis in conjunction with tfie current meal patterns prior to tfie effective date.

State agencies would need to determine wfien school food autfiorities are ready to begin NSMP or ANSMP and

would, of course, provide training and tacfmical assistance to help school food authorities wfienevsr tfiay begin

implementing tiiis procedure. In determining wlien to begin NSMP in a particular scliool or scfiool food

authority. States sfiould evaluate tfieir capabilities both in terms of computer teclmology and availability of

ottier technical resources. States will also need to evaluate Implementation on an on-going basis to determine

if any adiustments are needed and to provide support when start-up difficulties occur. Tfie Department is not

estaiilishing a specific procedure for determining ttie readiness of scfiool food euttiorities to phase in NSMP or

ANSMP. Rather, ttie Department believes State agencies are in the beet pocrtion to determine if e school food

suthority is ready to begin tfie sliift to NSMP or ANSMP and will be atile to respond to tfie wide range of

sittiations tfiat may occur and to concentrate on achieving tfie goal. Tfiis approach frees State agencies from

assuring tfiat a particular process is followed and allows tfiem tfie flexibility to invest tfieir time and efforts as

they judge best.

Monitoring Comnlience with Updated Nutrition Standards

The Department also proposes to modify the morvtoring requiremenu to include eomplianee with the updated
nutrition standards. Currsntiv, states monitor compliarKe with meal pattern components and quantities on a

per-meal basis. On the day of a review, tfie lunch service Is observed to ensure ttist all required food Items are

offered and, if applicable, tfiat cliildren accept tfie minimum number of components stipulated both under tfie

standard meel service and tfie offer versua serve option. Meel services tfiet offer fewer tfien tfie five required

food items are disallowed for Federal raimbursenient, as are meals for wfitcti the child fiaa not taken tfie

minimum numtier of items under ttie offer versus serve option. States also examine menus and production

records for ttie review period to eneure tfiat all components were available, and ttiat sufficient quantities were

offered. Tfius. a direct correlation exists tMtwaen the meal service offered and the meals taken on a given day
and the allowable reimbursement for tfiose meals.

Under NSMP and ANSMP. Federal reimbursement will continue to be predicated upon similar factors. As noted

eariier in tfiis preamble, k«ider NSMP and ANSMP, schools will continue to offer a minimum number of menu
items, end children must eccept e minimum number of items. Meals wfiich do not meet these requirements

will not be eligible for reimbursement. However, to allow school food autfiorities edequate time to move
towards full Implementation of NSMP or ANSMP, school food authorrties tfiat Implement prior to School Year

1998-1 999 will be exempt from Coordinated Review Effort ICRE) Performance Standard 2 on reimbursable

meals containing the required food Items/components In i210 18(g)l2)if tfiey are scheduled for sn

administrative review prior to School Year 1998-1999.

Under tfiis proposal, in addition to meeting tfie minimums for tfie number of menu items, ttie reimbursable

meals offered over a scfiool week must slso collectively meet tfie updated nutrition standards estatilisfied. To
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determine compliance with the nutrition standards. State agencies will need to closely examine school food

authority's nutrient analysis in the course of a review. While this is a much more precise examination than in

past practice, it continues the concept of ensuring that the entire food service, not just an individual meal,

conforms to program requirements. State agencies must also observe the meal service to determine if meals

claimed for reimbursement contain the appropriate number and type of menu items. Tfie Department Is

proposing to amend i210.19. Additional Responsibilities, to outline review requirements for nutrition

standards. The Department is proposing to add the compliance requirements for tfw nutrition standards to this

section rather than to 1210.18, Administrative Reviews, in order to allow for operational experience and
corrective action prior to any imposition of fiscal action.

State Aoenev Responsibilities

Tfie following summarizes tf<e State agency's responsibilities under tfie Department's proposal for general

program management, including taking fiscal action against school food autf>ohties that consistently refuse to

meet program requirements. Wfule State agencies would probably combine a determination of how tfie

nutrition standards and NSMP/ANSMP are being met with ttie cyclical administrative review, tfie Department is

also proposing to provide State agencies with flexibility to conduct these important evaluations at otfier times

such as during technical assistance visits or even as a separate, special assessment. However, assessments
of compliance with tfie nutrition standards must be conducted no less frequently than administrative reviews.

As proposed by tfie Department, State agencies would assess tfie nutrient analyses for the last completed
scfiool week. Tfie purpose would be to determine if tfie school food autfiority is applying tfie correct

methodology and is properly conducting tfie NSMP or ANSMP tMsed on tfie actual menu cycle irKluding any
substitutions. Tfie State agency would also review tfie menus and production records to determine if tliey

correspond to tfie information used to conduct NSMP or ANSMP.

Corrective Action

If it is indicated tfiat tfie school food autfiority is not conducting NSMP accurately or property applying ANSMP,
if tfie scfiool week's meals, as offered, do not comply with nutrition standards, or if tfie meal observation

identified a significant number of meals that did not meet the definition of a reimbursatile meal, the school food

authority would be required to take appropriate corrective action to achieve compliance. However, at this

time, no claim would be establisfied if tfie failure to comply was not intentional. (Intentional violations are

discussed later in this preamble.)

Pursuant to section 16(b) of tfie CNA, 42 U.S.C. 178S(bl, the Secretary of Agriculture is given authority to

settle, adjust or waive any claims under both tfie NSLA or ttie CNA if to do so would serve tfie purposes of

either Act. Tfie Department recognizes tfist tfie transition to NSMP and ANSMP will not in every instance be

completed without problems and unforeseen circumstances to be surmounted. Tfie Depertment expects State

agencies to act quickly to rectify any problems found and to monitor any corrective action undertaken. In the

interests of facilitating tfie transition to NSMP/ANSMP, tfie Secretary is proposing to exercise his autfiority to

settle, adjust and waive claims by not requiring State agencies to disallow payment or collect overpayments

resulting from meals wfiich do not meet tfie nutrition standards of the regulations as long as State agencies are

satisfied tfiat such deviations from ttie nutrition standards were not intentional and ttiat tfie scfiool food

authority is working towards successfti completion of a accaptabia coaactiva action plan in a timely manner.

Tfie Department stresses that tfiis proposal does not establish specific steps or time frames for corrective

action. State agencies, as a result of tfieir evaluation of the school food autfiority, are in tfie best position to

establish corrective action goals and time frames, working in partnersfiip with local scfiool food authorities.

The Department believes tfiat State agencies and scfiool food authorities need flexibility in developing a

corrective action plan and is, therefore, providing such flexibility m this proposal. Furtfier. in recognition of the

fact that timely and effective corrective action is in tfie best interest of all. tfie Department intends to

incorporate review of this area into its management evaluation activities at tfie State level.

The Department would like to once again empfiasize tfiat. under this proposal, compliance with tfie updated
nutrition standards is of paramount importarKe. First, corrective action will k>e required if a meal service does
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not meet the nutrition standards. The State agency cannot overlook these shortcomings and must ensure that

the meal service is improved as stipulated in the corrective action plan. Secondly, the State will be required to

monitor the school's corrective action efforts. In most cases, monitoring would include reviewing production

records, menus and computer analyses submitted by the school food authority and providing any support

indicated by such a review. When a school food authority refuses to make a good faith effort to comply with

the terms of the corrective action plan, the State agency would be required to establish a claim.

Exception to Claim Establishment

Under this proposal. State agencies would require corrective action for meals not meeting the nutrition

starKJards, but would receive reimbursement for those meals. This procedure represents a significant means of

easing thie transition to and operation of the updated nutrition standards. Section 8 of the NSLA, 42 U.S.C.

1757. and section 4|bM1)(0) of the CNA, 42 U.S.C. 1773 IbllDIO), clearly provide that reimbursement tor

meals served is available only for those meals that meet Program requirements. Further, section 1 2(g) of the

NSLA, 42 U.S.C. 1 7eOlg), continues to provide for Federal chminal penalties for certain intentional Program
violations under either the NSLA or the CNA. The Department is concerr>ed that the corrective action provision

not be construed by Stete agencies or school food autfrarities as an invitation to relax efforts to comply with

the nutritional or administrative review requiremenu of t i210. 10,210.10a, 210. 18and 210.19. The

institution of corrective action would not be a sufficient remedy by itself in an instance in which a State

agency determined that school officials had intentionally failed to meet the nutrition standards required by

NSMP. In these situation, while the State agerwy would initiate corrective action, it must also disallow claims

for reimbursement for the substaryjard meals and, in vary severe cases, consider referhr^ the matter to the

Department for criminal prosecution.

WNIe continued refusal to take corrective action could result in loss of Federal funding, this provision is not

intaridad to be punitive when school food autftorities are acting in good faith to comply with the nutrition

standards. The Department is far more concerned about correcting tfwse situations ttun it is with pursuing

fiscal action. The Department's foremost goal is

to ensure that children are provided with tKie most nutritious meals possible. Consequently, thie emphasis in

this process is on corrective action and technical assistartce. If scfwol food autfwritias implement appropriate

corrective action and make satisfactory progress toward compliarv:a, no fiscal action would be required.

Streamlined Administration

The Department is also proposing to streamline program administration by allowing State agencies arxl school

food authorities flexibility in three important areas. The first provision wouM extend the Coordinated Review

Effort (CRE) review cycle from 4 to 5 years. The Department's expanence with CRE indicates that a one-year

extension in the cycle would not adversely affect accountability, but it would result in a 20 percent decrease in

the number of reviews currently conducted in any given year. While the exect reduction in burden would vary

from State to State, ttte Department expect* thia decrease would provide tfie State* with 8dditior>al flexibility

to enable them to continue to improve aehool meal*. Section t210.18(cli* proposed to be amended to

include this change.

The second provision eUmirtates the regutatorv requirament for a apecific type of adit check on daihr meal

counts contained in i210.8(a)l2)for schools where the most recent CRE review did not identify nwal counting

and claiming problems. Currently, the edit cfwck provision requires that each school food autfwrity compare

each school's daily meal count with dau such as the number of children eligible for free, reduced price or paid

meels multiplied by an attendar>ce factor. This check ia intended to ensure that monthly claims for

reimbursement are based on reasonabla and accurate counts of meals offered on any day of operation to

eligible children.

Tfie Department believes, however, tfiat school food autfK>riiies that have demorutrated, through the CRE

review, tfie accuracy of tfieir meal counts arKl claims slwuld be provided an optional approach to specific edit

checks. Tfus proposal would establish a system wfiereby these school food authorities could develop and

implement their own systems of interrtal conuols designed to ensure the accuracy of claims for reimbursement.

This system would than be submitted to ttte Suta agency for review. If the Stete agency's review determined
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that the proposed method constituted an accurate internal control, no further action would be required, and the

school food authority's own proposed internal controls would remain in effect. However, if the State agency
concluded that the suggested system of internal controls was inadequate, the school food authority would be

required to modify its procedures accordingly. In addition, if during the course of a CRE review or other

oversight activity of the school food authority, it is determined that the Internal controls were ineffective, the

specific, regulatory edit check would replace their system until a future regulariy scheduled CRE review

indicates there are no meal count problems.

This proposal would virtually eliminate tfie requirement for a specific edit check for school food authorities with

accurate meal counts and claims measured by the CRE review and replace it with a more flexible procedure to

allow these school food authorities to design and implement a system tliat is streamlined for their particular

circumstances. However, this proposal also maintairu the necessary specificity of an edit check for school

food authorities fourxJ to have meal counting and claimir>g violations. Further it provides for State agency
oversight of accountability procedures arxJ a ready mechanism, if needed, to substitute a Federally-defined

procedure to ensure accurate claims for reimbursement. The Department beliavas that program integrity must
be maintained by requiring specific criteria when review results indicate problems or failure of the school food

authority's alternative system. 1210. 8(a)(2) arvi (a)(3) would be modified to reflect ttiese proposed changes.

The Department is especially interested in receiving comments on this provision. Commenters should address

the flexibility this proposed provision allows well-msnaged school food authorities and any implementation
issues this poses. In addition, the Department would be interested in receiving alternative proposals that

would accomplish tfie desired balance between local flexibility arMj sound accountabiKty.

The third area that ttie Department is addressing to reduce paperwork at ttw school food autlHHity level it the

requirement in i210.15(b)(4lttut distinct records be maintained to document tha nonprofit status of the

school food service. These records we the eccounts which any enterprise needs to maintain in the rwrmal

course of corxlucting business (i.e., receipts, costs, etc.). Therefore, since tfiese kirtds of records are a

necessary part of a school food autfiority's own accountatiility system and. in many cases, are required by
State laws, the Department does rwt consider it necessary for tfie program regulations to mandate tftis

recordkeeping requirement. It is important to emphasize that the school food authority would still have to be

operated on a nonprofit basis. This proposal is only amending tfte requirements for documentation of

rranprofitability. Tfiis proposal would amend f210.14lc)at«j t210. 15(b) to include tfvs change. In tfie event

that a question or dispute arises in connection with whether a nonprofit school food service has been property

operated, the burden of proof still be upon the school food authority to demonstrate that the school food

service is being operated on a rwnprofit baais.

Length of Meal Periods

As noted above, many commantara axpresaed concern that children be givan sufficient time in which to eat,

particularty if larger portion sizes are to tie served. Tfie Department also recognizes the need to balarKe the

time for academics with tfie time to raceiva and eat school meals, eapeciallv lurKh. Although ttw Department
has no autfiority in ttvs aree. scfwd food service directors are strongly encouraged to work with otf>er school

officials to ensure tliat adequate meal service timas arKl facilities are provided. Likewise, the Department will

continue to work with DOEd to aolidt support in tfte education community to ensure ttwt educators arvi scfiool

administrstors understand the importanea of studams fwving adequate time to eat.

To irtdicata ita cotKam in tliia area, the Dapartmafrt is proposing, in I210.10(i). to recommend tfiat scfKX>l food

authorities make every effort to prowida adequate meal service times end periods to eraure tf«at students can

effectively participate in the achool krnch program.

Changes to the School Breakfast Proorem Nutritional Requirements

In order to facilitate uniform implementation, tfie Oepertment is also proposing to amerwi ttie nutritional

requirements of the SBP to parallal the changes made to the nutntional requirements of ttie NSLP. The current

Section i220.8 would be redosignatad as i220.8a to retain the requirementt tfiat would be in effect until

implamentetion of tfie updeted nutrition standards on July 1 . 1 998. while 1220.8 would contain provisions on
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nutrition standards, NSMP and ANSMP for the SBP.

The major differences for the SBP are that fewer calories are required and orte-fourth of the ROA are to be met.
A new guide would be incorporated into §220.8 to indicate the nutntion standards required for the SBP. In

addition, separate analyses for SBP and NSLP would be required to meet the different nutrition standards for

each program. As previously discussed, a reimbursable meal under the SBP will not be required to contain an
entree.

Effective Dates

As discussed earlier, this proposal requires school food authorities to serve meals through the use of NSMP or

ANSMP arxl be in compliance with updated nutntion standards by School Year 1998-1999 which begins on

July 1, 1998. The Department believes this schedule provides sufficient time to enable States to develop

appropriate technical assistance and guidance materials, to allow local food service staff to become familiar

with the updated requirements and to make appropriate changes in meals. There would be rra mandate for

school food authorities to implement the required char>ges prior to July 1, 1998. In the interest of promoting
children's long-term health through diet, tfie Department encourages State agencies to work with school food

authorities to implement as soon as possible arxl, in fact, as discussed earlier, expects State agencies to

approve platu for early implementation. The Department considers that early implementation will also provide
both State agencies and school food authorities with valuable experience before mandatory implementation.

To er>courage eerly implementation, compliance activities described above will not take effect before School
Year 1998-1999. In the Interim period, reviews and oversight activities that focus on the food service portion
of program operations will provide excellent opportunities tor technical assistance and for State agerKies to

asaess preparation for full implementation. All other changes in this rule. irK:luding ttie paperwork reductions

end streamlined edministration methods, couM be implemented 30 daya after final publication of the final rule.

List of Subiecu
7CFRPart210

Children, Commodity School Program, Food assistance programs. Grants programs-social programs. National

School Lunch Program, Nutrition, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements. Surplus agricultural

commodities.

7 CFR Part 220

Children, Food assistance programs, Grant programs-social programs. Nutrition, Reporting arvj racordkeeptng

requirements. School Breakfast Program.
PART 210 • NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM

1. The authority citation for 7 CFR Part 210ia revised to read as follows:

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 1761-1760.1779.
2. In 210.2:

a. the definition of
"
Food comoorienf is amarHlad by adding the word* 'under 1210. 10a* at the end of

the sentence;

b. the definition of
'Food item

'
is amandad by adding the worda 'under i210.10a' at the end of the

sentence:

c. tlie definition of
'
LurKh' is revisad;

d. a new definition of
'Menu item

'
is added:

e. a new definition of
'
Nutrient Starxfard Menu Plerywna/Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Plannino' is

added:

f. the definition of
'
Reimbursement

'
is amended by adding the words 'or i21 0.10a, whicfiever is

applicable,' after 'I210.10';and

g. a naw definition of
'
School Week '

is added.
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The revision and additions read as follows:

!210.2 Definitions.

Lunch means a meal which meets the nutrient and calorie levels designated in S210.10or the school lur>ch

pattern for specified age/grade groups as designated in S21 0.10a.

Menu item means, under Nutrient Standard Menu Plannir>g or Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning,

any single food or combtnation of foods. All menu items or foods offered as part of the reimbursable meal may
be considered as contributing towards meeting the nutrition standards provided in i 2 1 0. 1 Dial, except for those
foods that are considered as foods of minimal nutritional value as provided for in i210.1 1(a)l2) which are not

offered as part of a menu Item in a reimbursable meal. For the purposes of a reimbursable lunch, a minimum of

three menu items must be offered, one of wNch must be an entree (a combination of foods or a single food
item that is offered as the main course) and one must be fluid milk. For the purposes of a reimbursable timcty,

one of tfie selected menu items must be an entree. Under the offer versus serve option, three menu items

must be offered arxj an entree and one other menu item must be selected.

Nutrient Standard Menu P1ar>ninj/Assisted Nutrient Star<dard Merni Planrww means a way to develop meals
which is based on the analysis of nutrients which would require sctwol lunches, wlien averaged over a school

week, to meet specific levels for a set of key nutrients and calories ratfiar than a specific set of food

categories. Analysis of the menu items and foods shall be based on averages tfut will be weighted by
production quantities as offered to tlM students. Such srwiysis is r>ormelly dorM by a school or a school food

auttwrity. However, for ttw purposes of Assisted Nutrient Starxiard Menu Planning, menu planning arxi

analysis are completed by other entities and sf>all incorporate the production quantities needed to

accommodate the specific service requirements of a particular school or school food authority.

School week means the period of time used

as the basis for determining rtutrient levels of ttia menu and for corxlucting Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or

Assisted Nutrient Starxiard Mertu Planning for lunches. The period shall be a minimum of three days arxJ a

maximum of seven days. Weeks in which school lunches are offered less than three times shall be combined
with either tha previous or the coming week.

3. In Section 210.4, peragreph (b)(3) introductory text is smerxied by removing. the words *i210.10(i)l1)of
this part' and adding in their place the words 'i210.10slj)l1).'

4. In Section 210.7:

a. paragraph (cKDIv) is amerxlod by removing ttw reference to 'i210.10lb)of tNs part' and adding in its

place the word* '}210.10(a)or i210.10a(b), whichever is applicable,-; and
b. paragraph Id) is amended by removing the reference to 'i210.10li)(1lof this part' arxl adduig in its

place the reference *{210.10ag)n).*

5. In Section 210.8:

a. the third sentence of paragraph la)(2) is removed and new paragraphs (a)(2)(i> and la)(2)(ii) are added at

the end:

b. Paragraph (a)(3) is revised:

c. the first senterKe of paragraph la)(4) is ameixled by removir>g ttie words 'review process described in

paragraph (a)(2) arxl la)(3) of this section* arxl adding in tfieir place the word* 'the internal controls used by
schools in accordance with paragraph (a)(2)(i) or the claims review process used by schools in accordance with

paragraphs (a)(2)(iil and (a)(3l'; and

d. the first senterKe of paragraph (b)(2)lil i* amafxied by removir>g the reference to 'paragraph (a)(2)' and
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adding int its place a reference to 'paragraph (all3l' and by adding at the end of the sentence the words 'or

the internal controls used by schools in accordance with paragraph (a)(2)|i).'

The revision and additions reads as follows:

210.8 Claim* for rejmburtament.

la) Internal controls .

• • •

(21 School food authority claims review process .

• • «

li) Any school food authority that was found by its most recent administrative review conducted in

accordance with 1210. 18, to have no meal counting and claiming violations may:

(A) develop internal control procedures that ensure accurate meal counts. The school food authority shall

submit any internal controls developed in accordance with this paragraph to the State agerKy for approval and.
in the absence of specific disapproval from the State agency, shall implement such internal controls. The State

agancy shall establish procedures to promptly notify school food authorities of any modifications needed to

their proposed interrul controls or of derual of unacceptable submissions. If tfie State agency disapproves the

proposed internal controls of any school food authority, it reserves the right to require the scIh>oI food

auttvKity to comply with th« provisions of paragraph |al(3) of tNs section; or

(8) comply with the requirementa of paragraph (a) 13) of this section,

(ii) Any school food aulfv>rity that wa* identiflad in the most recent administrative review conducted in

accordance with i210.18,or in any other oversight activity, as having meai counting and claiming violations

shall comply with th« roquiromonts in paragraph (al(3l of this section.

(3) Edit checks.

(i) The following procedure stiall be foHowed for school food authorities identified in paragraph (a)(2)(ii) of

this section, by other school food authorities at Stata agency option, or, at #mr own option, by school food

authorities identified in paragraph (a)(2)(i): the scttool food authority shall compare each school's doily counu
of free, reduced price end paid luncfi«« against the product of the number of children in ttMt school currently

eligiWe for free, reduced prica and paid lundwt, reapactivelv, times an attendance factor.

(ii) School food authorities that are idantifiad in subsaquent odministrativa review* conducted in accordance
with {210.18a* not having m«al counting and claiming violatioru and that are correctly complying with tfta

procedure* in paragraph (a)(3)(i) hava tha option of developing internal controls in accordanca with paragraph
(a)(2)(il of this eaction.

6. In 1210.9:

a. paragraph (bl(5) is amandad by addktg tha words *or i2l0.10a. whiehavar is applicabia* at the and of

tha paragraph;

b. paragraph (c) introductorv taxt ia amandad by romoving tha rafarartca to 'I210.10(j)(1)o( this part' and

adding in its ptaea tha rafatanc* *1210.10a<iMir : and
e. paragraph (cldtia amartdad by removing tha raferanca to '121 0.10* and addmg in its piaca tha

rafaranca -<210.10a.*

7. Section 210.10is radaaignatad as f210.10a.

8. A naw section 210.10)8 added to road as fedows:

210.10 Nubitian standarda far luwchaa and maau planning system*.
(sl Nutrition standards lor raimbursabla lurtchas. School food suthoritia* shoM onsura that participating

schooia provide nutritioua and wat balancad masla to cttitdran based on tha nutrition standarda provided in this

section or, if applicabia, for vary young cMMran and maal suppiemants, tha oppropriau provisions of

1210.10a. For tha purposas of this soctian. tha nutrition standards ara:
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(1) provision of one-third of th« Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) of protein, calcium, iron, vitamin

A and vitamin C to the applicat>le age groups in accordance with the Minimum Nutrient Levels for School

Lunches in paragraph (el(4)(l) of this section;

12) provision of the lunchtime energy allowances for children based on the four age groups provided for in

the Minimum Nutrient Levels for School Lunches in paragraph (e)(41 of this section;

(3) the applicat>le 1 990 Dietary Guidelines for Americans which are:

(!) eat a variety of foods;

(ii) limit total fat to 30 percent of calories;

(iii) limit saturated fat to less than 1 percent of calories;

(ivi choose a diet low In cholesterol

(v) choose a diet with plenty of vegetables, fruits, arKl grain products: and
Ivi) use salt and sodium in moderation.

14) the followir>g measures of compliance with the 1 990 Dietary Guidelines for Americarw :

(i) a Nmit on the percent of calories from total fat to 30 percent based on the actual number of calories

offered;

(ii) a limit on the percent of calories from saturated fat to less than 1 percent based on the actual number
of calories offered;

(iii) a reduction of the levels of sodium and cholesterol; arKl

(iv) an increase in the level of dietary fiber.

(bl General requirements for school lunches.

(1) In order to qualify for reimbursement, lunches, as offered by participatirn) scIkkjIs. shall, at a minimum,
meet th» nutrition standards provided in paragraph (a) of this section when averaged over each school week.

Except as otfierwise provided herein, school food authorities shall ensure that sufficient quantities merHi item*
and foods are planned tni produced to meet, at a minimum, the nutrition standards in paragraph (a) of tfiis

section.

12) School food auttwrities shall ensure tfiat each lur>ch is priced as a urWt and that lunches ere planrwd and

produced on the basis of participation trends, with the objective of providing one reimburssMe lur>ch per child

par day. Any excess lunches that are produced may be offered, but shall nol be claimed for general or special

cash assistance provided urxJer i210.4.

(c) Requirements for meals served to infants and very Yourxi children (birth to 24 montfw of age) . Meals

for infants from birth to 2 years of age shall meet the requirements in S210.10a(a), (c). Id) and (h).

(d) Specific nutrient levels for children aoe 2 . Schools with children age 2 who participate in the program
shall ensure that the nutrition standards in paragreph (a) of this section are met except that , such schools have

the option of either using the RDA and calorie levels for children ages 3-0 in ttie table. Minimum Nutrient Levels

for School Lunches, in paragraph (al(4IO) of this section, or developir>g separate nutrient levels for this age
group. The methodolosv for determining such levels will be evsileble in merKi planrung guidance material

provided by FNS.

(a) Reoijrements for meab tor cWMren aoaa 3-17.

(1) General . In order to r«c«iva ratmbursement. school food authorities shall ensure that participating

schools offer luncha* which meat the nutrition standards provided in paragraph (a) of this section to children

ege three and over.

(2) Nutrient levels . The mftrients of reimbursable lunches shell, as offered end es averaged over eech school

week, meat the raquiremems in ttie teWe. Minimum Nutrient Levels for School Lunches, in paragraph (e)(4)(i)

of this section for ctiiidren of the eppropriete ege group.

(3) Records . Production, marKi and nutiitiorMl anatysia records shell be meintained by scfraols to

demonstrete that lurKhes meat when everagad over eech sclwol week, the rHJtrition stendards provided in

paragraph (a) of tfWs section and ttie nutriem levels for children of each age group in the teUe Minimum
Nutrient Levels (or School Lunches in paragraph (a)l4)(il of this section.

(41 Specific nutrient levels for children aoes 3-17 .

0) Schools that are eb(a to offer meals to children based on nutrient levels reflecting one of the four age
level* in tht table below should do so. Schools that canrwt offer meels to children on tiie basis of the age
levels in the uble below shal, under Nutriem Stertdard Menu Plarvwig or Assisted Nutrient Standard MerHi
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PlanrHng, adjust the established levels followir^g guidance provided by FNS, or, if onty one age is outside tfw

established level, use the levels provided in the table for the majority of children. For example, a school has

grades one through five, but if some first graders are six, the levels for Group II would be used as the majoritv
of students are in this age group. Schools shall ensure that lurches are offered with the objective of providing
the per lunch minimums for each age level as specified in the following table:

MINIMUM NUTRIENT LEVELS FOR SCHOOL LUNCHES
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When a school offers a selection of more than one type of lunch or when it offers a variety of menu items,

foods srKJ milk for choice as a reimbursable lunch, the school shall offer all children the same selection

regardless of whether the children are eligible for free or reduced price lunches or pay the school food

authority's designated full price. The school may establish different unit prices for each type of lunch offered

provided that the benefits made available to children eligible for free or reduced price lunches are not affected.

|i) Lunch period . At or about mid-day schools shall offer lunches which meet the requirements of tN*
section during a period designated as the lunch period by the school food authority. Such lunch periods shall

occur between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., unless otfwrwise exempted by FNS. With state approval, schools

that serve children 1-S years old are encouraged to divide the service of the meal into two distinct service

periods. Such schools may divide the quantities arxl/or menu items or foods offered between tf>ese service

periods in any combination that they choose. Scfiools are also encouraged to provide an adequate number of

lunch periods of sufficient length to ensure that all students have an opportunity to be served and have ample
time to coruume their meals.

(j) Exceptions . Lunches claimed for reimbursement shall meet the school lurKh requirements specified in

tfiis section. However, lunches offered which accommodate tf^e exceptions and variations authorized urxler

i210.10a(il are also reimbursable.

(k) Nutrient Standard Menu Plannirw for children aoe 2-17 . In order to assure tfwt school lurches meet tf>e

nutrition starvjards provided in paragraph lal of this section, nutrient analysis shall be corxJucted on all menu
items or foods offered as part of the reimbursable meal, except for those foods that are considered as foods of

minimal nutritional value as provided for in i210.1 1(al(2) which are not offered as part of a menu item in a

reimbursat>la meal. Such analysis shall be over the course of each school week. The school food authority

sfull either independently conduct Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or shall request that the State agerwy
allow Assisted Nutrient Starvlard Menu Planning.

(1) The National Nutrient Database and software specifications .

(il Nuvient artalysis shall be based on information provided in the National Nutrient Database for Child

Nutrition Programs. This database shall be incorporated into software used to cor>duct nutrient analysis. Upon

request, FNS will provide information about the database to software companies that wish to develop school

food service software systems.
liil Any software used to conduct nutrient analysis shall be evaluated by FNS and. as submitted, been

determined to meet the minimum requirements establisfwd by FNS. However, such review does not constitute

endorsement by FNS or USOA. Such software shall provide the capability to perform all functions required after

the basic data has been entered irKludir^ calculation of weighted averages as required by (k)(2) of this section.

(2) Determinetion of weighted averages .

ID Menu items and foods offered as pan of a reimbursable meal shall be enalyzed twsed on portion sizes

arxj projected serving amounts and shall be weighted based on their proportionate contribution to the meals.

Therefore, menu items or foods more frequently selected will contribute more nutrients tfian menu items or

foods which are less frequently selected. Such waightir>g shall be done In accordance with guidance issued by

FNS as well as that provided by the softwere used.

(ii) An analysis of all menu Items and foods offered In the menu over each school week shall be computed
for calories and for each of ttie foUowing runrients: protein: vitamin A; vitamin C; iron; calcium: total fat:

saturated fat: arvl sodium. The analysis shall also include the dietary components of cholesterol and dietary

fiber.

(3) Comparing averaoe daily levels . Once the appropriate procedures of paragraph (k)l2l of this section

have been completed, the results shall be compared to the appropriate age group level for each nutrient and

for calories in the table. Minimum Nutrient Levels for School Lunch, in paragraph (el(4)li) of this section. In

addition, compansons shall be made to the nutrition standards provided in paragraph (a) of this section in order

to determine Xhe degree of conformity.

14) Adjustments based on students' selections.

The results obtained urxjer paragraph (kl(2l of this section shall be used to adjust future menu cycles to

accurately reflect production arvl student selections. Menus may require further analysis and comparison,

depending on the resulu obtained in paragraph lk)(3) of this section when production and selection patterns

change. The school food authority may need to cortsider modification* to the menu items and foods offered
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based on student selections as well as modifications to recipes and other specifications to ensure that the

nutrition standards provided in paragraph (a) of this section are met.

15) Standardised recipes . Under Nutrient Standard Menu Plannirn), standardized recipes shall be developed

and followed. A standardized recipe is one that was tested to provide an estaUiahed yield ar>d quamity

through the use of ingredients that remain constant in both measurement aryf preparation method*.

USDA/FNS standardized recipes are included in tlie National Nutrient Database for the Child Nutrition

Programs. In addition, local standardized recipes used by school food aut)y>ritias shall be analyzed for their

calories, nutrients and dietary components and added to the local database by that school food authority in

accordance with paragraph (lc)(1)(ii) of this section.

(61 Processed foods . Unless already included in the National Nutrient Database, the calorie amounts,

nutrients and dietary components, in accordance with paragraph (k)(3) of this section, of purchased processed
foods and menu items used by tfie school food authority sfiall tM obtained by the school food authority or State

agency and incorporated into the database at the local level in accordance with FNS guidartce.

(7) Substitutiorts . If the need for serving a substitute foodlsl or merwj item(s) occur* at least two weeks

prior to serving the planned menu, the revised merHj shall be rear>alyzed based on ttie chartges. If the rwed for

serving a substitute foodls) or menu item(s) occurs two weeks or less prior to serving the planned menu, no

reanalysis is required. However, to the extent possible, substitutions should be made using similar food*.

(II Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning .

(1) For school food authorities without the capability to conduct Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, a*

provided in paragraph (k) of tNs section, menu cycles developed by other source* may b* u*«d. Such source*

may include but are not limited to the State agency, other *cf>ool food authoriti**, coniultant*, or food service

management companies.
(2) Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning shall establish merHj cyde* that have been developed in

accordarwe with paragraphs (k)(l) tfvough (k)l6) of this section as well a* local food preference* and local

food service operation*. These menu cycle* shall irKorporate the nutrition starxterd* in paragraph la) und the

Minimum Nutrient Levels for ScfK>ol Luncfies in peragraph (e)(4)(i) of this section. In addition to the menu

cycle, recipes, food product specification* and preparation technique* *ha> al*o be developed and provided by
the entity furnishing Assisted Nutrient Star>dard Menu Planrtirg to ensure that the menu items and food*

offered conform to the rHjtriem analysis determination* of the menu cyel*.

(3) If a school food authority requests Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, ttM Stat* agarwy shall

determirw if it is warranted. At tfw irKeption of any approved us* of Assisted Nutrient Starvlard Menu

Plarming, tfM State agency shall approve tl>e initial menu cycle, recipe*, and other apecification* to determirw

that all required element* for correct nutrient analyti* are incorporated. The State agency ahal alao, upon

requett, provide e*ii«t*nce with Implementation of ttw chosen tystem.
(4) After initial service under the Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Plarviing menu cycle, the nutrient

analysis shall be reassessed in accordance with peragraph (k)(2) of thia section and appropriate adjuatment*
mad*.

(5) Under A**i*ted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, the eehool food authoiitv retain* final reaponsibititv

for eneuring tl>at all nutrition atandard* **tabli*hed In peregraph (a) of thta aaetion are mat.

(m) Comoliance with the nutrition atandirdi . If the analyei* conducted In accofdanee with paragraph* (kl

or fl) of thi* *ection show* that the menu* offered ar* not meeting tti* nutrition atandard* in paragraph (a) of

thi* **ction, action*, includuig technical as*istance and trainirtg. ihall be taken by the State agetKy, achool

food authority, or achool, *« appropriate, to erwure that the lurKhe* offered to ctiildren compiy with the

nutrition standard* eetabliahed by paragraph (a) of tlv* lection.

In) Nutrition dl«cte*ure . School food authoritiea ar* encoureged to make information availaWa indketing

effort* to meet the nutrition *ta(«dard* in paragraph (a) of thi* section, such aa publicizing the reautt* of ttie

nutrient analysis of the school week m«i«j cyde.

(o) Supplemental food . Bigible school* operating after school care programa may be reimbursed for one

meal supplement offered to an eligible cfvld (a* defined in i210.2)per day. Meal *uppierT>ent* ehall conform to

the proviaioni cet forth in i210.10a(j).

(p) Implementation of the nutrition «tandard* and Nutrient Standard Menu Planninii/A««i*ted Nutrient
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Standard Menu Planning .

(1) No later than School Year 1 998-99, school food authorities shall ensure that lunches offered to children

ages 2 and above by participating schools meet the nutrition starnlards provided in paragraph la) of this

section.

(2) Further, no later than School Year 1 998-99, school food authorities shall ensure that Nutrient Standard
Menu Planning, or Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, where applicable, is applied to lunches offered

by participating schools.

(31 Schools and/or school food authorities may begin to implement any or all of the provisiorts of this

section before School Year 1998-99 with prior approval of the State agency. In these situations. State

agencies shall evaluate the ability of school food authorities to begin Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning and provide start-up trainir>g and facilitate initial implementation.
However, school food authorities shall not be subject to the provisions of i210.19(alfor failure to comply with

the nutrition starKlards established by paragraph (a) of this section or Nutrient Starvjard Menu P1annir>g or

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning established by paragraphs (k) and (I) of this section until School
Year 1998-99. In addition, school food authorities that implement Nutrient Starvlard Menu Planning or

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning prior to School Year 1998-99 shall be exempt from §210.18(g)(2l
until required implementation in School Year 1996-99.

14) State agencies shall monitor implementation of Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or Assisted Nutrient

Standard Menu Ptannirig at tfie school food authority level in order to erasure proper compliance. Such
monitoring shall include the State agency observation of the meal service to determir>a if meals claimed for

reimtxjrsement contain the appropriate number and type of merHj items. FNS may review State agency
evaluation criteria and monitoring procedures 0* part of any management evaluation review corxjucted durir>g

tf)e implementation period.

(51 Beginning with School Year 1998-99.
State agerKies shall morutor compliance by school food authorities with the rHitrition standards in paragraph (a)

of this section in accordarKe with the requirements of 1210.19(8).

9. In the rwwiy redesignated i21 0.10a:

a. the title is revised and
b. the table in paragraph (c) is amended by revising the 'Milk* description under 'Food Components and

Food Items'.

The revisions read as follows:

210.10a Lunch components and quantities for the meal pattern, kjnchss for vary young children aiKi maal

supplamenta.

(c) Minimum required lunch ouantitias .
• • •

SCHOOL LUNCH PATTERN-PEB LUNCH MINIMUMS

Food Components arvj Food Kama

Milk (as a beverogal: Fluid whole milk arvl fluid

unflavored lowfat milk muat be offered; (Flavored

fluid milk, skim milk or buttermilk optional)

• ( i k

10. In 210.14. paragraph (c) is revised to read as follows:

1210.14 Resource managament.

(c) Firwncial assurarKes . The school food autfiority shall meet ttie requirements of the State agency for

compliance with 12 10. 19(a) including any separation of records of nonprofit school food servica from record*

of any other food service which may be operated by the school food authority as provided in paragraph (a) of
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this section.

11. In 210.15:

. Paragraph (b)(2) it revitad:

b. Paragraph (b)(3) is amended by removing the reference to '210.10(b) of this part' and adding in it*

place the words '121 0.1 0(a) or 12 1 0.1 Oa(b), whichever is applicable'; and

c. Paragraph (b)(4) it removed and paragraph (b)(S) is redesignated as (b)(4).

The revision reads as follows:

1210.15 Raporting and racordkaaping.

(b) Recordkeapina summary .

• • •

(2) Production and menu records at required under i21 0.10a and production, merui ar>d nutrition analysis

records as required urxier 1210.10. whichever is applicaUe.

12. in 210.16:

a. paragraph (b)(1) is amended by adding the words 'developed in accordance with ttie provisions of

i210.10or 1210. 10a, whichever is applicable,' after ttfe words '21 -day cycle menu' whenever ttwy appear;

and

b. the first sentence of paragraph (c)(3) is revised to read as follows:

210.16 Food service management companie*.

(c)
• • •

(3) No payment is to be made for meals tfiat are spoiled or unwholesome at time of delivery, do not meet

detailed specifications as developed by the school food authority for each food component/menu item specified

in 1210. lOor 210.10a, whichever is applicabia, or do not otherwise meet the requirements of the contract.
*

13. In 210.18:

a. Paragraph (c) introductory text is amended by removing the number '4' in the phrase *4-year review

cycle* wherever it appears and adding in its place ttia number *5';

b. the first sentence of paragraph (c)(1) is amended by removing ttie number '4' in the phrase '4-year

review cycle' and adding in itt place tfie number *S* end by removing the number '5' in ttw phrase 'every 5

years* and adding in its place the nunbar '6*;

c. paragraph (c)(2) is amended by removing the number *4' in the phraae '4-yaar cycle* and adding in iu

place the number '5';

d. paragraph (c)(3) la amended by removing ih» number *S* In tfw phraae *S-year review interval* and

adding the number '6* in its place;

e. paragraph (d)(3) is amended by removing the reference to '2 10. 19(a)(4)* and addirtg in its place a

reference to '210.19(8)(5)*:and

f. paragraph (h)(2) is ameitded by removing ttte reference '210.10* and adAig in its place a referertce to

'1210.10a.*

14. In 210.19:

a. paragrapha (a)(1) through (a)(5) are redesignated aa paragraphs (a)(2) through (a)(e), respectively, and a

new paragraph (a)(1) is added:

b. newly redesignated paragraph (a)(2) ia revised;

c. the last sentence in newly redesignated paragraph (a)(3) it ravited:

d. the number *4* in the tecond lentence of newly redesignated paragraph (a)(6) ia removed and the

number *S* i* added in its place:

e. the tecond sentence of paragraph Id introductory text ia revised:
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f. a new sentence is added at the end of paragraph |cM1 1;

g. the reference to
'
i 2 1 0. 1 0* in paragraph (c)l6)(i) is removed and a reference to

"
i 2 1 0. 1 0a' is added in

its place; and

h. a new paragraph |c)(6l(iii) is added.

The additions and revisions read as follows:

210.19 Additional responsibilities.

lal General Program manaoement .

• • •

(1) Compliance with nutrition starniards . At a minimum, beginning with School Year 1 998-99, school food

authorities shall meet the nutrition standards established in f210.10(a)for reimbursable meal*.

|i) Beginning with School Year 1 998-99, State agencies shall evaluate compliance with the established

nutrition standards over a school week. At a minimum, these evaluatioru shall be conducted once every 5

years and may be conducted at the same time a school food authority is scheduled for an administrative review

in accordarKe with i210.18. State agencies may also conduct these evaluations in conjurKtion with technical

assistance visits, other reviews, or separately. The State agerKy shall assess the nutrient analysis for the last

completed school week to determine if the school food auttwrity is applying the methodology provided in

S210.10(k)or (I), as appropriate. Part of ttus assessment shall be an independent review of menus and

production records to determirte If they correspond to the analysis conducted by the school food authority and

if the menu, as offered, over a school week, corresponds to ttw nutrition standards set forth in 1210.10(a).

(ii) If the menu for the school week fails to meet any of the nutrition standards sat forth in i21 0.10(a). the

school food authority shall develop, with the assistar>ce and concurrence of the State agency, a correcthre

action plan designed to rectify those deficiencies. The State agency shall nrranitor the school food suttwrity's

execution of the plan to ensure that the terms of the corrective action plan are mat.

liii) If a school food authority fails to meat &» terms of the corrective action plan, the State agency shall

determine if thte school food authority ia working towards compliance in good faith and, if so, may renegotiate

the corrective action plan, if warranted. However, if the school food authority has not been acting in good
faith to meet the terms of the corrective action plan and refuses to renegotiate the plan, the State agency shall

determine if a disallowance of reimbursement funds as authorized urvier paragraph Ic) of this section is

warranted.

(2) Assurance of compliance for finarKes . Each State agency shall ensure that school food autttoritiaa

comply with the requiremenU to account for all revenues and expenditures of tf>eir nonprofit scl>ool food

service. School food authorities shall meet the requiremenU for the aDowability of nonprofit sclwol food

service expenditures in accordance with this part and, as applicable, 7 CFR Part 3015. The State agency shall

ensure compliance with the requiramenta to limit net cash resoixces and shall provide for approval of net cash

resources in excess of three months' average expendrturea. Each State ag«r«cy shall monitor, through review

or audit or by other meara, the net cash resources of the nonprofit school food service in each school food

authority participating in the Program. In the event that net caah reaourcea exceed 3 montha' average

expenditures for the school food authofity'e nonprofit school food service or such other amount as may be

approved in accordance with this paragraph, the State agency may require the achod food autttoritv to reduce

the price children era charged for kawhes. Improve food qualltv or take other action designed to Improve the

nonprofit school food service. In the absence of any such action, the Sute agsitcy aha* make adjusfnanta in

the rete of reimbursafnam under the Program.

(3) Improved ntanaoemerrt practicee .

• • •
If a substantial number of children who routinely end over a

period of time do rtot favorably accept a particular menu item; return tooda: or chooae less than an food

items/comporwnts or foods end menu items aa authorized laider i210.10(aH4)(iDor I210.10a(e).poar

acceptarKe of certain merHja may be indKated.

(cl Fiscal action .

• • • state agefKles shall take fiscal action against school food authorities for Oaims

for Reimbursement that are not property payabla under this part including, if wananted, the disallowanca of

funds for failure to take corrective action in accordance with paragraph laid) of this section. • • •

(1 ) Definition .
• • • Fiacal action alao itKludaa diaallowarKe of funda for failure to teke corrective action

in accordance with paragraph (aid I of this section.
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161 Exceptions .

* * *

(iii) when any review or audit reveals that a school food authority's failure to meet the rujtrition standards

of 12 10. 10 is unintentional and the school food authority is meeting the requirements of a corrective plan

developed and agreed to under paragraph |a)(1)(ii) of this section.

15. In Appendix A, Alternate Foods for Meals: Erwiched Macaroni Products with Fortified Protein, the first

sentence of paragraph 1(a) is amerxled by removir>g the reference to *i210.10*ar>d adding in its place a

reference to *i21 0.10a.*

1 6. In Appendix A, Alternate Foods for Meals: Cheese Atterrtate Products,

a. introductory paragraph 1 is amended by removirtg tha reference to '1210.10* arfd adding in its piscs a

reference to
*
12 10.10a* and

b. paragraph 1(d) is amended by removing the reference to '1210.10* and adding in its place a reference

to*J210.10a.*

1 7. In Appendix A, Alternate Foods for Meals: Vegetable Protein ProducU:

a. introductory paragraph 1 is amended by removing ttte reference to 'i 21 0.10' and adding in its place a

reference to 'i210.10a';
b. the second sentence of paragraph 1(d) is amer>ded by removing the reference to

* 1210.10' and adding

in its place a reference to 'i210.10a* :

c. the first sentence of paragraph 1(e) is amended by removing the refererKa to '>2 10.10' and adding |n

its place a reference to '121 0.10a* : and

d. the first sentence of paragraph 3 is amended by removing the referer«ce to '1210.10' and adding in iu

place a reference to 'i2 10.10a.*

18. In Appendix C, Child Nutrition Labefing Program:
a. paragraph 2(a) ia amended by removing the refererKa to '1210.10* and addmg in iu place a reference

to'f210.10a-;
b. the first sentence of paragraph 3(c)(2) i* amended by removing the reference to 'i2 10.10' and adding

in its place a reference to *i210.10«*and by removing ttw reference to *i220.8*and adding in its place a

reference to 'f 220.8a': and

c. the second senterwe of peragraph 6 is amervted by removing ttie reference to '1210.10' and adding in

iu place a refererKe to 'I210.10«*and by removing the reference to '1220.8' and addirtg in its place a

reference to '1220.8a*

PART 220 - SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM

1 . The authority dialien i* (avlaed to read •• fetowa:

AtNhoflly: 42 US.C. 1 773. 1 779. unless otharwi** noted.

2. in 220.2:

•. pwagraph (M ia amended by addtaf Hw woida 'or

i220.8a. whichaver ia awleaM*,* afiartlM i«faianc« to *i220.8;*

c. paragraph (ml. praviouBlv iMaivad. is addad:

d. a naw paraprM* (P-^> * <<<:

a. paragraph tti ia ameodad by addaig dw worda 'or

1220.8a. wNchavar ia appHcaM*,* altar dwrefarane* to '1220.8*; and

f . a new paragraph (w-1| ii added.

The addiliona reed ea fetewa:

1220.2 Oaflnitiona.
• • • • •

(ml Menu item mean*, under Nutrient Standard Menu Planning ar Aaaiatad IMriant Standard Menu

Plamar^, any aii^ food or combinMion e< fooda. Al manu iteme or foeda.oNarod aa part ol ttw raimburaaWa
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meal may be considered as contributing towards meeting the nutrition standards provided in !210.8(bl, except
tor those foods that are cofuidered as foods of minimal nutntional value as provided for in i220.2(i-1 1 which
are not oHered as part of a menu item in a reimbursable meal. For tfie purposes of a reimbursable meal, a

minimum of three menu items must be offered, one of which must be an entree (a combination of foods or a

air^la food item that it offered as the main course) and one must be fluid milk.

(p-1 1 Nutrient Standard Menu Planning/Assisted Nutrient Starxiard Menu Planning means a way to develop
meals based on the analysis of nutnents which would require school breakfasts, whan averaged over a school
week, to meet specific levels for a sat of key nutrienu and calories rather than a specific set of food

categories. Analysis of the menu items ar>d food* shall be based on averages that will be weighted by
production quantities as offered to the students. Such analysis is normally done by a school or a school food

authority. However, for the purposes of Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, menu planning and
analysis is completed by other entities and shall incorporate the production quantities needed to accommodate
the specific service requiremenu of a particular school or school food autfiority.

(w-1) School week mearu tfie period of time used at ttw basis for determining nutrient levels of the menu
and for corxlucting Nutrient StarxJard Menu P\»rnng or Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Ptenrvng for

breakfattt. The period weak thall be a minimum of three dayt end a maximum of seven days. Weekt In

which breakfasts are offered lest than three time* tltaM be combined with either the previous or the coming
week.

3. In 220.7, paragraph (e)(2) is amended by addmg the words 'or 1220.8a, whichever it applicabla.' after the
reference to 'i220.8'.

4. Section 220.8 it redesignated as 220.8e end e new section 220.8 it added to reed et followt:

1220.8 Nutrition standards tor breakfast and menu planning tyttema.

(a) Breakfasts for very vourxi children . Meals tor infanu and very young children (ages birth to 24 months)
who are participating in the Program shall meet the requirements in i220.8ela), (b) and Ic).

lb) Nutrition standards tor breakfasts tor children aoe 2 and over . School food euthorities shall ensure that

participating schools provide nutritiout and well-belanced braakfatU to children ege 2 and over bated on the
nutrition ttarxlards provided in this tection. For ttM purpotea of this section, the nutrition ttandardt are:

(1) provition of or>e-fourth of the Recommended Dietary Mowmc— (RDA) of protein, calcium, iron, vitamin
A and vitamin C to the appliceble age groupe in accordance with the Minimum Nutrient Levelt for Schotd
Breakfattt in paragraph (e)(1 ) of thia tection;

12) provition of the breekfatt energy allewancae for children in accordaiKe with the ege groupe in the
Minimum Nutrient Levelt for School Breekfeatt in paregraph (e)(1) of thit tection;

(3) the applicabla 1 990 Dietary GuidelOTe* for Amerieent which are:

(i) eat a variety of food*;

fii) limit total fat to 30 percent of caloriea:

nii) limit saturated fet to lata than 1 percent of ealoriet;

Ov) choote e dMt low in cholesterol

(v) choote a diet with plemy of vegetable*, fnju, and grain productt: and
(vi) uta talt and todnan in moderation.

(4) the following meaturet of complianca with the 1 990 Dietary Guidelirwt tor Americent :

(i) a limit on the percem of ealoriet from total fat to 30 percent bated on the ectual number of calories

offered:

(ii) a limit on the percent of calories from saturated fat to less than 1 percent based on tt\a actual number
of calorie* oHered;

rw) a reduction of tfw levelt of todtum and ctwietterol: end
Ov) an increase in the leval of dwtary fiber.

37
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(cl Genef»l feouifementt for school breakfasts tor children laa 2 ind over .

(1) In order to qualify for reimbursement, breakfasts, as offered by participating schools, shall, at a

miftimum. meet the nutrition standards in paragraph (b) of ttiis section when averaged over each school weak.

(21 Scfiool food authorities shall eraure that each breakfast is priced as a unit. Except aa otherwise

provided herein, school food autfiorities shall ensure that sufficient quantities of merxi items artd foods are

plarvied and produced so that breakfasts meet, at a minimum, tfw nutrition standards in paragraph (b) of tt«s

section.

131 School food authorities sliall ensure ttw breakfasts are planned and produced on tfie basis of

participation trends, with the objective of providing one reimbursable breakfast per child per day. Any excess

breakfasts that are produced may l>e offered, iMJt stiaH rwt be claimed for reimbursement under i 220.9.

(d) Nutritional criteria for breakfasts for children aoe 2 and over . In order to receive reimbursement, sctwot

food authorities st\all ensure that participating schools provide breakfasts to ctddren age two arKl over in

accordance with the nutrition startdards in paragraph (b) of this section.

(1) The nutrients of breakfasts shall, whan averaged over each school week, meet the requirements in the

table Minimum Nutrient Levels for School Breakfasts , in paragraph (eld) of tliis section for children of each

age group.

(2) Production, menu and nutritional analysis records shall be msintained by schools to demonstrate that

breakfasts as offered meet the nutrition stsrvlards provided in paragraph (bl of this section and the nutrient

levels for children of each age group in ttie table. Minimum Nutrient Levels for School Breakfasts , in paragraph

(e)(1| of this section.

(31 Schools with children age 2 wfw participate in the program shall ensure that the nutrition standards in

paragraph (bl of this section are met except that , such schools have the option of either using the ROA and

calorie levels for clfildren ages 3-6 in ttie table. Minimum Nutrient Levels for Scf>ool Breakfasts , in paragraph

(e)(1 1 of this section or developing separate requirements for this age group. The metfiodologv for determining

such levels will be available in menu planning guidance materiel provided by FNS.

(el Requirements for meals for cNldren aoes 3-17 .

(1 1 Schools that are able to offer meals to cfiildren based on nutrient levels reflecting one of the four age
level in tho table below should do so. Schools that cannot offer meals to cfuldren on tfw basis of age levels in

the table below shall, under Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or Assisted Nutrient StarKlard Menu Planning,

adjust the established levels following guidance by FNS or, if only or>e ege is ouuide the established level, use

the level provided for the majority of chiMren. Schools shall ensure that breakfasu are offered with the

objective of providing the per tveakfast minimunts for each age level as specified in the following table:

MINIMUM NUTRIENT LEVELS FOR SCHOOL BREAKFASTS

NUTRIENTS
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taction.

(2) Detefmination of weighted averages .

(i) Foods offered as part of a reimbursable meal shall be analyzed based on menu itemi, portion sizes, and

projected serving amounts and shall be weighted based on their proportionate contribution to the meals.

Therefore, foods more frequently selected will contribute more nutrients than foods which are last frequently

selected. Such weighting shall be dona in accordarKe with guidance issued by FNS at well as that provided by
the software used.

lii) An analysis of all menu items and foods offered in the menu over each school week shall be computed
for calories and for each of the following nutrients: protein; vitamin A; vitamin C; iron; calcium; total fat;

saturated fat; and sodium. The analysis shall also if>cluda the dietary components of cholesterol and dietary

fiber.

131 Comparing average daily levels . Once tfw procedures of paragraph (jl(2) of tNt taction have been

completed, the results shall be compared to the appropriate age group level for each nutrient arxl for calories in

the table. Minimum Nutrient levels for School Breakfasts , in paragraph (el(1 1 of this section. In addition,

comparitons shall be made to the nutrition standards provided in paragraph (bl of tNt taction in order to

determine the degree of conformity.

(41 Adjustments based on students' selections . The results obtained under paragraph (j)(2) of this section

shall be used to adjust future menu cycles to accurately reflect production and student selections. Menus will

require further analysis and comparison, depending on the results obtained in paragraph (j)(2) of this section

when production and selection patterns change. The tcfiool food authority may need to consider modification*

to tha menu items arKi foods offered besed on student talectiont at weH at rrtodifications to recipea ar>d other

specifications to ensure that ttie nutrition standards in paragraph (b) of ttiis section are met.

(S) Star^dardized recipes . Under Nutrient Standard MarHj Planning, standardized recipes shall be developed
and followad. A standardized recipe it one tftat was tested to provide an established yield and quantity

through tfie use of ingredients that remain constant in both measurement arxl preparation matfKXte.

USOA/FNS standardized recipes ve included in the Natiorul Nutrient Database for the Ctiild Nutrition

Programs. In addition, local standardized recipes utad by scfwd food auttMritias shall be arulyzed for tfwir

calories, nutrients and dietary componantt ar>d added to tfM local database by tfiat school food auttiority.

(61 Processed foods . Unlets already included in ttm National Nutrient Ottabata, the calorie amounts,

nutrients and dietary components, in accordance with paragraph (j)(2)(iil of tfiis section, of purchased

processed foods ar>d menu items used by the school food authority shall be obtained by tfie school food

authority or State agency and incorporated into ttia database at tfw local level in accordance with FNS

guidance.

(7) Substitutions . If ttM need for serving a substitute food(s) or menu item(sl occurs at least two weeks

prior to servir>g tfw planned mervj, tiw revised mar«j shall be reanalyzed twsad on the cftarigat. If tfia need for

terving a substitute food(s) or mer«u itemlsl occurs two weeks or l«tt prior to tarving ttw planned maruj, no

reanalysis is required. However, to the extent poatibta, subatitutiont thould ba_ made uting timilar foods.

(kl Attitted Nutrient Standard Menu PtanninQ.

(1 1 For tchod food authorftiM without the capabOty to corwJuct Nutrient Standard Manu Planning, as

provided in paragraph (j) of ttva taction, manu cyciat davelopad by ottwf sources may be used. Such sources

may irtduda but era not Umitad to the State agancv, other school food authoritiaa, contuitantt, or food sarvica

management companiea.

(21 Attitted Nutrient Standard Manu Planning thai establish m«r«j cycles tftat have been davelopad in

accordarKe with paragraphia (0(1) tivough (j)(6) of this taction at wad at local food praferencet and local food

service operationa. These manu cydat shaV irKorporata the nutrition standards in paragraph (b) of tf>is taction

and the Minimum Nutrient Lavals for School Breakfasts in paragraph (eld) of this taction. In addMon to tlw

menu cycle, recipes, food product tpedfications and preparation techniques thad also be developed and

provided by the entity furnishing Assisted Nutrient Standard Manu Planning to ansura that tha maiu items and

foods offered conform to the rHitrierrt analysis datermirutions of tfw manu cyda.

(3) If a school food authority requattt Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, tha State agency tfiall

determine if it is warranted. At tt>e irKeption of any approved use of Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu

Planning, tha State agency shall approve the initial menu cycle, recipes, and other specifications to determine

that all required elements for correct nutrient standards and analysis are incorporated. Tha State agency shall

also, upon request, provide assistarKa with implemantation of the clMsan system.

(4) After tha initial sarvica, tha nutriant analysis shall ba raassassad in accordanca with paragraph (j)(2l of

40
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this section and appropriate adjustments made.

15) Under Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planning, the school food authority retains final resporuibiiity

for ensuring that all nutrient standards established in paragraph (b) of this section are met.

(I) Compliance with the nutrition starviards . If the analysis conducted in accordar>ce with paragraphi (j) srtd

(k) of this section shows that the menus offered are not in compliance with the nutrition standards established

in paragraph lb) of this section, actions, including technical assistance and training, shall be taken by the State

agency, school food authority, or school, as appropriate, to ensure that the breakfasts offered to children

comply with the established nutrition standards.

(ml Nutrition disclosure . Scfiool food authorities are encouraged to make Information available indicating

efforts to meet the nutrition standards in paragraph lb) of this section, auch as publicizing the results of the

nutrient analysis of the school week menu cycle.

(n) Implementation of nutrition standards and Nutrient Standard Menu Planrwno/Assisted Nutrient Starxiard

Menu Planning . (1) At a minimum, the provisions of this section requiring compliance with the nutrition

standards in paragraph lb) of this section shall be implemented no later than the beginning of School Year

1 996-99. However, schools and/or school food authorities may begin to implement any or all of the provisions

in this section with prior approval of the State agency.
12) Prior to School Year 1998-99, State agencies shall require school food authorities/schools to implement

Nutrient Standard Menu Planning or Assisted Nutrient Standard Mer>u Planning for the School Breakfast

Program at the same time it is implemented for the National School Lunch Program ar>d in accordance with the

terms of i210.10(o).

5. The title of newly redesignated i220.8a is revised to read as follows:

220.8a Breakfast components and quantities (or the meal pattern ai>d (or vary young children.

6. In Section 220.9, the first sentence of paragraph (a) is amended by addir>g the words 'or 220.8a,
whichever is applicable,' after tiM reference to '1220.8*.

7. In Section 220.14, paragraph (h) is amended by removing the reference to 'S220.8 lallD' arvl adding in its

place a referertce to 'S220.8ala)(1)*.

8. In Appertdix A. Alterrute Foods for Meals, Formulatad Grain-Fruit Products, paragraph 11a) la amerxied by

removing the refererKe to *i220.8* and addir^ in it* place a reference to *i220.8*.*

9. In Appendix C, Child Nuuition (CN) Labeling Program:
a. paragraph 21a) is amended by removir>g the refererwe to '210.10* artd replacing it with a reference to

'210.10*';

b. the first senterwa of paragraph 3lc)(2) is amended by removing the reference to '1210.10* and addir>g

in ita place a rafererK* to *i210.10a*arKi by removing the reference to *i220.8* arvi addirfg in it* place a

reference to *t220.8a* ; and

c. ttie second semenca of paragraph 6 is amended by removir>g the reference to 'i2 10.10' artd adding in

its place a reference to *i210.10a*and by-removir^ the r*farar>ca to *i220.8' arxl adding in its place a

refererKe to 'i220.8a.*

ELLEN HAAS DATE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY

FOR FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES
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Regulatory Cost/Benefit Assessment
t. Tith: National School Lunch and School Breakfast Program: Nutrition Objective* (or School Meal*

2. Background: This rule proposes to amend the regulations outlining the nutrition standards for tfie National

School Lunch and School Breakfast Program*. Specificallv, tfiis proposal would update the current nutrition

ttandards to irKorporate the Dietary Guideline* fof Ameficarw . which reflect medical and iciantific corweruu*
on proper nutrition a* a vital element in diseaae prevention and long term health promotion' . This proposal
would also adopt meal planning based on analysis of key nutrients (Nutrient Standard Menu Plarviing or

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Plarming) in lieu of the current meal pattern. These changes would be

implemented no later than July 1 , 1 998. In recognition of the importance of reinventing and streamlining

government programs, this proposal would also reduce various burdens associated with tf«e school meal

programs and would modify tfte review requirements for the National Scfiool Lunch Program to ensure

adequate oversight of the proposed updated nutrition standards.

3. Statutorf Authority: National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751-1760. 1779) and Child Nutrition Act of

1966(42U.S.C. 1773, 1779»

4. Cost/Benefit Assessment of Economic and Other Effects:

a. Costa to produce a meal:

A nationally representative sample included in the School Lunch and Breakfast Cost Study found an average
food cost of $0.72 for school meals prepared under the current meal pattern, rourxJed to ttie nearest whole
cent. Cost data from this study were used to estimate the cost of two weeks of sample mer>us developed
uTHJer the requirements for Nutrient Standard Menu Planning in the proposed rule. The analysis found an

average food cost of tO.72 per meal when rounded to the rwarest whole cent'. These sample merHJs were

developed for elementary and high school student* using food* arxl recipe* common to the Natior\al School

LuTKh Program (NSLP). Whan planrvng ttie aampla menus, milk was constrainad to provide eight fluid our>ces

with each meal, to irKlude milks of various fat leveto and a mix of flavored ar>d unflavored milk. Additior\al

weeks of menus could have been developed at similar cost, but arulysis of two weeks of sample menus was
deemed sufficient to demonstrate that nutrient targets could be met at current food cost. It would also have
been possible to have further reduced the cost of the sample merxjs. for example by substitutir>g lower cost

items or using smaller portion* of relatively expertsiv* items such as yogurt arvl fish sticks. The lower erxj of

the cost range of sample menus was about 28 percent below tffe two week average food cost. The sample
menus were developed using foods and recipes already in common use in NSLP. such as tliose from 'Quantity

Recipes for School Food Service*'. They did not reflect the potential savings which may be realized when
market forces stimulate development of new lower fat foods amt recipes. IrKreased demarvl for foods lower in

fat. saturated fat, sodium ani cfwiesterol are expected to irKrease availability of these foods in the future.

Such new foods and recipe* shoUd provide greater flexibility to NSLP menu plarvier*. and may facilitate further

moderation of meal cost ami food components such as sodium ani ct>ole*t*fal where appropriate.

Tt«a aampie menu* irKlude irigrediant* that are (rash and those that are procetaed into more convenient, labor

eaving form*, *uch aa frozen. Exampl** of procesfd food* u*ed in the lampla menu* include popular food

item*, pizza and chicken nugget*. Although th**e item* were used less often than currently offered, by using
foods and recipes common to the NSLP, ttw sample menu* look similar to meals currently offered to students.

By their preexisting use in NSLP, school food service personnel have already damontuatsd titst these food

items can be prepared in the time availafale to prepare currant school luncha*. and simHariy irviicate tfiat tfw

staff with ttia skills needed to prepare these food* ar« already avsilatile. In addition, the equipment needed for

food itorage and preparation i* eithar already available, or school* operating under the preaent rule* have
demonstrated that such equipment can be obtained within ttia existing reimbursement rstes. Therefore, even

tfiough the costs of labor, equipment, artd administration were >y>t specificafly analyzed, the manner in wNch
ttia sample menus were developed provides confidefKe that non-food costs of ttie NSMP sample menus are

expected to be similar to those already experienced in NSLP operation. FNS will continue to explore cost

impacts. The evaluation of the Nutriem Standard Menu Plannir^ Oemorauation will axamina the reported

cost* of school food sarviea operation* associated with implementing NSMP. This evaluation wiH axamina

total meal production cost* and wH analyza saparata component* (food, labor, other coat*).
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By definition, the average results reported above mean that some school districts would be expected to

experience food costs for the sample menus that vary considerably from those reported above. This is not

different from the current situation because there is already a wide range of food costs due to factors such as

economies of size, geographic variation in delivery artd labor costs, and local market corxiitions.

b. Market effects:

To estimate market effects a mathematical model was developed to incorporate information on tfie kirxis.

amounts, nutrient content, and costs of foods served in schooto lunches. The model uses all of this

information and seeks a solution which minimizes tfie cftanges in current amounts of foods served in NSLP

meals and also meets tfw rHjtrition obiectives set forth in the Dietary Guidelines and adds r>o additional costs to

food purchases. The model constrains food offerings and recipes to those actually used in schools. However,

the meal pattern is allowed to deviate from ttie current regulation* regarding food groups and portion sizes as

long as it meets at least one-ttvrd the RDA for all nutrienu. In keeping with the principle* of the Dietary

Guidelines, the meals are also restricted to no more than 30 percent of calorie* from total fat and leas tftan 10

percent of calories from saturated fat.

The model can be specified to allow tfie amounts of afl foods to vary, wliich permits substitution between high

arvj low-fat beef as well as across other food group* such a* pork, poultry, vegetables, and fruit*. There are a

vast number of possible scenarios which can be explored through ttiis model, and the three discussed below

have been selected as most usefii in understarxling the impacts of the propoead rule. In aeveral of tlwse

scenarios the model is constrained to maintain ttM amounu or type* of food*. In all tfvee tcenario* ttw

volume of beverage milk is field constant at current consumption level*. Thi* was done becauaa milk will

remain a required item under tfie propoaed rtutrition ba*ad merxj plaiviing «y*tem. The model minimize* tfie

changes in the quantity of each Hem aerved and satiafie* the nutrition and cost goals.

The model include* the following conetraint* for al acenahoa: food ingradiant coat at average coat for NSLP

meals; calories (1/3 of average energy allowance listed in the RDA report); total fat (not more ttian 30 percant

of calories); saturated fat fless than 10 percent of calories); cartwhydrate (not less tftan SO percent of calories);

cholesterol (not more than 100mg); 1/3 of RDA level for ttw foBowing select nutrienu: protein, vitamins

(vitamins A, B6, B12 and C, niacin, riboflavin, tfvamin. folate), and minerals (calcium, iron, magnesium,

phosphorus, and zinc); and milk (total volume and mix by fat content fwld constant at currant levels). As

described in greater detail below, scertario one is tfie basic modal uaing tfieee conetraint*. tcenario two

constrains all chicken to have tfte nutrient profile of low-fat ctvcken. and scenario tfvee consuains tlie model to

retain current levels for major commodity group*. The e*timatad ctunga* in food item* are than aggregated

to national estimates based on ttw total number of school kaidies served in FY- 1993. Subsequently, tfie

impact of these cliange* on agric«itural markets are eetimatad using commodity market modela developed by

economiau in the Economic RMearch Servica.

Data

The study is bssed on tht moat recantlv availafale data on quantitv and frequency of food* actually aerved in

NSLP meals, detailed nutrient content of thoaa food*, estimated food ingredient coau, and Recommended

Dietary AllowancM for micronutriantt and Dietary Guidefinas recommendation* for fat and aaturated fat.

Data on actual fooda aerved in the NSLP were obtained from the 1993 USDA Sclwol Nutrition Dietary

Assessment (SNOA) study conducted by Matfiematica Policy Research for FNS. Tlw atudy included a survey

of about 3550 students in grade* 1 through 1 2 in 545 *chool* tfirougfiout tlie country. The students reported

detailed information on ttw kinds and amounts of food* and beverage* ttiey conaumed during 24-tK>ur period.

The impact analysi* u(e* only the portion of ttw data on foods *«rv*d to children e* part of credited «cfiool

lurK:he«. It include* plate waata but excluded a la carta item*, *uch as deaserts, purctiased in addhion to tfie

scfiool lunch. Tlie SNDA survey contained detailed information on over 600 food itema served in tfie sctiool

lunch program. These items were aggregated into over 50 food groups based on ttie primary ingredient and

tlie percent of calories from fat. For example, ttiere were two beef categories: fiigtvfat and low-fat beef; two

poultry categories; etc.
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Food items costs are estimated from ingredient cost data obtained in the 1 993 School Lunch and Breakfast

Cost Study conducted by Abt for FNS and recipes for school lunch items. The recipes were necessary for two
reasons: aggregation of ingredient costs to costs of food served, and for estimating the charige in usage of the

various agricultural commodities.

With respect to the agricultural economy, the amount of most foods served in NSLP meals is a small part of

the total U.S. supply of agricultural commodities. For example, USDA and school district purchases of beef

products account for less than two percent of the U. S. beef supply. Therefore, even the anticipated change*
in the amounts of different foods served in the meals are expected to have minimal or no change in farm level

prices.

Three alternative scenarios were examined to gauge market effects with alternative specific recommer>dations

which could be implemented into the meals. All three scenarios meet dietary recommendatioru and the milk

requirement with no char>ge from the current per meal average food cost. Table 1 shows the total U.S. market

in millions of pounds for various groups of commodities arvj the corresponding current school market size.

The three scenarios illustrate a range of market effects that could occur under alternative implementation

assumption*. The first and third options demonstrate the range of market impacts associated with either

minimizing the change in current food offerings or minimizing the change in commodity markets. The second

acenario was designed to show how the results could change if lower fat preparation techniques were followed

in only one of the commodity groups. Although chicken it u*ed in thi* example, other commoditiea, *uch a*

beef or pork, might *how *imilar change* if substitution* were made between high and low fat alternatives.

Additional information on tfie constraints on the model imposed in each of the three scerurios is described in

more detail below.

The three scenarios estimate impacts using current market prices for foods available and in use by schools. To
the extent tf>at products are reformulated to provide additional lower-fat products or lower-fat products

become more widely available and affordable, the market impacts would clfanga. The scerurios do not

essume any product innovations. Similarly, food preparation techniques wiN play an important role in how the

proposal would be implemented. Using lower fat preparation techniques would ertable schools to continue to

use foods at currant levels because fat added during preparation would be reduced.

No single set of assumptioru can adequately describe impacts under the proposed regulation. Schools have

tremendous flexibility under rHJtrient standard menu planning to meet the dietary guidelines using the methods

most appropriate to their circumstances. Schools can alter the mix of foods served within and among
commodity groups. Change* in food preparation techniques could produce eignificant improvements in the

nutritional profile of meals without any chai>ges in ttia types of foods served. The model and the three

sceneries examined show tliat changes in food preparation techniques for one commodity group can alter the

results for other commodity group*. This occurs because the nutrient and cost targets are fixed. Nutritional

improvement for one commodity group, such as a reduction in fat, both leaves more flexibility for other

commodity groups to provide that food comportent witliin the estatiliahed target, and, in the ca*e of reduction

of fat, required additional calorie* from *ome eourca to meet the calorie target.

The rir*t *cenario, 'Minimum change in current offering**, established the amount* of food* from each of 52

groups required to meet the dietary, cost, ar>d milk requirements with as little deviation as posiible from the

current eating choice* of ttia children. It alao required the coruumption of low-fat, medium-fat aryl whole milk

to >tay at tfie same level* a* current consumption. The 52 groups ir>clude separata group* for high arxj low fat

veraion* of food item* and dnhe*. Thi* *cenario allow* for substitutions among these and other groupa.

The second scenario, using poultry as the example, ahows how the results change if lower fat preparation

techniques were used in one food category while holding food preparation technique* in other categorie*

constant. Higfvfat poultry preparation techniques (such as cfvcken nuggets) were entirely replaced with lower

fat technique* (such as baked or broiled cNcken parts). As noted previously, ottier commodities might show
similar changes if substitution* were made between fiigh and low fat alternative*.

For the third icartario, the analyai* model wa* modified to preaent a 'No change in commodity market**
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scenario where food commodity groups were restricted to their current level of use in the NSLP (with the

exception of butter). The coroumption of the various foods served were allowed to fluctuate within the

commodity groups. For example, beef could be consumed alone or in a mixture such as lasagne, but the total

level of beef served was required to be the same a* is currently being served. In general, this adaptation

required that low-fat foods be chosen within food groups. Notable exceptions included serving high-fat

chicken and potatoes, probably due to the rteed to obtain sufficient calories. Also, the cost became more of a

constraining factor in this scenario. Marty of the higher fat or costly foods were eliminated from the solution.

Some of the changes included:

o Serving milk containing less than 1 7 percent of kitocalories from fat (skim and one-percent):

o Serving beef in mixtures such as chili rather than as roasts, steaks, or hamburger patties;

e Serving low-fat pork products such as ham instead of rib* or bacon;

o Sarving more meal mixtures such as chiK and fewer grain mixtures such as pizza; and

o Serving more fruits and less fruit juices.

This analysis shows that the impact of the school lurich proposed rule on the major commodity markets and

related farm programs would be minimal. Commodity prices, producer marketings and receipts, and farm

program outlays under any of the scenarios woUd nM vary signiricantly from the levels projected in the USDA
1 0-year Baseline Projections.

The proposed rule's limited impact reflects several factor* irtchidino:

o The share of commoditie* used in the school kjnch program is typically quite small compared to total

U.S. disappearanc*. HwKa change* in school lunch offerings have to be very large before they affect

the commercial market.

o For the first scenario, changea in school luich menus were designed both to meet the nutritional

guidelines and to minimize changes in chiidran's food choices. While this was done to reflect

children's taste/prefererwa. it ha* a moderating effect on changes in the commodity composition of

school lunches aa wal a* a minimwn change in food service offerings.

o The second and tNrd scenario* dwiMrwtrata that there is considerabia potential for substitutions

witNn food group* (e.g.. shifting from corrventional to healthiar producU in th* sama food group) and

for changing food praperaticn technique* to improve rwtritional vahw (e.g., shifting from fried to

roasted chicken). The modHied menu* took advantage of the** option*. Changes in food preparation

techniques and use of healthier product* in ttie aame food group would minimize agricultural impacts.

Individual commodity marlMt impact* of acanerioe one aitd two are deacribed in gr**ter detail below. Thaae

shoUd be interpreted with the laidentandng thet scenerio thraa shows that it i* po«*ibla to achieve the

dietery, food coat and mtt reqiiiemerm with no change In commodfty market* other tftan buner. The

information presented reflects eatimete* of market impacts urvler full implementation of the proposed

regulation.

Dairy Impact*

The impact* of the propoaad nte tfffer acroe* the fUd milk, butter, and cheese component* of the deiry

sector. The modified menus hold milk offering* con*tant but reduce cheese and elimirMte butter. Hence, the

major impacts would be in the processed product markeu rather than the fluid market.

School lunch use of butter is eCminated in the three scenario*: tfia modified menu* would annually displace BO-

SS mUlion pour^ of butter in a 1.0 bOon pound U.S. market. The dairy program activity expected urxlar the

baseline projection* would keep the impect of this decSne on producer prices, irKome*. *nd government farm
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programs minimal. Virtually all of the displaced butter is donated by the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCCl
from stocks acquired as pert of its price support operations: purchases occur at the levels needed to support

manufacturing milk prices at legislated levels and minimize stock holding. The school lurKh volume is smell

enough compared to total CCC purchases and other disposal programs that the butter in question would
continue to be acquired urxter tf>e proposed rule but be donated to other institutions or sold concessionally or

donated abroad. Hence, butter impacts would ultimately be minimal.

The impact of the proposed rule on the cheese market could be more pronourKed but still limited. This it

because the volume differences in the use of cfieese between the baseline and the scenarios one and two it

larger and most of the cheese used in the school lurKh program is bought on the open market rather than

donated from CCC stocks. But the annual 80-90 million pound decline in cheese disappeararKe associated

with these scenarios would account for less than a 1 percent drop in U.S. cheese disappearance. This would
lower farm milk prices 7 to 8 cents per hundredweight cau$ir>g a decline in production arxf lower farm revenues
from milk by $ 1 50-)200million annually (from a 1990-93 bate of $ 1 9.5 billion). CCC dairy program cottt

would increase by an estimated 120 to 125 million arviually. Hence, even for cheese, the impectt on tfie dairy
sector and the txjdget would be relatively small. As scenario two demonstrates for chicken, a more

pronounced shift towards use of lower fat cheese or other lower fat items in schools could further moderate
these impacts. Under scenario 3 there would be no reduction in cheese.

Meat Sector Impacti: Broilert and Turkayt

The impact of the proposed school lunch rule on the broiler market it expected to be modett urwler the firtt

and second scenarios. Broiler offerings in the school lunch program would decline 1 20 million pourKlt under

ttie firtt scenario end increase 38 million poundi under the tecor>d. The current school lunch ute of 245
million pourxjt is a small share of tlie total U.S. market of 1 9.9 billion pounds. Hence, a 1 20 million pound
reduction would lower txoiler pricet 1 .8 percent arvj reduce farm revenuet by 1 .2 percent. The tecorxt

scenerio uses chicken as an example of how a large shift towardt low-fat preparation (e.g., from fried to

broiled) could moderate thiftt in commodity utage. If purcftatet are increated by 38 million poundt at

provided for urxter the secorKl scenario, broiler pricet would increate 0.4 percent and revenuet rite by 0.2

percent. There are no direct government programt for the industry.

The impact of the proposed rule on the turkey market it expected to be modest urxter scenarios 1 and 2. Total

use of turkey meat would decline 52 million pounds under one scenario af>d irKrease 16 million pourKJs under

the other. The current school lunch use of 105 million poundt it a small share of the total U.S. market of 4.6

billion pounds. Hence, turkey prices would decrease 2 percent under the first scenario arxj increate 0.5

percent under the tecond. Producer reverHjet decreate by $36 million under the firtt tcenario arKJ irurease $4
million under the secorxl tcenario-less than 0.01 percent in either case. There are no direct government

programt for the turkey induttry. Again, under tcertaric 3 there would be rw change in either broilefs or

turkey.

Meat Sector Impectt: Beef end Pork

The impact of the proposed nie on ttw beef market is expected to be minimal under the first and second

scenariot. School lunch offerings of beef would decline 100- 126 million pounds from 485 mitHon pounds

currently, in a total U.S. market of 24 billion pounds. This tchool lurwh decline would reduce the farm level

merket price for beef by less than 1 percent arNJ result in e 0.5 percent reduction in beef producers' reveiHjas.

A slightly larger reduction (1 26 million pourxlt) in beef offeringt urKtor the tecond tcenerio would retult in

approximately the tame reduction in wholetato beef pricet arxi farm reverHjet. There are no direct goverryrtent

programs related to the beef irKlustry; herKe, the changet likely urxter the propoted rule have no (firect federal

budget implicatiorM. At tcenario two demonstrates for chicken, a more prorwunced shift towardt the ute of

lower-fat beef, lower-fat beef preparation, or other lower-fat itemt in tchoolt could further moderate impectt.

UrxJer scenario 3 there would be no impact at all.

The impact of the propoted tchool lunch rule on tiM pork market it alto expected to be minimal urxter the firtt

and tecond scenariot. Thit it becauta much of t>M pork already in ute in the tcliool lurwh program it lean

pork such as ham. Total ute of pork in the tchool lunch program would increase 16 million pourxte or remain
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the tamt in th« first and second tcenarioc. The school lunch program's current use of 280 million pounds

represents a small fraction of tiM total U.S. market of 17.3 billion pounds. Hence, ttw 1 6 million pound

ir>creese would boost prices e mirvmel 0.2 percent. Perm revernies would increase t1 1 million or 0.1 percent

of tl>eir existing revenues. TItsra ere no government suppon programs directly associated with the pork

industry and hence iw budget implications.

Fruit. Vegetable, and Potato Market bnpecU

The impacts of the proposed rule on the fruit, vegetable, and potato markets would be small under the first arxJ

secorxJ scenarios. Schools use these products in a variety of forms, including fresh, frozen, canned, and as

components of commercially proceesed mixtures. Total usage of fruits in the school lurwh program would

irKrease 718 million pounds under the first scerwrio end over 1.1 billion pourxto under the second. Both

represent less than 2 percent of ttie 61.1 billion pound U.S. fruit market. Under scenano one, prices would

increase 0.1 percent and farm revenues increase 1.2 percent or $124 million in a t10.2 billion market.

Impacts under the secorwi scenario are slightly larger, with prices up 0.2 percent and revenues up $200 million.

Use of vegetables in the program would increase 89 million pounds urKtor tfw first scenario arxt 35 million

pounds under the second in a 71 billion pound U.S. market. Under the first and second scenarios, price

increases would be negligiUe and farm revenue gains would t>e $S-12 million or less than 0.1 percent of

irxkiatry revenues. Usa of potatoes in the program would decline 298 million pounds under the first end

second scenarios in response to fewer frerK:h fry offerings. These reductions are expected to heve a little or

no impact on the 34 billion pound U.S. potato market. Reduced potato usage would result in 0.1 percent

decline in potato prices and a comparable $20 million reduction in farm revenues. The School Nutrition Dietary

Assessment Study found that potatoes are often fried or prepared with a significant amount of added fet. The

sample menus developed for the food cost analysis thaw that lower-fat potato dishes can be readily used

under nutrient standard merHi plarwiing. As with chicken in scer>ario two, a more pronounced shift towards use

of lower-fat potato preparation or other lower-fat items by scfiools could furtfier moderate the impacts on tfw

poteto merket.

Field Crop Impects

The major impact of the proposed rule on the field crop markets would be in the wheat market. Menu changes
would ir>creass the wheat used in various forms in the school lur>ch program from 1 6.5 million bushels

currently to 28-30 million bushels, under tlw first two sceruirios, in a total U.S. market of 2.S billion bushels.

While tfie differerKe between scertarios is insignificant, an increase in wheat demand of 10 to 15 million

bushels could spsrk a small adjustment in the market. After offsetting changes in production, feed use and

exports are taken into accourrt. the net increase in total use would be roughly 5 million bushels arKJ generate e

2 cent per bushel higher ferm price. This would reduce deficierfcy payments by about $35 million (from a

1990-93 base of $1.9 billion) and wouM irx^ease farmers' market receipu by eboul $45 million (from a I990-93

base of $7.3 billion), more ttian offaatting the lost deficiency payments.

Rice use would ir>crease roughly 1 milten hundred weight inder the first and second scenarios in a rutior>al

market of 1 80 million hundred weight. This would generete less ttwn a 1 percent cfiange in the farm price of

rice, e $7-9 million incraeae in market raverHies, end an offsetting $6-8 million reduction in government

payments.

The proposed rule ootid else reduce use of oilseeds end related products. Chartges in menu items as well as

preparation tacfmiques woiid decrease use of vegetable oils for frying and salad dressings. But tlw decreases

would be too small to measurabty affect prices: moreover, with govertvnent support for oilseeds limited to a

loan program with rates set weO below forecast market prices, tffere would be r>o budget implications.

Peanut Impacts

In the agricultural impact models developed tor this arulysis. peanuts are part of a group including legumes and

rHits. This group shows sorrte irKreases urxter the first and second scenarios, although the direct impact on

peanuta is less deer. Even il the ftntngt for the group es a wfK>le are assumed to similariy impact peanuts.
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the impacts of the proposed rule on the peanut nnarket would be small under the first and second scenarios.

Under the first and secor>d scenarios, total usage of peanuts in the school lunch program would increase about

6 million pounds from its currant school lunch base of about 44 million pounds. This increase represents less

than 0.3 percent of the total U.S. peanut market of 2 billion pounds. Farm prices of peanuts are expected to

rise atMut 0.1 percent and farm revenues increase about (1 .0 million. There would tM r>o impact on the

goverrvnent cost of the peanut program.

Table 1 . Annual Quantity Impacts for Major Agricultural Market*

Commodity group
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Table 2 . Farm Price. Revenue, arid Program Impacts for Major Aoncuttural Markets

Commodity
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schools, with the exception of butter.

USOA continues to make improvements that reduce the proportion of calories from fat in donated

commodities: reducing fat levels in ground beef; acquiring lower-fat cheeses arxl salad dressir>gs; and providing
foods in lower-fat fomis (chicken vs. chicken nuggets). Because USOA provides a significant proportion of a

small numtMr of foods schools use (cheese-4S percent: beef-30 percent: turkev-70 percent: chicker)-29

percent) efforts to lower the percentage of calories from fat for these commodities can have a sutMtantial

impact on the overall nutrient profile of foods used in tfie program. Even if there are some shifts in the types
of foods tfut schools serve, tfiere is likely to be little cfianga in tfie overall amount of USDA acquisitions of

cheese, beef arvj poultry tMcause tfie Department's purchasing power would provide the best leverage for

securing lower-fat versions of these products at tftc lowest price.

c. Benefits:

No near-term cost savirtgs due to fiealth improvement from the nutritional update are projected. However,

lortger term savir>gs in health care costs ar>d years of life may result. The Continuing Survey of Food Intake by

Individuals, 1989-91 found tt>at school age children have average daily intakes of 33.7 to 34.7 percent of

calories from fat, and 12.6 to 13.3 percent of calories from saturated fat. depending upon the age-sex group.
The Dietary Guidelines for Americans recommends limiting total fat intake to r)ot more than 30 percent of total

calories, vti limiting saturated fat intake to less than 1 percent of total calories. The School Nutrition Dietary

Assessment Study ISNDA) found the average daily consumption by NSLP participanu on school days to be 35

percent of calories from fat artd 1 3 percent of calories from saturated fat. compared to 33 percent of calories

from fat and 1 2 percent of calories from saturated fat for norvparticipanu*. SNOA also four>d that students

consume fat ar>d saturated fet from school meals at about the same levels es those offered to them. SNDA
found sclKMis offering NSLP meals which averaged 38 percent of calories from fat arxl 1 S percent of calories

from saturated fat, and participants consumed NSLP rtfeals with 37 percent of calories from fat and 14 percent
of calories from saturated fat. Implementation of the proposed rule would reduce tht fat levels at school meal*

to the Dietary Guidelines levels. Using these figures along with the average percerrt of school-age cfiMren

receiving a USDA meal 151 %) ertd the everaga number of school days per yeer (182), we estimate that on

average, tf«e proposed rule will ecfveve about 1 2 percent of the chenge r>eeded to reach the Dietary Guidelines

levels for percent of calories from fat and saturated fat for jU U.S. children ages 5 to 18 years. Sirwe school

meal participation rates are higher for low irKome children than for higher income children, the health benefits

will be cortcentrated in tht population at greatest risk of rHrtritiorvrelated chronic tliseases-those with low-

income. Healthy People 2000: The Netior^el Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Objectives reports that

low income is a special risk factor for both heart disease and cancer*.

The long term sevirtgs in haelth care costs and increase in years of life could result to the extent that lower

intakaa of tat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium, and IrKreased intakes of graine, fruits and low-tat

vegetabias either throughout tlia school years or over a more extended period of tlma couM reduce ttw risk of

diet-raleted cfvonic diseasea such as heart doease. stroke, carKar. and atftarosdaroais. Tha** dheaaes

accounted tor elmost 65 percent of all death* in trm U.S. in 1 991 '. McGinnia and Foege. in an analysi* ot

actual causae of death in the U.S., reported ebout 300,000 deethe per year, 14 percent of tttt total deatha, ae

ttw lower bound estimate for deathe lelatad to diet and activity panema*. These factors cannot be readOy

separated due to tfwir Intentapandtnea In datttmlnlnQ otetlty.

The sevings in yeers of Kfe and tlia valua asaociatad with a populetion reduction of fat, saturated fet and

chelestarol has bean aatimatad tor ttie U.S. eduH populetion. These estimetes were irKorporeted into the

reguletory impect anatysia tor tti* food labaBng ragUatory proposal pubUsfwd on November 27, 1 991 , ttie Food

and Drug Administrttion (FDA)*. Whi* no comparaiila estimates are currantty available for dMtary ctianges by

sctwol-aga children, it ia uaafirf to coriaidaT the magnitude of effacu expected trem the propoaad changaa in

tite scfwol meet progrenw with tttat projected tor food labeling.

The study by tfw Research Triangle Institute (RTI) developed lor the food labeling proposal estimated the

following changes in fat, saturated fat and choleaterol lor mala artd woman due to the lebeling changes":
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Table 3. Average Daily Estimated Changes in Fat. Saturated Fat and Cholesterol (or the U.S. Adult Population

Due to FDA Food Labeling Change*

Changes In fat Intake:

Grams
Percent

Char>ges In saturated fat intake:

Grams
Percent

Changes in cholesterol intake:

Milligrams

Percent

n?iR

Men

-1.49

-1.4%

-0.48

-1.3%

-0.42

-0.1%

Women

-0.67
•1.1%

-0.16

-0.7%

-0.26

-0.1%

Average

-1.08

-1.25%

-0.31

-1.0%

-0.34

-0.1%

RTI and FDA then used the changes for men aiKl women in a computer model developed by Dr. Warren

Browner to estimate the effects on years of life over a period of 20 years. The increased years of life

estimates were then used to estimate a value for the added years of Nfe. These changes were foimd to result

in an estimated 20-year reduction of 35,1 79 cases of carreer, and a reduction of 4,028 cases of corofwy heart

disease. As a result they estimated avoiding 1 2,902 deaths end irtcreasing life-yeers by 80,930.

FDA used two different approaches to estimating ttia total value of the food labeling changes, a remaining

years of life approach and a mean value approach (see November 27, 1991 Federal Register, pages 60871-

60872, for a more detailed description). They also estimated totals using two different dollar value* for

cor»umer willingness to pay for risk reduction-a conservative estimate of $1 .5 million arvl a higher eatimate of

$3.0 million. The value of the benefiu from increased life-years was estimated to be t3.6 billion (discounted

at 5 percent over a 20 year period). Wtwn benefiU were valued based upon the number of early death*

prevented and the higher willingness to pay figure of »3.0 million, the estimate (similarly discounted) increased

to $21 billion. In January 6, 1993, when publishing the final food labeling rule with a comment analysis, FDA

updated their 20-year value estimates to between (4.4 billion and $26.5 billion".

USDA agrees with FDA that for government policy eveluation, society's willingness to pay for risk reduction is

an appropriate concept to use in evaluating the impact of government ections which win reduce rtoks. The FDA

estimates of $1 .5 million and $3.0 million used in tfwir analysis are quite conservative. Economi«u have ttvee

decades of experietfce in estimating the vakia of reducing the risk of fatalities using labor market data. Fisher,

Chestnut and Violette (1 989) evaluated the meriu of these studies of the extra wages that would have to be

paid for accepting a higher risk of fatality on the job; concluded that the results from the studies without

obvious design flaws were reasonatala consistent: and reported that the studies implied a value-per-statistical-

lifeof $1.6million to $8.Sfnillion(in ISSedeOar*)". This range of value-per-statistical-lila becomes 12

million to $10.4milUon in 1993dalan (updated using the change in Bureeu of Labor Statittic*' average

weekly earnings paid to nonagrictitura nonaupervisory worker*).

Vi«cu*i (19931 *l«o surveyed risks of death end concluded that 'the most reasonable estimates of the value of

life are clustered in the $3 miliien-17 iraKon range* (p. 1 942). However, he cautions that these estimates mey
be low, because the populatione of exposed workers in these studies generalhr have lower incomes than

individuals being protected by floveriwnem risk regulations". (The positive income elaatlcity for risk reduction

means that higher values for lifesaving slwUd be used when evaluating many risk reduction program*, such as

airline safety programs). Fisher, Chestnut, and Violene elso caution ttiat to the individual's valuation of the

risk reduction should be added the value loved one* and allruiitic other* alto would be 'willing to pay for

reducir>g the fatality ri*k for those exposed to it* (p.97).

The value* for ri*k reduction may be greater when risks are involuntaray assumed than when the risks are

voluntarily chosen. This is relevant to the school hjnch situation where a limited erray of choice* are offered in

the lurwh program. Thus, the higher astimatee mty be most eppropriele for eveluating the school lur«ch

10
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programs' healthier diet and its contribution to reducing risk per-statistical-life.

In comparison to the dietary changes predicted by FOA for food labeling, the improvements in fat and
saturated fat estimated for the school meal program proposed regulation are substantial. The School Nutrition

Dietary Assessment Study found that dietary intake from NSLP lunches provides 37 percent of calories from
fat and 14 percent of calories from saturated fat. Reducing these lur>chtime intakes to the Dietary Guidelines

levels proposed in the regulation would reduce an NSLP participant's intake by S.9 grams of fat and 3.4 grams
of saturated fat on each day school lunch is eaten. Allowing for 1 82 school days per year and the percent of

total U.S. children age 5 through 1 B years who receive a meal on any school day 151 %), it is estimated that

the average daily reduction across all school-aged youth would be 1.S grams fat and 0.86 grams saturated fat.

These estimates are significantly above those estimated for the FDA food labeling changes for fat and
saturated fat. For cholesterol, school meals already provide a moderate intake and no further reduction will be

required by the proposed regulation. To further compare the aggregate affect to tftat estimated for the food

lat>elir>g regulations, consider the situation where the adult population reduces fat by 1 .5 grams, reduces

saturated fat by 0.86 grams, and does not reduce dietary cholesterol intake. This is necessary twcause tfiere

are no commonly accepted equations to relate changes in children's intakes of fat. saturated fat, and
cholesterol to chronic disease reduction. The Browr^er model assumes that tfie relative risk of cancer is a

function of total fat. The reduction of 1 .5 grams of fat is atx>ut 39 percent greater than the reduction of 1 .08

grams average for males and females estimated for FDA's food labeling, so a larger reduction in cancer

incidence and deaths would be expected. For coronary heart disease, the Browner model assumes that all

change is mediated through cfunges in serum cholesterol, which is affected by total fat, the type of fat, and

dietary cholesterol. FDA used the followir>g equation from Hegsted (1986) to estimate tha change in serum
cholesterol:

Cfunge in serum cholesterol In milligrams per deciliter (mg/dll - 2.1 6S- 1.65P -f 0.097C

Where
S - change in percentage of total calories represented by saturated fat.

P - change in percentage of total calories represented by polyuruaturated fat, and
C > char>ge in dietary cholesterol measured in milligrams per 1 000 kilocalories.

The Hegsted equation shows tfiat the greatest effect on serum cholesterol is due to saturated fat, and that

changes in dietary cholesterol only play a small part." The NSLP char>ges result in an average reduction in

saturated fat of 0.86 grams, which is 2.77 times the reduction of 0.31 grams estimated for FDA's food

labeling. Since the estimated change in polyunsaturated fat levels is only slightly greater for food lst>elir>g tfun

for the proposed regulation, the overall estimated change in serum cfiolesterol for the aduh example based

upon changes at the levels which are proposed for school lunch would be considerably greater than that

projected for labeling, driven by the large declirve in saturated fat.

In summary, if the reductions in fat a<«> seturated fat intake institutad durir«g the school year* are corrtirHied

into adultfwod, the irKrease in life-years arKl tfw value in dollars based upon wilDngnes* to pay would be of a

magnitude similar to or exceeding that estimated for the food labeling changes, wtich were t4.4 to $26.5
billion over 20 years. However, the lag time to realize this level of benerits over a 20 year period might be

greater since FDA's estimates epply to the U.S. adult population arxl the proposed rule on school meals will

begin to have effect with thoee children in scImmiI at the time of implementation.

The fat arvj saturated fat reductions estimated to accompany tfw proposed regulation assume that 1 ) students

do not replace school meal fat aivi saturated fat reductio«« t>y iiKreasing fat intake at other times of tffe day or

on non-school days, 2) that the dietary improvements et USOA school meala do r>ot result in similar

improvements at other meals or on rnxvschool days and 3) that the improvements by program participants do
not result in changes by non-program participants. If students did replace fat arvl saturated fat at other eating

occasions, a smaller health tienarit would resiit. If improvements on school days serve as a positive models

which, when comb<r>ed with nutrition education, result in improvements to rton-USOA school meal, a larger

improvement would result. The findirtga from the MerM ModiHcation Demorwtratione indicate that the daily fat

11
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intakes of NSLP participants would decline i( their fat intakes at luncfi were lower, but the effect on non-school

meals is less clear". Four sites at geographically dispersed locations (Chattar)ooga, TN; Denver, CO;

Princeton City. OH; and San Bemadino. CAI received grants to test reduction in the (at content of NSLP meals.

Dietary intakes of fifth grade NSLP participants at lunch and over 24 hours were collected both at baseline and

after the reduction of fat in the NSLP meals. The demonstration found that ttM percent of calories from fat

over 24 hours declined either significantly or marginally at all sites for both boys and girls. In addition, the

reduction of intake in grams of total fat over 24 hours was greater than or equal to the reduction at the NSLP
meal at three of the four sites. At the fourth site (Princeton City), despite an NSLP reduction in fat, 24-hour

calories and grams of fat increased. At the San Bemadino site, which achieved tlw largest reduction in fat at

tfw NSLP meals, the reduction of grams of fat over 24 fMXjrt waa significantly greater ttian the NSLP reduction.

On balance, the results of this demonstration indicate that when (at at the NSLP meal is reduced, students

usually do not replace these calories by increasing fat intake at other eating occasions. While there is some
indication that an accompanyir>g reduction in fat at other eatir>g occasions may be more common than an

increase in fat at otl>ar eating occasions, findings are mixed and therefore rM>t rolxjtt enough to influence

benefit projections. Accordingly, the artslysis in this section assumes that changes in NSLP fat levels do not

affect fat intake at other occasions.

The fat and saturated fat reductions discussed in the impact analysis above relate only to tfw lunch meal. The

proposed regulation will also reduce fat and saturated fat in school breakfasts, from 28 to 25 percent of total

calories from fat, and from 11 to 1 percent of total calories (rom saturated (at. This will increase the overall

reduction in average (at and saturated fat (or the student population, but to a lesser extent than NSLP due to

the smaller reductions snd because (ewer students participate in the ScfK>ol Breakfast Program.

The food labeling regulations are not expected to reduce U.S. fat and saturated fat levels by the full amount

needed to achieve the Dietary Guidelirws. This indicates that there will be room for the fat and saturated (at

reductions which would result from the proposed rule to generate health improvement.

d. Effects on Participation

It is anticipated that the rule will have minimal effect on NSLP participation because implementation of the rule

is not expected to increase meal prices or decrease meal acceptability. On a typical day, 25 million children

participate in the National School Lunch Program. About 1 4 million of these meals are served to children

receiving (ree or reduced price lunches. USOA has analyzed both the impact of meeting the dietary guidelines

on meal price and meal acceptability and the implications for program partidpation.

Lurx;h price is sn important factor in determining ttM level o( participation among these studems, with students

participating at higher rates in sdwola with lower prices. Research ir>dicates tttat price increases can cause

substantial decreases in student participation. A key factor in maintaining participation among paid students

while implementing the <ietary gUdeines is minimizing the meal cost. Food cost artalysis demonstrated that

nutritiorul targets can be reached within cvrrant (ood cost constraints. Minimizing cost impacts removes

upwerd pressure on student fees which would result in decreased student participation.

USOA's e((oru to test the effect of raducing fat and sodium and irKressing the nutritional quality of meals has

shown that improvetnanU can be made wittwut sffectir>g participation. AlttKXjgh the SNOA study found that

schtools that served meals with a low proportion of calories from (at (less than 32 percent) had lower than

average program participation, thia information needs to t>a viewed in the larger context o( efforts specifically

designed to examine improvetnants in school meals.

The Department sponsored demonstration prefects in five school (ood authorities (rom school year 1 989-90 to

1 991-92 to evaluate the extant to which menus planned to meet the NSLP meal pattern could be modified to

better rellect the dietary guidefines." Through the Menu Modification Demonstration Project, USDA
examined the process involved in modifying school meals, includir>g t(M impact on program participation. The

demorutrstion (ound that (at could be decreased significantly without decreasing program participation. The

percentage decrease in grams of (at ranged (rom 12 to 31 percent in the (cur sites. In all schools, average

daily participation remained stable or ma—fd slightly. In addition, the improvements were made with

relatively minor changes in the types o( foods o(fered. Although the (fistricts were not able to make

12
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comparable improvements In the percentage of calories from fat, because overall calories decreased, the

results demonstrate that fat can be cut without losing participation.

California is operating a State-wide demonstration of nutrient standard menu planning. The State reported that

the nutnent-based system they implemented did not result in any decreases in gross meal participation

between 1990 and 1992.

SNDA did firKl lower student participation in very low-fat schools, however, the study also ir>dicatad that it is

possible to reduce the average fat content of lunches offered to well below the national average of 38 percent
of food energy without adversely affectir>g participation in the NSLP. Participation rates ware similar in schools

whose lunches provide a moderate percentage of food energy from fat (32 percent to 35 percent) and in those

whose meals provide a Ngh or very high percentage of food erwrgy from fat. It is important to note that the

SNDA finding of low participation among low-fat scf>ools is not based on experience with schools altering the

nutrient content of food but ratfier on a point-irvtime cross-sectional observation of schools with low-fat meals.

The study did not collect information on how the schools implemented low-fat rrieals and what consequartces
these would have had on participation.

USOA recognizes ttiat significant efforts must be undertaken to ensure that participstion is maintained as meals

are improved. If a meal does rrat taste good or look good then children will not eat it. The proposed regulation

recognizes that food changes alone will rwt bring schools meals in line with the cfiotary guidelines. The results

of SNDA arxJ the two demonstrations suggest that reductions in calories from fat must tw accompanied by
nutrition education tnd promotional activities to maintain student participation. Gradual implementation of the

Dietary Guidelines in school meals will allow for incremental changes in food offerings, minimizing the impact
on current participation in the school meal programs. School food service Is a nonprofit business that must
meet student preferertces to stay viable. This requires maintenance of participation by meeting food

preferences, and sccomplisNr^ rHjtritior^al improvements through changes to recipes, food preparation

techniques and purchasing specifications ttwt are coruistent with tfiese preferences.

e. Implementation costs:

Initial implementation costs faced by schools will vary depending on existing capabilities ar>d resources within

districts and will take many forms. Local, State arxj Federal resources are availabia for implemantation. USOA
has already Initiated a number of improvements: updated and improved recipes for schools, a computerized
data bank of standard nutritional values of meals served and a demortttration proiect on NSMP. The

demonstration will ir>cur much of the developmental cost of the basic system framework and identify cost

effective strategies for implementation. The Department has annourKed the availatMlity of riutrition education

cooperative agreements to develop comprehensive community-based approaches to rHrtrition education and Is

working on a rwtior^al put>lication directed at grade school children. The Department is assisting school food

service professlortals in working with chefs, farmers and otfters to make school meal* appealing and healthful.

The President's FY 1995 budget contains a request of over *20 million to support extensive trainirta for school

meal providers on how to plan arMJ prepare ruitritlous and appealing meals as waO as launching a ttational

media campaign directed at building children's skills at making wise food choicss for life.

States receive over 490 million arvHjally from tfie Federal level In State Administrative Expense ISAEI furwls for

program oversight. A portion of ttwse resources are available to assist in implementation. In addition, the

proposed regulation would reduce tfw level of State resources devoted to local school food authority reviews,

which is described in more detail below.

At the local level, lriH>lementing nutrient standard menu planning will require computer capabilities. Marty

schools currently make extensive use of computers for management activities and have the facilities and

capabilities to undertake nutrient standard menu planning. One of the goals of the initiative is to usa the

technology more effectively.

A study of school food authorities in tha mid-Atlantic region found that SO percent of SFAs amploy computers

for some functions." Over one-fourth of these districts had comprehensive systetna that allowed tham to do
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menu management and nutritional evaluations. The menu modification demonatrations found that the lack of

appropnate computer software limited the feasibility of monitoring the nutritiorwl quality of memM. Mofe

recentlv developed software hat greatly enhanced the ability to perform these arulyses, which will now be

supported by e USOA developed data base. Schools with microcomputers should be able to use this

software.

Schools without sufficient computer capability or necessary access to technical assistance may opt for

Assisted Nutrient Standard Menu Planrting, which will allow development and analysis of menus by otiMr

entities, such as Stete agencies, consortiuns of school districts, consultants or the Federal govarrunent, while

still applying ttw essemials of NSMP.

The per meal reimbursement provided to schools wee designed to cover both the food and administrative costs

(Isbor »nd operetionsi of providing meals to students and can be used to acquire computer hardware end

software. EnharKed computing aliilities offer significant improvements in other areas of food service

management beyond nutrient standard menu plarvvng. The potential for additional improvements in food

service operations beyorwl menu planning, for example, inventory control, should ftelp offset the cost of

ecquiring this capability for NSMP.

The cost analysis found tfiat the nutrient requiremerrts of NSMP can be met at about tf>e current cost of food in

ttM National School Lunch Program. Because tfie foods used in tfte sample menus were drawn from what is

currently being served, USOA does not anticipate ttw need for significant changes in meal preparation practices

tfiat woUd affect th» cost to prepare meals. The administrative cost of conductir>g NSMP should be about the

same as current operations once the system is fully implemented in a scfwol. An evaluation of costs in the

California nutrient standard demonstration reported tfiat most Softools experienced slight cost changes ttut

ranged from 4 percent savings to 1 .5 percent increased costs ami corKluded that most districts can expect to

experience very little change in overall food service costs when implementing a nutrient-besed system."

f. Other Significant Effects:

Tfte Pood and Nutrition Service believes tttat implementation of nutrient-based rrtanus will require extensive

training and technical assistance, especially at tfw school food authority level. In addition, tfie acquisition of

computers (for schools that do not already have tliem) or contracting for computer or assistance with tr>e

revised menu planning system may Involve some local level expenditures during the implementation period.

While implementation will require a dedicated effort on tfM part of our sgertcy. the state agencies and local

scffool food authorities, tfie ortgoing operation and maintenance of nutrient-besed menu plarwiirtg will be

indistinguishable from the current meal pattern based system in terms of effort*.

To provide for tfie resources needed for implementation, tfie regulation proposes a twenty per cent reduction in

state monitoring requirements. This reduction wiH enhance tfie level of resources available to focus on Uaining
and tecfwiical assistance efforts. Many sctwol food autttorities will no longer have the requirement for specific

edit cfiecks to review claims submitted for reimbursable meals. fUtfier. ttiese school food autfiorities will have

flexibility to develop their own intemal controls for such review. This provision is largely intended to streamline

program administration, but wil alaa provide some relief from program management burdene.

Other Reoulatorv Chaooee

Ttie regtiation propoeaa to streemBne some existing edministretive procedives of State agencies and school

districts. This win permrt States end school districts to implement NSMP and focus on tfie nutritional needs of

children. At tfie State level the school food authority review cycle will be extended from four to five years,

reducing by 20 percent tfie teaoiMee* devoted to tNs effort. While tNs wil extend tfie time period between
formal reviews, most districts are currently visited more frequently tfian tfie current four year cycle. Tfie

States wiV continue to have a significant presence at tfie local level. Although tfie focus of ettention will be on

implementing NSMP tfiere slwuld be no perceived reduction in State oversight.

5. Raaton for Sahction of Pmpotad AHamativa: The overriding purpose behind this rule is to serve more
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nutritious and healthful mealt to school childrsn whila maintaining access to th« meal programs for needy
children ar>d enhancing the flexibility of local schools to administer the programs.

The nutrient targets selected are derived from the Dietary Guidelines for Americans and tha Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDAsi". The Dietary Guidelines for Americans erKompass the Federal govemment policy

on nutrition. They are developed in corttideratior> of scientific sources such as The Suroeofi General's Beoort

on Nutrition arxi Health" and the Natior\al Academy of Sciences reports Diet and Heelth: Impficetiooe for

Reducing Chronic Disease Risk" arxj Recommerxied Dietary Allowances . They are based upoo the

recommendations of an expert committee, the Dietary Guidelirws Advisory Committee, specifically appointed to

assist in developing Dietary Guidelines for use across Federal goverrvnent. There are no alternative policy

documents with official sanction by the government departments responsible for domestic nutrition which
could provide alterrtative dietary targeu for the generel population. Other govemment pubticetion* in this area,

such as 'Building for ttie Future: Nutrition GuidarKe for the Child Nutrition Programs*'' are based upon the

Dietary Guidelines.

6. PubSc Comments: The Department also considefad extensive oral testimony presented at four public

hearings and meetings as well as written comments submitted in resporue to a rwtice published in the Federal

Register on September 1 3, 1 993. A summary of the comments is included in the preamble to the proposed
rule.
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